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Abstract 
The need to design bridges to withstand flood and debris loads has long been recognised 
in Australia with the current and previous bridge design codes providing guidance. 
Limit state design philosophy was adopted in AUSTROADS (1992), the 1992 
Australian bridge design code.  The ultimate limit state is defined in the code as ‘the 
capability of a bridge to withstand, without collapse, the design flood associated with a 
2000 year return interval’. The association of the ultimate limit state with a 2000 year 
return interval design flood means that the majority of bridges over waterways will be 
designed for overtopping and that the design flood loads are more realistic.  
The recommendations in AUSTROADS (1992) for design debris loads and flood loads 
on superstructures are derived from limited data.  The recommendations for flood loads 
on piers are based on extensive research in the 1960’s and earlier, and are considered 
reliable.  Therefore, further research on debris loads and flood loads on superstructures 
was required for use by designers working according to limit state philosophy. 
In recognition of the requirement for an improved knowledge of debris and flood 
loadings, the hydrodynamic and debris loadings on bridge superstructures and piers 
have been measured in a comprehensive laboratory program for ranges of flood 
conditions and geometric arrangements likely to encountered in practice.  The effect of 
the Froude number (F), degree of submergence (SR), and proximity of the 
superstructure to the bed (Pr) on the forces and moments were investigated in a 
parametric study.  Also studied were the effects of turbulence intensity, superelevation, 
and skew. 
The forces and moments were measured on scale models of six different superstructures 
and three pier types, and the debris loadings on five superstructures and three pier types.  
The loads were measured using a custom designed dynamometer system.  On one of the 
superstructure models, the loadings were also obtained by measuring the pressure 
distribution around the centreline of the model and then integrating the distribution. 
Flow visualisation and the pressure distributions were used to investigate the bluff body 
fluid mechanics phenomena associated with flow around bridges.  Boundary layer 
separation and reattachment, free surface effects, and wake blockage effects were 
studied in detail, and related to the trends in the measured loads.  A number of unusual 
flow patterns were observed and documented. 
    
  
The results are presented as drag, lift, and moment coefficients.  They constitute the 
first comprehensive set of data of this kind, and they provide the basis for more accurate 
estimates of design forces and moments associated with flood and debris loadings for 
submerged and semi-submerged bridge superstructures and piers.  The coefficients were 
found to be dependent on the parameters F, Pr, and SR and that under some conditions a 
inter-dependence existed between the coefficients.  
The maximum drag coefficient for the superstructure models was typically in the range 
1.9 to 2.2 occurred when the water level was about the depth of the model above the top 
of the model.  The lift coefficient was typically negative and in the range 0 to –8.0 with 
the most negative values occurring just above overtopping of the model.  The maximum 
coefficient of moment of about 4.0 occurred when the water level was about the depth 
of the model above the top of the model.  These generalisations are for a typical case 
with a Pr of 3.5, i.e., the distance from the floor of the flume to the underside of the 
model was 3.5 times the depth of the model. 
The superstructure debris models were found to be strongly dependent on the above 
parameters. The drag coefficient had a range of about 0.5 to 3.0, the lift coefficient a 
range of –6.0 to +3.5, and the moment coefficient a range of about 0.0 to 2.0.   
The pier debris models were dependent on the depth of the approach flow and F.  The 
drag coefficient varied from about 0.6 up to 5.0 across the range of test conditions. 
From the data sets, a series of design charts and tables are developed and a new 
methodology for the calculation of overturning moments that accounts for the correct 
line of action of the drag and lift forces is presented.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The need to design bridges to withstand flood and debris loads has long been 
recognised in Australia with the current and previous bridge design codes providing 
guidance. Limit state design philosophy was adopted in AUSTROADS (1992), the 
1992 Australian bridge design code.  The ultimate limit state is defined in the code as 
‘the capability of a bridge to withstand, without collapse, the design flood associated 
with a 2000 year return interval’.  Under the previous code, NAASRA (1976), bridges 
were designed to serviceability criteria, which was typically a design flood with a 50 
year or 100 year return interval.  NAASRA then required that the bridge be checked 
using a 140% loading case.  In many situations it was possible to set the superstructure 
above the level of the flood so that substructure was only required to withstand flood 
and debris loadings on the piers. The association of the ultimate limit state with a 2000 
year return interval design flood means that the majority of bridges over waterways 
will be designed for overtopping and that the design flood loads are more realistic. 
Only in rare cases will the 2000 year flood level be below the deck level. 
A literature survey and discussions with industry representatives revealed that the 
recommendations in the code for design debris loads and flood loads on 
superstructures were derived from limited data.  The recommendations for flood loads 
on piers are based on extensive research in the 1960’s and earlier, and are considered 
reliable.  Therefore, further research on debris loads and flood loads on superstructures 
was required for use by designers working according to limit state philosophy. 
In recognition of the requirement for an improved knowledge of debris and flood 
loadings, a large amount of data for flood and debris loads on submerged and semi-
submerged bridge superstructures and piers has been obtained from a comprehensive 
laboratory program comprising 500 tests.  The hydrodynamic forces and moments on 
scale models of six different superstructures and three different piers have been 
measured for a range of flood conditions likely to be encountered in practice. The 
hydrodynamic forces and moments were also measured on scale models of five 
idealised debris mats in combination with the superstructure models, and scale models 
of three idealised debris mats in combination with the pier models. The principles of 
dynamic similarity were relied upon to test the scale models so that the coefficients 
could be translated to prototype bridges.  It was assumed that inertia and gravity forces 
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predominate, not viscous forces, and so Froude law scaling was used to obtain 
dynamic similarity. 
The parameters investigated in the laboratory tests on superstructure and debris models 
were Froude number, submergence of the superstructure models, and proximity of the 
models to the bed.  The parameters investigated in the pier tests were Froude number 
and depth of approach flow.  The effect of turbulence intensity, superstructure 
superelevation, and superstructure skew on the flood loadings were also investigated.  
The results are presented here as drag, lift, and moment coefficients. 
The forces on the models were measured using a custom designed dynamometer 
system and in a limited number of tests by measuring the pressure distribution around 
the cross-section of one of the superstructure models.   
Dye injection was used to observe the behaviour of the flow around the models.  These 
observations along with the measured pressure distributions are used to provide a 
comprehensive insight into the flow around a bluff body with complicated geometry.  
Boundary layer separation and reattachment, free surface effects, and wake blockage 
effects were studied in detail and related to the trends in the measured loads.  A 
number of unusual flow patterns are documented. 
From the data sets, a series of design charts and tables are developed and a new 
methodology for the calculation of overturning moments that correctly accounts for the 
eccentricities of the drag and lift forces is presented. 
In summary, the aim of the research program was to obtain a comprehensive 
understanding of the loads which must be withstood by bridges subject to flooding, 
and a detailed understanding of the associated bluff body fluid mechanics phenomena. 
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2. THEORETICAL BASIS 
It has been stated that the key outputs of this research are drag, lift and moment 
coefficients for bridges submerged by flood waters and with debris built up against the 
bridge, and an understanding of the bluff body fluid mechanics phenomena associated 
with flow around bridges.  To achieve these outcomes the principles of dynamic 
similarity have been relied upon to test scale models of bridge superstructures, piers, 
and debris models so that the results can be transferred to prototype bridges of similar 
geometry. 
This chapter is a review of the theoretical basis of the research program covering 
definitions of flow and geometrical parameters, bluff body fluid mechanics, dynamic 
similitude, the application of the momentum equation to determine the drag coefficient, 
and turbulence intensity. 
2.1 FLOW AND GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS DEFINITIONS 
The experimental program investigated the dependence of the coefficients on the degree 
of submergence of the model, the proximity of the model to the floor of the flume, and 
the Froude number (F).  For convenience, important parameters and non-dimensional 
numbers are defined at this stage.  The significance of these parameters will be 
discussed in subsequent sections of the chapter.   
The submergence and proximity were normalised using the depth of the superstructure 
model and identified as relative submergence (SR) and proximity ratio (Pr) respectively.  
SR, Pr, and F are defined below.  Although the subsequent discussion will show that 
Reynolds number (R) is not a dependent variable in the parametric study, it is used in 
the discussion on bluff body fluid mechanics and dynamic similitude and so is defined 
below. 
The relative submergence is the ratio of the depth of water above the girder soffit 
(underside of girder) to the projected depth of the superstructure and is defined by 
Equation 2-1. 
 Equation 2-1 
s
wgs
R d
d
S =  
where, with reference to Figure 2-1, dwgs is the depth from girder soffit to free 
surface at the upstream face of the superstructure (mm), and ds is the depth of 
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superstructure.  The depth of superstructure was considered to be the depth of 
solid obstruction to the flow.  Therefore, on models where a New Jersey parapet 
(refer Figure 5-3) was used, ds included the parapet, but where a bridge rail was 
modelled (refer Figure 5-8), ds did not include the railing.  In tests when debris 
mat was modelled in conjunction with a superstructure, the depth of 
superstructure was used, not the depth of the debris mat. 
By definition, SR = 1.0 if the upstream water level is at the top of the parapet, and if 
bridge railing is used, an SR of 1.0 is when the upstream water level is at the top of the 
edge kerb, not the top of the railing. 
The proximity ratio is the ratio of the distance between the floor of the flume and the 
girder soffit to the depth of superstructure as defined by Equation 2-2. 
 Equation 2-2  
s
gs
r d
y
P =  
where, with reference to Figure 2-2, Ybm is the distance from the floor to the 
girder soffit (mm), 
 
Flow 
dwgs 
Ybm 
ds
Floor of Flume
Not to Scale
 
Figure 2-1  Dimensions for Calculating SR and Pr 
The predominant forces in free surface flows are normally those due to gravity and 
inertia.  The Froude number (F) is a measure of the ratio of the inertia forces to gravity 
forces, and is defined by Equation 2-3.  At small Froude numbers gravitational forces 
are more predominant than inertial forces and vice versa at large Froude numbers. 
 Equation 2-3 
0
0
V
g.y=F   
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where V0 is the free stream approach velocity (m/s) at the level of the 
superstructure, g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), and y0 is the depth 
of the free stream approach flow (m).  V0 is the root mean squared (r.m.s) 
velocity of the ten velocities recorded at the mid-height of the bridge as detailed 
in section 4.7; the r.m.s velocity was adopted because the forces on a submerged 
body are proportional to 20V , and V0 is used in the calculation of the force 
coefficients.  
Reynolds number (R) is a measure of the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces and is 
defined by Equation 2-4. 
 Equation 2-4 
R = L * V0ν
  
where L is the bridge width (m) in the direction of flow or the width of the pier 
normal to the flow, V0 is as previously defined(m/s), and ν (m2/s) is the 
kinematic viscosity of the fluid.  The kinematic viscosity was adjusted for water 
temperature. 
2.2 BLUFF BODY FLUID MECHANICS 
The study of flood and debris forces on bridge superstructures and piers is an 
application of the theory of flow around immersed bodies.  The bridge superstructure 
and piers and the debris mat are categorised as a bluff body. Figure 2-2 shows 
characteristics of flow around a bluff body for a high Reynolds number.  V0 is the free 
stream velocity, p0 is the free stream mean dynamic pressure, FD the drag force on the 
body, and FL the lift force on the body.  
The pressure on the surface of the body (p) is usually referenced to p0.  Therefore, from 
Bernoulli’s equation, if the velocity at any point over the surface of the body is greater 
than the free stream velocity, the pressure will be less than p0 (negative).  Conversely, 
the pressure will be positive in areas with a velocity less than the free stream velocity.  
The pressure on the body can be normalised using the dynamic pressure to obtain CP, 
the coefficient of pressure, as shown in equation 2-5.  
The separation point refers to the position on a body immersed in a flow where the 
boundary layer separates from the body. The location of separation on a bluff body with 
a surface discontinuity, as shown in Figure 2-2, is less complicated than that for a bluff 
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body with a continuous surface, such as circular cylinder.  The boundary layer grows 
from the stagnation point and separates at a surface discontinuity (sharp corners) to 
form what is known as a separated boundary layer or a separated shear layer.  At very 
low Reynolds numbers, the flow may follow the contours of the body and consequently 
separation may not occur.  Simiu and Scanlen (1971) presented the results from Scruton 
and Rogers (1978) for flow around a square cylinder with sharp corners, and from 
Hoerner (1965) for flow around circular and square flat plates. In both cases there was 
little variation in CD when Reynolds number was greater than 104.   
 
FD
FLShear  Layer
Shear  Layer
Wake RegionFlow .Stagnation Point
Separation Point
Separation Point
V0, p0
 
Figure 2-2  Some Characteristics of Flow Around a Bluff Body 
 
Equation 2-5 
C
p - p
VP
0
1
2 0
2= ρ  
Surface discontinuities exist on the superstructure models used in this research, and it 
will be seen that the flow separates at the leading edge of the upstream girder soffit, the 
leading edge of the underside of the deck, and the upstream parapet.  Reynolds number 
was always greater than 104 and so the need to investigate the dependence of the 
coefficients on Reynolds number was precluded. 
On a bluff body without surface discontinuities, the adverse pressure gradient and 
viscous stress reduces the forward momentum and energy of the fluid particles close to 
the wall.  When no more retardation can occur without a reversal of flow, the boundary 
layer separates from the body to form the separated boundary layer.  At the point of 
separation the velocity gradient normal to the direction of flow is zero and the viscous 
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stress is zero.  Separation will occur further downstream if the boundary layer is 
turbulent rather than laminar.  In a turbulent layer the fluid particles have more kinetic 
energy to overcome the adverse pressure gradient and hence separation occurs further 
downstream.  The flow state of the boundary layer is dependent on the Reynolds 
number, surface roughness and the turbulence intensity in the free stream approach 
flow.  Increased surface roughness and the turbulence intensity of the approach flow 
will cause the transition of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent to occur at a 
lower Reynolds number.  
Surface roughness and the turbulence intensity of the approach flow do not affect the 
location of separation on a body with surface discontinuities. 
The reattachment point is the location on the body where the separated boundary layer 
reattaches to the surface.  Reattachment may occur depending on factors such as: 
• the incident flow conditions; 
• the geometry of the immersed body; 
• the downstream pressure distribution; 
• free surface effects. 
The turbulence intensity of the incident flow can influence reattachment through a 
decrease in the curvature of the separation bubble brought about by the enhanced 
transfer of mass, momentum and energy associated with increased levels of turbulence. 
Reattachment is more likely to occur as the depth to width aspect ratio decreases as 
shown by Simiu and Scanlan (1978) on a rectangular bluff body.  It will be shown in 
later chapters that under some flow conditions the free surface over the superstructure 
models has a strong curvature towards the model. This curvature influences the path of 
the streamlines and the shape of the separated boundary layer. If reattachment occurs, 
the boundary layer will separate again at the boundary discontinuity on the trailing 
edges of the body. 
The stagnation point is a small area on the body where the streamlines divide and the 
fluid particles decelerate to zero.  By Bernoulli’s equation, the pressure is equal to the 
free stream dynamic pressure because the velocity is zero, and by definition CP = +1.0.  
There is a stagnation point on the upstream face of the body and at the point of 
reattachment of the separated boundary layer. 
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The wake is an area of low pressure that is created when the boundary layer separates 
from the body. The separated boundary layer, or shear layer, defines the edges of the 
wake separating it from the smoother outer flow region.  At the Reynolds numbers used 
in this research, inertia forces predominate with a result that the wake is normally 
characterised by a highly turbulent fluid with low mean velocity and a series of small 
eddies in the shear layer.  The pressure in the wake is normally somewhere between the 
pressure at the stagnation point and that at the separation point.  For a geometrically 
simple bluff body, such as rectangular prism, the magnitude of the drag force is 
proportional to the size of the wake region, ie, the wider the wake the greater the drag 
force.   
If the bluff body shown in Figure 2-2 was in close proximity to a free surface, it is 
likely that the separated boundary layer would take on a different shape.  The free 
surface would most likely draw down over the body if the flow was subcritical with a 
resultant change to the pattern of streamlines above the body and a corresponding 
change in the pressure distribution around the body.  
2.2.1 FORCES ON A SUBMERGED BODY 
In general terms, the forces imposed on a body immersed in flow are a function of the 
body shape, inertia, gravity, pressure, fluid viscosity, surface roughness of the body, 
depth and velocity of flow, proximity of the body to the free surface (if free surface 
flow) and the bed and walls, free stream turbulence, surface tension and 
compressibility.  More specifically when considering the forces and moments imposed 
by a flood on a bridge, the effects of surface tension and compressibility can be ignored. 
2.2.1.1 Drag Force and Coefficient of Drag (CD) 
The drag force on a stationary body in a moving fluid is the force component acting in 
the direction of the undisturbed flow.  Drag force is a combination of viscous (friction) 
drag and pressure drag (or form drag).  Viscous drag is a result of the tangential shear 
stress along the surface of the body and can be a function of R, the surface roughness, 
and turbulence intensity of the free stream flow.  Pressure drag is the pressure force 
exerted on the body in the direction of the flow as a result of the net pressure difference 
between the stagnation point and the turbulent wake region.  Pressure drag is dependent 
on the geometry of the body and the location of separation and reattachment points 
which themselves can be dependent on the factors listed in section 2.2.1.  Generally, the 
viscous drag on a bluff body is negligible when compared with the form drag.  
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The total drag force (FD) on a body is obtained by integrating the viscous and pressure 
forces in the direction of flow.  Consider the body in Figure 2-3 where p is the pressure 
normal to the surface of the body; τ is the shear stress tangent to the body surface; θ is 
the angle between the pressure vector and the velocity vector; dA is the unit area; and 
FRES is the resultant force vector.  All other symbols are as previously defined. 
dA
FL
FD
FRES
τp
V0
p0
θ
 
Figure 2-3  Pressure on an Immersed Body 
The drag force on the body is described as 
F = p cos A +  in AD θ τ θd s d∫∫ . 
The drag coefficient is a non-dimensional coefficient which is the ratio of the drag force 
to the product of the free stream dynamic pressure and reference area shown in its 
general form in Equation 2-6. 
 Equation 2-6 
C F
V AD 12 0
2
D= ρ  
where FD has the units of Newtons, ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3); V0 is the 
average free stream approach velocity (m/s); and A is the reference area (m2).  
The reference area is the wetted area of the superstructure or debris mat projected on a 
vertical plane normal to the flow.  In the pier alone tests, the reference area was 
calculated using the water level linearly interpolated between the water levels recorded 
at the upstream and downstream piezometric tappings. V0 is the r.m.s of several 
velocities recorded in the vertical plane at 1.225 m upstream of the model.  The number 
and location of the velocity readings was dependent on type of model and method for 
measuring the forces on the model.  Further details are given in section 8.1.5. 
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2.2.1.2 Lift force and Coefficient of Lift (CL) 
For a stationary body in a moving flow, the lift force (FL) is the force component acting 
normal to the mean direction of the undisturbed flow, ie, in the y direction.  The lift 
force comprises viscous forces and pressure forces.  Referring to Figure 2-3, the lift 
force is described as 
FL = p sin  dA +  cos  dAθ τ θ∫∫  
The coefficient of lift (CL) is a non-dimensional coefficient which is the ratio of the lift 
force to the product of the free stream dynamic pressure and the reference area and is 
defined by Equation 2-7. 
 Equation 2-7 
C
VL 0
2= F A
L
1
2 ρ
 
where FL has the units of Newtons and is positive vertically upwards. The 
reference area is the wetted area of the superstructure or debris mat projected on 
a vertical plane normal to the flow. 
When a bridge is either partially or fully submerged by water it is subjected to a 
buoyancy force (FB) that acts in the direction of a positive lift force.  Traditionally FB is 
said to be a f (Voldis, ρ), where Voldis is the displaced volume of the partially or fully 
submerged superstructure.  For CL to be non-dimensional, and hence applicable at 
dynamically similar conditions, FL should only consist of dynamic forces, ie, forces 
proportional to V0
2 .  Therefore, FB should not be included in FL and needs to be 
removed from the measured lift force. This presents a difficulty when SR ≤ 1.0.  To 
further the discussion on buoyancy, it is first necessary to introduce the principles of 
dynamic similarity.  Therefore, the discussion on the treatment of buoyancy is 
continued in section 2.4. 
2.2.1.3 Moment and Coefficient of Moment (CM) 
An important consideration in assessing the flood loads on a bridge is the line of action 
of the resultant force (FRES).  If a point on the bridge is chosen as the origin, the 
moment, generated by the flood and debris loads, about the origin can be calculated; 
Jempson and Apelt (1995) first demonstrated the significance of this moment.  With 
reference to Figure 2-4, the origin is the girder soffit (G) on the centreline of the 
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superstructure and the moment (MGS) about the origin is calculated by multiplying FRES 
cosθ by the lever arm y3. 
The drag and lift forces were non-dimensionalised using the product of the dynamic 
pressure and the projected area.  To non-dimensionalise MGS an additional length (Lref) 
is required.  The wetted depth of the superstructure on a vertical plane normal to the 
flow was adopted.  The dimensionless form of the moment is referred to as the 
coefficient of moment (CM) and is defined by Equation 2-8. 
FlowLD
y3
y2 y1
FDV + FDP
LF
FD
FL
FRES
yw
θ
θ
0.784 m
R1R2+3
R4+5 •
Axis
•
G
Not to Scale  
Figure 2-4 Force Diagram for Calculating Moment About Girder Soffit 
Equation 2-8 
ref
2
02
1
GS
M LA V
M
C ρ=  
where MGS is the moment about the centreline at the level of the girder soffit 
(kNm) and is positive in the clockwise direction when flow is from left to right, 
and LREF is the reference length (m).   
MGS has significance to designers in that it gives the overturning moment on the 
superstructure; the alternative would be for the designer to assume a line of action for 
FD and FL. 
2.3 DYNAMIC SIMILITUDE 
The principles of dynamic similarity were relied upon to test scale models of bridge 
superstructures, piers, and debris models so that the coefficients could be translated to 
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prototype bridges.  A background on dynamic similitude and its application to this 
research is presented. 
Dynamic similarity occurs between two geometrically similar flow systems when the 
ratios of the forces acting in one system are the same as the corresponding ratios in the 
other system, ie, the appropriate dimensionless numbers are the same in two systems 
which are geometrically similar, but different in size.  If model testing is done using the 
principles of dimensional similitude, then dynamic similarity will be obtained between 
the model and prototype allowing the translation of model results to the prototype.  To 
determine the appropriate dimensionless numbers, it is necessary to first establish which 
forces are significant in the system being modelled. 
In section 2.2.1 it was noted that the forces and moments imposed by a flood on a 
bridge are a function of the body shape, inertia, gravity, pressure, fluid viscosity, 
surface roughness of the body, depth and velocity of flow, proximity of the body to the 
free surface (if free surface flow) and the bed and walls, and free stream turbulence.  
The application of the principles of dynamic similarity leads to the relationships: 
CD = fD(F, R, PR, SR) 
CL = fL(F, R, PR, SR) 
CM = fM(F, R, PR, SR) 
Since it was not practical to achieve equality of both Froude number and Reynolds 
number in this research program, it was necessary to establish whether gravitational or 
viscous forces were more significant.   
In section 2.2 it was noted that the flow patterns and pressure distributions on bluff 
bodies with surface discontinuities: 
• are normally dominated by flow separation from the sharp edges and by the 
free surface when the body is in close proximity to the free surface; 
• are not affected by changes in Reynolds number provided it exceeds 104. 
Therefore, it was assumed that inertia and gravity forces predominate, not viscous 
forces, and so Froude law scaling was used to obtain dynamic similarity, ie, Fm = Fp 
where the subscript m refers to the model and the subscript p refers to the prototype.  
This departure from the full requirements of similitude causes “scale effects” which are 
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negligibly small if there is no significant dependence on Reynolds number.  Therefore, 
the transfer of the model results to prototype at the same Froude number is possible. 
If Reynolds number is ignored, the above relationships are re-written as follows: 
CD = fD(F, PR, SR) 
CL = fL(F, PR, SR) 
CM = fM(F, PR, SR) 
These relationships define the parameters to be investigated in a parametric study into 
the forces and moments imposed by a flood on a bridge. 
The scale ratios for several key parameters are derived below using Froude law scaling. 
The velocity ratio Vr is calculated using this assumption, ie, 
 pm
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Assume that g is the same for model and prototype. 
The model length scale ratio Lr is defined as 
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Similarly the ratio (Rr) of prototype Reynolds number (Rp) to model Reynolds number 
(Rm) can be determined.  Assume that ν is the same for prototype and model and 
therefore can be omitted. 
 R  R
R
r
p
m
=   =  V L
V L
 =  V L =  125p p
m m
r r  
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The drag force ratio FDr is derived as follows. 
r
2
rrDr
m
2
mmDm2
1
p
2
ppDp2
1
Dr AVρCAvC
AvρC
F == ρ  
now CDr and ρr are 1.0 
∴ 3r2rrDr LLLF ==   
Similarly the lift force ratio FLr = 3rL . 
It can also be shown that the moment ratio MGr = 4rL  
FBr, the buoyancy force scale ratio is required for the discussion in section 2.4 on the 
treatment of the buoyancy force FB. 
 FB = Voldis ρ g 
where Voldis is the displaced volume of the partially or fully submerged bridge 
superstructure. 
 F
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now ρr and gr are 1.0 
 ∴ F LBr r3=  
mr, the momentum per unit width scale ratio, is required for presentation of the design 
recommendations in chapter 0. 
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2.4 TREATMENT OF BUOYANCY 
In section 2.2.1.2 it was identified that FL should only consist of dynamic forces, ie, 
forces proportional to V0
2  and that this presented a difficulty when SR ≤ 1.0. Consider 
Figure 2-5 which gives two typical cases for a partially submerged bridge 
superstructure, both with SR = 1.0 but largely different Froude numbers.  The water 
surface level through the bridge varies with velocity and may be different to either the 
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upstream or the downstream water levels, ie, the hydrostatic level.  This variation in 
free surface profile indicates that the displaced volume (Voldis), and hence FB, are a 
function of velocity.  Alternatively, it could be said that FB is the vector sum of a 
hydrostatic component and a dynamic component.  Is this apparent complication a 
difficulty in transferring results to prototype? 
It was shown in section 2.3 that the force scale ratio is equal to 3rL  and that buoyancy is 
scaled according to the volume ratio, which is equal 3rL .  Therefore, any “error” in the 
buoyancy is accounted for by the Froude law scaling if there is true dynamic similarity.  
However, it is likely that the experimental results will be used by designers for 
conditions that are not exactly dynamically similar.  Therefore, careful consideration 
needs to be given to the treatment of buoyancy.  
When SR > 1.0, buoyancy is not a function of V0 and so buoyancy is calculated using 
the full volume of the superstructure model.  Under this condition, there would be no 
error in the prototype lift force through the application of the results to flow conditions 
which are not exactly dynamically similar, all else being equal.  Therefore, the 
following discussion relates only to flow conditions with SR ≤ 1.0. 
In developing an approach to the treatment of buoyancy, an additional two buoyancy 
concepts are introduced, viz, hydrostatic buoyancy force FBH, and residual buoyancy 
force FBR.  The hydrostatic buoyancy force is the buoyancy force on the bridge in the 
hydrostatic state and is calculated using a level free surface, a calculation that is not 
complicated.  The residual buoyancy force is the difference between the hydrostatic 
buoyancy force and the actual buoyancy force, ie, 
 FBR = FBH - FB.  
FBR is proportional to V0
2 , i.e. it is dynamic, and should be included in FL.  It is noted 
that as V0→0, FBR→0.  The concept is demonstrated in Figure 2-6 to Figure 2-8, which 
show the area to be used when determining Voldis to calculate FBH, FB and FBR.  In 
Figure 2-6, Voldis for FBH is associated with the unrestricted tailwater level.  This will be 
the adopted approach, but a discussion of the alternatives follows.  The following 
criteria were considered in deciding on an approach: 
1. any error in the application of the results to flow conditions which are not 
exactly dynamically similar is minimised; 
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2. the method needs to be easily applied at the experimental stage with a level of 
accuracy commensurate with the experimental methodology; 
3. the method needs to be easily applicable by the bridge designer. 
Figure 2-5  Generic Free surface Profiles for High and Low Froude Numbers 
Before deciding on the hydrostatic water level, the equation for determining FL 
experimentally will be defined to assist in the discussion. 
 FL = FLM - FBH 
or FL = FLM - (FB + FBR) 
where FLM is the lift force measured during the experiment. 
The structural designer will calculate FL using CL, V0, A, and ρ, and then add FBH 
vectorially to FL to obtain the design lift force (FLD) for the bridge, ie, 
FLD = FL + FBH 
from which it can be shown that FLD is the prototype equivalent of FLM for dynamically 
similar conditions. 
Unrestricted TWL
Water Surface  
Figure 2-6 - Displaced area used in the calculation of FBH  
Flow
Case 1:  SR = 1.0,  High F
Unrestricted TailwaterUpstream Water Level
Upstream Water Level Unrestricted Tailwater Level
Case 2:  SR = 1.0,  Low F
Flow
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Unrestricted TWL
Water Surface  
Figure 2-7  Displaced area used in the calculation of FB 
 
Unrestricted TWL
Water Surface  
Figure 2-8  Displaced area used in the calculation of FBR 
Following are methods that could be used to calculate FBH, all of which assume a level 
free surface profile through the superstructure. 
1. Use the unrestricted tailwater level to calculate Voldis. 
2. Use the water level at the upstream face, i.e. SR, to calculate Voldis;  the designer 
can assume that SR is the unrestricted tailwater level + afflux + velocity head, 
where the velocity is the average stream velocity and afflux is the difference in 
water level between the upstream water level (not including the velocity head) 
and the unrestricted tailwater level. 
3. The fully submerged Voldis could be removed for all SR, i.e., calculate Voldis 
using a water level at the top of the parapets. 
Consider method 1.  The unrestricted tailwater level is the water level that would occur 
with the stream in its natural state.  It is information that the designer would normally 
have available.  However, a true unrestricted tailwater level was not available from the 
flume.  The most accurate water level was obtained at the downstream piezometric 
tapping.  This is a time-averaged water level measured using a sensitive differential 
pressure transducer (refer Section 4.8 on page 70).  A check was done to see if the water 
level at the downstream piezometric tapping was representative of the unrestricted 
tailwater level.  This was done by measuring the water level at the upstream and 
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downstream piezometric tappings with superstructure A in position and then with the 
model removed, for a range of geometry and flow conditions.   
It was found that the flow had not fully ‘recovered’ at the downstream piezometric 
tapping because the water level increased when the bridge was removed. The data from 
these measurements is plotted in Figure 2-9.  A linear relationship exists between the 
difference in water level with the bridge in place and the change in water level at the 
downstream tapping when the bridge is removed.  The data in Figure 2-9 is separated 
into flow conditions with SR = 1.0 and 2.0 and plotted in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11 
respectively.  These relationships could be used to adjust the water levels recorded at 
the downstream piezometric tapping to obtain the unrestricted water level, albeit with 
an error due to the scatter in the data. 
The accuracy of each of the methods is most affected by the accuracy of the estimate of 
the water level used to calculate Voldis. 
• In method 3 there is no error in the estimate of the water level because it is always 
the top of the parapet.   
• In method 2, the measured the water level will contain the most error at high Froude 
numbers when the water level at the upstream face was fluctuating.  The water level 
may have been in error by up to 5 mm which is an error of 10% when SR = 0.5.  At 
SR = 1.0 the water level was well controlled and there would be no error. 
• In method 1 there will be an error in the estimate of the unrestricted tailwater level.  
If the linear regression in Figure 2-10 is used to adjust the measured downstream 
water level to obtain the unrestricted tailwater level, then an error of 4.2 % could be 
expected.  The standard estimate of error (Sε) was calculated using Equation 2-9.  
The error was non-dimensionalised using the depth of superstructure which means 
that the error is 4.2 % of the fully submerged volume.   
Equation 2-9 
100
d
2S
s
×
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡ −= n
SSE
ε  
where SSE is the sum of the square of the errors and the error is the deviation of 
the measured data point from that estimated by the linear regression, n is the 
number of data points in the series, and ds is the depth of the superstructure. 
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Methods 2 and 3 are both easy to calculate at the experimental stage and by the 
designer, method 3 more so than method 2.  Method 3 would contain no experimental 
error.  Method 2 would contain some error because of the difficulty in measuring the 
water level at the upstream face when SR < 1.0, especially at higher velocities when the 
water level at the upstream face was fluctuating.  Therefore each method can be readily 
applied at the experimental stage and by the designer, and method 3 will have the least 
error associated with the calculation of FBH at the experimental stage.  Which method 
will minimise the error if the results are transferred to a flow condition that is not 
dynamically similar?   
It is assumed that if an error in the application of the results to prototype was to occur, 
the difference in the flow conditions between model and prototype would be in F or Pr 
rather than SR.  Therefore, the tailwater level is most likely to be different between 
model and prototype; it will be shown in subsequent chapters that F and Pr affect the 
tailwater level if SR is constant.  The error in the prototype calculations would be the 
difference in FBH between the “incorrect” and “correct” flow conditions.  Because FBH 
calculated using method 1 varies with the tailwater level, it is more likely that the error 
would be less if method 1 was adopted.  There are exceptions which could result in a 
large error in the calculation of the prototype FBH, but it is considered that on average 
the error would be minimised if method 1 is adopted. 
Similar comments apply to method 2 for which the calculation of FBH is determined by 
SR and not the variation in tailwater level. 
In summary, method 1 is considered to best meet the criteria listed earlier.  All methods 
can be applied with relative ease by a designer but method 2 is slightly more 
problematic in that the afflux may not always be calculated as a matter of course.  All 
methods are relatively easily applied at the experimental stage.  Although method 1 
could contain more experimental error in the calculation of FBH, this error will be 
accounted for by the Froude law scaling if there is true dynamic similarity.  It is 
considered that if the results are applied when true dynamic similarity does not exist, 
then method 1 is likely to minimise the error. 
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Figure 2-9  Effect of Bridge on Water Level at D/S Piezometric Tapping (all points) 
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Figure 2-10  Effect of Bridge on Water Level at D/S Piezometric Tapping (SR=1) 
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Figure 2-11  Effect of Bridge on Water Level at D/S Piezometric Tapping (SR=2) 
2.5 APPLICATION OF MOMENTUM THEOREM 
The momentum equation can be used to determine the force exerted by an obstruction 
on flowing fluid, and this force can be used to calculate the CD of the obstruction by 
substituting into Equation 2-6.  The momentum equation will be adapted for the case of 
a bridge acting as an obstruction. 
Newton’s second law of motion states that the rate of change of linear momentum of a 
given mass is equal to the sum of the forces acting on the mass.  The momentum of a 
body is defined as the product the mass of the body and its velocity.  The movement of 
a control volume in time Δt is normally considered when adapting the momentum 
principle to fluid flow.  It was from this principle that Henderson (1966) showed that 
the rate of change of fluid momentum (momentum flux) between two sections 0 and 3 is 
equal to  (QρV)3 - (QρV)0  where 
Q is the discharge (m3/s) 
ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3) 
V is the mean velocity (m/s). 
“This change can be accomplished only by the action of a forward force on the fluid 
equal to this rate of momentum increase”:  
FF = (QρV)3 - (QρV)0 
where FF is the forward force on the fluid (N). 
Referring to Figure 2-12, 
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FF = F0 – F3 - FM + FW - Ffrict = (QρV)3 - (QρV)0 
where 
2
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ρ
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D AVC =F ρ , and FW = W sinθ 
and  
F0 and F3 are the hydrostatic force per unit width at sections 0 and 3 (N/m) 
FM is the force per unit width exerted by the model on the water (N/m) 
FW is the weight of the water in the control volume resolved down the slope 
Ffric is the frictional resistance per unit width exerted by the flume walls and 
floor on the water (N/m) 
W is the weight of the water (N/m) 
y0 is the flow depth at section 0 (m) 
y3 is the flow depth at section 3 (m) 
V0 is the average velocity at section 0 
V3 is the average velocity at section 3 
L03 is the distance from section 0 to 3 (m) 
θ is the angle of the bed to the horizontal (0.2362°) 
g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s/s) 
CD is the drag coefficient of the model  
AB is the projected wetted area per unit width of the model (m2/m) 
Flow
F0 F3
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0 3
Water Surface
W
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Figure 2-12  Force Diagram for Momentum Analysis 
Ffric will be ignored because the frictional resistance of the perspex walls and concrete 
floor of the flume will be negligibly small. 
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Now  
 FM = F0 – F3 + FW + (QρV)0 - (QρV)3 
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If y0, y3, and F at section 0 are known, then Equation 2-10 can be used to calculate CD.  
Alternatively, if all variables except y0 are known, then the equation can be solved to 
obtain y0.  This would be useful in determining the increase in upstream water level 
generated by the bridge. 
For a non-uniform velocity distribution it is necessary to apply a momentum correction 
factor because the momentum per unit time transferred across a section will be different 
to that computed using the mean velocity.  The rate of momentum transfer (momentum 
flux) across an entire section is ρ ∫A u2 dA where u is the local velocity, and as stated 
previously, the rate of momentum transfer using the mean velocity is ρQV or ρAV2.  
The correction factor β is calculated using 
A
AV
1
β 22 du
A
∫=  
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Details of the flume velocity distributions are given in Section 4.3 and it will be shown 
that the distributions are near to uniform. β was calculated for several of these 
distributions and it was found that the momentum flux would change by less than 1%.  
Therefore, the correction factor was not used in the calculation of CD when using the 
momentum equation. 
2.6 TURBULENCE INTENSITY 
Turbulence intensity (T), or level of turbulence, is a measure of the degree of 
disturbance in the free stream.  A characteristic of turbulent flow is that there are three 
fluctuating velocity components u, v, and w and respective mean velocities 
.W and ,V ,U   The component u is in the mean direction of flow (x-axis), v is the 
component in the y-direction and w is the component in the z-direction.  The mean 
velocity is defined as 
U = 1 U(
T
t dt
T
)
0∫  
where T is the total time in seconds and U(t) is the instantaneous velocity (m/s) at any 
given time t.  A similar definition applies to V and W.   The instantaneous velocity is 
the sum of the mean velocity and the fluctuating velocity component, ie 
U( ) =  U +  t u t( )  
The turbulence intensity is measured quantitatively by taking the time average r.m.s of 
the fluctuating velocity components which are denoted by u v w,  and ,  and defined as 
u
T
u t dt
T= ∫1 20 ( ( ))  
for the component in the mean direction of flow.  A similar definition applies to 
v wand .  
In this research program, the aim was not to achieve particular turbulence intensities, 
but to achieve three sufficiently different levels of turbulence to investigate the 
sensitivity of the force coefficients to the level of turbulence.  Therefore, it was 
considered sufficient to obtain a measure of the level of turbulence in only one 
direction; implicit in this decision is the assumption that the turbulence was isotropic, ie 
u v w= = .  
Only the component u  was measured. 
Therefore the turbulence intensity, T(%), is defined as  
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Equation 2-11 
T = u
U
* 100   
Figure 2-13 contains part of a velocity trace recorded at one location in the flow when a 
turbulence grid was in place.  U and u  are shown on the trace. 
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Figure 2-13  Velocity Trace in Flow with Turbulent Grid in Place 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
An overview of the research that has been undertaken is followed by a more detailed 
review of selected references. 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
The failure during a flood of the partly constructed piers of the railway bridge over the 
Pioneer River at Mirani in Queensland in the 1950’s prompted research into flood loads 
on bridges. The failure occurred because the piers were inadequately designed to 
withstand transverse flood loads whilst unrestrained by the superstructure. At the time, 
there was considerable information available to estimate the longitudinal drag forces on 
bridge piers within acceptable limits.  However, although it was recognised that 
transverse loads on piers may exist, it was not until the work of Apelt (1965) and Apelt 
and Isaacs (1968) that the magnitude of the loads was appreciated.  The results of this 
research were incorporated into the Australian bridge code which led to changes in 
bridge pier design.  It is likely that other bridge codes followed suit as well, especially 
the Indian code following the confirmation of the results by Sethuroman and Vasudovan 
(1971).   
Ball (1974) investigated the use of distortion in modelling of piers and jetties to 
overcome scale effects at small Reynolds numbers.  The research provided limited 
information on forces experienced by groups of piers.  Gupta and Goyal (1975) 
summarised results from Apelt (1965), Apelt and Isaacs (1968) and Hseih (1964). 
It was not until Denson (1982), Naudascher and Medlarz(1983), and Roberts et al 
(1983) that research into flood loads on superstructures commenced.  Further details are 
given in section 3.6, 3.5, and 3.4 respectively. 
In 1984, The University of Queensland in conjunction with the Queensland Department 
of Main Roads and the Australian Road Research Board implemented a research 
program into flood loads on bridges.  Each year from 1984 to 1990, research was 
undertaken by under graduate students in developing a testing rig and conducting 
preliminary testing of superstructures and piers, both separately and in combination.  
Tests were conducted over a small range of Froude numbers and Reynolds numbers.  
Apelt (19862) reported the results of laboratory experiments measuring the drag forces 
experienced by a range of idealised debris mats.  CD was found to be dependent on the 
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“type” of debris mat and the porosity.  The effect of porosity was modelled by varying 
the proportions of openings in the debris model. 
Jempson (1994) continued the research program at The University of Queensland for 
his Masters’ research thesis, undertaking work in a wind tunnel and in a water flume.  
The wind tunnel was used to investigate three-dimensional end effects and to measure 
the drag and lift forces on scale models of bridge superstructures.  A method for 
measuring the cross-sectional pressure distribution of the models in the water flume 
developed.  Drag and lift forces and the moment on one of the superstructure models 
were measured in the water flume. Further details of the research program at The 
University of Queensland are given in section 3.3. 
Jempson and Apelt (1995) presented a new methodology for calculating the overturning 
moment on a bridge and showed that under some conditions, current industry practice 
will result in an underestimation of the overturning moment. 
Jempson et al. (1997) presented results from the current research program for both flood 
and debris loadings.  It was reiterated that the current methodology will potentially 
underestimate the overturning moment, and that under some conditions, the 
recommendation for the debris CD in the AUSTROADS Bridge Code is low. 
In the current research, the pressure distribution was measured around the cross-section 
of a superstructure model to determine the drag, lift and moment, and to assist in 
obtaining an understanding of the fluid mechanics of flow around a bluff body with 
complicated geometry.  The work of Vickery (1966) is of interest in that measurements 
were made in a wind tunnel of the surface-pressure fluctuations and the fluctuating drag 
and lift of a square cylinder. 
3.2 92’ AUSTROADS BRIDGE DESIGN CODE 
The 92’ AUSTROADS Bridge Design Code requires that bridges over waterways be 
designed for flood loadings.  Equations are provided for determining the drag and lift 
forces on the superstructure for a serviceability limit state and an ultimate limit state. 
The serviceability design flood is to be associated with a 20 year return interval.  The 
ultimate limit state design flood is to be associated with a 2000 year return interval. 
The code recommends Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2 for calculating the drag force on 
the superstructure for the serviceability state (F*ds) and the limit state (F*du). 
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Equation 3-1 
F*ds = 0.5 CD(VS)2AS  
Equation 3-2 
F*du = 0.5 CD(VU)2AS  
where VS is the mean velocity of water flow at superstructure level for 
serviceability limit states (m/s); VU is the mean velocity of water flow at 
superstructure level for ultimate limit states (m/s) ; CD is the drag coefficient; AS 
is the projected area of the superstructure (including any rails or parapets) 
normal to flow (m2); and F*ds and F*du have the units of kN. 
In the absence of more exact analysis, the code recommends a drag coefficient of 2.2.  
This is based on the research undertaken up to the time of publication of the code.  The 
previous code, the 1976 NAASRA Bridge Design Specification, recommended a CD of 
1.4. 
The current code suggests that lift force may act on the superstructure when the flood 
stage height is significantly higher than the superstructure and the deck is inclined by 
superelevation.  Equation 3-3 and Equation 3-4 are recommended for calculating the 
serviceability design lift force (F*LS) and the ultimate design lift force (F*LU) on the 
superstructures respectively.  The equations are adapted from the equations for lift on 
piers. 
Equation 3-3 
F*LS = 0.5 CL(VS)2AL   
Equation 3-4 
F*LU = 0.5 CL(VU)2AL   
where CL is a lift coefficient depending on the angle between flow direction and 
the plane containing the deck (values for varying angles are quoted in code); AL 
is the plan deck area (m2). 
The 1992 design code provides equations to calculate wind loads on bridge 
superstructures.  CD is provided as a function of the aspect ratio b/d, where b is the 
overall width of bridge between outer faces of the parapets, and d is the depth of solid 
superstructure.  CD has a strong dependence on the aspect ratio up to about 10 beyond 
which CD is 1.0.  The peak CD is 2.8 at an aspect ratio of 0.6. 
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3.3 THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
To determine more accurate values of CD and CL for flood loadings, The University of 
Queensland in conjunction with the Queensland Department of Main Roads and the 
Australian Road Research Board, implemented a continuing research program in 1984.  
From 1984 to 1990 the research was done by final year under-graduate students, and 
from 1991 the author continued the research as a post-graduate research student. 
The experimental work undertaken by Culley (1984) and Keane (1984) on a 1:100 scale 
model was exploratory in nature.  The result of research in 1985 at The University of 
Queensland by Pollock (1985) and Vose (1985) is summarised by Apelt (19861).  A 
revised model with a scale of 1:25 was adopted.  The model consisted of one pier and a 
half-span of girders and deck on either side of the pier. The model was a typical 
Queensland Department of Main Roads’ bridge with Type IV prestressed concrete 
girders and a reinforced concrete deck.  The forces experienced by the bridge were 
measured by simple direct reading mechanical dynamometers.  
Limitations of the flume restricted experiments to a Froude number of approximately 
0.11, which represents a relatively slow, deep flood.  The results indicated that CD 
decreased for an increasing depth of partial submergence, but then increased near the 
point of overtopping.  From these results Apelt estimated a CD of 1.99 for the deck and 
girders alone when fully submerged.  This simple system of measuring forces limited 
the accuracy of the results.  There was general agreement with earlier results obtained 
by Naudascher and Medlarz (1983).  Apelt suggested that these results could be used 
with moderate care by designers. 
Coxon and Aseervatham (1986) reviewed and verified the work of Pollock and Vose. 
Repeatability of CD was considered satisfactory with discrepancies explained as 
acceptable given the scatter of the results, limited amount of data, and the slightly 
different flow conditions.  Coxon and Aseervatham extended the research by measuring 
the hydrodynamic forces acting on the superstructure alone and with and without the 
piers and headstock in place.  With the piers and headstock in place and connected to 
the superstructure, a CD of 2.05 was obtained for a relative submergence (SR) of 2.0.  
The force measurements on the superstructure without the piers and headstock gave a 
CD of 1.65 for a relative submergence of 2.0.  The Froude number for this work was 
also very low at 0.06. 
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Bacon and Weld (1987) repeated the work of Coxon and Aseervatham without the piers 
and headstock in place, and obtained good repeatability.  Bacon and Weld then 
investigated the effects of the Reynolds number on the CD.  The range of Reynolds 
number investigated was 5×104 to 8×104.  It was concluded that varying the Reynolds 
number of the approach flow had no affect on the drag coefficient within the range of 
Reynolds number investigated.  They found that CD increased slightly at lower bridge 
heights but attributed this to different apparatus geometry.  The Froude number for this 
work ranged from 0.06 to 0.13.  It was noted that the force measuring equipment was 
not suitable for measuring a larger range of Reynolds number. 
Esteban and Comino (1988) conducted flow visualisation on two bridge models; a 1:40 
and a 1:25 scale.  Froude numbers from 0.19 to 0.45 were tested on the 1:40 scale 
model and 0.15 on the 1:25 scale model.  SR was varied on both models.  The 
superelevation was set at 0 % and 10 % on the 1:25 scale model.  The general pattern 
observed for 0% superelevation was the same for both models.  The flow pattern did not 
vary significantly as the Froude number was increased on the 1:40 scale model, but the 
degree of turbulence increased significantly.  With the deck tilted away from the flow, 
oscillatory vortex shedding was observed in the wake. 
In 1988 the testing apparatus was modified to overcome problems recognised in earlier 
years and improve the accuracy of the results.  The force measuring equipment was 
changed from mechanical dynamometers to force transducers and the bridge support 
system was redesigned (Wellwood and Fenwick (1990)). 
The testing facility was further modified by Nixon and Minson(1989) to improve the 
velocity distribution.  The research program was extended to measure lift and moment.  
The Froude number in these experiments was approximately 0.17 to 0.19.  Insufficient 
data was obtained to determine the influence of the Froude number on the CD. A 
comparatively low CD of 1.3 was obtained at a relative submergence of 2.0.  CL was 
negative (acting downwards) for all cases.  Note that CL was based on AS (projected 
superstructure area normal to the flow) as defined in Equation 2-7, not AL (plan deck 
area) as defined in Equation 3-3.  The largest magnitude CL was -5.7 (acting 
downwards).  It occurred when the upstream parapet was initially overtopped. The 
smallest magnitude CL of -0.2 (acting downwards) occurred when the girders were 
partially submerged.  CL did not include buoyant forces. 
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McGrath and Berry (1990) modified the rig used by Nixon and Minson to allow the 
bridge to be reset to its undeflected position.  Without this modification there were 
forces induced by the supporting system resulting in an error in the measurements.  The 
CD obtained by Nixon and Minson are low for this reason.  McGrath and Berry found 
that peak CD of 1.7 to 1.99 occurred at a SR of approximately 1.5 to 2.5.  CD decreased 
to 1.5 to 1.6 at a SR of about 4.0.  CL varied from -7.5 at a SR of about 1.1, to -1.0 at SR 
of about 4.0.  No variation with Reynolds number was detected over the small range 
tested (2.15×105 to 2.3×105).  Over the small range of Froude numbers tested (0.18 to 
0.22), it was found that in general CD increased with increasing Froude number at small 
SR, but did not vary with Froude number at large SR.  CL was found to become less 
negative with increasing Froude number for partial submergence, to be independent of 
Froude number at SR of about 1.0, and to increase in magnitude for SR greater than 1.0.  
Jempson (1994) continued the research program at the University of Queensland for his 
Masters’ research thesis with the following aims: 
• improve the uniformity of the velocity distribution in the water flume;  
• investigate the extent of three dimensional effects at the ends of the models by 
measuring the pressure distribution on the upstream and downstream faces of 
scale models of Main Roads’ Type IV girder and deck unit bridge 
superstructures in a wind tunnel; 
• in the wind tunnel, measure the pressure distribution around the centreline of 
bridge models to determine CD and CL; 
• obtain CD, CL and CM for the Type IV model for a range of flow conditions by 
separately measuring in the water flume: 
− the pressure distribution around the centreline; 
− the forces and moments using force transducers.   
The models in the water flume were tested with and without bridge railing with F 
ranging from 0.14 to 0.2, Pr ranging from 7 to 10, and SR ranging from 0.5 to 4.2.  These 
conditions equate to a prototype bridge in a deep and relatively slow moving river. 
The findings of the research were as follows: 
• the three dimensional effects at the ends were not significant; 
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• good correlation was obtained between the two methods used in the water 
flume; 
• good correlation was obtained between the deep submergence tests in the 
water flume and the results from the wind tunnel; 
• the coefficients were dependent on SR, but the range of F was not sufficient 
to establish if a dependency on F existed; 
• the peak CD, which occurred at an SR of about  2.2, was 1.65 for the model 
with no railing and 1.77 for the model with a railing; 
• CL was negative (acting downwards) under all conditions with the most 
negative values in the range –6.0 to –7.0 at an SR of about 1.25; 
• CM was positive (clockwise moment with the flow left to right) with a 
maximum value of about 2.0 occurring at an SR of about 4.2. 
The results from Jempson (1994) are plotted in section 8.16 where a comparison is 
made with the current research. 
3.4 ROBERTS ET AL (1983) 
Drag on timber bridges was researched at the University of Birmingham (Roberts et al 
(1983)) using a scale model of a Queensland Department of Main Roads’ one lane 
timber bridge.  The research was undertaken to provide design information for 
engineers in developing nations where timber bridges are still common.  Tests were 
carried out over a range of submergences and Froude numbers, but the Froude numbers 
were not stated in the paper.  However, from the information in the paper it was 
possible to ascertain the range of F as being of the order 0.075 to 0.44.  It was not 
possible to calculate SR or Pr with certainty as the depth of the model was not given in 
the paper.  However, the design example in the paper used a superstructure prototype 
depth of 1 m, which equates to a model depth of 0.067 m.  Using this dimension, SR was 
estimated to vary from 1.3 to 2.94, and Pr was fixed at 1.69.  A CD of 3.0 was quoted as 
representing the prototype situation.  
3.5 NAUDASCHER AND MEDLARZ (1983) 
Naudascher and Medlarz (1983) conducted research on the hydrodynamic loadings on 
submerged bridge girders, but did not increase the submergence beyond the top of the 
girders.  The effects of geometry and the Froude number on the loadings were 
investigated.  The bridge model was tested with 4,7, and 10 girders.  The Froude 
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number varied from 0.15 to 0.45.  They found only a small variation in hydrodynamic 
loading with Froude number.  The influence of the number of girders on the 
hydrodynamic loading decreased as the number of girders increased, ie, the difference 
between 4 and 7 girders was greater than between 7 and 10 girders. 
3.6 DENSON (1982) 
Denson (1982) studied models of three bridge types at the Mississippi State University: 
I. 6-beam AASHTO Type III bridge with 1.14 m deep beams; 
II. 5-beam W27 steel bridge; 
III. 4-beam 1.63 m deep plate girder bridge. 
The Froude number ranged from 0.16 to 0.49 (calculated using the definition of Froude 
number in section 2.1, not as defined by Denson (1982)).  SR ranged from 0.65 to 2.57 
for model I, 0.5 to 3.11 for model II, and 0.66 to 2.07 for model III.  These tests were 
for models in close proximity to the bed.  Model I had a PR of 1.75, model II a PR of 2.1, 
and model III a PR of 1.114.  Denson summarised that the maximum CD was around 2.0 
for models I and II, and 5.0 for model III.  However, the data plotted by Denson (1982) 
shows the CD up to approximately 2.6 for model I and up to 1.6 for model II.  The 
maximum CL obtained for models I and II was 6.0 (positive upwards) and 4.5 for model 
III.  Note that the lift force, and hence CL, contains buoyant forces, and that CL was 
based on the plan area of the model.  Denson (1982) found that generally CD increased 
with inundation depth for models I and II.  The CD for model III peaked at a SR of 1.72. 
3.7 VINCENT (1953) 
Vincent (1953) undertook wind tunnel testing on 1:24 scale models of deck plate girder 
bridges.  Bridges with two, four and six girders were tested.  The four and six girder 
bridges were each tested with narrow and wide sidewalks.  The sidewalks were 
cantilevered beyond the outside girders.  The two girder bridge had identical 
dimensions to the four girder bridge with narrow sidewalks, except that the two internal 
girders were removed.  The prototype girders were 2.743 m deep.  The b/d ratio and 
results for each of the bridges are given in Table 3-1.  All results presented are for an 
approach wind angle of zero degrees, vertically and horizontally.  CL (positive upwards) 
was based on AS (projected superstructure area normal to flow as defined in Equation 
2-7. 
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Table 3-1 Wind Tunnel Results from Vincent (1953) 
Bridge b/d Ratio CD CL 
6 Girder with Sidewalk 5.03 1.52 1.25 
6 Girder without Sidewalk 4.21 1.48 0.2 
4 Girder with Sidewalk 3.62 1.62 1.41 
4 Girder without Sidewalk 2.67 1.68 0.3 
2 Girder without Sidewalk 2.67 1.65 0.39 
 
3.8 VICKERY (1966) 
Vickery (1966) presented results of measurements in a wind tunnel of fluctuating lift 
and drag on a long square cylinder and the fluctuating surface pressures.  A strain-gauge 
dynamometer was used to measure the fluctuating lift and drag, and pressure tappings 
measured the surface pressures.  The impact of the presence of large scale turbulence on 
lift and drag was investigated as was the angle of attack on lift.  Although the research 
was not directed at bridge structures, the work was reviewed because it investigated 
pressure distributions around the cross-section of a sharp edged bluff body. 
It was found that for angles of attack up to about 15°, the r.m.s coefficient of lift 
fluctuations decreased in the turbulent stream as did the value obtained by direct 
measurement, although the direct measurement results were approximately 10 % higher.  
With the angle of attack greater than 15°, the r.m.s coefficient of lift fluctuations 
increased in the turbulent stream.  The influence of the angle of attack was attributed to 
changes to reattachment of the separated boundary layer. 
The mean drag in turbulent flow decreased by about 25-30%, but the r.m.s coefficient of 
drag fluctuations remained unchanged.  It was noted that although the drag was 
unchanged, the distribution of energy was substantially altered.    
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4. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
4.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM 
The global coordinate system is shown in Figure 4-1.  The drag force (FD) is positive in 
the x direction, the lift force (FL) is positive in the y direction, and the moment (MGS) is 
positive in a clockwise direction about the z-axis with the flow from left to right. 
A local coordinate system is used when discussing the pressure force on the individual 
faces of the model bridge superstructure.  A positive pressure acts into the surface under 
consideration and negative pressure acts away from the surface under consideration.  
When calculating FD, FL, and MGS from the pressure measurements, the global sign 
convention was used. 
x
y
z
Floor of
Flume
Flow
Wall of Flume
Water
Surface
 
Figure 4-1  Global Coordinate System 
4.2 TEST FLUME 
4.2.1 DESCRIPTION 
The experiments were done in the test flume at the Department of Civil Engineering at 
The University of Queensland.  It is a low head, high flow circuit with a maximum flow 
capacity of 500 Ls-1.  A plan view of the flume is given in Figure 4-2.  
The working section of the flume is rectangular in section, 3 m long, 1.25 m deep and 
nominally 1 m wide with clear perspex walls and a concrete floor.  The pump is axial 
flow and direct coupled to a variable speed electric motor.  The water is pumped from 
the 4.8 m wide, 6.8 m long and 1.8 m deep sump tank through a 400 mm ID return pipe 
to the upstream stilling basin.  The water inlets into the stilling basin through a manifold 
style diffuser, the details of which are in Jempson(1994).  The flow then passes through 
two concrete block grillages, which act to improve the uniformity of the flow, into the 
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forebay.  Rolls of chicken wire between the two concrete block walls act to further 
quieten the flow.  The flow is guided by a 3 m long streamlined horizontal contraction 
into a 3 m long rectangular channel immediately upstream of the working section.  The 
contraction reduces the flow width from 4.8 m to 1 m and is constructed of concrete 
blocks with a sheet metal lining.  The water then enters the working section of the flume 
before returning to the receiving pit.  The stilling basin and longitudinal contraction are 
shown in Photograph 4-1. 
 
Photograph 4-1  Stilling Basin and Contraction (from upstream end) 
The flume is filled using mains supply water and is emptied using a drain in the sump 
tank.  A level regulator is connected to the mains supply to maintain a constant water 
level. 
The flume slopes in the direction of flow and has a crossfall about the centreline.  The 
level datum is the floor level at the centreline of the bridge model.  The longitudinal 
section was surveyed twice during the test program.  The surveyed levels are given in 
Table 4-1.  Survey 1 levels are applicable for superstructure A tests except for those 
done after May 1995.  Survey 2 results are applicable to all other tests. 
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Table 4-1  Surveyed Flume Bed Levels 
Location Description Chainage Floor Levels (mm) 
  (mm) Survey 1 Survey 2 
FL1660d/s Pointer gauge 1660 mm 
downstream 
-1660 -8.25 -8.6 
FL1225d/s Piezometric tapping 
1225 mm downstream 
-1225 -4.75 -4.6 
FL195d/s Downstream face of 
bridge models 
-195 -1.25 -1.25 
FL0 Centreline of bridge 
models 
0 0 0 
FL195u/s Upstream face of bridge 
models 
195 1.25 1.25 
FL1225u/s Piezometric tapping 
1225 mm upstream 
1225 4.25 5.5 
FL2620u/s Pointer gauge 2620 mm 
upstream 
2620 9.25 11 
 
4.2.2 TURBULENCE GENERATORS AND REDUCERS 
The sensitivity of the force coefficients to the level of turbulence was investigated.  The 
level of turbulence was increased above that occurring naturally in the flume by using a 
coarse grillage located 2.7 m upstream of the bridge centreline. The grillage had 
centreline spacings of 150 mm horizontally and 120 mm vertically, and the width of the 
members was 32 mm.  The grillage is shown in position in the flume in Photograph 4-2. 
The level of turbulence was reduced below that occurring naturally in the flume by 
using a fine grillage located 7.1 m upstream of the bridge centreline as shown in 
Photograph 4-3.  The grillage was constructed from five panels each approximately 404 
mm wide, 594 mm high, and 100 mm deep in the direction of flow.  The panels were 
made from 100 mm long PVC tubes of 21.2 mm outside diameter and 18 mm inside 
diameter at 21.2 mm centres in each direction.  Each panel contained 528 (19*28) tubes.  
The five panels were positioned in the horizontal contraction in an arc, represented as a 
series of straights, so that the tubes were approximately in line with the streamlines.  
Because of the need to effectively average the alignment across the panel, the panels at 
the ends did not sit squarely against the walls.  
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Figure 4-2  Plan View of Test Flume 
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Photograph 4-2  Turbulence Increasing Grid 
 
 
Photograph 4-3  Turbulence Reducing Grillage 
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4.3 FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
The experimental program required that the flume be used for a large range of flow 
conditions.  The flow depth varied from approximately 215 mm up to 1000 mm, F 
varied from 0.09 to 0.6, and the average turbulence intensities ranged from 
approximately 3 % to 10 %.  Velocity and turbulence intensity distributions were 
obtained for a range of tests that encompassed most of these flow conditions.  The flow 
was steady in mean within the accuracy of the measurements.  Details of the equipment 
used for measuring velocity and T are in section 4.4. 
4.3.1 VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
The velocity and turbulence intensity distributions were measured 1.225 m upstream of 
the centreline of the models.  The measurements were taken in a grid pattern with an 
internal spacing of 100 mm and a 50 mm spacing from the walls and floor.  The 
exceptions to this pattern were tests SWOD3 and SWOD5 for which a 50-mm grid 
pattern was used, except for the top level which was 40 mm above the level below.  An 
Ott-meter was used to measure the velocity when only the velocity distribution was 
required and a pitot-static tube was used when both the velocity and turbulence intensity 
were required (refer ahead to section 4.4 for a details of the Ott-meter and the pitot-
static tube).  The velocity was averaged over 90 secs at each point in the grid when the 
Ott-meter was used, and when using the pitot-static tube, the signal was measured for 
60 seconds at 500 Hz. 
The velocity and turbulence intensity distributions were analysed statistically, and 
contour plots were generated to allow a visual assessment.  Three values were 
calculated for the statistical analysis of the velocity distribution; the root mean square 
(r.m.s)(Equation 4-1) ; the deviation squared (DEVSQ)(Equation 4-4); and the range as 
a percentage of the r.m.s velocity (%RANGE)(Equation 4-3).  Three values were 
calculated for the statistical analysis of the turbulence intensity distribution; the 
arithmetic mean (Mean)(Equation 4-2); DEVSQ; and %RANGE. 
The statistical analysis was undertaken for each horizontal and vertical profile, for the 
entire cross-section, and for the upper half of the flow cross-section.  Each of these 
analyses was undertaken with and without the boundary points.  The boundary points 
refer to the data recorded at 50 mm from the walls and floors and are affected by the 
boundary layer.  Therefore, a better representation of the uniformity of the flow is 
obtained by excluding them from the statistical analysis.  The superstructure models 
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were positioned in the upper half of the flow cross-section, and so, the values from the 
upper-half statistical analysis are quoted as being representative of the flow conditions.  
The values for the analysis of the full cross-section are included to provide a complete 
record of the flow conditions in the flume. 
Equation 4-1 
n
 U = R.M.S
2∑   
where n is the number of velocities in the series. 
Equation 4-2 
Mean =  
n
x∑  
where x is the data point in the T series and n is the number of turbulence 
intensities in the series. 
Equation 4-3 
x
xx MINMAX   = %RANGE −  
where xMAX and xMIN are the maximum and minimum data points in the series; 
and x is either the r.m.s when the data series is turbulence intensity or the 
population mean when the data series is velocity. 
Equation 4-4  
2)( = DEVSQ xx −∑   
where x is the data point in the series (either U  or T), and x is the population 
mean. 
The results of the statistical analysis of the velocity and turbulence distributions for the 
upper half of the flow cross-section are summarised in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 
respectively.  Test numbers beginning with ‘L’ had the turbulence reducing grill in 
place, test numbers beginning with ‘H’ had the turbulence generating grid in place, and 
the turbulence intensity was that naturally occurring in the flume for all other tests.  A 
limited number of the full distributions are in Table 4-4 to Table 4-6, and contour plots 
of the velocity and turbulence intensity are in Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-9.  The remainder 
of the distributions and contour plots are in Appendix A and Appendix B.  In the tables 
there are two columns headed ‘mean’.  This term is used generically to denote the r.m.s 
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in the case of the velocity and the arithmetic mean in the case of the turbulence 
intensity. 
The velocity contours indicate that the flume in its natural state provides a uniform 
velocity distribution, and that in general, the velocity distributions are symmetrical 
about the centreline in the direction of flow, especially at the level at which the bridge 
was positioned; one exception is test SWOD5 (Appendix B).  The statistical analysis 
with the boundary point excluded, shows that the velocity distribution in the upper half 
of the flow cross-section is uniform within the range 3.4-7.2 % for the most common 
bridge geometry of Ybm = 335 mm.  For tests with a Ybm less than 335 mm the flow was 
less uniform, and conversely the uniformity of the flow improved as Ybm increased 
(refer SWOD1). 
The effect of the boundary layer on the statistical analysis is demonstrated by 
comparing the ‘with’ and ‘without boundary’ points results in Table 4-2.  There is a 
significant drop in DEVSQ and %RANGE with only a small increase in the r.m.s when 
the boundary points are excluded. This indicates a velocity gradient at the boundaries 
and uniformity of the velocity across the remainder of the cross-section. 
The velocity contours show that in general the velocity distributions are symmetrical 
about the centreline in the direction of flow.  The high turbulence tests are also 
symmetrical except that the distributions are reversed, i.e., the velocities are lowest in 
the centre of the flow and increase towards the side walls.  Therefore excluding the 
boundary points has little effect on the statistical analysis of the increased turbulence 
cases. 
The mean turbulence intensities for the upper half of the flow cross-section with 
boundary points included is approximately 5 % for the natural case, 3 % for the reduced 
turbulence case, and 11 % for the increased turbulence case.  Excluding the wall 
boundary points has little effect on the mean in the natural and increased turbulence 
cases.  When the boundary points are excluded from the low turbulence tests, the mean 
turbulence intensity drops to approximately 1 %, DEVSQ decreases by more than 70 %, 
and the %RANGE both increases and decreases.  The changes to the mean and DEVSQ 
for the low turbulence cases were because of the comparatively high turbulence 
intensities recorded near the walls.  The high level of boundary turbulence in the 
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reduced turbulence case was probably caused by the tubes at the ends of the turbulence 
reducing grillage which were positioned against the wall as shown in Figure 4-3. 
The turbulence intensity contours show that in general the turbulence is symmetrical 
about the centreline in the direction of flow.  In the low and natural turbulence tests, the 
turbulence increases from the centre out to the walls and the floor.  This is also the case 
with F = 0.2 and increased turbulence (HTURB9).  With F = 0.5 and increased 
turbulence (HTURB2 and HTURB12B), the turbulence intensity increases towards the 
wall but decreases towards the floor.  At F = 0.5 and high turbulence, a free surface 
formation similar in appearance to a hydraulic jump occurred immediately downstream 
of the grid.  It is likely that the ‘hydraulic jump’ created additional turbulence towards 
the surface.  This is reflected in the statistical analysis with the turbulence intensities for 
the F = 0.5 cases being about 2 % higher than the F = 0.2 case. 
Wall of
Contraction
Tubes at end
of grillage
 
Figure 4-3 Alignment of Turbulence Reducing Grillage Against Wall 
For the most common bridge geometry of Ybm = 335 mm, the velocity distribution in the 
upper half of the flow cross-section (where the bridge models are positioned) is shown 
to be uniform within the range 3.4-7.2 %.  The turbulence intensities for the flume in its 
reduced turbulence, natural, and increased turbulence states are on average 2-3 %, 
5%, and 10 % respectively.  The velocity and turbulence intensity distributions are 
symmetrical about the centreline in the direction of flow. 
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Table 4-2  Summary of Velocity Distributions in Upper Section 
    Velocity (m/s) 
Test F Ybm 
(mm) 
SR Boundary Points 
Included 
Boundary Points 
Excluded 
    R.M.S DEVSQ %RANGE R.M.S DEVSQ %RANGE 
SWOD1 0.15 885 1.0 0.45 0.003 7.7 0.46 0.000 2.4 
SWOD2 0.50 335 1.0 0.86 0.007 10.8 0.87 0.001 3.7 
SWOD3 0.55 260 1.0 0.94 0.015 9.7 0.94 0.013 9.7 
SWOD5 0.50 135 1.0 0.72 0.035 20.1 0.73 0.018 19.7 
SWOD6 0.60 335 1.0 1.08 0.017 11.9 1.09 0.004 5.1 
SWOD7 0.40 335 1.0 0.78 0.004 6.6 0.79 0.001 3.4 
SWOD8 0.30 335 1.0 0.60 0.004 7.8 0.61 0.001 4.8 
SWOD9 0.20 335 1.0 0.37 0.001 8.2 0.37 0.001 6.0 
SWOD12B 0.40 335 2.0 0.86 0.005 7.2 0.86 0.004 7.2 
          
LTURB2 0.50 335 1.0 0.88 0.065 27.8 0.9 0.002 6.1 
LTURB9 0.20 335 1.0 0.42 0.013 24.7 0.43 0.001 6.3 
LTURB12B 0.42 335 2.0 0.80 0.059 22.2 0.82 0.001 2.4 
LTURB66 0.20 335 2.0 0.47 0.02 24.4 0.48 0.001 4.2 
          
HTURB2 0.50 335 1.0 0.96 0.088 26.1 0.95 0.085 26.2 
HTURB9 0.20 335 1.0 0.38 0.012 28.6 0.38 0.012 28.7 
HTURB12B 0.43 335 2.0 0.90 0.472 42.0 0.87 0.381 42.8 
 
Table 4-3  Summary of Turbulence Intensity Distributions in Upper Section 
Test F Ybm SR Turbulence Intensity (m/s) 
  (mm)  Boundary Points 
Included 
Boundary Points 
Excluded 
    Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE 
SWOD2 0.50 335 1.0 4.88 11.00 59.6 4.79 4.2 41.9 
SWOD9 0.20 335 1.0 5.39 15.8 68.9 5.10 6.3 49.4 
SWOD12B 0.40 335 2.0 5.29 24.4 67.2 5.44 22.2 65.3 
          
LTURB2 0.50 335 1.0 2.95 143.0 277.9 1.79 29.6 323.7 
LTURB9 0.20 335 1.0 3.51 131.1 236.2 2.39 25.8 223.4 
LTURB12B 0.42 335 2.0 2.40 139.6 330.8 1.52 6.8 128.2 
LTURB66 0.20 335 2.0 3.42 152.2 236.4 2.65 44.7 158.9 
          
HTURB2 0.50 335 1.0 12.13 148.9 80.2 11.53 108.0 63.9 
HTURB9 0.20 335 1.0 8.76 11.3 31.0 8.69 10.4 31.3 
HTURB12B 0.43 335 2.0 10.93 95.6 62.9 10.79 88.7 63.7 
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Table 4-4  Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - SWOD2 
                  SWOD2        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.5      SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.005 9.8 0.87 0.000 1.8
S.D. 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.034 0.042
Turb. Int. (%) 6.88 4.85 5.49 5.16 4.89 4.64 4.26 4.32 4.04 4.99 4.95 5.9 57.4 4.71 1.678 30.8
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.001 3.7 0.87 0.001 3.7
S.D. 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03
Turb. Int. (%) 4.97 5.77 5.98 4.91 4.09 3.97 4.01 5.33 5.02 4.11 4.82 5.0 41.7 4.88 4.428 41.1
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.82 0.84 0.82 0.87 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.81 0.80 0.86 0.85 0.010 11.1 0.85 0.009 11.0
S.D. 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.04
Turb. Int. (%) 7.51 6.61 7.47 6.03 4.08 3.19 5.96 8.29 6.90 5.34 6.14 22.7 83.1 6.06 20.136 84.1
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.68 0.80 0.74 0.83 0.86 0.86 0.80 0.73 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.030 22.6 0.81 0.017 16.5
S.D. 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06
Turb. Int. (%) 8.41 7.32 9.64 7.74 5.65 6.15 8.70 9.14 6.78 7.01 7.65 15.4 52.2 7.64 14.452 52.3
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.79 0.84 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.84
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50mm) 6.46 5.74 6.31 5.37 4.35 3.93 4.74 5.98 5.32 4.82
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.87
DEVSQ 0.081 0.012 0.007 0.001
%RANGE 25.1 10.9 10.8 3.7
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 5.89 5.22 4.88 4.79
DEVSQ 101.1 35.0 11.0 6.2
%RANGE 109.6 97.8 59.6 41.9  
 
 
 
Table 4-5  Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - LTURB2 
             LTURB2        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.5       SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.785 0.893 0.904 0.907 0.916 0.903 0.884 0.892 0.906 0.847 0.88 0.014 14.8 0.90 0.001 3.6
S.D. 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.009 0.016 0.01 0.011 0.013 0.014 0.048
Turb. Int. (%) 7.13 2.39 1.18 1.03 1.90 1.14 1.31 1.59 1.66 5.71 2.50 40.8 243.6 1.53 1.467 89.3
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.67 0.86 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.82 0.87 0.049 27.4 0.90 0.002 5.5
S.D. 0.077 0.056 0.011 0.007 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.016 0.023 0.071
Turb. Int. (%) 9.06 6.67 1.31 0.88 1.05 0.91 1.02 1.92 2.67 8.38 3.39 98.3 241.7 2.05 27.000 282.0
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.73 0.84 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.81 0.77 0.85 0.037 20.6 0.88 0.009 10.8
S.D. 0.061 0.051 0.016 0.009 0.011 0.008 0.009 0.027 0.063 0.058
Turb. Int. (%) 7.24 6.02 1.86 1.05 1.24 1.00 1.05 3.21 7.49 6.89 3.71 73.4 175.2 2.87 45.111 226.6
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.65 0.77 0.85 0.85 0.78 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.67 0.68 0.78 0.057 25.8 0.80 0.026 22.6
S.D. 0.071 0.086 0.062 0.051 0.062 0.05 0.054 0.066 0.089 0.061
Turb. Int. (%) 8.42 10.15 7.29 6.01 7.37 5.90 6.34 7.84 10.53 7.23 7.71 23.0 60.1 7.68 22.294 60.3
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.71 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.82 0.78
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 7.81 5.03 1.45 0.99 1.40 1.01 1.13 2.24 3.94 6.99
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.85 0.89 0.88 0.90
DEVSQ 0.228 0.014 0.065 0.002
%RANGE 31.4 11.9 27.8 6.1
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 4.33 2.15 2.95 1.79
DEVSQ 395.7 80.9 143.0 29.6
%RANGE 223.2 307.7 277.9 323.7  
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Table 4-6  Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - HTURB2 
              HTURB2        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.50      SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.926 0.984 0.865 0.855 0.842 0.872 0.907 0.977 1.043 0.965 0.93 0.040 21.7 0.92 0.038 21.8
S.D. 0.133 0.143 0.128 0.145 0.147 0.143 0.132 0.123 0.117 0.125
Turb. Int. (%) 13.65 14.71 13.12 14.83 15.09 14.70 13.57 12.60 11.97 12.80 13.70 10.6 22.8 13.82 9.684 22.6
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.96 1.09 0.97 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.97 1.03 1.05 1.01 0.99 0.029 17.1 0.99 0.028 17.1
S.D. 0.17 0.116 0.107 0.082 0.075 0.089 0.087 0.083 0.082 0.138
Turb. Int. (%) 17.45 11.89 11.00 8.40 7.72 9.10 8.93 8.51 8.42 14.16 10.56 88.7 92.2 9.25 14.469 45.1
150 Velocity (m/s) 1.03 1.05 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.94 1.05 0.98 0.015 11.0 0.97 0.008 11.1
S.D. 0.11 0.092 0.082 0.061 0.068 0.066 0.063 0.062 0.059 0.082
Turb. Int. (%) 11.31 9.41 8.38 6.21 6.99 6.73 6.45 6.41 6.01 8.44 7.63 26.7 69.5 7.07 10.020 48.2
50 Velocity (m/s) 1.03 1.11 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.97 1.08 1.01 0.023 14.3 1.00 0.016 14.5
S.D. 0.095 0.073 0.063 0.071 0.07 0.062 0.06 0.061 0.071 0.074
Turb. Int. (%) 9.70 7.52 6.49 7.32 7.15 6.36 6.16 6.21 7.25 7.61 7.18 9.8 49.3 6.81 2.165 20.1
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.99 1.06 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.98 1.00 1.02
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 14.14 12.00 10.83 9.81 9.93 10.18 9.65 9.17 8.80 11.80
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95
DEVSQ 0.145 0.094 0.088 0.085
%RANGE 27.3 26.1 26.1 26.2
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 9.77 10.05 12.13 11.53
DEVSQ 409.7 224.2 148.9 108.0
%RANGE 117.2 90.4 80.2 63.9  
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Figure 4-4  Velocity Contours - SWOD2 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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Figure 4-5  Velocity Contours - LTURB2 
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Figure 4-6  Velocity Contours - HTURB2 
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Figure 4-7  Turbulence Intensity Contours - SWOD2 
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Turbulence Intensity Contours (%)
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Figure 4-8  Turbulence Intensity Contours - LTURB2 
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Figure 4-9  Turbulence Intensity Contours - HTURB2 
4.4 VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE INTENSITY MEASUREMENT 
A miniature Ott-meter was used to measure the time-averaged free stream velocity for 
all model tests and to measure the velocity distribution when turbulence intensity was 
not required.  A pitot-static tube was used to measure the instantaneous turbulent 
velocities from which the turbulence intensity was calculated. 
4.4.1 OTT-METER 
The time-averaged free stream velocity was measured using a miniature Ott-meter.  The 
propeller rotations were counted over 90 seconds and the velocity inferred from the 
calibration of the propeller.  Late in the test program a different Ott-meter was used; the 
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first Ott-meter is referred to as the ‘new Ott-meter’, and the latter the ‘old Ott-meter.’  
The details of the propellers are given in Table 4-7. 
4.4.1.1 Calibration 
Each propeller was calibrated by moving the Ott-meter in a straight line and at a 
constant velocity through still water over 13 m for a range of velocities up to the limit 
of the mechanical counter.  Each velocity was repeated at least once. 
Table 4-7  Details of Ott-meters and Propellers 
Ott-meter Propeller 
Number 
Diameter  
(mm) 
Number of 
Calibrations 
Nomenclature
New 2 50 1 2 
 3 50 1 3 
 4 50 1 4N 
 6 30 4 6 
Old 2-3 30 1 2-3 
 4 50 1 4O 
 
A linear regression analysis was done to determine the regression line and the 
coefficient of determination (R2 as given by Equation 4-5) for each of the calibrations.  
R2 gives an indication of how well the regression line matches the data.  An R2 of one 
indicates that there is no error between the Y value predicted by the regression analysis and 
the Y value data point.  An R2 of zero indicates that no relationship exists. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient (r) is the square root of R2.  The four regression lines for propeller 
6 are shown in Figure 4-11.  Similar plots for the other propellers are given in Appendix 
C.  
 Equation 4-5 
n
)Y()Y(
)Yˆ(Y - 1R 2
i2
i
2
ii2
∑−∑
−∑=   
where Yi is the ith value in the data series; Yˆ is the Y value predicted by the 
regression analysis; and n is the number of points in the series. 
The equation of the regression line and R2 are shown in Figure 4-11.  R2 is not quoted 
for calibration 1 because only the equation for the regression line was available.  In each 
of the calibrations, R2 is close to 1 indicating that the regression line is reliable in 
predicting each sample data point and that the Ott-meter had good linearity. 
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4.4.1.2 Estimate of Error 
In determining the estimate of error for the velocity measurement (εV), a different 
approach was adopted for propeller 6 because four calibrations were available 
compared with one for each of the other propellers. 
Propeller 6 
Propeller 6 on the new Ott-meter was used most often through the program.  The 
regression line for each calibration is shown in Figure 4-11.  Calibration 1 was done 
before and independent of this program and was used for the early tests.  Calibrations 2 
& 3 were done during the program, and calibration 4 was done independently from this 
program and subsequent to the use of this Ott-meter in the program.  Calibration 4 is 
included to give an indication of any shift since calibration 3.  The error can be 
estimated using two methods: 
1. considering all calibrations, at any given revolution estimate the error based 
on only the maximum and minimum velocity predicted by the regression 
lines; or 
2. for any given test, estimate the error based on the calibration immediately 
before and immediately after the test. 
Method 1 
Two methods are used to calculate εV, of which method 1 is the most pessimistic.  
Method 1 assumes that either the calibration of the Ott-meter has not changed over time 
and the differences in the calibrations are human error, or that at any time the 
calibration of the Ott-meter will fluctuate between the extremes.  The R2 values indicate 
little human error, but there are two possibilities for human error that would not be 
evident in the data of an individual calibration: 
(a) the propeller was not in alignment with the direction of travel; and 
(b) a change from calibration to calibration of the operators’ assessment of when 
the propeller crosses the start and finish points, and the reaction time of the 
operator to this, would result in an error in the assumed length for 
calibration. 
Any significant error caused by poor alignment is unlikely because the propeller was 
aligned by eye using the side walls of the channel, which were 25 cm apart, as a guide.  
It is expected that any out of alignment of more than about 2° would have been obvious 
to the operator. 
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Possibility (b) is more likely to cause differences between the calibrations, especially if 
the calibration is by different people.  The operator starts and stops the stopwatch and 
counter simultaneously as the propeller passes the start and finish points respectively. 
An error may be introduced through the incorrect assessment of when the propeller has 
crossed the respective lines, and the reaction time of the operator.  During a calibration 
it is likely that the operator will be consistent, but on a different day, or with another 
operator, the responses of the operator may be different. This would result in a good R2 
value for the data on any one day, all else being well, but would cause some difference 
between calibrations.  If it is assumed that the length over which the propeller is 
calibrated varies by 0.05 m, this would introduce a variation between calibrations of 
0.4%. 
The estimate of error was found to be a function of the number of revolutions (r).  
Therefore εV(r), the estimate of error at a given number of revolutions of the propeller, 
is calculated using Equation 4-6. 
Equation 4-6 
100
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where Umax(r) is the maximum velocity (m/s) predicted by the calibrations at a 
given r, and Umean(r) is the arithmetic mean of the maximum and minimum 
velocities (m/s) predicted by the calibrations at a given r. 
Method 2 
In method 2 it is assumed that at the time of calibration, the velocity inferred from the 
regression line has insignificant error, and that the calibration shifts with time; the shift 
may be caused by wear on the instrument.  Therefore the shift in the calibration is 
averaged to determine the estimate of error, but the velocity for a test is still inferred 
from the most recent calibration. 
Equation 4-7 
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where Ui(r) is the velocity (m/s) predicted by calibration i and Umean(r) is the 
arithmetic mean of Ui(r) and Ui+1(r). 
Vε (r) for propeller 6 are given in Table 4-8 for the range of applicable velocities. 
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Table 4-8  Estimates of Error for Ott-meter: Propeller 6 
r Mean ±εV(r) (%)
(revolutions/sec) (all Method 1 Method 2 
 Calibrations)  Calibrations  
1 to 2 
Calibrations  
2 to 3 
Calibrations  
3 to 4 
2.5 0.30 2.8 2.8 1.2 1.0 
3 0.35 2.3 2.3 1.3 0.6 
4 0.45 1.8 1.8 1.3 0.0 
5 0.55 1.6 1.4 1.6 0.4 
6 0.65 1.7 1.1 1.7 0.6 
7 0.76 1.8 0.9 1.8 0.8 
8 0.86 1.9 0.8 1.9 1.0 
 
Propellers 2, 3, 4N, 4O, 2-3 
For propellers with only one calibration, one ε is calculated for the range of velocities 
over which the propeller was calibrated. Vε , defined in Equation 4-8, is the r.m.s of the 
deviations from the regression line of each data point obtained in the calibration.  The 
deviation is expressed as a percentage of the velocity estimate for that data point. 
Equation 4-8 
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where UM(r) is the velocity (m/s) measured during calibration at a given number 
of revolutions (r), UE(r) is velocity (m/s) estimated by the regression line for a 
given r, and n is the number of data points. 
Vε is given in Table 4-9 for each of the propellers.  The regression line plots for each of 
these propellers can be found in Figure 4-10.  Two values are quoted for Vε  for 
propeller 4N because there is a distinct point in the data where the calibration changes; 
this is consistent with the manufacturers calibration.  The two regression lines are 
shown on the relevant graph in Figure 4-11. 
Table 4-9  Estimate of Error for 2, 3, 4N, 4O, 2-3 
Propeller 2 3 4N 2-3 4O 
Vε (%) 1.0 1.6 1.28, 0.01 0.85 0.95 
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Figure 4-10  Comparison Between Ott-meter Propellers 
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Figure 4-11  Calibration of Ott-meter - Propeller 6 
4.4.2 PITOT-STATIC TUBE 
A pitot-static tube was used to measure the instantaneous turbulent velocities from 
which the turbulence intensity was calculated as explained in section 4.3.1.  The pitot-
static tube was connected to a fast response, high sensitivity Validyne differential 
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pressure transducer type P305D with a diaphragm with a maximum allowable head of 
140 mm. 
4.5 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
A data acquisition system was used to record the output from the force transducers and 
the pressure transducer.  The system provided eight differential channels, of which six 
were used, at a throughput rate of 100 000 Hz.  This provided a maximum sampling rate 
of 16 666 Hz per channel of data.  This system used a 16 bit analogue to digital 
converter that provided a resolution of 1 bit in 65 536(0.1526 millivolts per bit or 
0.001526 % full-scale).  Each of the five force transducer channels contained a 
combined low pass signal conditioner and amplifier module with an input rate of 10 000 
Hz.  Input to the modules from the load cells was ±10 mV and output was ±5 Volts; 
only the positive range was used.  The channel from the pressure transducer also 
contained a signal conditioner module with an input rate of 10 000 Hz but no amplifier.  
Input to this module from the Validyne pressure transducer was 0-5 V and output from 
the module was ± 5 Volts, but only the positive range was required.  The 15 V DC 
power supply to the modules was supplied from the computer and the 10 V DC 
excitation to the force and pressure transducers was supplied by a 240 V AC to 10 V 
DC transformer. The six modules were mounted on a 16 module mounting rack (ISO-
RACK16), and the power supply to the modules and the transducers was via the module 
mounting rack.  The full-scale input and gain selection was accomplished by a 
combination of switch and a programmable gain amplifier (software selected).  The 
DAS operated under the commercial software package Asyst Viewdac and ran on a 
486DX2-66 computer.  A schematic diagram of the DAS is given in Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12  Schematic Diagram of the Data Acquisition System 
4.6 FORCE MEASUREMENT 
FD, FL, and MGS were obtained by measuring the forces directly using the direct force 
method (DFM) and by measuring the pressure distribution around the bridge (pressure 
distribution method (PDM)); the components of the pressure forces in the x-direction 
and y-direction were obtained by integration.  The equipment used in the DFM and the 
PDM is explained in more detail in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 respectively. 
4.6.1 DIRECT FORCE METHOD 
4.6.1.1 Description of Equipment 
The forces on the models were measured using a custom designed dynamometer 
system.  The bridge was fixed to a rigid frame with an axle along the z-axis.  The axle 
was positioned across the top of the flume in the working section.  The axle was 
restrained against rotation and displacement in the x(horizontal), y(vertical), and z 
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directions by two force transducers at each end of the axle, and by one force transducer 
at the downstream end of the frame.  The system is shown in Figure 4-18 and 
Photograph 4-4.  Photograph 4-5 shows two force transducers at one end of the axle; 
one transducer is restraining displacement in the x direction and the other is restraining 
displacement in the y direction.  The force transducers each had four strain gauges in a 
Wheatstone bridge arrangement.  Excitation of the strain gauges was by a 240 V AC to 
10 V DC transformer and output was to the data acquisition system. 
To minimise friction in the system, the contact between the axle and each of the force 
transducers was through precision ball bearings (Photograph 4-5).  To provide a flat 
bearing surface for the ball bearing, an angle was welded to the cylindrical axle at each 
end.  The ball bearing at the downstream end bears directly on the flat surface of the 
frame.  Each force transducer was mounted on a micrometer screw (Photograph 4-5) to 
allow precision adjustment to the position of each transducer along its line of 
displacement. 
When the model hydrodynamic loads were applied, the frame, model and force 
transducers were displaced, thereby introducing extraneous forces into the system.  The 
drag force was most affected because the cable used to support the counterweights 
deflected, and in doing so, introduced a force in the opposite direction to the 
hydrodynamic drag force.  The extraneous forces were removed by returning the 
transducers to the “null position” by adjustment of the micrometer screws.  Two dial 
gauges were used to measure the horizontal displacement (x-direction), two to measure 
the vertical displacement (y-direction) and one to measure the rotation about the z-axis.  
One horizontal gauge and one vertical gauge were mounted on each of the left and right 
sides (looking in the direction of flow) of the frame, 21 cm upstream of the axle. To 
measure the rotation about the axle, a dial gauge was mounted beside the downstream 
force transducer.  To locate the null position, the gauges were zeroed before the 
application of the model hydrodynamic loads. 
Vertical counter-weights were used to reduce the load on the force transducers from the 
self-weight of the system and the hydrodynamic loads, so that the transducers operated 
within their working range.  Pre-loads were applied to all load cells to ensure that the 
ball bearings remained in contact with their bearing surface at all times, and that the 
load cells were operating above the low end of their operating range.  The horizontal 
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pre-load was a weight suspended on a string that was connected to the upstream end of 
the frame; the string ran over a pulley so that the horizontal pre-load acted in the 
downstream direction.  The moment pre-load was applied by positioning a weight on 
the upstream end of the frame, which generated a moment about the axle.  The vertical 
pre-load was applied by the counterweights. 
4.6.1.2 Calibration of Force Transducers 
The output from the force transducers was a voltage with a range of 0-10 mV.  The 
force transducers were calibrated such that the voltage output from the cells equated to a 
load in kilograms.  An initial bench calibration was undertaken to adjust the span so that 
10 kg would be approximately equivalent to 10 mV.  The force transducers were then 
calibrated on-rig with the data acquisition system used to record the data. The amplifiers 
in the DAS amplified the output from the force transducers to a range of 0-5 V (refer 
Section 4.5).  The on-rig calibration was used for all calculations. 
The pre-load facilities were used to apply the loads for calibration.  The two horizontal 
force transducers were calibrated together as were the vertical force transducers. The 
moment load cell was calibrated independently of the vertical and horizontal load cells.  
Cross-talk occurs when a portion of the load being applied to the transducers in one 
direction is detected by the force transducers measuring in a different direction.  
Jempson(1994) showed that the cross-talk in the system was negligible.  In the initial 
calibration, the system was again checked for cross-talk and the results in Jempson 
(1994) confirmed.  A calibration was done whenever a model was changed and at 
frequent intervals throughout the testing of each model.   
The calibration was done by loading the cells incrementally.  However, the 
combinations of weights used for the calibration required that the force transducers be 
unloaded and reloaded continuously through the calibration process, thus providing a 
more rigorous test of the linearity of the transducers than a continuously incremental 
calibration.  Once the transducers were loaded to their capacity, weights were removed 
and the output recorded at several points down through the range of the transducers.  
This unload data was included in the regression analysis.   
One set of the on-rig calibrations for the force transducers is given in Figure 4-13 to 
Figure 4-15.  Force transducer 1 restrained the rotation about the axle, 2 & 3 restrained 
the displacement in the vertical direction, and 4 & 5 restrained the displacement in the 
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horizontal direction.  The equation of regression and the R2 value (coefficient of 
determination) is given on each chart.  For a more detailed description of the coefficient 
of determination, refer to section 4.4.1 on page 48.  An R2 value of one or close to one 
in these calibrations indicates that the regression line is reliable in predicting each 
sample data point.   
4.6.1.3 Estimate of Error 
The estimate of error for the force transducers εFT, expressed in Equation 4-9, is the 
r.m.s of the deviations from the regression line of each data point obtained in the 
calibration.  The deviation is expressed as a percentage of the full-scale voltage output. 
Equation 4-9 
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where VM(ΔL) is the voltage recorded during the calibration for a given increase 
in load (ΔL), VE(ΔL) is the voltage estimated by the regression line for a given 
ΔL, VFS is the full-scale voltage output from the force transducers and is always 
5 volts, and n is the number of data points in the calibration. 
Transducers 2 and 3 were used in combination to measure the vertical load on the 
models, as were 4 and 5 to measure the horizontal load on the models.  Hence, one ε 
was calculated for transducers 2 and 3 and one for transducers 4 and 5.  Therefore in 
Equation 4-9, n is the combined number of data points in the calibration of transducers 
2 and 3 or 4 and 5.  The arithmetic mean of ε and the arithmetic mean of the on-rig 
repeatability for all calibrations done during the test program are given Table 4-10.  The 
higher value of εFT and repeatability was adopted as the εFT. 
Table 4-10 On-rig ε and Repeatability for Force Transducers 
Force Transducer εFT (%) Repeatability (%) Adopted εFT (%) 
1 0.25 0.22 0.25 
Combined 2 and 3 0.65 1.96 1.96 
Combined 4 and 5 0.30 1.14 1.14 
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Figure 4-13  Calibration of Force Transducer 1 
 
 
 
Calibration of Force Transducers 2&3 (21/1/97) 
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Figure 4-14  Calibration of Force Transducer 2 & 3 
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Calibration of Force Transducers 4 & 5 (21/01/97)
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Figure 4-15  Calibration of Force Transducer 4 & 5 
4.6.2 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
4.6.2.1 Description of Equipment 
To calculate the hydrodynamic loads on the model bridge superstructure, the pressure 
distribution around the bridge was measured and the components of the pressure forces 
in the x-direction (drag force), and y-direction (lift force), were obtained by integration.  
The pressure distribution was measured only on superstructure model A without debris 
or piers; one exception was a test referred to in section 7.5 in which a pier was in place 
as part of an investigation into the effect of a pier on the drag on superstructures.  In the 
majority of the tests, the pressure distribution around the bridge was measured at mid-
span using up to 40 pressure tappings; the number of tappings used was dependent on 
the flow conditions.  Late in the program, an additional six tappings were added to the 
girders to assist in clarifying discrepancies between the results obtained using the DFM 
and the PDM; these tappings are numbered with the suffix ‘A’, for example 20A in 
Figure 4-20.  The switching board limited the number of tappings that could be 
measured in any one test to 44; there were 46 tappings on the model.  The tappings were 
1 mm diameter drilled holes connected by 1mm ID and then 5 mm ID plastic tubing to a 
switching board.  The reference pressure was the piezometric pressure at the flume 
cross-section 1.225 m upstream of the bridge centreline where the pressure distribution 
was hydrostatic.  Piezometric pressure at the surface of the model greater than the 
reference hydrostatic pressure were recorded as positive and vice versa. 
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In earlier tests (labelled in Appendix D as PDM1), the pressure distribution was 
obtained using two Honeywell water/air gauge pressure transducers type 163PC01D36 
with a range of ± 127 mm.  One measured the pressure at each of the tappings on the 
bridge in turn through a switching board, and the other measured the reference 
hydrostatic condition.  The zero setting for each transducer corresponded to the 
hydrostatic pressure distribution everywhere under no flow conditions.  The transducers 
were positioned such that the pressures being measured were about in the middle of the 
range. 
The two gauge transducers were replaced by a fast-response, high-sensitivity Validyne 
differential pressure transducer type P305D with a diaphragm with a maximum 
allowable head of 140 mm; the tests for which this transducer were used are labelled as 
PDM2 in Appendix D.  The transducer could only read positive differential pressures.  
Since the pressures around the bridge were both positive and negative, it was necessary 
to direct the positive pressure, whether it be the reference or the model, to the positive 
port on the transducer and vice versa with the negative reading.  A second switching 
board was designed for this purpose.  Figure 4-19 is a schematic showing the switching 
boards and the connection to the differential pressure transducer. 
4.6.2.2 Calibration of Pressure Transducers 
The pressure transducers were calibrated using a single tube manometer with an 
accuracy of ± 0.05 mm.  The Honeywell gauge pressure transducers were calibrated by 
leaving one port open to the atmosphere and connecting the other port to the 
manometer.  Water was added to the manometer up to the maximum allowable head of 
the transducer.  The water was released in approximately 10 mm increments and the 
water level and voltage recorded.  Once a zero head was reached, water was then added 
incrementally to the manometer and the water level and voltage recorded. 
Two single tube manometers were used to calibrate the differential pressure transducer; 
one was the reference water level and the other measured the change in water level.  
The two manometers were connected via a tube and valve to allow the manometers to 
equalise, i.e., give a condition of zero head difference.  Once zero head was obtained, 
the transducer was zeroed if required, the valve was closed and water added to give a 
head difference of about 140 mm.  The head difference was measured and the span on 
the transducer was adjusted to give a full-scale output of 5 Volts for 140 mm differential 
head.  Water was then released in small quantities and the water level and voltage 
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recorded.  Once a zero head difference was reached, water was then added 
incrementally to the manometer and the water level and voltage recorded.  The 
manometer used to measure the height of the column of water had an accuracy of ± 0.05 
mm. 
A regression analysis was done to check the linearity of the transducers and to calculate 
an estimate of error.  Typical results for the calibrations are given in Figure 4-16 and 
Figure 4-17 with the equation of regression and R2 value (coefficient of determination) 
shown on each chart.  For a more detailed description of the coefficient of 
determination, refer to section 4.4.1 on page 48.  The R2 values of one or close to one in 
these calibrations indicate that the regression line is reliable in predicting each sample 
data point.   
4.6.2.3 Estimate of Error  
The estimate of error for the pressure transducers εPT, expressed in Equation 4-10, is the 
r.m.s of the deviations from the regression line of each data point obtained in the 
calibration.  The deviation is expressed as a percentage of the full-scale voltage output. 
Equation 4-10 
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where HM (mm) is the measured head for a given voltage recorded during the 
calibration, HE is the head predicted by the regression line for a given voltage, 
HFS is the full-scale head (254 mm for the Honeywell transducers and 140 mm 
for the Validyne), and n is the number of data points in the calibration. 
The εPT for the gauge pressure transducers was 0.15% FS and 0.69% FS, and for the 
differential transducer 0.2% FS.  Since the gauge pressure transducers were used 
simultaneously during a test, the adopted εPT was the arithmetic mean (0.42% FS) of the 
εPT for the individual transducers. 
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Figure 4-16  Calibration of Honeywell Gauge Pressure Transducers 
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Figure 4-17  Calibration of Validyne Differential Pressure Transducers 
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Figure 4-18  Model Support and Force Measurement System 
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Photograph 4-4  Work Station 
 
 
Photograph 4-5  Force Transducers 
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Figure 4-19 Schematic of Switching Board Used with Differential Transducer 
 
Figure 4-20  Location of Pressure Tappings on Superstructure A 
4.7 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The procedures that were followed in measuring forces and pressures on the model are 
detailed below.  Experience described in Jempson (1994) showed that these procedures 
gave reliable, repeatable results. 
4.7.1 DIRECT FORCE MEASUREMENT 
4.7.1.1 Bridge Models 
The procedure detailed below was used for all bridge and bridge-pier tests.  When piers 
were tested by themselves, step 3 was not applicable. 
1. Position the model at the level to be tested ensuring that the model and frame are 
not supported by the force transducers. 
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2. Fill the flume to the level required for zeroing the pressure transducer used for 
water level measurements and zero the pressure transducer as described in 
Section 4.8.1 on page 70.  This level was below the girder soffit or under side of 
the flat plate if SR ≤ 1.  If SR > 1 then to step 3 else to step 4. 
3. Add more water until the bridge is submerged ensuring that no air is trapped 
under the bridge. 
4. Apply the vertical counterweights and moment pre-load. 
5. Remove the rear safety bolt. 
6. Lower the bridge on to the vertical load cells. 
7. Touch the horizontal load cells up against bearer plates. 
8. Apply the horizontal pre-load. 
9. Zero the dial gauges. 
10. Record the voltage output for each load cell (this was the zero against which all 
changes in load were measured). 
11. Add more water as required to ensure that the differential head being measured 
by the pressure transducer does not go below zero when the pump is started. 
12. Set the pump to the desired speed, adjust water level as required, and allow 
system to reach equilibrium (approximately 45 mins). 
13. Return the bridge to null position (the null position is the zero set in step 10).  
The bridge is returned to the undeflected position using the micrometer screw on 
the force transducer mountings.  Given the dynamic nature of the flow it was not 
possible to return the bridge exactly to the undeflected position because of the 
fluctuations in the dial gauge readings.  This is more of a problem in the vertical 
direction than the horizontal (flow direction), possibly because of the 
fluctuations of the separated boundary layer). 
14. Record voltage reading for each force transducer (The fluctuations of dial 
gauges noted in step 13 were also evident in the force transducer outputs.  This 
was inevitable since the deflections of the force transducers were equal to the 
movement in the frame.  The output from the drag and moment transducers was 
nearly static, but the output from the lift transducers fluctuated considerably 
depending on the flow conditions.  The outputs from the transducers were 
recorded with the DAS until sufficient data was obtained to give accurate time-
averaged values. Typically data was logged for 2 minutes at 2 Hz, but longer 
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periods and higher frequencies were used when large fluctuations in voltages 
were observed). 
15. Record velocities at depths corresponding to the bridge or debris mid-height.  
The velocity is recorded at 10 positions across the channel.  The readings are 
taken at 100 mm interval with the first and last being 50 mm from the wall. 
16. Record the water temperature, depth at upstream and downstream pointer 
gauges, and water profile across deck. 
17. Adjust the flow to the next test condition and allow approximately 15 minutes 
for equilibrium then repeat from step 13. 
18. When the test sequence is completed, stop the pump and remove the pre-loads. 
19. Move the bearer plates away from the force transducers. 
4.7.2 PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 
4.7.2.1 Gauge Pressure Transducer System 
1. Position the bridge model at the level to be tested ensuring that the bridge 
model and frame are not supported by the force transducers. 
2. Fill flume to a water level close to the operating level and above the bridge 
model. 
3. Position the transducers so that the pressures recorded during the test will be 
in the middle of the range of the transducer. 
4. Flush water through the switching board to remove all air (ensure that the 
valve to the pressure transducer is closed so that the transducer is not 
overloaded). 
5. Individually flush the bridge tappings. 
6. De-air the pressure transducer’s chambers by gently tapping the casing until 
no more air bubbles appear. 
7. Record the zero reading z(n) for all bridge tappings for n = 1 to n (if the 
zeroes were not nearly identical there was probably air in the system) - n is 
the number of bridge tappings. 
8. Record the zero voltage for the upstream z(0) and downstream z(n+1) 
piezometric tappings. 
9. Measure the water depth at the upstream piezometric tapping. 
10. Set the pump to the desired speed, adjust water level as required, and allow 
system to reach equilibrium (approximately 45 mins). 
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11. For each submersed bridge tapping, record in turn the voltage v(n)bri 
simultaneously with the reference piezometric tapping voltage v(n)ref. 
12. Record the downstream piezometric tapping voltage vds and v(n+1). 
13. Record velocity 1.225 m upstream of the bridge model centreline, at the 
centreline of the channel in the direction of flow, at a depth corresponding to 
the mid-height of the bridge, and 25 mm above and below the mid-height. 
14. Record water temperature. 
15. Measure the depth of water above/below upstream and downstream parapets 
and the depth of water at the upstream and downstream pointer gauges. 
16. Adjust the flow to the next test condition and allow approximately 15 
minutes for equilibrium then repeat from step 11. 
17. Stop the pump when the test sequence is completed. 
4.7.2.2 Differential Pressure Transducer System 
1. Position the bridge model at the level to be tested ensuring that the bridge 
model and frame are not supported by the force transducers. 
2. Fill the flume to a water level close to the operating level and above the 
bridge model. 
3. Flush water through the switching board to remove all air (ensure that the 
valve to the pressure transducer is closed so that the transducer is not 
overloaded). 
4. Individually flush the bridge tappings. 
5. De-air the pressure transducer’s chamber by slightly opening the bleeding 
valve on the transducer. 
6. Check that the zero for all tappings is identical (if they were not nearly 
identical there was probably air in the system). 
7. Record the zero voltage. 
8. Set the pump to the desired speed, adjust water level as required, and allow 
system to reach equilibrium (approximately 45 mins). 
9. For each submersed bridge tapping, record the pressure difference, in Volts, 
between the reference and bridge tappings in turn.  The differential pressure 
transducer was only able to read positive pressures.  Therefore, it was 
necessary to switch ports on the transducer depending on the sign of the 
pressure at the individual tappings.  For more detailed discussion refer to 
Section 4.6.2 on page 60. 
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10. Record velocity 1.225 m upstream of the bridge model centreline, at the 
centreline of the channel in the direction of flow and 50 mm either side, at a 
depth corresponding to the mid-height of the bridge, and 25 mm above and 
below the mid-height. 
11. Record the water temperature, depth at upstream and downstream pointer 
gauges, and water profile across deck.. 
12. Adjust the flow to the next test condition and allow approximately 15 
minutes for equilibrium then repeat from step 8. 
13. Stop the pump when the test sequence is completed. 
4.8 FREE SURFACE LEVEL MEASUREMENT 
The free surface profile was obtained from 2.62 m upstream to 1.66 m downstream of 
the centreline of the models.  In all tests, levels were taken at the upstream and 
downstream parapets and at locations across the width (in the direction of flow) of the 
bridge.  The location at which levels away from the model were taken was dependent on 
the method used to measure the forces on the models.  For tests in which the forces on 
the models were measured using the direct force method (DFM-refer section 4.6.1), 
water levels were also taken at 2.62 m and 1.225 m upstream, and 1.225 m and 1.66 m 
downstream.  For tests in which the forces on the models were measured using the 
pressure distribution method (PDM-refer section 4.6.2), water levels in addition to those 
taken across the model were measured at 2.62 m upstream and 1.66 m downstream.  
The differences occurred because of the equipment requirements particular to each of 
these methods.  The different methods will be described in the following sections. 
4.8.1 TECHNIQUE WHEN USING THE DIRECT FORCE METHOD 
The majority of tests were done using the DFM.  The locations of the measurements 
were consistent for all of these tests, and the technique for taking the measurements was 
essentially the same except for a small refinement made early in the test program.  The 
refined technique is described in detail and then a short description of the original 
technique is given. 
The free surface level was measured in four places; 2.62 m and 1.225 m upstream of the 
model bridge centreline, and 1.225 m and 1.66 m downstream of the model bridge 
centreline.  At the locations 2.62 m upstream and 1.66 m downstream, the free surface 
level was measured using pointer gauges.  At the two locations 1.225 m away from the 
bridge, the free surface level was measured using piezometric tappings connected to a 
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Validyne differential pressure transducer P305D.  The piezometric tappings were in the 
wall 160 mm above the floor.  The positive port of the pressure transducer was 
connected through a switching board to the two piezometric tappings; the switching 
board allowed one tapping to be selected at a time.  The negative port of the pressure 
transducer was connected to a single tube manometer that was used to provide a 
reference water level; the reference water level was set lower than the operating water 
level so that the pressure differential was positive.  The system is shown schematically 
in Figure 4-21. 
Figure 4-21  Schematic Diagram of Free surface Level Measurement System 
The following procedure was used to zero the system: 
A1. fill the flume to a level that is below the operating level, but no more than 
140 mm which is the limit of the diaphragm, with valves 1 and 2 open (this 
allows the water level in manometer to equalise with the level in the flume); 
A2. record output voltage from transducer for the open system zero (zo) (it will 
be the actual zero of the transducer because with valve 1 open the head 
difference must be zero); 
A3. close valve 1 and record output voltage from transducer for closed system 
zero (zc) (it may vary slightly from zo because the action of closing the 
valve may alter the level in the manometer; the difference was typically up 
to about 0.2 mm); 
A4. measure depth of water at upstream pointer gauge and add 5.5 mm (refer 
Table 4-1) to obtain depth of water at the upstream piezometric tapping (the 
pointer gauge is accurate to within 0.5 mm). 
Valve 3
Valve 2
Valve 1
To Single Tube
Manometer
+ve-ve
Differential
Pressure
Transducer
To upstream
piezometric tapping
To downstream
piezometric tapping  
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The water level in the manometer is the reference level and is equated to the depth 
measured in step A4 to give the reference depth yref.  Valve 1 remains closed for the 
duration of the test so that the reference level in the manometer is not altered.  Valve 2 
remains open until step B2 as a safeguard against overloading the diaphragm in the 
pressure transducer. 
During the test the following procedure was followed: 
B1. with valve 2 still open, record vu, the output voltage from the pressure 
transducer from which the hydrostatic pressure difference between the yref 
and the depth of water at the upstream piezometric tapping is inferred; 
B2. open valve 3 and then close valve 2 (this order is followed as a safeguard 
against overloading the diaphragm in the pressure transducer); 
B3. record vd which is the output voltage from the pressure transducer from 
which the hydrostatic pressure difference between the yref and the depth of 
water at the downstream stream piezometric tapping is inferred;  
B4. open valve 1 if no more tests are to be done. 
The data acquisition system was used to record the voltages.  Step B1 was done 
simultaneously with the recording of the output from the force transducers used to 
measure the forces on the model.  Step B3 was done when step B1 was completed.  The 
frequency at which the data was recorded was controlled by the requirements of the 
force measurements.  This was typically at 2 to 4 Hz for 2 minutes but ranged up to 10 
Hz for 4 minutes. 
The depth and relative free surface elevation at the piezometric tappings were calculated 
as follows: 
C1. ΔHu (mm), the hydrostatic pressure difference between the operating water 
level at the upstream piezometric tapping and the reference water level in 
the manometer, is inferred from the voltage recorded in step B1 and the 
pressure transducer calibration, and is adjusted for any difference between 
zo and zc(Equation 4-11);  
C2. determine y0, the depth of flow at the upstream piezometric tapping, 
(Equation 4-13); 
C3. determine WSELu, the relative water surface elevation at the upstream 
piezometric tapping, (Equation 4-14); 
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C4. ΔHd (mm), the hydrostatic pressure difference between the operating water 
level at the downstream piezometric tapping and the reference water level 
in the manometer, is inferred from the voltage recorded in step B3 and the 
pressure transducer calibration, and is adjusted for any difference between 
zo and zc (Equation 4-12); 
C5. determine y3, the depth of flow at the downstream piezometric tapping, 
(Equation 4-15); 
C6. determine WSELd, the relative water surface elevation at the downstream 
piezometric tapping, (Equation 4-16). 
Equation 4-11 ( )( )
140*
5
zzvH couu
−−=Δ  
where 5 volts represents 140 mm of head of water. 
Equation 4-12 ( )( )
140*
5
zzvH codd
−−=Δ  
Equation 4-13 
y0 = yref + ΔHu 
where yref is the depth of water at the upstream piezometric tapping when the 
system is zeroed (mm). 
Equation 4-14 
WSELu = y0 + FL1225u/s 
where FL1225u/s is the floor level at the upstream piezometric tapping (mm) - 
refer Table 4-1 for the level. 
Equation 4-15 
y3 = ΔHd + yref + (FL1225u/s- FL1225d/s) 
where FL1225d/s is the floor level at the downstream piezometric tapping (mm) - 
refer Table 4-1 for the level. 
Equation 4-16 
WSELd = y3 + FL1225d/s 
The original method varied slightly from that already described in that WSELd was 
referenced to WSELu instead of yref.  This was achieved by connecting, via the 
switching board, the downstream piezometric tapping to the negative port on the 
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pressure transducer and upstream piezometric tapping to the positive port.  This gave a 
hydrostatic pressure difference between the two piezometric tappings.  The hydrostatic 
pressure difference was subtracted from WSELu to give WSELd.  This meant that 
WSELd was being referenced to a fluctuating water surface which potentially gave a 
lower accuracy than the method ultimately adopted method.  This method is applicable 
to the tests listed in Table 4-11.  The tests headed ‘smooth wedge’, ‘trial rough wedge’, 
and ‘rough wedge and extension’ were all preliminary in that they were used to develop 
the debris model. 
Table 4-11  DFM Tests Using Preliminary Water Level Measurement System 
No Debris Flat Plate 
Debris 
Smooth 
Wedge 
Trial Rough 
Wedge 
Rough 
Wedge and 
Extension
SWOD2R SWD2FP SWD2SW SWD2TRW SWD6RWE 
SWOD6R2 SWD6FP SWD2ASW SWD6TRW SWD7RWE 
SWOD7R SWD7FP SWD6SW SWD7TRW SWD7ARWE
SWOD8 SWD9FP SWD7SW SWD9TRW SWD9RWE 
SWOD9A SWD9FPR SWD9SW SWD9ATRW SWD9ARWE
SWOD9B SWD9AFP SWD9ASW SWD9BTRW SWD9BRWE 
SWOD13CR SWD9BFP SWD9BSW   
 
4.8.2 TECHNIQUE WHEN USING THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION METHOD 
The PDM is described in Section 4.6.2.  Two methods were used to obtain the pressure 
distribution around the bridge.  The first method used two Honeywell gauge pressure 
transducers, and the second used a Validyne differential pressure transducer.  In most 
tests in which the PDM was used, the water levels were measured at 2.62 m upstream 
and 1.66 m downstream of the bridge centreline using the pointer gauges; this is the 
same as described in the DFM.  With the gauge pressure transducers it was possible to 
measure the water level at the piezometric tappings 1.225 m upstream and downstream 
of the bridge model centreline.  The system is shown schematically in Figure 4-22.  
However, when the differential pressure transducer was used it was not possible to set 
up a system to reference the hydrostatic pressure at the piezometric tapping to a known 
water level.  Therefore, the water level was only recorded at the pointer gauges during 
tests using the differential pressure transducer. 
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Figure 4-22  Schematic Layout of Gauge Pressure Transducer System 
The following procedure is integral to the procedure given in section 4.7.2.1 on page 68, 
but gives additional information as to the method used to obtain data to calculate the 
water surface level at the piezometric tappings: 
D1. fill the flume to a level below the operating level - this is the water level for 
zeroing the upstream and downstream piezometers; 
D2. record the zero voltage for the upstream z(0) and downstream z(n+1) 
piezometric tappings - the upstream piezometric tapping is connected to the 
reference transducer and the downstream piezometric tapping is connected 
to the bridge tapping transducer and n is the number of bridge tappings. 
D3. measure depth of water at upstream pointer gauge and add 5.5 mm to obtain 
depth of water at the upstream piezometric tapping (yref) (the pointer gauge 
is accurate to within 0.5 mm); 
D4. once test is under way record v(n)ref simultaneously with v(n)bri for n = 1 to 
n (v(n)ref is the reference voltage, recorded during testing, from which the 
hydrostatic pressure at the upstream piezometric tapping is inferred, and 
v(n)bri is the voltage reading, recorded during testing, from which the 
pressure at each of the n bridge tappings is inferred); 
D5. record v(n+1)ref and vds (v(n+1)ref is an additional reference voltage 
recorded simultaneously with vds, the voltage from which the hydrostatic 
pressure at the downstream piezometric tapping is inferred). 
Step D4 is part of the procedure for obtaining the pressure distribution around the model 
(refer 4.7.2.1 on page 68). v(n)ref was recorded for each v(n)bri because the hydrostatic 
pressure at the upstream piezometric tapping was the reference pressure.  By recording 
the reference voltage simultaneously with each bridge tapping any error associated with 
a change in the reference pressure was eliminated. 
to bridge tappings
and downstream
piezometric tapping
to upstream
piezometric
tapping
+ve+ve -ve
Reference
Gauge
Transducer -ve
atmosphere
Bridge
Gauge
Transducer
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The depth and relative water surface elevation at the piezometric tappings are calculated 
as follows: 
E1. calculate refv , the arithmetic mean of v(n)ref (Equation 4-17) - refv  is used 
instead of one of the instantaneous reference readings so that the upstream 
water level will be averaged over the test; 
E2. calculate Δhu (mm), the hydrostatic pressure difference between the mean 
operating water depth at the upstream piezometric tapping and the reference 
water depth (yref), (Equation 4-18); 
E3. calculate y0 (Equation 4-19); 
E4. determine WSELu, the relative water surface elevation at the upstream 
piezometric tapping, (Equation 4-14); 
E5. calculate Δhd (mm), the hydrostatic pressure difference between the 
operating water level and the reference water level at the upstream and 
downstream piezometric tappings (yref); 
E6. calculate yvar using Equation 4-21 (yvar is the difference between the 
upstream instantaneous piezometric head at the time when the downstream 
piezometric head is recorded and the mean upstream piezometric head over 
the duration of the test, and is used to adjust the downstream piezometric 
head for any overall drop in water level during the test); 
E7. determine y3 (Equation 4-22); 
E8. determine WSELd, the relative water surface elevation at the downstream 
piezometric tapping, (Equation 4-16). 
 Equation 4-17 
n
nn∑= 0 refref )v(v  
 Equation 4-18 
Δhu = ( refv - z(0))∗mref 
where mref (mm/volts) is the gradient of the line of best fit for transducer 2 in 
Figure 4-16. 
 Equation 4-19 
y0 = yref + Δhu 
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 Equation 4-20 
Δhd = (vds - z(n+1))∗mbri 
where mbri (mm/volts) is the gradient of the line of best fit for transducer 1 in 
Figure 4-16. 
 Equation 4-21 
yvar = ( refv - v(n+1))∗mref 
 
 Equation 4-22 
y3 = Δhd + (yref + 9) + yvar 
where 9 mm is added to correct for the drop in the bed level between the 
piezometric tappings. 
4.9 ESTIMATE OF ERROR 
It was shown in Equation 2-6 (page 9), Equation 2-7 (page 10), and Equation 2-8 (page 
11) that CD is a f(FD, ρ, V0, A), CL is a f(FL, ρ, V0, A), and CM is a f(MGS, ρ, V0, A, Lref) 
respectively. Therefore, to calculate an estimate of error for CD, CL, and CM for each 
test, the error for each of these parameters was calculated, except for ρ.  The error in the 
estimate of ρ is not significant because the water temperature was measured for each 
test to an accuracy of ± 0.5°C which corresponds to an error of 0.01%.  Sources 
contributing to the error in CD, CL, and CM for each superstructure and pier type are 
listed in Table 4-12 on page 81.  Common to every test was the error in the velocity 
measurement.  The methodology for calculating εV, the estimate of error for the velocity 
measurement, is described in detail in section 4.4.1.2 beginning on page 50.  Also 
common to every test is the error in the force measuring system whether it be the force 
transducers, εFT, or the pressure transducers, εPT.  The methodology for calculating εFT 
is described in detail in section 4.6.1.3 on page 58, and εPT is described in section 
4.6.2.3 on page 62.  All other sources of error listed in Table 4-12 are described below. 
Reference Area Error (εA) 
The error in the reference area was through construction tolerance and experimental 
error.  A construction tolerance of ± 0.5 mm was assumed, which, for superstructure A, 
equated to an error of 0.56 % with no debris and when SR ≥ 1.0.  For superstructure E 
with no debris and SR = 1.0, upstream water level to the top of the truss, the error 
through construction tolerance was 3.2 %. 
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When SR < 1.0 it was difficult to accurately measure the projected wetted depth on the 
upstream face of the superstructure.  Therefore, a 3 mm error in the measured depth was 
assumed for tests on superstructures A, B, C, D, and F tests without debris, and a 2 mm 
error for tests on superstructure E; a smaller error was assumed for superstructure E 
because the test conditions allowed more accurate measurement of the upstream water 
level at the face of the model.  When SR ≥ 1.0, the wetted depth was always the full 
depth of the superstructure, and hence only the construction tolerance error was 
applicable. 
For the pier tests with no debris, the reference area was calculated by averaging the 
water levels recorded at the upstream and downstream piezometric tappings.  Therefore 
the error in the reference area included the error in the Validyne pressure transducer, 0.2 
% FS, and a construction tolerance of 0.5 mm.  For debris tests, the error was calculated 
using only the construction tolerance. 
Side Plate Drag (εSP) 
When SR > 1.0, the side plates supporting the superstructure model became submersed.  
FD was corrected for the viscous and pressure drag forces of the side plates (refer 
section 8.1.2 on page 188).  Because of the approximate nature of this correction, a 
100% error in the estimate of the side plate drag forces was conservatively assumed. 
Voltage Reading (εVR) 
This error is only applicable to the early PDM tests when the gauge pressure 
transducers (Honeywells) were used and the output was sent to an analogue voltmeter.  
The voltmeter averaged over a period of 5 seconds, but the readings still fluctuated.  
The fluctuations were more significant when reading the pressures in the wake region.  
Therefore, an error of ±0.05 volts was assumed for the wake region readings and ±0.02 
Volts on the upstream face. 
Flat Plate Debris Model Buoyancy (εFP) 
The buoyancy force of the flat plate debris model was removed from the lift force and 
moment calculations (refer section 8.1.3 on page 190 and section 8.1.4 on page 191).  
The water level at the flat plate was measured during each test and the buoyancy force 
calculated accordingly.  It was assumed that the accuracy of the measurement of the 
water level was ± 0.5 mm. 
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Water on Deck During Testing (εDW) 
During tests with F typically greater than 0.4 and SR = 1.0, the water level above the 
deck was higher than the piezometric head line through the superstructure model.  In 
these situations the contribution of the water on the deck to the measured lift force was 
corrected out (refer section 8.1.3 on page 190).  An error of ± 1 mm in the measurement 
of the depth of water on the deck was assumed.  This error was applied only to CL. 
Tailwater Level (εTW) 
The significance of the tailwater level on CL is explained in section 2.2.1.2.  When SR ≤ 
1.0, CL was calculated for two tailwater levels, CL1 and CL2.  In calculating εTW, the CL 
was the arithmetic mean of the two values, and εTW was half of the range expressed as a 
percentage of CL, i.e., 
 CL = ½(CL1 + CL2), and  
 ( ) 100CCC LL2L12
1 ×−=TWε  
When SR > 1, CL1 = CL2 and hence εTW = 0. 
Water in Boxes (εWIB) 
This error is applicable to superstructure C when SR ≤ 1.0, and is only applied to CL and 
CM.  Superstructure C was tested with the box girders open at the ends.  Under test 
conditions where the piezometric head line dropped below the girder soffit, such as 
shown in Figure 4-23, some water splashed into the empty boxes.  This was corrected 
out of CL and CM as explained in section 8.1.3 on page 190 and section 8.1.4 on page 
191.  An error of ± 1 mm was assumed in the measurement of the depth of water in the 
girders. 
SWOD22
SR = 1.0 F = 0.49 Pr = 1.44
 
Figure 4-23  Piezometric Head Line for Test SWOD22 
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Water not in Boxes (εWNB) 
The box girders on superstructures D and F were sealed to prevent water entering 
during testing. In a full size bridge, the girders would be designed to allow entry of 
water.  Therefore a correction to the measured lift force and moment was applied to 
simulate water in the boxes (refer section 8.1.3 on page 190 and section 8.1.4 on page 
191).  The correction was based on the piezometric head line at the centreline of the 
each box (8 for superstructure D and 1 for superstructure F).  The piezometric head line 
was measured using a ruler placed against the perspex wall of the flume.  An error of ± 
1 mm in the measurement of the piezometric head line, and hence depth of water in the 
girders, was assumed.  The error was applied to both CL and CM in superstructure D and 
CL for superstructure F.   
The equations for εCD, the estimate of error for CD, εCL the estimate of error for CL, and 
εCM the estimate of error for CM are Equation 4-23, Equation 4-24, and Equation 4-25 
respectively. 
 Equation 4-23 
2
1)(  = 222222 VRSPAPTFTVCD εεεεεεε +++++  
 Equation 4-24 
2
1)(  = 2222222222 WNBWIBTWDWVRFPAPTFTVCL εεεεεεεεεεε +++++++++
 
 Equation 4-25 
2
1)( = 22222222 WNBWIBVRFPAPTFTVCM εεεεεεεεε +++++++  
Presentation of the estimate of errors as a percentage is meaningless given that when CL 
and CM → 0, εCL and εCM → ∞.  Therefore, the estimate of errors are presented in 
section 8.2 as error bars with the calculated coefficient as the median point.  The error 
bars are the estimate of error expressed as a magnitude with the distance between the 
bars being equivalent to twice the estimate of error. 
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Table 4-12  Sources Contributing to the Error in CD, CL, and CM 
Model CD CL CM 
Superstructure A 
DFM 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
flat plate buoyancy, deck water, tailwater 
level 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag, flat plate buoyancy 
Superstructure A 
PDM 
Velocity, pressure transducer, reference 
area, voltage reading (gauge pressure 
transducer system only) 
Velocity, pressure transducer, reference 
area, voltage reading(gauge pressure 
transducer system only) 
Velocity, pressure transducer, reference 
area, voltage reading(gauge pressure 
transducer system only) 
Superstructure B 
 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
flat plate buoyancy, deck water, tailwater 
level 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag, flat plate buoyancy 
Superstructure C 
 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
flat plate buoyancy, deck water, tailwater 
level, water in boxes 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag, flat plate buoyancy, water 
in boxes 
Superstructure D 
 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
flat plate buoyancy, deck water, tailwater 
level, water not in boxes 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag, flat plate buoyancy, water 
not in boxes 
Superstructure E 
 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
flat plate buoyancy, deck water, tailwater 
level 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag, flat plate buoyancy 
Superstructure F 
 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
deck water, tailwater level, water not in 
boxes 
Velocity, force transducer, reference area, 
side plate drag 
Pier A Velocity, force transducer, reference area   
Pier B Velocity, force transducer, reference area   
Pier C Velocity, force transducer, reference area   
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5. MODELS 
Six superstructure types, three pier types, five idealised debris mats for use in 
combination with the superstructure models, and three idealised debris mats for use in 
combination with the pier models were tested using scale models.  All superstructure 
models were tested alone, and most were tested in combinations with piers and debris.  
The test program is detailed in Section 6.  The deck and parapets were identical on 
superstructures A to D.  The superstructure, pier and flat plate debris models were all 
constructed from aluminium to a scale Lr = 25.  Two exceptions were the truss bridge 
(Superstructure E) which was constructed to a scale Lr = 30.48 so as to fit the full truss 
in the flume, and the model of the incrementally launched bridge (Superstructure F) 
with Lr = 50 so as to fit a full span in the flume.  The wedge and conical shaped debris 
were constructed from polystyrene with sheet aluminium covering the top and 
downstream surfaces.  The debris roughness and the log mat extension were constructed 
from timber dowelling. 
5.1 SUPERSTRUCTURE A 
Superstructure A was a scale model of a typical prestressed concrete girder bridge with 
concrete deck and New Jersey parapets.  The four girders are AASHTO Type IV I-
beams.  The dimensions of the model, which had a scale Lr = 25, are given in Figure 
5-3.  Shown on the drawing are the 46 pressure tappings previously described in Section 
4.6.2 on page 60.  The pressure tappings were 1 mm diameter holes drilled into the 
surface of the model at the mid-span section.  Each hole connected to a 1.5 mm ID 
plastic tube which ran to the end of the model in a narrow milled channel which was 
back-filled with a silicon rubber to reinstate the correct surface profile of the model.  
Approximately 1 m beyond the end of the model superstructure, the 1 mm ID tube 
connected through a brass piece to a 5 mm ID plastic tube which ran to the switching 
board. 
Tests on this model included direct force measurements and measurement of the 
pressure distribution.  The superstructure was tested in the following configurations: 
• alone; 
• in combination with pier model A; 
• in combination with all debris models; 
• in combination with rough wedge debris model and pier A. 
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These tests were done for a range of F, SR, Pr, and T as described in more detail in 
chapter 6. 
5.2 SUPERSTRUCTURE B 
Superstructure B was a model of a typical steel plate girder bridge with concrete deck 
and New Jersey parapets.  The dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 25, are 
given in Figure 5-4.  The overall dimensions of the girders are true to scale but the 
thickness of the webs and flanges are not.  The deck and parapets being identical to 
superstructure A meant that only the girders needed to be changed on superstructure A 
to produce superstructure B.  The same comment is applicable to superstructures C and 
D. 
Tests on this model were done using the direct force method. The superstructure was 
tested in the following configurations: 
• alone; 
• in combination with pier model A; 
• in combination with all the flat plate and rough wedge debris models; 
• in combination with rough wedge debris model and pier A. 
These tests were done for a range of F and SR with Pr = 3.66 as described in more detail 
in chapter 6. 
5.3 SUPERSTRUCTURE C 
Superstructure C was a model of a typical spread box beam bridge with concrete deck 
and New Jersey parapets.  The dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 25, are 
given in Figure 5-5. 
Tests on this model were done using the direct force method. The superstructure was 
tested in the same configurations as superstructure B.  These tests were done for a range 
of F, SR, and Pr as described in more detail in chapter 6. 
5.4 SUPERSTRUCTURE D 
Superstructure D was a model of a typical adjacent box beam bridge with concrete deck 
and New Jersey parapets.  The dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 25, are 
given in Figure 5-6.  The box beams were identical to those used on superstructure C, 
but they were positioned adjacent to one another, and the upstream girder was 
positioned flush with the upstream face of the parapet. 
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Tests on this model were done using the direct force method. The superstructure was 
tested in the same configurations as superstructure B.  These tests were done for a range 
of F, SR, and with Pr = 3.49 as described in more detail in chapter 6. 
5.5 SUPERSTRUCTURE E 
Superstructure E was a model of a typical truss bridge with concrete deck supported on 
a grillage of steel girders.  The dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 30.48, are 
given in Figure 5-7.  This scale was adopted so that the full truss would fit in the flume.  
The member dimensions are true to scale except for the webs and flanges of the girder 
grillages, and the truss members which were modelled as solid members instead of H-
sections.  Because the flat face of the H-sections in the truss faced the flow, it was 
considered that the hydrodynamic characteristics of the solid members in the model 
were essentially the same as the H-sections in the full-size structure.  Therefore it was 
considered that the difficulties, and hence cost, of constructing the truss out of H-
sections was not warranted.  The steel girders in the grillage in the deck were 
reproduced in the model because it was considered that they interact with flow and 
contribute significantly to the hydrodynamic forces. 
Tests on this model were done using the direct force method.  The superstructure was 
tested without and with debris.  No tests were done with a pier.  These tests were done 
for a range of F and SR, all with Pr = 1.65. 
5.6 SUPERSTRUCTURE F 
During the test program, the Queensland Department of Main Roads was in the 
preliminary design stage of a high-level river crossing.  One alternative being 
considered was an incrementally launched box girder bridge that was to be positioned 
well above the 2000 year average recurrence interval flood level.  The height of the 
bridge would have required high approach embankments with through drainage.  It was 
suggested that by lowering the superstructure into the flood, significant cost reduction 
could be achieved through savings in the cost of the approach embankments.  Offsetting 
to some degree the reduction in approach costs would be an increased cost of the 
substructure that would be required to withstand a greater overturning moment through 
flood loads on the superstructure as well as the piers.  The University of Queensland 
was commissioned to undertake a study to determine the force coefficients for this type 
of superstructure when subjected to hydrodynamic loads. 
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Two crossings were being considered; one positioned the bridge square to the flow and 
the other on a 25° to the flow.  The superstructure was tested at both skews.  The model 
dimensions for the square model, given in Figure 5-8, were generic for this type of 
structure since no structural design had been undertaken. The model was constructed to 
a scale Lr = 50 so that one span would fit in the flume.  The model was tested without 
and with a pier.  The Pr and the Froude number were the same as those calculated by the 
Department of Main Roads. 
When superstructure F was tested on a skew, the model was pulled against the flume 
wall.  To overcome this problem, near frictionless, single ball rollers, similar to those 
used in the pier A tests, were used to physically restrain the model along the z-axis.  
The rollers provided negligible resistance along the x and y-axes and about the z-axis, 
but prevented movement along the z-axis.  The rollers were attached to the side plates, 
two per side, and positioned against the wall of the flume. 
5.7 PIER A 
Pier A was a model of a rectangular headstock on twin, square column piers.  The 
dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 25, are given in Figure 5-9.  Pier A was 
tested without and with debris for a range of flow depths and Froude numbers.  It was 
also used in combination with superstructures A to D.  The different heights of piers 
shown in Figure 5-9 were required for different flow depths.  Preliminary tests were 
done with and without a large end-plate fixed to the base of the pier to determine the 
significance of three dimensional effects at base on the hydrodynamic loads.  Similar 
results were obtained for both cases.  Therefore, the pier was tested without the end 
plate for the main series of tests. 
Under some flow conditions there was a flow induced oscillation along the z-axis (refer 
7.10.1 for detailed description).  It was decided that the only method of controlling the 
oscillations was to physically restrain the model along the z-axis.  This was done by 
using four near frictionless, single ball bearing, rollers attached to the side plates, two 
per side, and positioned against the walls of the flume.  The rollers prevented movement 
along the z-axis but provided negligible resistance along the x and y-axes and about the 
z-axis. 
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5.8 PIER B 
Pier B was a model of a rectangular blade pier.  The dimensions of the model, built to a 
scale Lr = 25, are given in Figure 5-10.  Pier B was tested without and with debris for a 
range of flow depths and Froude numbers.  The different heights of piers shown in 
Figure 5-9 were to cater for the depths of flow tested. 
5.9 PIER C 
Pier C is a model of a four steel H-pile bent pier with the dimensions of the Harrison 
Road Bridge pile bent pier in the United States.  The latter temporary bridge failed 
under the influence of debris loading.  The dimensions of the model, built to a scale Lr = 
25, are given in Figure 5-11.  The outside dimensions of the members were built to 
scale, but the webs and flanges were not.  The pier was tested with and without debris 
for a range of flow depths with F ≅ 0.4. 
5.10 PIER D 
Pier D was a model of a rectangular blade pier and was used solely in conjunction with 
superstructure F.  The model was constructed to a scale Lr = 50.  This pier was not 
tested with debris. 
5.11 DEBRIS 
5.11.1 THE NATURE OF DEBRIS 
‘Real’ debris will accumulate against a bridge superstructure or pier in an almost 
infinite combination of geometry (size and shape), roughness, and permeability from 
flood to flood and river to river, and the geometry, roughness, and permeability will be 
dynamic.  The factors that contribute to the form of the debris mat include the 
catchment vegetation and land uses, and the flow characteristics of the flood.   
A debris mat might form in the following manner; a large tree becomes wedged against 
the superstructure and/or pier; other debris interlocks with the branches of the tree and 
so the mat increases in size; smaller debris such as small brushes, grass, leaves, paper, 
clothing etc lodge in the mat thereby decreasing the permeability of the mat.  It would 
be reasonable to assume that no significant debris mat would form in a catchment 
without trees.  In catchments where there is clearing of forests, it is more likely that 
debris would be transported downstream than in a virgin catchment. 
What is the form of debris mats?  Field observations of debris mats are limited because 
of the difficulty in accessing bridges during floods.  In the United States superstructure 
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debris mats were observed to approximate a wedge shape as shown in Figure 5-1, and 
pier debris mats a half cone as shown in Figure 5-2. 
 
 
∇
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Plan View
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Figure 5-1  Shape of Superstructure Debris Observed in the U.S. 
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Figure 5-2  Shape of Pier Debris Observed in the U.S. 
5.11.2 DEBRIS MODELS 
Attempting to simulate a debris mat in a flume is leaving oneself open for criticism 
because of the high variability of the geometry, roughness, and permeability.  How then 
can model testing be used to simulate debris loadings and provide bridge designers with 
a guide on debris loadings?   
• One method would be to systematically reproduce in the flume the dynamic nature of 
the development of debris mats.  The difficulties of this approach would be, 
obtaining sufficient information on the development of a real debris mat and then 
reproducing this in the flume; the variability of the real life mats from flood to flood 
∇
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and catchment to catchment; and obtaining repeatability of results in order to prove 
the reliability of the system.   
• Another method would be to randomly drop a range of scaled debris in the flume 
upstream of the bridge and allow a debris mat to build up.  It would be necessary to 
assume that force-measuring system is reliable and that variability in results is a 
reflection of the variability in full size debris mats.  This method has a major 
limitation in that there could not be confidence that the ‘upper limit’ in load had been 
found unless a large number of tests were done at each flow condition.  Although this 
method was not adopted, it was done on one occasion as a matter of interest.  More 
details are given in Section 5.11.6 on page 92. 
• The adopted approach was to apply a knowledge of bluff body fluid mechanics in 
order to reduce the number of parameters while still meeting the desired objectives 
of a design guide on debris loadings and an understanding of the fluid mechanics 
associated with flow around a debris mat.  Each of the parameters (permeability, 
geometry, and roughness) is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
What effect will permeability have on the drag force? The permeability of a debris mat 
will decrease as smaller debris accumulates.  The bluff body flow characteristics will 
change from flow fields around the individual members of the debris mat, eg branches, 
to flow around one solid body.  The pressure difference between the upstream and 
downstream sides of the debris mat will be less for a permeable debris mat because the 
flow through the mat will ‘relieve’ the wake pressure.  Therefore, it is expected that 
increasing permeability will decrease the drag force for a given geometry.  This was 
found by the Apelt (19862) who undertook limited testing on debris mats including an 
investigation the effects on CD of varying the area of opening in an idealised debris mat.  
Since the non-permeable mat represents the worst case, it was decided that the 
simulated debris mats would not be permeable.  
Consider the previous description of how a debris mat might form.  Initially a large tree 
creates a blockage like a large flat plate positioned against the bridge.  As additional 
debris builds up over time, it forms a shape more like a streamlined wedge as shown in 
Figure 5-1.  Intuitively, the flat plate is less aerodynamic than the wedge shape and 
hence represents an upper bound for debris loading.  Conversely, the wedge represents 
the lower bound.  The assumption that the flat plate is the upper bound is probably 
conservative because the mat would initially be permeable, and the permeability would 
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decrease with time, but also in conjunction with the forming of the wedge shape.  
Therefore, the flat plate and the wedge geometry were adopted for the debris models. 
The effect of roughness on the drag force was investigated by testing the wedge model 
with three different levels of roughness in a series of preliminary ‘ranging’ tests.  The 
effect of the length of the mat in the direction of flow was investigated, also in the 
preliminary ranging tests, by using an upstream extension attached to the wedge. 
Further details of the superstructure debris are given in Section 5.11.3 on page 90, and 
of the pier debris in Section 5.11.5 on page 92. 
5.11.3 DEBRIS FOR SUPERSTRUCTURES 
Preliminary ranging testing was done using the five debris mats listed below in 
conjunction with superstructure A: 
1. flat plate; 
2. smooth wedge; 
3. trial rough wedge; 
4. rough wedge; 
5. rough wedge and upstream extension. 
For tests on superstructures without piers, the conditions are two-dimensional and so, 
the models of debris rafts for use in such tests are essentially “prismatic”.  The 
dimensions of the models are given in Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-15.  The smooth wedge is 
not shown separately in these drawings, but the dimensions are the same as the trial 
rough wedge without the projecting roughness as shown in Figure 5-13.  The projected 
area of the wedges was the same as the flat plate; any roughness extending outside the 
projected area of the flat plate was not included in the projected area. 
The flat plate model was 120 mm deep which corresponds to a full size depth of 3 m, 
and is nominally 1 m long, which corresponds to a span length of 25 m.  This compares 
to the design debris mat in AUSTROADS (1992) of 3 m deep by the span length (Cl 
2.5.10(b)).  The model was constructed of 3 mm thick aluminium plate.  The flat plate 
debris is shown in place in Photograph 5-1. 
The wedge shaped models were constructed from rigid polystyrene with sheet 
aluminium on the top and downstream surfaces.  The under surface, which is exposed to 
the flow, was polystyrene on the smooth wedge, and polystyrene with additional 
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roughness on the rough wedges.  The roughness was formed by projecting lengths of 
wooden dowelling below the surface of the polystyrene.  Photograph 5-2 and 
Photograph 5-3 show the rough wedge debris in place and the rough wedge with 
extension in place. 
The dimensions of the flat plate debris model in Figure 5-12 and the rough wedge 
model in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 correspond to a scale of Lr = 25.  Models of the 
flat plate and rough wedge debris were also made to a scale of Lr = 30.48 for 
superstructure E. 
Being constructed of polystyrene, the wedge models sat high in the water.  Therefore, 
the wedges were held down by placing weights on the top surface.  Sufficient weight 
was added to level the upstream end of the wedge with the free surface level.  The 
weight required to achieve this was dependent on the velocity under the wedge; the 
higher the velocity the lower the pressure or ‘suction’ along the underside of the debris. 
The ranging tests demonstrated the following:  
1. the flat plate was an upper bound for CD;  
2. the roughness on the wedge increased the drag force slightly;  
3. the debris geometry, not roughness, was the significant factor in the magnitude 
of the drag forces; 
4. the log mat extension increased the drag force slightly over the rough wedge. 
The results and further discussion on these preliminary tests can be found in section 8.4. 
The log mat extension was difficult to test and may not have formed under most flow 
conditions because the logs would have been drawn under the bridge model had the log 
extension not been ‘suspended’ in place.   
The difficulties associated with using the log mat extension combined with the 
knowledge that it did not add significantly to the drag force, led to the decision to use 
the rough wedge, along with the flat plate, for the main program of the testing. 
5.11.4 DEBRIS-SUPERSTRUCTURE CONNECTION 
It is considered that in a ‘real’ debris mat only horizontal forces will be transferred from 
the debris to the superstructure, assuming no debris is wedged between the bed and the 
superstructure.  Therefore, the connections in the model were designed to transfer 
horizontal forces and not vertical forces whilst maintaining the correct line of action of 
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the force from the debris.  The flat plate debris was fixed to the upstream face of the 
superstructure because the vertical forces on the 3 mm plate were not significant.  The 
flat plate was positioned such that top of the plate was aligned with the water level at 
the upstream face of the superstructure; for example, when SR = 1 the top of the flat 
plate was aligned with the top of the upstream parapet.   
The wedge shaped debris models were 360 mm long in the direction of flow, and as 
such, would transmit significant vertical forces to the superstructure if the debris was 
fixed to the superstructure like the flat plate.  The details of the connection used are 
given in Figure 5-16.  The four rollers mounted on the downstream face of the wedge 
rested against the flat plate, which was fixed to the superstructure as previously 
described.  The debris mat was free to move vertically on the rollers and the horizontal 
forces were transmitted through the four rollers.  The two by two arrangement of the 
rollers maintained the correct line of action of the force from the debris. 
5.11.5 DEBRIS FOR PIERS 
Debris mats equivalent to the flat plate and rough wedge superstructure debris mats 
were tested against the piers.  The pier flat plate was triangular as opposed to the 
rectangular plate used in combination with the superstructure models.  The dimensions 
of the pier flat plate are given in Figure 5-17, and  Photograph 5-4 shows the flat plate 
in position.  The rough wedge equivalent was called the rough cone debris mat.  It had 
projected dimensions in the direction of flow, ignoring the roughness projecting from 
the surface, identical to the pier flat plate.  It was semi-circular in plan view, with the 
curved surface facing upstream.  The dimensions and details of the roughness of the 
rough cone are given in Figure 5-18 to Figure 5-20 and it is shown in position in 
Photograph 5-5.  As with the superstructure debris, the flat plate was fixed to the pier 
and a connection similar to that used for the superstructure-rough wedge connection 
was used for the rough cone. 
5.11.6 MODEL LOGS 
A limited set of tests were done in which a debris raft was built up against the 
superstructure A by floating model logs down the channel.  The model logs were cut 
from wooden dowelling with diameters 12, 16, 22, 26 and 32 mm, all to the same length 
of 300 mm.  This length, which corresponds to 7.5 m full size, is the longest which 
could be used in the 1 m wide test flume in a plausible simulation.   
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Photograph 5-1  Flat Plate Debris for Superstructures 
 
 
Photograph 5-2  Rough Wedge Debris for Superstructures 
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Photograph 5-3  Rough Wedge Debris with Log Mat Extension 
 
 
Photograph 5-4  Flat Plate Debris for Piers in Combination with Pier B 
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Topside View  
 
 
Underside View (Flow from right to left) 
Photograph 5-5  Rough Cone Debris for Piers 
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Figure 5-3  Dimensions of Superstructure A 
 
Figure 5-4  Dimensions of Superstructure B 
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Figure 5-5  Dimensions of Superstructure C 
 
Figure 5-6  Dimensions of Superstructure D 
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Figure 5-7  Dimensions of Superstructure E 
 
Figure 5-8  Dimensions of Superstructure F 
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Figure 5-9  Dimensions of Pier A 
 
Figure 5-10  Dimensions of Pier B 
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Figure 5-11  Dimensions of Pier C 
 
 
Figure 5-12  Flat Plate Debris Mat for Superstructures A to D 
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Figure 5-13  Trial Rough Wedge Debris Mat for Superstructures A to D 
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Figure 5-14  Additional Roughness added to Trial Rough Wedge Debris 
 
 
 
Figure 5-15  Upstream Extension of Debris 
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Figure 5-16  Connection between Debris and Superstructure Models 
 
 
 
Figure 5-17  Flat Plate Debris Mat for Piers 
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Figure 5-18  Smooth Cone Debris Mat for Piers 
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Figure 5-19  Regular Roughness for Rough Cone Debris Mat for Piers 
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Figure 5-20  Additional Roughness for Rough Cone Debris Mat for Piers 
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Figure 5-21  Wedge-Cone Debris Model for Superstructure-Pier Combinations 
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6. RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The aim of the research program was to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the 
loads which must be withstood by bridges subject to flooding, and a detailed 
understanding of the associated bluff body fluid mechanics phenomena.  A parametric 
study was undertaken that enabled design recommendations to be developed for a range 
of geometric and flow conditions likely to be encountered by bridges.  This was not 
achieved by testing all conceivable conditions, but by doing a series of tests to 
determine the dependence of the coefficients on the parameters SR and F at a ‘base’ 
proximity (Pr) for each superstructure.  F and SR were then held constant and Pr varied 
to measure the dependence of the coefficients on proximity.  Tests were also undertaken 
to determine the effect of turbulence intensity, angle of attack (superelevation), and 
skew on the force coefficients.  Design recommendations for adjusting the base results 
to other conditions are given in Chapter 9 commencing on page 329. 
Research on piers not in combination with a superstructure was done to investigate the 
debris loadings that piers may be required to withstand.  Extensive work on flood loads 
on piers without debris was done by Apelt and Isaacs(1968),  the results of which are 
incorporated into AUSTROADS(1992).   
The tests involving a superstructure were defined by the relative submergence (SR), the 
proximity ratio (Pr), the Froude number (F), and the superelevation.  The range of these 
parameters tested for each superstructure without debris is given in Table 6-1, and with 
debris in Table 6-2.  For all debris tests the superelevation of the superstructure was 0%.  
The test conditions for piers not in combination with a superstructure were defined by F 
and ym.  The range of test conditions for the pier debris models is in Table 6-3. 
As described in section 5.11.2 a series of ‘ranging’ tests were done to establish the 
significance of form and roughness and to determine the most suitable debris model for 
the main program of testing.  The first two debris models, the flat plate and the smooth 
wedge, were tested with Pr and SR constant at 3.44 and 1.0 respectively and F ranging 
from 0.1 to 0.6.  The debris mats were tested in conjunction with superstructure A.  
Results from these tests indicated that the flat plate was the upper bound and the wedge 
shape the lower bound.  Roughness was added to the smooth wedge to give the ‘trial 
rough wedge’, which was tested under the same conditions as the flat plate and the 
smooth wedge.  A log mat extension was added to the upstream end of the trial rough 
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wedge to give the ‘trial wedge and log mat extension’, and tested under the same 
conditions.  Finally, additional roughness was added to the trial rough wedge to develop 
the ‘rough wedge’.  The flat plate and rough wedge were adopted for the extensive 
research program.  Results and further discussion on the ranging tests are in section 8.4 
commencing on page 201. 
In total, 500 tests were done of which 317 were done on the superstructures with or 
without a pier, 115 on the superstructure models in combination with debris, with or 
without a pier, and 68 on piers either with or without a debris model.  A summary of the 
number of tests done on each model type is given in Table 6-4. 
Table 6-1  Range of Test Conditions for Each Superstructure 
Superstructure Range of Parameters 
 SR Pr F Superelevation 
(%) 
Skew 
A 0.5 to 3 1.4 to 9.1 0.09 to 0.60 -4, 0, and +4 0° 
B 0.4 to 3 3.7 0.2 to 0.5 0 0° 
C 0.5 to 3 1.4 to 10.3 0.15 to 0.5 0 0° 
D 0.5 to 3 3.45 0.2 to 0.5 0 0° 
E 0.2 to 1 1.65 0.2 to 0.5 0 0° 
F 0.5 to 3 7.5 to 9.0 0.16 to 0.25 0 0° and 25°
 
With reference to superstructure A in Table 6-1, an SR=2, a Pr=3.44, and F=0.2 is 
representative of a full size superstructure positioned 8.4 m above the bed with a stream 
velocity of 2.3 m/s. 
Table 6-2  Range of Test Conditions for Superstructure-Debris Combination 
Superstructure Pier Debris Range of Parameters 
   SR Pr F 
A None Flat Plate 0.5 to 1.0 1.4 to 9.1 0.09 to 0.63
 None Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 1.4 to 9.1 0.09 to 0.63 
 A Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 3.44 0.5 
B None Flat Plate 0.5 to 1.0 3.67 0.2 
 None Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 3.67 0.2 
 A Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 3.67 0.2 
C None Flat Plate 0.5 to 1.0 1.4 to 10.3 0.15 to 0.6
 None Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 1.4 to 10.3 0.15 to 0.5 
 A Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 1.4 to 10.3 0.15 to 0.5 
D None Flat Plate 0.5 to 1.0 3.45 0.2 
 None Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 3.45 0.2 
 A Rough Wedge 0.5 to 1.0 3.45 0.2 
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Table 6-3 Range of Conditions for Pier Only Debris Tests 
Pier Debris F ym 
   Model (mm) Prototype (m) 
A None 0.15 to 0.6 210 to 1000 5.25 to 25 
 Flat Plate 0.15 to 0.63 250 to 1000 6.25 to 25 
 Rough Cone 0.15 to 0.6 250 to 1000 6.25 to 25 
B None 0.15 to 0.6 200 to 1000 5.0 to 25 
 Flat Plate 0.15 to 0.6 200 to 1000 5.0 to 25 
 Rough Cone 0.15 to 0.6 250 to 1000 6.25 to 25 
C None 0.39 to 0.47 205 to 406 5.1 to 10.2
 Flat Plate 0.39 to 0.42 200 to 410 5.0 to 10.3 
 Rough Cone 0.40 200 to 410 5.0 to 10.3 
 
Table 6-4  Summary of Numbers of Tests on Each Model 
STRUCTURE 
TYPE 
NO PIER WITH PIER TYPE A 
 NO 
DEBRIS 
WITH 
DEBRIS 
NO 
DEBRIS 
WITH 
DEBRIS 
Superstructure A 142* 60 9 3 
Superstructure B 12 6 8 3 
Superstructure C 30 21 20 3 
Superstructure D 13 8 16 3 
Superstructure E 8 8 0 0 
Superstructure F 14# 0 45+ 0 
PIER ALONE NO 
DEBRIS 
WITH 
DEBRIS 
  
Pier A 13 16   
Pier B 10 17   
Pier C 8 7   
*This includes 20 superelevation tests and 46 tests with either increased or decreased 
turbulence intensity. 
#This includes 7 tests with a 25° skew. 
+This includes 31 tests with a 25° skew. 
The geometry and flow conditions for each test are in tables in Appendix D.  Each test 
is referred to by a “Test Number” which consists of alphanumeric and numeric 
characters described below.   
First Character; S indicates superstructure without pier 
 P indicates pier alone 
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 C indicates combination of superstructure 
with a pier 
 H indicates high (increased) turbulence 
intensity and was always with 
superstructure alone 
 L indicates low (decreased) turbulence 
intensity and is always with superstructure 
alone 
 P indicates positive superelevation and is 
always with superstructure alone 
 N indicates negative superelevation and is 
always with superstructure. 
Characters after first and WOD indicates condition without debris 
before the numeral; WD indicates condition with debris simulated.  
The type of debris is indicated by the 
characters following the numerals. 
 TURB indicates a test with the turbulence varied 
from the natural turbulence in the flume 
 ELEV indicates that the bridge model was 
superelevated 
Numerals  These indicate a particular test in a series. 
Characters after numerals  These have the following meanings when 
used in conjunction with “WD” above. 
 FP Flat plate debris model 
 SW Smooth wedge debris model 
 TRW Trial rough wedge 
 RW Rough wedge 
 RWE Rough wedge with extension 
 RC Rough cone.     
Repeat tests; These are indicated by R added at the end 
of the test number.  In some tests more 
than one repeat was done.  A numeral 
after the R indicates the number of the 
repeat. 
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By way of example consider the following test number: 
‘S’ means
superstructure
without a pier
‘WOD’ means
without debris
‘12AR’ means a repeat of
test 12A in the
superstructure without
debris series
SWOD12AR
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7. FLOW PATTERNS 
This chapter is a prelude to the presentation and discussion of results in chapter 8 where 
an understanding of the flow patterns will assist in the explanation of the results.  An 
overview and explanation of the characteristics of typical flow patterns is given for each 
of the superstructures, piers, and debris for the range of flow and geometric conditions 
tested.  The discussion relating to the flow patterns around the superstructure and debris 
models will concentrate on the following: 
• the free surface profile across the models; 
• the separated boundary layers; 
• the pressure distributions; 
• the effect of F, SR, Pr, T, and angle of attack on the above.   
For the purpose of this discussion the superstructure models will be grouped into 
geometrically similar categories, i.e., superstructures A, B, C, are grouped together and 
superstructures D, E, F are discussed individually.  The discussion on piers will 
concentrate on the free surface profile and the wake, and the effect of F and Ym on the 
same.  It will be shown how the flow regime affects the hydrodynamic forces on the 
individual faces of the piers. 
Jempson (1994) took spanwise pressure distributions on the upstream and downstream 
faces of a model similar to superstructure A.  On the upstream face, CP was uniform in 
mean from the centreline of the model to about 200 mm from the ends, and on the 
downstream face, CP was uniform in the mean across the full span.  This information, 
combined with flow visualisation obtained during the current test program, allowed the 
assumption of two-dimensional flow, and as such, the flow characteristics described in 
this chapter relate to the central section.  
During most superstructure experiments, the free surface profile along the deck 
centreline was recorded, and to a lesser extent, the behaviour of the separated boundary 
layers was observed using flow visualisation.  The observation of the separated 
boundary layers was normally limited to the location of separation and reattachment as 
shown diagrammatically in Figure 7-2. On these diagrams, the direction of flow is 
always left to right, the free surface elevation is represented by a dashed black line, the 
separated boundary layers by a blue line, the unrestricted tailwater level (Unrestricted 
TWL) by a labelled short solid line, and the direction of circulation in the wake by 
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arrows.  It is not intended that the lines shown as separated boundary layers represent 
the angle of separation, the curvature of the separation, or the wake width.  During some 
experiments, the underside wake width, measured from the soffit of the second girder at 
the end of the model, was recorded. 
At the end of the chapter, some of the unusual flow patterns observed during the testing 
are described. 
7.1 SUPERSTRUCTURES A, B, and C 
The discussion relating to the flow pattern about superstructures A, B, and C will be 
grouped into SR>1.0 and SR≤1.0.  Diagrams using one of superstructure models A, B, or 
C will illustrate the effect F, SR, and Pr have on the flow patterns.  It can be assumed 
that, unless otherwise noted, the flow pattern is similar for the other two superstructure 
types.  The discussions in this section will be for superstructures with 0% 
superelevation, and with natural levels of turbulence intensity in the flume. 
7.1.1 SR > 1.0 
In this section, the dependence of the free surface profile and the separation and 
reattachment of the boundary layers on SR, F, and Pr is discussed.  The observations 
made during the experiments will be summarised, and then where possible, explained 
using theories of fluid mechanics.  The observations relating to the free surface profile 
and separated boundary layers will be noted separately, but in recognition of the 
relationship between the two, the comparison with theory will be done jointly. 
Observations relating to the free surface profile are numbered sequentially and have a 
prefix WSP, and observations relating to the separated boundary layer have a prefix SL. 
7.1.1.1 Observations 
In general terms the free surface profiles for all tests with SR > 1.0 were similar.  
Referring to Figure 7-1, which shows a typical free surface profile, the significant 
characteristics are as follows: 
WSP 1) the free surface drew down over the upstream parapet; 
WSP 2) the profile elevation reached a minimum above the deck and then increased 
either gradually or rapidly (a hydraulic jump); 
WSP 3) the free surface drew down over the downstream parapet; 
WSP 4) the water level upstream of the bridge was higher than the unrestricted water 
level (the water level which would occur if the model were not in place) - this 
increase in water level is often referred to as afflux; 
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WSP 5) downstream of the downstream parapet the profile varied from a plunging jet 
to a relatively undisturbed free surface; 
This description is similar to that of flow over a rise in the bed such as weir, except that 
the flow pattern is complicated by the presence of the parapets, which in effect act as 
short or sharp crested weirs.  A reasonable analogy to the bridge deck is that of a broad 
crested weir with short crested weirs at the upstream and downstream edges.  As SR 
increased, the parapets became less significant with the structure acting more like, 
although never entirely like (under the range of conditions tested), a broad crested weir 
alone.  If a bridge deck is analogous to a weir, then similarities to weir flow patterns 
would be expected.  The flow patterns observed here will be compared later with 
descriptions of weir flow by Henderson (1966) and Hagar (1994). 
Figure 7-1  Typical Free surface Profile over Superstructure 
With reference to Figure 7-2 to Figure 7-5 the following observations are made in 
relation to the location, in the direction of flow, of the minimum free surface elevation 
(hereafter called the low point) across the bridge deck: 
WSP 6) Figure 7-2 shows that with F and Pr held constant, the low point moved 
downstream as SR was increased; 
WSP 7) Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 show that with SR and Pr held constant, F did not 
have a significant effect on the location of the low point, but the drawdown 
from the parapet to the low point increased with F; 
WSP 8) Figure 7-5 shows that with SR and F held constant, the location of the low 
point is not affected by Pr. 
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With reference to Figure 7-2 to Figure 7-5 the following observations relate to the 
behaviour of the separated boundary layers: 
SL 1) the boundary layer separated on the leading top edge of the upstream parapet 
and the leading underside edge of the deck, the leading edge of the upstream 
girder, and the leading edge of the downstream parapet if reattachment had 
occurred; 
SL 2) the separated boundary layer under the model did not reattach; 
SL 3) as SR increased, the point of reattachment on the deck moved further 
downstream, i.e., the separation bubble was longer; 
SL 4) at F ≅ 0.2 there was uncertainty as to whether the separated boundary layer, 
which separated from the top of the upstream parapet, reattached to the deck 
(shown as question marks in figures); 
SL 5) with F ≥ 0.29 the separated boundary layer reattached to the deck; 
SL 6) the boundary layer that separated from the underside of the upstream parapet 
always reattached to the upstream face of the upstream girder; 
SL 7) the point of reattachment on the deck coincided, under most conditions, with the 
minimum free surface elevation, or vice versa; and 
SL 8) the information presented in Figure 7-5 indicates that the separated boundary 
layer reattached to the deck when Pr ≥ 4.2, but there was also uncertainty as to 
whether reattachment occurred with Pr = 1.38 thereby not allowing a definitive 
statement on the relationship between Pr and the separated boundary layer above 
the deck. 
In some of the flow sketches, the vortex in the first upstream cell (between girders 1 and 
2) is shown as rotating clockwise which is opposite to the direction of rotation in the 
second cell.  The clockwise rotation in the first cell was weak. Intuitively, one would 
expect the rotation to be anticlockwise in both cells. Estaban (1988) observed two 
vortices within the first cell rotating in opposite directions to each other under some 
conditions. The observation is supported by the recorded CP, which is typically most 
negative at the soffit of the second girder (refer CP data in Appendix D). This is 
consistent with the observation that the maximum wake width is at about the second 
girder (refer 7.9.1 on page 158); the location of the maximum velocity under the bridge 
would coincide with the maximum wake width.  The fact that the vorticies rotate in 
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opposite directions indicates that the pressure created by the surrounding flow 
dominates the shearing action within the separated area. 
SWOD13FR
SR  = 1.54   F = 0.31   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD13ER
SR  = 2.01   F = 0.29   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD13CR
SR  = 2.64   F = 0.31   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
 
Figure 7-2  Effect of SR on Flow Pattern, F=0.3 
 
 
SWOD66R
SR  = 2.03   F = 0.21   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD13ER
SR  = 2.01   F = 0.29   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD12BR3
SR  = 1.95   F = 0.39   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
 
Figure 7-3  Effect of F on Flow Pattern (SR≅2) 
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SWOD71R
SR  = 1.58   F = 0.21   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
?
SWOD13FR
SR  = 1.54   F = 0.31   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD12R3
SR  = 1.59   F = 0.48   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
 
Figure 7-4  Effect of F on Flow Pattern (SR≅1.5) 
 
SWOD70
SR  = 1.98   F = 0.20   Pr = 1.38
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD68
SR  = 1.97   F = 0.20   Pr = 2.41
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD66
SR  = 2.08   F = 0.21   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD65
SR  = 2.04   F = 0.20   Pr = 4.21
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD63
SR  = 2.06   F = 0.21   Pr = 5.23
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
SWOD61
SR  = 2.05   F = 0.19   Pr = 6.26
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
Figure 7-5  Effect of Pr on Flow Patterns 
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The width of the wake at the soffit of the second girder (upstream to downstream) of 
superstructure A was measured for a limited number of tests to gain an insight into the 
influence of Pr, F, and SR on the wake width.  The accuracy of these measurements was 
at best ± 5mm because of the fluctuations in the separated boundary layer.  The 
dependence of the wake width on Pr, F, and SR is shown in Figure 7-6, Figure 7-7, and 
Figure 7-8 respectively.  The following observations are drawn from these figures in 
relation to the separated boundary layer on the underside of the structure: 
SL 9) Pr has the strongest influence on the underside separated boundary layer with the 
wake width increasing with Pr; 
SL 10) SR has little or no influence on the underside separated boundary layer as 
indicated in Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-8; 
SL 11) the limited data in Figure 7-7 indicates that the wake width decreased as F 
increased from 0.2 to 0.3, and then increased as F increased above 0.3.   
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Figure 7-6  Dependence of Underside 
Wake Width on Pr 
Figure 7-7 Dependence of Underside 
Wake Width on F 
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Figure 7-8 Dependence of Underside Wake Width on SR 
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7.1.1.2 Explanations 
WSP 1 
The drop in water level, or drawdown, from 1 to 2 in Figure 7-1 is typical of that at a 
channel contraction such as a rise in the bed level, or a width reduction, when the flow 
is subcritical.  Can an analogy be drawn with the bridge deck?  Flow visualisation 
showed that a flow split typically occurred at about the level of the top of the deck, i.e., 
the streamlines of the approach flow above the level of the deck passed over the 
superstructure, and those below the level of the deck passed under the superstructure. If 
the flow above the split is considered in isolation, then the bridge deck is similar to a 
rise in the bed.  At a rise in the bed level, the concept of specific energy E (Equation 
7-1) is normally applied to explain the change in water level. 
 Equation 7-1 
2gy
+y
2qE =  
where y is the depth of flow (m), q is the flow per unit width (m3/s/m), and g is 
the gravitational acceleration (m/s/s). 
However, the equation for specific energy is a form of the energy equation and the 
application of such is only valid when the pressure distribution is hydrostatic, flow lines 
are parallel and there is no energy loss.  In the specific energy analysis assumption of 
uniform velocity distribution, the Coriolis coefficient is assumed to be 1.0.  Above the 
parapet and deck, the boundary layer is separated and the streamlines are not parallel, 
and hence, the pressure distribution is not hydrostatic and the velocity distribution is not 
uniform.  As SR decreases, the velocity distribution becomes less uniform resulting in 
an increase in the Coriolis coefficient.  If the velocity and pressure distribution above 
the parapet were known, it would be possible to do an alternative analysis, but as they 
are not known, specific energy is used as a tool to show that a drop in the water level 
would be expected for subcritical flow and a rise for supercritical flow. 
For the purposes of specific energy analysis, the datum will be assumed to be level with 
the top of the deck. 
With reference to Figure 7-1, assuming a uniform velocity distribution and no energy 
loss  
 00 g.y.V F=  
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 V1 = V0 
 zd*1)S(y sR1 Δ+−=  
 where ds (m) is the depth of superstructure and Δz is the height of the parapet 
above the deck (0.0345 m) 
q1 = V1.y1 = q2 
E1 is then be calculated for a given flow depth and F, and E2 is calculated assuming no 
energy loss and using the equation 
 E2 = E1 - Δz 
The depth of flow above the parapet can then be estimated by constructing the graph of 
Equation 7-1 on the E-y plane and finding where E2 intersects the curve.  There will be 
two solutions, known as alternate depths, for y2, except if E is a minimum, i.e., 0y
=
d
dE  
in which case there will be one solution.  This method is a graphical solution to 
Equation 7-1, which is a cubic, and hence a third solution exists, but it holds no 
practical significance because it is complex. 
This process was used to generate Figure 7-9, which gives y1-y2 = 0.0545 m using the 
upper subcritical limb, and a drop in water level of 0.020 m allowing for Δz = 0.0345 m.  
Therefore, a drop in water level is expected if the flow is subcritical.  Conversely, if the 
flow is supercritical the flow regime moves up the lower limb of the E-y curve towards 
the point of minimum energy resulting in an increase in depth rather than a decrease.  In 
this case y2-y1 = 0.024 m and allowing for Δz gives a rise in water level of 0.058 m.  
Although the change in water levels predicted by the specific energy analysis will not 
be accurate, it serves to demonstrate that a drop in the water level was expected when 
the approach flow was subcritical. 
Under some conditions, the free surface was observed to rise over the upstream parapet, 
i.e., a local upwelling.  Figure 7-10 shows that the local upwelling is a function of F and 
SR; note that a positive change in water level means that the water level at the parapet 
tapping is higher than at the upstream piezometric tapping.  From this plot it can be seen 
that the upwelling typically occurs when F ≥ 0.35.  The relationship with F and SR 
indicates that the upwelling is a function of the dynamic force and gravitational forces. 
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Figure 7-9 Specific Energy Curve for F = 0.3 & Pr = 3.44 
Is there a connection between the supercritical flow case and the upwelling at the bridge 
model given that the maximum F of the approach flow was 0.6?  If the depth of flow 
used to calculate F immediately upstream of the parapet is taken to be the depth to the 
shear layer above the stagnation zone (about deck level), then it can be shown that with 
Pr = 3.44 and SR = 1.5, F, by this definition, immediately upstream of the parapet will 
equal 1 when the approach flow F ≅ 0.4.  This is consistent with the data in Figure 7-10 
and suggests that flow over a shear layer behaves as if the shear layer is approximately 
the bed level. 
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Figure 7-10 Local Upwelling at Upstream Parapet 
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WSP 2, WSP 3, WSP 5, WSP 6, WSP 7, WSP 8, SL 3and SL 7 
It was suggested in section 7.1.1.1 that the superstructure was analogous with a broad 
crested weir with sharp crested weirs at either end.  This suggestion will be explored 
further in order to explain WSP 2, WSP 3, WSP 5, WSP 6, WSP 7, WSP 8, and SL 7.  
Chapter 6 in Henderson(1966) describes three types of flow conditions across a broad 
crested weir, namely; idealised flow situation; short weir; and long weir.  An idealised 
weir is one which is “broad enough to maintain hydrostatic pressure distribution in the 
flow across it”, and hence the flow across it will critical.  If the weir is short, “the whole 
weir length will be occupied by regions of rapidly changing depth produced by the two 
ends of the weir”.  In a long weir, “resistance effects become appreciable” resulting in a 
gradually rising surface after the drawdown because of the development of a boundary 
layer.  Hagar(1994) referred to the following definitions by Govinda Rao and 
Muralidhar (1963): 
• 0 < ξw ≤ 0.1 for a long crested weir; 
• 0.1 < ξw ≤ 0.4 for a broad crested weir; 
• 0.4 < ξw ≤ 1.5 for a short crested weir; 
• 1.5 < ξw for a sharp crested weir 
where ξw = H1/Lw and with reference to Figure 7-1, 2g
vyH
2
1
11 +=  and Lw is 
the length of the weir in the direction of flow. 
If Lw is considered to be the full width of the deck including the parapets (0.39 m) then 
ξw ranged from 0.2 to 0.65.  If Lw is considered to be the top width of the parapet 
(0.0105 m) then ξw ranged from 7.5 to 24.  From these definitions, the deck could be 
compared with either broad crested or short crested weirs, and the parapets alone with a 
sharp crested weir. 
Over the upstream parapet, the streamlines have a vertical curvature towards the deck.  
If the deck was short, and there was no downstream parapet, the streamlines would 
continue over the back of the deck.  However, the bridge is sufficiently long that the 
streamlines are directed at the deck itself.  Therefore, a low point in the free surface 
profile exists above the deck as noted in observation WSP 2.  Hagar (1994) also noted a 
low point for flow over a broad crested weir. 
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Downstream of the low point, the free surface rose either gradually, rapidly, or 
somewhere in the spectrum between these extremes.  The rise was controlled by an 
inter-relationship between the following factors: 
• the flow regime at the low point, i.e., subcritical or supercritical; 
• the downstream parapet; 
• the tailwater level, i.e., the submergence; 
• the boundary layer. 
If the flow was supercritical at the low point, it was observed that a hydraulic jump 
would form on the bridge deck, or more correctly, if a hydraulic jump formed on the 
deck it was assumed that the flow at the low point was supercritical.  A hydraulic jump 
will only form if there is a downstream control producing the required conjugate depth.  
In this situation, the control was the tailwater level (channel control) and/or the 
downstream parapet.  Typically a hydraulic jump formed on the deck when 1 < SR ≤ 2.5 
and independent of F.  At SR = 1.5 the jump was quite weak compared with the jump at 
SR = 2 to 2.5.  At an SR of 3, undular flow formed; refer to the discussion in section 
7.11.3 on page 181. 
If the flow was subcritical, the rise in the water surface was a result of a retardation of 
the flow caused in the main by the downstream parapet and under some conditions the 
tailwater.  The relationship between the free surface and the boundary layer will be 
explored shortly. 
As with the upstream parapet, the downstream parapet acts like a rise in the bed causing 
a drawdown.  However, once past the parapet, the streamlines were not controlled by 
the deck, as was the case on the upstream parapet.  Therefore, a plunging jet was 
observed if the tailwater was sufficiently far below the parapet.  The plunging jet was 
observed under the following conditions: 
• SR of 1.5 to 2.0 with F≥0.3;  
• SR of 2.35 with F≥0.35 
It is likely that Pr would also influence the formation of a plunging jet.  Lowering Pr and 
keeping SR constant would increase the blockage, and hence, increase the drop in water 
level across the model, assuming F was held constant.  Because SR is held constant and 
the drop in water level across the model increases, the tailwater is set lower to achieve 
the same SR.  Therefore, decreasing Pr would assist in the formation of a plunging jet.  
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This was not confirmed experimentally because of the limited range of tests at varying 
Pr. 
Observations WSP 6, WSP 7, and WSP 8 stated that the location of the low point in the 
free surface profile is a function of SR and F but not Pr.  As SR increased and F and Pr 
were held constant, the low point moved downstream because the vertical curvature of 
the streamlines decreased.  Hagar (1994) made a similar observation with the broad 
crested weir.  However, this explanation may only be part of the story. 
As yet, the separated boundary layer has not been considered in the discussion on the 
free surface profile.  Does the separated boundary layer influence the shape of the free 
surface profile?  In observation SL 3 it was noted that the point of reattachment moved 
further downstream as SR increased, and in SL 7 the point of reattachment coincided 
under most conditions with the low point.  Both of these observations indicate an 
interaction between the two.   
The possible scenarios for the interaction of the separated boundary layer with the 
streamlines are as follows: 
1. the separated boundary layer is controlled by the path of the streamlines which 
in turn are subject to dynamic and gravitational forces;  
2. the separated boundary layer controls the path of the streamlines;  
3. there is an interaction between the streamlines and the separated boundary layer.   
It will be shown that the latter scenario is the most likely. 
It is physically impossible for the streamlines at the boundary layer to follow a 
boundary discontinuity, eg, a sharp corner.  Therefore the boundary layer separates, but 
the free surface and the inertia of the flow over the parapet will limit the lateral 
displacement of the separated boundary 
layer.  The separated boundary layer will 
effectively increase the blockage at the 
parapet, shown as Δyb in Figure 7-11, with 
a resultant increase in velocity and hence 
increase in the drawdown over the parapet. 
The curvature of the streamlines gives rise 
to acceleration away from the centre of curvature, an effect which is increased by the 
additional blockage of the separated boundary layer.  The associated centrifugal force 
Separated
Boundary Layer
Parapet
Δyb
 
Figure 7-11 Increased Blockage Caused 
by Separated Boundary Layer 
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has to be balanced by, eg, pressure gradients and/or gravity. It is possible that the 
balancing forces influence the location of reattachment.  It is likely that the separated 
boundary layer and the flow outside of the separated boundary layer interact to establish 
equilibrium rather than one controlling the other. 
As the separated boundary layer is “pushed” towards the deck by the flow above the 
separated boundary layer, there is in effect, an expansion of the “channel”, the floor of 
the “channel” being the separated boundary layer.  The maximum flow area is available 
when the separated boundary layer reattaches to the deck.  At a channel expansion, the 
free surface elevation rises if the flow is subcritical.  This may in part explain the rise in 
the free surface elevation beyond the point of reattachment.  Other contributing factors 
may be the downstream parapet and the growth of the boundary layer. 
It was surmised that the curvature of the streamlines influences the location of the low 
point, and now that the separated boundary layer influences the curvature of the 
streamlines and vice versa.  As SR increases, the blockage effect of the separated 
boundary layer and the parapet decreases, and so the influence of the separated 
boundary layer on the curvature decreases, resulting in the low point and the point of 
reattachment moving further downstream. 
The supposition above was based on observations of the recorded free surface levels 
and flow visualisation.  Another source of information not yet discussed is the pressure 
distribution.  Figure 7-12 is a companion to the tests in Figure 7-2 which shows the 
effect of SR on the free surface profile and separated boundary layers.  CP, the 
coefficient of pressure, is plotted against the tapping number.  A positive pressure was 
one where the local pressure at the surface of the model was greater than the reference 
hydrostatic pressure and the negative vice versa. A positive pressure can be thought of 
as acting into the face of the model, and conversely a negative pressure is one that is 
acting away from the face of the model. The tapping numbers are shown in Figure 7-13.  
The tappings were numbered in a clockwise direction beginning with the top tapping on 
the face of the upstream parapet.  Note that in the section marked as “topside” in Figure 
7-12, the pressure distribution is plotted from the top of the downstream parapet (30) to 
the top of the upstream parapet (40) which is the reverse to the direction of flow.  At 
this stage the pressure distributions will not be explored in detail, rather, the features 
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relevant to the current discussion will be examined.  For a detailed discussion on the 
pressure distributions refer to section 7.9 commencing on page 158.   
On the topside, the shape of the distribution is similar for all submergences, but the 
magnitude is different for each SR.  CP is nearly constant from tapping 40 to 36 and then 
becomes more positive from 36 to a maximum at 32.  It is here that a paradox is 
revealed.  At a reattachment point there is normally a stagnation region, which is 
revealed in pressure measurements through a change to a more positive pressure, as 
seen at tapping 36.  Looking at the pressure distribution alone, the conclusion would be 
drawn that the point of reattachment of the separated boundary layer is not a function of 
SR.  This conclusion is contradictory to Figure 7-2 and the previous discussion. 
A similar paradox is found in the data for F = 0.2.  The observations recorded from flow 
visualisation are given in Figure 7-14 and the associated pressure distribution in Figure 
7-15.  Flow visualisation indicated that reattachment did not occur when SR ≥ 2.0, and at 
SR = 1.5 there was uncertainty as to whether reattachment occurred.  The pressure 
distribution is not as well defined as for F = 0.3, but still indicates that reattachment 
occurred.  The fluctuations in CP along the deck may indicate that the separated 
boundary layer was randomly fluctuating in time sufficiently to influence the pressure 
measurements, remembering that only one tapping was read at a time, or that there was 
a problem with some of the tappings. 
In light of this paradox, it must first be established if the data is sound.   
1. The information relating to the point of reattachment in Figure 7-2 and 
Figure 7-14 was obtained using flow visualisation.  Dye was injected onto 
the deck along the centreline using a syringe.  The point of bi-directional 
flow was assumed to be the region of reattachment.   
2. The pressure measurements were also taken along the centreline of the deck.  
An error could occur in the magnitude of the pressure measurements, but the 
shape of the distributions should be reliable as indicated by the general 
agreement in the shape between all tests. 
Therefore, it is considered that the data is reliable. 
Hagar (1994) measured pressures on the front and crest of the broad crested weir for 
cases with no tailwater submergence.  Similar to the pressure distributions presented 
here, Hagar found that there was a region of almost constant pressure along the crest 
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before a rise.  Hagar found that the peak pressure occurred in conjunction with the point 
of reattachment, and that the point at which there was a change in pressure coincided 
approximately with the widest point of the separation bubble.  He attributed the location 
of the peak pressure to the curvature of the streamlines and “the impact of the primary 
current on the crest.”  Although the results of Hagar provide additional insight and are 
in some ways similar to the data collected here, they are for a body with less complex 
geometry and should be considered in that light. 
Thirty-one pressure distributions were recorded for test conditions with varying SR > 1, 
F, and T.  All distributions have a similar pattern along the deck to those in Figure 7-12 
and Figure 7-15 with only the magnitude varying.  This indicates that the shape of the 
pressure distribution can not be fully attributed to the varying free surface profile or the 
separation bubble as Hagar reported.  Therefore, the paradox can not be explained in 
terms of simple flow dynamics, but the following complicating factors are noted: 
• the curvature of the streamlines gives a complicated pressure gradient; 
• the free surface geometry is changing along the length of the deck; 
• there was a stagnation region at the downstream parapet which would make CP 
more positive in the region of tappings 31 to 33, and may influence the pressure 
distribution further upstream along the deck. 
These issues are explored further in section 7.9.1 when discussing the pressure 
distributions in more detail. 
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Figure 7-12 Pressure Distribution - SR=1.52 to 2.68, F=0.3, Pr=3.44 
 
 
 
Figure 7-13  Tapping Numbers on Superstructure A 
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Figure 7-14 Effect of SR on Flow Pattern, F=0.2 
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Figure 7-15 Pressure Distribution - SR=1.5 to 2.56, F=0.2, Pr=3.44 
In observation WSP7, it was noted that F did not significantly alter the location of the 
low point, but did influence the magnitude of the drawdown from the parapet to the low 
point.  Additional data is plotted in Figure 7-16 and Figure 7-17.  Figure 7-16 is a plot 
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of the distance along the deck to the low point, normalised using the length of deck, as a 
function of F and SR.  It is clear that SR affects the location as previously discussed, and 
that there is also a small change from F = 0.2 to 0.3, but above 0.3 there is little 
variation.  Figure 7-17 shows the drawdown, normalised using y2, as a function of F and 
SR.  Quite clearly, the drawdown increases with F, and to a lesser extent decreases as a 
percentage of y2 with increasing SR.  The data was normalised using y2 because 
typically data grouped under a particular SR did not have an SR exactly as labelled. 
The increase in drawdown may be associated with: 
(a) the change to the pressure gradient required to balance the centrifugal force 
associated the acceleration away from the centre of curvature of the streamlines 
as previously discussed; 
(b) a decrease in the tailwater level. 
Consider item (a). As F increases and y2 remains constant, the velocity over the parapet 
(V2) must increase and with it the acceleration. 
Consider item (b).  As F was increased, the tailwater level was set lower to maintain the 
same SR.  Both (Henderson (1966) and Bradley (1978) suggest that if the submergence 
factor (D/H*100) is greater than about 0.8 to 0.85, and Hagar (1994) > 0.75, then the 
flow over a broad crested weir is affected by the downstream conditions; D is the depth 
of the unrestricted tailwater above the crest level and H is the depth of the total energy 
line above the crest level.  Figure 7-18 is a plot of the submergence factor as a function 
of F for a range of SR.  In the reduction of this data, the deck level was taken as the crest 
level.  As F increases, D/H decreases as expected.  Above F=0.3, D/H is less than 80% 
and hence the tailwater will have no effect.  Therefore, for Froude numbers up to about 
0.3, the tailwater may decrease the drawdown by lifting the water level over the bridge, 
but above 0.3, any changes in drawdown could not be attributed to submergence effects.  
This may explain in part the observation that the flow patterns do not vary significantly 
when F increases above 0.3.  
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Figure 7-16 Location of Low Point as a Function of F 
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Figure 7-17  Effect of F on Drawdown from Parapet to Low Point 
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Figure 7-18  Tailwater Submergence as a Function of Froude Number 
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The reattachment point moved upstream when F was increased from 0.2 to 0.3, but 
above 0.3 it remained in a similar position.  Actually, with F = 0.2 and SR = 1.5 it was 
unclear if reattachment occurred, and at SR = 2.0 the separated boundary layer appeared 
to reattach to the face of the downstream parapet.  Note that SR also affects the locations 
at which the reattachment is fixed.  Three explanations are offered for the stablisation of 
the positions of reattachment at F = 0.3. 
1. As discussed earlier, there is probably a relationship between the free surface and 
the separated boundary. As shown in Figure 7-16 and previously discussed, the 
low point did not change significantly when F > 0.3, the flow was not drowned by 
the tailwater as was the case at lower F. 
2. The maximum curvature that streamlines can attain may be a function of the 
geometry of the deck, F, and the thickness of the layer of flow. 
3. As F is increased, the lateral displacement of the separated boundary layer above 
the parapet may be limited because of the increased inertia of the flow passing 
over the parapet.  This flattening of the separated boundary layer will counter to 
some extent the reduction in waterway caused by the separation.  The degree to 
which the separated boundary layer can be flattened may be limited, and this limit 
may be reached at F ≅ 0.3. 
Do the pressure distributions offer any additional insight into the “stablisation.”  The 
pressure distributions for the tests in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 are given in Figure 7-19 
and Figure 7-20 respectively.  The distributions are a similar shape to each other, and at 
around tapping 36, CP begins to rise thereby indicating reattachment.  For the tests with 
F ≥ 0.3 this is consistent with the flow visualisation, but with F ≅ 0.2, the paradox is 
again evident.  
The observations relating to the change in flow patterns from F = 0.2 to 0.3 and the 
stablising of the patterns above 0.3 are supported by the pressure distributions.  In 
Figure 7-19 and Figure 7-20 there is a significant change in CP on the topside from 
F=0.2 to 0.3, but little change as F increases above 0.3. 
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Figure 7-19  Pressure Distribution -F=0.2 to 0.36, SR=2.0, Pr=3.44 
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Figure 7-20 Pressure Distribution -F=0.21 to 0.45, SR=1.5, Pr=3.44 
It was stated in WSP 8 that Pr did not influence the location of the low point.  The only 
likely scenario for Pr influencing the free surface profile is through its influence on the 
tailwater submergence (D/H*100), and a change in the flow distribution between that 
going over and that going under the deck.  For all tests in Figure 7-5, the location of the 
low point was probably not affected by Pr because the tailwater submergence was about 
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99%.  However, it will be shown that Pr does affect the afflux which, given the right 
conditions, may influence the free surface profile. 
Bradley (1978) proposed the orifice equation in the form of Equation 7-2 to calculate 
the flow through a bridge with all girders in the flow.  Investigation of this equation will 
reveal that if F and SR are held constant, the afflux will increase as Pr decreases and vice 
versa.  Any change to the afflux is reflected in the tailwater level, not headwater level, 
remembering that if SR is held constant, the upstream water level relative to the deck 
remains the same. 
 Equation 7-2 
2
1h)(2g  Zb C = Q nd Δ  
where Q is the discharge (m3/s) through the bridge opening, Cd is the discharge 
coefficient which was found to vary from 0.7 to 0.9 for the range of conditions 
tested by Bradley (1978), bn is the opening width (m) excluding piers, Z (m) is 
the average depth from the soffit of the girder to the bed and is calculated using 
n
n
b
A = Z  where An is the net waterway area, and Δh is the difference in the 
unrestricted tailwater level and the upstream water level (m). 
Q can be expressed as a function of F. 
y b gy = Q
Afor  ngsubstituti and
A gy = Q
nF
F
 
Substituting into Equation 7-2 and rearranging gives Δh as a function of F. 
 Equation 7-3  
22
d  ZC 2
y =h
4
92FΔ  
Figure 7-21, which is a plot of Equation 7-3 as a function of Pr, shows that as Pr 
increases, Δh decreases although the effect only becomes significant under these 
conditions when Pr < 4.  An SR of 1.0 was used in these calculations to eliminate the 
complication of flow over the deck.  The findings are still valid for SR > 1 although the 
magnitudes may be different.  Therefore, it can be seen that under some situations Pr 
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may affect the tailwater submergence and in turn the free surface profile.  Hagar (1994) 
found that as the tailwater submergence increased, the low point moved upstream, 
although it should be noted that in his data the discharge was held constant, not the 
upstream water level. 
Figure 7-22 is a plot of the drawdown from the upstream parapet to the low point for 
superstructure A tests with F = 0.2 and SR = 2.0.  Although the data is not extensive, 
there is a general trend, which was not expected intuitively, indicating that the 
drawdown increases with Pr.  An explanation may be found by considering F of the 
flow above the parapet, i.e., F calculated using the average velocity of the flow above 
the parapet, and the depth of flow from the free surface to the top of the parapet.  If Pr 
was increased and the approach flow F and SR held constant, it was necessary to 
increase the approach flow velocity in order to maintain the same F at a greater 
upstream flow depth.  Therefore, F above the parapet also increased with Pr because the 
velocity above the parapet increased with the approach flow, but the depth above the 
parapet was unchanged given that SR was constant.  
In observation SL 8 it was stated that Pr appeared to have some influence on the topside 
separated boundary layer, but a definitive statement could not be made.  The previous 
discussions on Pr in relation to the free surface profile are valid for the separation 
bubble if considered in the context of the earlier discussion on the interrelationship 
between the free surface and the separated boundary layer.  Pr will affect the flow 
distribution between that going over and that going under the deck.  Intuitively it can be 
seen that as Pr → 0 the percentage of flow under the bridge would also approach zero if 
SR is held constant.  Therefore, Pr may influence the separated boundary layer through 
this mechanism. 
No pressure distributions were recorded for the range of tests showing the influence of 
Pr with SR ≥ 1.0, but there is some data for SR = 1.0 in section 7.9.4.  It will be shown in 
chapter 8 that Pr influences the force coefficients.  The reason is attributed to wake 
blockage, which is described in the explanation of SL 9.  Wake blockage affects the 
pressure distribution on the underside and rear face (refer section 7.9.4), but is not 
known whether these changes are translated through to the topside wake. 
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Figure 7-21  Δh as a Function of Pr Figure 7-22  Drawdown as a Function of Pr 
SL 1 
The observation noted in SL 1 is consistent with flow about bluff bodies with a 
boundary discontinuity and occurs because the streamline at the boundary layer is 
physically unable to follow the profile of the model. 
SL 9 
The increase in the underside wake width is a result of “wake blockage” which occurs 
when the floor of the flume prevents the expansion of streamlines around the model 
resulting in an increase in the local velocity and a decrease in pressure as described by 
Maskell (1963).  Therefore as the soffit moves closer to the floor (lower Pr) the ‘system’ 
in effect attempts to minimise the constraint by limiting the expansion of the separated 
boundary layer, i.e., the wake width decreases with Pr. 
SL 11 
F is a measure of the ratio of inertia to gravitational forces.  Therefore as F increases, 
the inertia forces become more dominant which will tend to flatten the curvature of the 
separated boundary layer resulting in a decrease in wake width.  This is confirmed by 
observation SL 11 when F is increased from 0.2 to 0.3, but does not explain the increase 
in width above 0.3.  It may be that the data at 0.3 are outliers, but the two tests 
represented by these points were done one week apart which indicates reliability in the 
results. 
7.1.2 SR ≤ 1.0 (SUPERSTRUCTURES A, B, & C) 
In this section, the dependence of the free surface profile and the separation and 
reattachment of the boundary layers on SR, F, and Pr is discussed.  The observations 
made during the experiments will be summarised, and then where possible explained 
using theories of fluid mechanics.  The observations for the free surface profile and 
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boundary layers will be discussed separately, but in recognition of the relationship 
between the two, the comparison with theory will be done jointly. 
The numbering system used previously in section 7.1.1 for observations relating to the 
free surface profile and separated boundary layer is continued in this section. 
7.1.2.1 Observations 
As with SR > 1, the free surface profile across the bridge was measured and to a lesser 
extent the behaviour of the separated boundary layers were observed using flow 
visualisation.  To assist in the discussion, the free surface profile and separated 
boundary layers are plotted on three figures.  Figure 7-23 shows the influence of F with 
SR and Pr held constant, Figure 7-24 shows the influence of Pr with F and SR held 
constant, and Figure 7-25 shows the influence of SR with F and Pr held constant. 
In general terms, the free surface profile was similar for all tests with SR ≤ 1.0.  The free 
surface rose slightly against the upstream face, dipped down through the structure and 
the recovered.  More specifically, the following observations relating to the free surface 
profile are made with reference to Figure 7-23 to Figure 7-25: 
WSP 9) as F increases, the dip through the bridge becomes more pronounced and a 
hydraulic jump formed when F = 0.62; 
WSP 10) as F increases, the unrestricted tailwater level drops; 
WSP 11) although not shown in Figure 7-23, as F increased, the rise up to the upstream 
face became more pronounced; 
WSP 12) Pr has no obvious effect; 
WSP 13) as SR decreases, the profile remains unchanged, one exception being when SR 
≤ 0.76 where there is a difference in water levels between the upstream and 
downstream sides of the most downstream girder. 
With reference to Figure 7-23 to Figure 7-25, the following observations are made 
relating to the separated boundary layers: 
SL 12) under all test conditions the boundary layer separated at the leading edge of the 
soffit of the upstream girder and under most conditions did not reattach; 
SL 13) when the water level was above the underside of the upstream edge of the deck 
on superstructure models A, B, and C, the boundary layer separated from this 
point and reattached around the lower chamfer on the upstream girder of 
superstructure A and in a similar position for superstructure models B and C; 
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SL 14) at F = 0.62 the sharp dip in the water profile pushed the separated boundary 
layer further away from the model; 
SL 15) the separated boundary layer possibly reattaches at Pr = 1.44, but does not appear 
to reattach at higher proximity ratios; 
SL 16) as SR decreases, it is more likely that reattachment will occur. 
7.1.2.2 Explanations 
WSP 9, WSP 10, WSP 11, and WSP 12 
Bradley (1978) identified two flow regimes for flow under a bridge; sluice gate 
(upstream girder in flow) and orifice (all girders in contact with flow).  The same flow 
conditions were observed during these experiments, although a transition between the 
two regimes was observed where the upstream girder acted as a sluice gate but the free 
surface contacted with some of the downstream girders (refer Figure 7-23).  From these 
observations, it can be seen that F has the greatest influence on the flow pattern when 
SR ≤ 1.0, i.e., as F increases, there is a transition from orifice to sluice gate flow 
resulting in a larger difference in the upstream and downstream water levels.  As has 
been previously noted, the tailwater level decreased and the upstream water level 
remained the same so as to maintain the same SR. 
 The local upwelling against the upstream face of the model noted in WSP 11 is a result 
of the conversion of kinetic energy into potential energy.  Therefore, as F increases, so 
does the kinetic energy, and hence the local upwelling increases. 
The diagrams did not indicate any significant difference in the water surface profile 
when Pr was varied.  However, as shown previously in Figure 7-16, reducing Pr should 
increase the afflux, an effect that would require a lower tailwater level if SR was 
constant. 
SL 15, SL 16, and WSP 13 
As described previously in section 7.1.1.2, as Pr decreases, the expansion of the 
streamlines is confined by the floor of the flume.  It was hypothesised that the 
expansion of the separated boundary layer would also be constrained thereby increasing 
the likelihood of reattachment.  In Figure 7-24 it can be seen that reattachment may 
have occurred at Pr = 1.44, but not at any higher Pr.  Similarly on superstructure A, 
reattachment was noted at Pr=1.38 (SR1.0, F = 0.2), but no higher.  Therefore the 
evidence suggests that the hypothesis is also valid when SR ≤ 1.0. 
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In Figure 7-25 there is a difference in the upstream and downstream water levels at the 
most downstream girder when SR < 1.0, but not when SR = 1.0, which indicates that 
reattachment occurred when SR < 1.0.  Therefore, it appears SR has an influence on 
reattachment, possibly because the streamline adjacent to the boundary layer deviates 
less from its course as SR decreases below 1.0.  As SR→0, there would be little 
deviation of the streamlines.  Consequently, the separated boundary layer will be flatter 
and closer to the model, thereby increasing the likelihood of reattachment. 
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Figure 7-23  Effect of Froude Number on Flow Patterns with SR≤1.0 
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Figure 7-24  Effect of Pr on Flow Patterns with SR≤1.0 
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Figure 7-25  Effect of SR on Flow Patterns with SR≤1.0 
7.2 SUPERSTRUCTURE D 
Superstructure D is discussed separately because, although it shares the same deck and 
parapets with superstructures A, B, and C, the upstream girder is flush with the parapet 
making it a geometrically simpler shape.  The range of flow conditions under which this 
model were tested was limited to the following: 
• an F of 0.2 and 0.5 for SR ≤ 1.0; 
• the maximum F achievable in the flume for SR = 1.5 to 3.0; 
• some tests in combination with pier A; 
• some tests in combination with the flat plate and rough wedge debris models. 
All tests were done with Pr = 3.45. 
The free surface profile with SR > 1 was similar to superstructures A, B, and C in that it 
drew down over the upstream parapet, reached a low point over the deck, and the low 
point moved downstream as SR increased.  The boundary layer separated on the leading 
edge of the first girder and on the leading edge of the upstream parapet when SR > 1.0. 
Superstructure D appeared to be more streamlined than the previous three 
superstructures, primarily because of the position and shape of the first girder, and 
consequently the underside wake width was narrower and hence reattachment was more 
likely.  However, these observations are not supported by the force coefficients reported 
in section 8.8 where it was noted that there was no noticeable difference between the CD 
of this superstructure model and superstructure models A, B, and C. 
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Like the other superstructure models, under some conditions a hydraulic jump formed 
over the deck.  The conditions under which it formed were the same as for 
superstructure A, namely, when 1 < SR ≤ 2.5 and independent of F.  At SR = 1.5 the 
jump was quite weak compared with the jump at SR = 2 to 2.5.  At an SR of 3, undular 
flow formed; refer to the discussion in section 7.11.3 on page 181.  Over the 
downstream parapet, the free surface profile was similar to those for superstructure 
models A, B, and C in that a plunging jet occurred given the right tailwater conditions. 
Other observations were that reattachment on the underside was less likely as SR 
increased, and that reattachment was less likely if a pier was in place.  These 
observations were drawn from only six tests, but there were no inconsistencies within 
this data.  However, more data would add weight to these observations. 
7.3 SUPERSTRUCTURE E 
The geometry of superstructure model E is more complicated than that of the other 
superstructure models.  The inclusion of this model in the testing was part of an 
investigation into the loadings on a bridge that collapsed in the United States.  In fact it 
would be rare that a bridge such as this would be constructed sufficiently low to be 
submerged by floods.  With this context in mind, the investigation into flow patterns 
was limited to the free surface profile and the separated shear layer on the underside.  
No attempt was made to investigate the fluid-structure interactions on the truss or the 
beams. 
Tests were done without and with debris, with SR ranging from 0.3 to 1.0, with F = 0.2 
& 0.5, with Pr held constant at 1.65, and no pier in place.  Figure 7-26 shows the effect 
of F and SR on the flow pattern.  In broad terms, the flow patterns were similar to those 
for the other superstructure models.  The dip in the free surface profile through the 
model was a function of SR, and the shear layer separated on the underside on the 
leading edge and possibly reattached under some conditions. 
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SWOD35A
SR = 0.19 F = 0.19 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
SWOD35
SR = 0.19 F = 0.51 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
 
SWOD36A
SR = 0.30 F = 0.19 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
 
?
SWOD36
SR = 0.30 F = 0.50 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
Split Water Surface
 
SWOD38A
SR = 1.00 F = 0.21 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
 
SWOD38
SR = 1.00 F = 0.43 Pr = 1.65
Separated Boundary Layer
 
Figure 7-26 Superstructure E - Effect of F and SR on Flow Pattern 
 
7.4 SUPERSTRUCTURE F 
Superstructure F was tested under the following conditions: 
• F = 0.15 to 0.26; 
• Pr = 7.8 to 9.0; 
• SR = 0.5 to 3.0; 
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• with and without a blade pier; 
• a skew of 0° and 25°. 
As with the other superstructure models, the free surface drewdown over the upstream 
railing, reached a low point over the deck and then rose again over the downstream 
parapet.  The low point moved downstream as SR and F increased as shown in Figure 
7-27, although the difference is only nominal when SR ≥ 2 and F ≥ 0.2. 
When the bridge model was skewed, the streamlines deviated slightly to the left 
(looking downstream) along the upstream face.  In the wake, the streamlines were 
nearly parallel to the superstructure, although they did fluctuate about this mean 
position. Further, a vortex formed against the wall of the flume at the downstream end 
of the wake, as shown in Figure 7-28 for a test with no pier.  This indicated that there 
was a pressure gradient in the wake transverse to the direction of flow, i.e., along the z-
axis.  The wake boundary was clearly defined on the surface and was typically about 
450 mm downstream although this did vary with the flow conditions.  This pattern was 
most defined when SR = 1.0.  As SR increased above 1.0, the wake region was 
complicated by the flow over the bridge and it became more like that of a square bridge 
although the cross-flow was still evident.  With a pier in place, the pattern was similar 
to the no pier tests, but the strength of the cross-flow decreased and the wake boundary 
was not as well defined.  Decreasing F moved the wake boundary further downstream, 
possibly because the effect of inertia was less, which allowed a wider separation bubble 
on the underside. 
The skewed model created a difficulty in the testing in that the forces on the model 
wedged it against the wall of the flume.  This was overcome using the same method 
used to control the flow induced oscillations on Pier A described in section 7.10.1, i.e., 
by physically restraining the model along the z-axis.  This was done by using four near 
frictionless, single ball bearing rollers attached to the side plates, two per side, and 
positioned against the walls of the flume.  The rollers prevented movement along the z-
axis but provided negligible resistance along the x-axis and y-axis and about the z-axis. 
Separation of the boundary layer occurred on the top and bottom leading edges of the 
upstream edge kerb, and on the leading edge of the soffit of the girder.  Generally, 
reattachment did not occur on the underside, although there was localised reattachment 
in a small region at the ends of the superstructure.  This may have been a result of a 
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three dimensional effects at the end of the model.  The separated boundary layer on the 
top of the model reattached to the deck at around the low point in the free surface, and 
the separated boundary layer on the underside of the leading edge kerb reattached to the 
upstream face of the box. 
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Figure 7-27  Superstructure F - Location of Free Surface Low Point 
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Figure 7-28  Superstructure F: Plan View - Flow Patterns F=0.25 SR=1.0 (SWOD41) 
7.5 EFFECT OF PIER IN COMBINATION WITH SUPERSTRUCTURE 
It will be shown in chapter 8 that the superstructure force coefficients were affected 
when pier A was in combination with the superstructure models, but the effect of the 
pier was less evident on superstructure A.  The changes to the force coefficients may be 
attributed to increased blockage with the pier in place and changes to the flow pattern 
about the superstructure.  Flow visualisation did not reveal any changes to the separated 
boundary layers or the free surface profile on superstructure A when the pier was in 
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place.  A stronger anti-clockwise circulation on the upstream face of the upstream girder 
was noted in the vicinity of the headstock; intuitively this was expected as the 
headstock protruded upstream of the girder.  Some local three-dimensional effects were 
observed in the vicinity of the pier headstock.   
Figure 7-29 gives a comparison between the pressure distributions without and with a 
pier in place.  With the pier in place, there are no values for CP on the underside as the 
pressure tappings were along the centreline and hence blocked by the pier.  The pier has 
little influence on the pressure distribution on the topside of the deck.  On the upstream 
face there is little change in Cp from tapping 1 to 5, but Cp at tappings 6 to 8 increases 
substantially with the pier in place.  The pressure difference from tapping 5 to 7 is 
greater with the pier in place, which is consistent with the observation that the 
circulation is stronger with the pier in place.  The stronger circulation was localised to 
the pier and therefore would not have a significant impact on the total drag force.  An 
estimate of the effect was made using the following assumptions: 
• the circulation returns to normal a pier width (normal to the direction of flow) 
either side of the headstock which gives an average full effect over two pier 
widths which is 10% of the width of the superstructure model (normal to the 
direction of flow); 
• the effect is over half of the depth of the upstream face of the superstructure, 
which in itself contributes approximately 35% of the total area acted upon by the 
flow, giving a net effect of 17.5%. 
The increase in CP is about 0.5 which, when adjusted for the above factors, indicates an 
increase in CD of about 0.01 (or about a 0.5% increase in the no pier CD). 
On the downstream face, CP is more negative by about 0.25 over about 70% of the 
depth of the downstream face.  This may be a local effect associated with the flow 
around the headstock, or a decrease in pressure as a result of wake blockage.  If the 
difference is a result of wake blockage, the effect would extend across the full width of 
the model, which, using a similar analysis as on the upstream face, would indicate an 
increase in CD of about 0.06 (3% increase in the no pier CD).  The combined changes to 
the upstream and downstream faces would increase CD by about 0.07 (4% increase in 
the no pier CD).  However, if the effect on the downstream face is localised as assumed 
on the upstream face, then the increase in CD would be about 0.006, giving a combined 
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effect of 0.016 (1% increase in the no pier CD).  This discussion is expanded in Section 
8.11.1.1 commencing on page 263 where the results for CD without and with a pier are 
presented. 
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Figure 7-29  Pressure Distributions - Effect of Pier 
7.6 DEBRIS IN COMBINATION WITH SUPERSTRUCTURE MODELS 
This discussion will be limited to the effect the flat plate and rough wedge debris 
models have on the flow patterns; the smooth wedge and rough wedge with log mat 
extension were not significantly different from the rough wedge and were not used for 
the main test program.   
Figure 7-30 demonstrates the effect of the debris models on the free surface profile and 
the separated boundary layers on superstructure C with SR = 1.0, F = 0.39 and Pr = 3.5.  
Note that the rough wedge model shown in these diagrams is not a true representation 
of the protruding debris, although the overall length and depth of the wedge is scaled 
correctly.  These flow patterns were characteristic of all superstructure model types.   
The most significant difference between the three cases presented is the change in the 
free surface profile.  If SWOD24 is taken as the base case, the flat plate increased the 
drop in the free surface through the bridge, and the rough wedge decreased the drop.  
From this observation, it can be concluded that there was greater energy loss when the 
flat plate was in combination with a superstructure than for the superstructure alone.  
Conversely, there was less energy loss when the rough wedge was in combination with 
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a superstructure than for the superstructure alone, i.e., the addition of the rough wedge 
made the body more streamlined.  The flat plate debris model acted like a sluice gate 
with either free or submerged flow, depending on F, thereby simplifying the flow 
pattern compared with that for the superstructure alone. 
The behaviour of the separated boundary layer was influenced by the debris type. In 
tests SWOD24 and SWD24RW (Figure 7-30), the separated boundary layer either was 
close to reattaching or did reattach.  However, it did not reattach with the flat plate 
debris model in combination with the superstructures under these conditions, or any 
other conditions tested.  As noted earlier, as SR decreased below 1.0, reattachment of the 
boundary layer on the underside may have occurred in some tests on the superstructure 
models without debris.  With either of the debris models in place, reattachment did not 
occur when SR < 1.  Under these conditions, the bottom of the rough wedge debris was 
sufficiently far below the girder soffits that reattachment did not occur. 
Because of the streamlined shape of the rough wedge, the angle of separation was less 
than that for the flat plate, and the curvature of the separated boundary layer was less 
pronounced than was observed with the flat plate.  Consequently the wake was 
narrower, the velocity through the bridge opening would have been less, and hence, the 
wake pressure would have been less negative.  This will be evident in the results 
presented in chapter 8. 
SWOD24
SR  = 1.0   F = 0.39   Pr = 3.50
Unrestricted TWL
?
separated boundary layer
SWD24FP
SR  = 1.0   F = 0.39   Pr = 3.50
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layer
SWD24RW
SR  = 1.0   F = 0.39   Pr = 3.50
Unrestricted TWL
separted boundary layer  
Figure 7-30  Effect of Debris on Free surface Profile 
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7.7 ANGLE OF ATTACK 
The effect of the angle of attack (superelevation) on the force coefficients was modelled 
using superstructure A.  The angle of attack is important in bridge flood loadings 
because the superstructure of a bridge on a curved alignment is typically designed with 
a superelevation.  Figure 7-31 and Figure 7-32 each gives the flow patterns for three 
tests with the same flow conditions but different superelevations, 0%, -4.2% and +4.2%; 
a positive superelevation refers to a clockwise rotation when the flow is from left to 
right.  The models in these figures are not drawn showing a positive or negative 
superelevation, but the superelevation is labelled on each diagram. 
At F = 0.2, a negative superelevation moved the low point of the free surface 
downstream to above the downstream parapet, and a positive superelevation moved the 
low point slightly upstream.  The positive superelevation increased the drawdown, 
similar to that observed when F was increased.  The superelevation does not appear to 
have a strong influence on the separation bubble on the deck within the accuracy of the 
measurements, but both cases appear to shorten the separation bubble, a positive 
superelevation slightly more than the negative.  The separated boundary layer on the 
underside may have reattached to the last girder when the model had a positive 
superelevation. 
At F ≅ 0.40, the superelevation does not appear to have a significant effect on either the 
separation bubble or the low point on the deck, but it does appear to have some effect 
on the shape of the free surface profile.  As with F ≅ 0.2, the separated boundary layer 
on the underside appeared to reattach to the last girder. 
The shortening of the separation bubble on the model with a positive superelevation is 
counter-intuitive.  It is likely that the water surface profile is dominating the shape of 
the separation bubble.  The increase in the drawdown observed on the model with 
positive superelevation would have the effect of shortening the separation bubble.  
However, it is not clear why the drawdown increases.   
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SWOD71R2
SR  = 1.50   F = 0.22   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
?
No Superelevation 
NELEV71
SR  = 1.53   F = 0.21   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
Negative Superelevation 
 
PELEV71
SR  = 1.52   F = 0.21   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
?
 
Positive Superelevation 
Figure 7-31 Effect of Superelevation on Flow Pattern (F≅0.2, SR≅1.5, Pr=3.44) 
 
SWOD12BR3
SR  = 1.95   F = 0.39   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
No Superelevation 
NELEV12B
SR  = 2.05   F = 0.38   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers
Negative Superelevation 
PELEV12B
SR  = 1.89   F = 0.38   Pr = 3.44
Unrestricted TWL
separated boundary layers  
Positive Superelevation 
Figure 7-32 Effect of Superelevation on Flow Pattern (F≅0.40, SR≅2.0, Pr=3.44) 
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7.8 EFFECT OF TURBULENCE INTENSITY 
As previously described in section 4.2.2, tests were done using superstructure A to 
determine the sensitivity of the force coefficients to the turbulence intensity (T) of the 
approach flow.  These tests covered a range of F and SR with Pr held constant at 3.44.  
Figure 7-33 to Figure 7-36 show the effect T has on the free surface profile and 
separated boundary layers.  For the tests in Figure 7-33, SR ≅ 1.5, Pr = 3.44, and F ≅ 0.2, 
and Figure 7-34 is likewise except that F ≅ 0.30.  For the tests in Figure 7-35, SR ≅ 2.0, 
Pr = 3.44, and F ≅ 0.2, and Figure 7-36 is likewise except that F ≅ 0.30.   
These figures do not paint a clear picture as to the effect of T on the flow patterns.  In 
fact, there are some inconsistencies which may indicate that the effect of T on the flow 
patterns is less than the accuracy of the flow pattern measurements.  For example, in 
Figure 7-33 increasing T appears to flatten the free surface profile, but in Figure 7-34 
the opposite appears to be the case and in the other figures there appears to be little 
effect.   
In the tests with increased T it was often difficult to establish the location of 
reattachment on the deck.  There was always a region of strong recirculation on the 
upstream portion of the deck, but over the remainder of the deck the flow was bi-
directional, i.e., it fluctuated from upstream to downstream as shown in some of the 
figures by the arrows on the deck and the question marks.  This was previously noted 
under some test conditions with natural levels of T, and is shown in SWOD71R2 in 
Figure 7-33, but the effect was much stronger with an increased T.  These observations 
support the notion that as T increases, the separated boundary layer will thicken and 
have a tendency to disperse.  This will help with reattachment, i.e. shorten separation 
bubble, but also results in a more extensive reattachment zone as indicated by the bi-
directional flow.   
The observed shortening of the separation bubble may also be a result of higher energy 
levels in the separated shear layer associated with increased turbulence.  Just as 
increasing T delays the separation point on a curved surface, it is possible that the 
increased energy will help in reattachment. 
The effect of T seems to become less significant as F and SR are increased, eg, in Figure 
7-36 the flow pattern appears unaffected by T.  This supports the earlier hypothesis that 
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with F ≅ 0.3, or higher, there appears to be a “lock in” of the flow pattern.  This effect is 
shown graphically in Figure 7-37. 
The only effect T appears to have had on the underside separated boundary layer is a 
thickening of the layer as the intensity increased.  Despite the layer thickening, the total 
width of the wake does not appear to have changed with T, within the accuracy of the 
measurements, as indicated in Figure 7-38.  
To investigate the effect of T in more detail than could be given by flow visualisation, 
the pressure distribution around superstructure A was measured for 12 tests.  The tests 
were selected to provide a range of F and SR, but Pr was held constant at 3.44.  CP is 
plotted in Figure 7-39 to Figure 7-44.  Each of these figures gives the CP distribution for 
three tests with identical flow and geometry conditions, except that T varies.  In the 
figures, the turbulence intensity is indicated by the test numbers, i.e., T was natural for 
tests beginning with “S”, for tests beginning with “H” the turbulence intensity was 
increased, and for tests beginning with “L” the turbulence intensity was reduced.  The 
following generalised observations are made with respect to the effect of the turbulence 
intensity on the flow patterns: 
1. all distributions have the same general shape, but there are some differences in 
magnitude; 
2. CP is less affected by turbulence intensity as F increases; 
3. CP is similar for the natural and reduced T conditions on the upstream face; 
4. increasing T above the natural condition increases CP at tappings 1 to 3 and 
decreases CP at tappings 4 to 8 on the upstream face; 
5. CP becomes more negative from tapping 9 to 16 as T increase; 
6. from tapping 17 to 21, CP for the reduced and natural turbulence intensity cases is 
similar, and it varies slightly in magnitude for the increased turbulence intensity 
cases; 
7. on the downstream face, CP for the reduced and natural cases is similar, and in the 
increased turbulence intensity tests, the changes to CP were dependent on F and SR as 
follows: 
• at SR =1.6 and F = 0.2, there was little change in CP, but at F = 0.45, CP 
became less negative; 
• at SR ≥ 2.0, CP was less negative when F = 0.2, but there was little change 
when F ≥ 0.32; 
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8. on the topside, the natural and reduced tests are similar, and increasing the 
turbulence intensity above the natural condition makes CP more positive. 
The turbulence generating grid generated a steeper velocity gradient in the upper 
section of the flow than the natural velocity profile when SR>1.  The change in pressure 
gradient on the upstream face may be a result of the change to the velocity gradient, 
remembering that CP is calculated using the reference velocity recorded at the mid-
height of the bridge. 
The differences in CP on the topside supports the deduction from the flow visualisation 
that increasing the turbulence intensity above the natural conditions will assist in 
reattachment.  The more negative CP on the underside associated with an increase in 
turbulence intensity may be a result of a thickening of the separated shear layer.  It will 
be shown in section 8.13 that the force coefficients obtained using the PDM at higher 
levels of T are unreliable, probably because of the response of the pressure 
measurements to velocity fluctuations.  Therefore, some of the changes in CP may be 
associated with the responsiveness of the pressure measurement system to the velocity 
fluctuations.  While interesting in themselves, they do not represent a true increase in 
loads on the bridge because the mass of the bridge minimises any such response. This 
discussion is expanded further in section 8.13. 
In summary, there was little difference between flow patterns and pressure distributions 
for the natural and reduced levels of T.  Changes to CP were more pronounced when T 
was increased above the natural conditions.  It was found that the influence of T on CP 
was dependent on F and SR, and that typically the influence of T on CP and the flow 
patterns decreased as F increased.  
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Figure 7-33 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on Flow Pattern (F≅0.20, SR≅1.5, Pr=3.44) 
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HTURB13F
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separated boundary layers
Increased Turbulence Intensity 
 
Figure 7-34 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on Flow Pattern (F≅0.30, SR≅1.5, Pr=3.44) 
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Figure 7-35 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on Flow Pattern (F≅0.20, SR≅2.0, Pr=3.44) 
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Figure 7-36 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on Flow Pattern (F≅0.30, SR≅2.0, Pr=3.44) 
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Figure 7-37 Effect of Turbulence Intensity 
on Reattachment on Deck 
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Figure 7-38 Effect of Turbulence Intensity 
on Underside Wake Width 
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Figure 7-39 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅1.6, F≅0.2) 
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Figure 7-40 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅1.6, F≅0.45) 
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Figure 7-41 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅2, F≅0.2) 
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Figure 7-42 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅2, F≅0.35) 
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Figure 7-43 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅2.5, F≅0.2) 
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Figure 7-44 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CP Distribution (SR≅2.5, F≅0.32) 
7.9 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Although pressure distributions were introduced in earlier discussions to assist in the 
explanation of particular phenomenon, the distribution as a whole has not yet been 
reviewed.  This section will explore the shape of the distribution and relate it to 
observed phenomena where possible.  The influence of SR, F, and Pr on the pressure 
distribution will be examined.  The influence of turbulence intensity was explored in 
7.8. 
7.9.1 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION SHAPE 
The shape of the pressure distribution was essentially the same for all conditions tested.  
Figure 7-45 shows such a typical distribution for tests with F ≅ 0.3. Pr = 3.44 and SR 
varying.  Before discussing the effect of SR, the general characteristics of the patterns 
will be explored. 
On the upstream face there is a non-linear pressure gradient.  The peak CP of about 1.0 
at tapping 3 indicates a stagnation region.  The decrease in CP from tapping 3 to 1 can 
be attributed to the acceleration of the flow over the top of the parapet.  The significant 
drop in CP from tapping 3 to 4 is a result of separation of the boundary layer at the 
corner of the underside of the parapet.  From tapping 4 to 7, the pressure increases 
slightly.  Flow visualisation showed that the separated boundary layer reattached at 
around tapping 7 and that there was an anti-clockwise circulation in this region.  Both of 
these observations are consistent with the pressure distribution.  The significant drop in 
CP from tapping 7 to 8 is consistent with flow visualisation which showed the flow 
accelerating under the girder. 
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Flow visualisation showed that the boundary layer separated at the upstream edge of the 
soffit of the first girder.  Tapping 9 is the first tapping in the wake region and hence 
there is a significant drop in CP.  From tapping 9 through to 13, CP was generally 
constant or became slightly more negative, probably because the wake width increased 
thereby further constricting the streamlines and increasing the flow velocity outside the 
wake.  Flow visualisation showed that the maximum wake width typically occurred at 
about the second girder at about tapping 13.  From tapping 14 through to tapping 21, the 
last on the underside, the magnitude of CP generally decreased (became less negative).  
This is consistent with the observation that the separated boundary layer moved back 
towards the model with a resultant decrease in the flow velocity outside of the wake, 
and hence a less negative pressure.  The pressure gradient on the underside is consistent 
with the circulation observed in the bays between the girders. 
CP is generally constant on the downstream face as would be expected in the wake on 
the downstream face of a bluff body. 
The pressure distribution on the topside is plotted from downstream (tapping 30) to 
upstream (tapping 40), but the explanation of this profile will be in the direction of 
flow.  Typically CP is constant, or increases slightly, for some distance along the deck 
before rapidly increasing in magnitude to a maximum at tapping 32.  CP decreases from 
tapping 32 to 31, and then decreases significantly to tapping 30, which is usually similar 
in magnitude to the CP on the downstream face. 
Flow visualisation showed that the boundary layer always separated on the top of the 
leading edge of the upstream parapet.  The relatively constant or slightly increasing CP 
(becoming more positive) along the deck is consistent with a wake region, and a rapid 
increase in CP indicates reattachment of the separated shear layer and the associated 
stagnation region.  However, a paradox was revealed in section 7.1.1.2 where it was 
shown that the reattachment point as indicated by flow visualisation did not necessarily 
coincide with the increase in CP.  
A possible explanation may be found in the free surface profile.  The free surface draws 
down over the upstream parapet and then rises again, usually at some location over the 
deck.  An increase in CP would be expected with the rise in the free surface.  Again, a 
paradox is revealed.  If Figure 7-45 is considered in conjunction with Figure 7-2 (page 
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117), it is revealed that the location on the deck at which CP increases remains constant, 
but the location of the rise in the free surface moves downstream as SR increases.   
Another possibility is that if reattachment occurred as indicated by flow visualisation, 
there would have been a stagnation region on the downstream parapet.  The increase in 
pressure that would be associated with a stagnation region may have influenced the 
pressure distribution to the point of being dominant.   
In summary, no conclusive explanation has been offered, but it is possible that the three 
phenomenon presented, reattachment, rising free surface, and stagnation region on the 
downstream parapet are interrelated and combine to produce the regular shape to the 
distribution. 
The drop in CP from tapping 32 to 31 and from 31 to 30 supports the notion that 
reattachment has occurred.  The drop from 32 to 31 indicates that the flow is 
accelerating over the top of the parapet, as was observed at tapping 1 and 8, and the 
large drop from 31 to 30 indicates that the boundary layer has separated. 
7.9.2 INFLUENCE OF SR ON THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-15 are repeated as Figure 7-45 and Figure 7-46 respectively.  
SR has little effect on the pressure distribution except on the deck where CP becomes 
more negative as SR increases.  SR may be limiting the development of the negative 
pressure.  If it is assumed that the maximum negative pressure that can occur will be 
close to atmospheric, then the maximum pressure drop that can occur at any point is the 
hydrostatic pressure at that point.  Therefore, as SR increases, the potential for a 
decreases in pressure increases because the hydrostatic pressure at a particular point 
increases with SR. 
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Figure 7-45 Pressure Distribution - SR=1.52 to 2.68, F=0.3, Pr=3.44 
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Figure 7-46  Pressure Distribution - SR=1.5 to 2.56, F=0.2, Pr=3.44 
7.9.3 INFLUENCE OF FROUDE NUMBER ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
It was noted in section 7.1.1.2 that the pressure distribution on the deck was influenced 
by F.  In particular it was noted that CP changed significantly when F was increased 
from 0.2 to 0.3, but above 0.3 the change was less significant as can be seen in Figure 
7-47 and Figure 7-48.  On the other faces there are small changes with F, but the 
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patterns are not consistent between the two figures.  Therefore it is assumed that F only 
has a significant effect on the magnitude of CP on the deck. 
The reason for the difference in CP on the deck may be the same as that given in section 
7.9.2 for the effect of SR, i.e., it is related to the hydrostatic pressure at a given point.  
As F is increased and SR held constant, the tailwater level drops and the drawdown over 
the upstream parapet increases.  Therefore as F increases, the water level over the deck 
decreases and hence hydrostatic pressure decreases.  As was surmised previously, the 
minimum pressure that can occur is close to atmospheric, and as such, the maximum 
decrease in pressure at any point is the hydrostatic pressure at that point.  Therefore as F 
decreases, the potential for pressure drop increases because the hydrostatic pressure at a 
particular point also increases.  Put in another way, it is possible that increasing F is 
limiting the development of the negative pressure. 
The flaw in the above proposition is that the recorded pressure above the parapet where 
SR was measured varies significantly with F, but the water level would have been the 
same, given that SR is similar in each case; SR was measured at the parapet.  Therefore, 
a different theory is required to explain the difference in pressure above the parapet, if 
not the whole deck. 
In section 7.1.1.2 three explanations were offered for the “locking in” of the free surface 
profile and the separation bubble when F increased above about 0.3.  A similar “lock 
in” phenomenon is evident in the pressure distributions, and as such, it is possible that 
the same explanations are valid.  The explanations are repeated below. 
1. The differences in pressure may be a result of changes in the curvature of the 
streamlines as F increases.  The maximum curvature that streamlines can attain may 
be a function of the geometry of the deck, F, and the thickness of the layer of flow. 
2. As F is increased, the curvature of the separated boundary layer above the parapet 
may be flattened because of the increased inertia.  The flattening of the separated 
boundary layer will counter to some extent the reduction in waterway caused by the 
separation.  A decrease in the width of the boundary layer will reduce the velocity 
and hence make the pressure more positive.  The degree to which the separated 
boundary layer can be flattened may be limited, and this limit may be reached at F ≅ 
0.3. 
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3. As SR is held constant and F increased, the tailwater level decreases.  As suggested 
previously in section 7.1.1.2 if the submergence factor (D/H*100) is greater than 
about 0.75 to 0.85 then the flow over a broad crested weir is affected by the 
downstream conditions.  Figure 7-18 on page 132 shows that with F > 0.3, D/H is 
less than 80% and hence the tailwater will have no effect.  This may explain in part 
the “lock in” of the pressure distributions. 
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Figure 7-47  Pressure Distribution -F=0.2 to 0.36, SR=2.0, Pr=3.44 
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Figure 7-48  Pressure Distribution -F=0.21 to 0.45, SR=1.5, Pr=3.44 
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7.9.4 INFLUENCE OF Pr ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
The only tests done that allow a comparison of pressure distributions with varying Pr are 
those in Figure 7-49 in which F = 0.15 with Pr = 9.08 and F = 0.2 and Pr = 3.44; SR was 
1.0 for each test.  No tests were available with SR > 1.0 which would have shown the 
effect of Pr on the pressure distribution across the deck. 
Each distribution follows the same general pattern, but there is a distinct difference in 
magnitude on the underside between the Pr = 3.44 and Pr = 9.08 tests.  This 
demonstrates clearly the wake blockage effect described previously in the explanation 
of observation SL 9 in section 7.1.1.2.  As the underside of the model moves closer to 
the floor of the flume (lower Pr), the floor limits the expansion of the streamlines 
resulting in a higher velocity and lower pressure.  Figure 7-49 shows that the difference 
in CP at the rear of the body is considerably less than on the underside.  However, the 
difference can be entirely attributed to the difference in water level, about 5 mm, at the 
downstream parapet.  This does not mean that Pr does not affect the pressure 
distribution on the topside.  Pr may modify the distribution of flow between weir and 
orifice resulting in a change to the pressure distribution on the deck. 
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Figure 7-49  Superstructure A - Effect of Pr on Pressure Distribution 
7.10 PIERS 
Three pier types, twin column (model A), blade (model B), and a four steel H-pile bent 
(model C) were tested with and without the flat plate and rough wedge debris models.  
Although superstructure A was used to support the pier models, it was not submerged 
for these tests.  Details of pier A in combination with superstructure A were given 
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previously in section 7.5.  The effect of Ym and F on the flow patterns about each of the 
piers will be described as will the details of a flow induced oscillation of pier A. 
7.10.1 PIER A  (NO SUPERSTRUCTURE) 
Flow Induced Oscillation 
A flow induced oscillation transverse to the direction of flow (along the z-axis) 
occurred when testing the pier A model (twin square columns). The oscillation was of 
sufficient amplitude to impact the superstructure alternately into both sides of the flume.  
The force of the impact was observed to increase (the impact became more audible) 
with the approach velocity; it was assumed this indicated that the amplitude would have 
increased had the walls not restricted the movement.  The oscillation was investigated 
with the approach flow at a Froude number of approximately 0.5 and a depth of 200 
mm.  The frequency of the oscillation at this Froude number was approximately 0.7 Hz 
for a full cycle (two impacts with the wall).  The columns are 48 mm square (D) with a 
centreline spacing (L) of 193 mm giving an L/D = 4 
A literature search revealed that the phenomenon has been extensively researched using 
circular cylinders.  The papers reviewed included Zdravkovich (1988), Zdravkovich 
(1985), Bokaian and Geoola1 (1984), Bokaian and Geoola2 (1984), and King and Johns 
(1975).  These authors categorised flow induced oscillations into either vortex shedding 
induced or wake interference induced.  Wake interference induced oscillations were 
further sub-divided into up to four groups.  The details of these sub-groups will not be 
discussed as they involved cylinders in side-by-side arrangements as well as in-line 
arrangements.  For in-line cylinders with L/D = 4, Zdravkovich suggested that wake 
interference does not occur and hence the flow induced oscillations are a result of 
vortex shedding alone.  Vortex shedding induced oscillations can occur when the 
natural frequency of vibration (f0) of a flexible body is near the frequency at which 
vortex shedding occurs.  Under these conditions vortex shedding occurs at the natural 
frequency of the flexible body, i.e., the vortex frequency “locks-in” into the natural 
frequency of the vibrating body.  The frequency of shedding (η) can be calculated using 
Equation 7-4. 
 Equation 7-4 
V
Dη=St  
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where D is the body diameter (m) and V is the mean flow velocity. 
For the pier, D is the width of the column (.048 m) and V is 0.70 m/s. For a square H 
section Simiu and Scanlen (1978) recommends a St of 0.12.   Rearranging Equation 7-4 
and substituting for St, D and V gives a frequency of shedding of about 1.75 Hz.  The 
observed frequency of impact with the wall was twice the frequency for a full cycle, i.e., 
1.4 Hz. 
The natural frequency of the model and support frame is not known, but given the 
closeness of the frequency of the observed vibration to η, it is assumed that the alternate 
shedding of the vortices and the associated forces induced the instability into the model, 
i.e., “lock-in” occurred. 
These calculations are supported by the observations of pier A, namely: 
1. vortices were shedding alternately off each side of the upstream column;  
2. the wake boundary of the upstream column was between the two columns; 
3. the wake between the columns fluctuated along the z-axis (transverse to the 
direction of flow). 
An investigation was undertaken to first establish whether the testing could continue 
with the oscillation, i.e., would the drag force measurements be affected, and then 
methods for controlling the oscillation were trialed. 
To determine if the superstructure model briefly impacting on the wall was significantly 
affecting the drag coefficient, output from the two drag force transducers was recorded 
at 20 Hz and output to the computer monitor in real time.  This revealed spikes in the 
voltage output corresponding to the impact of the superstructure model against the wall. 
Removing the spikes from the data, as shown in Figure 7-50, increased CD by about 5%.  
Therefore, it was considered important to undertake the tests without the oscillation.  It 
was subsequently found that when there was no oscillation, the output from the force 
transducers was less variable than shown in Figure 7-50, and hence the effect of the 
oscillation may be greater than 5%.  
Another more fundamental reason for the decision to eliminate the instability was that 
the oscillating pier was complicating the interaction of the fluid flow with the pier and 
hence having an unknown effect on the drag force.  This would have placed uncertainty 
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over the CD obtained for those cases.  Further, real piers are fixed at the base as opposed 
to those used in the test and would not oscillate as observed in the tests. 
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Figure 7-50 Drag Force Transducer Output with Oscillating Model 
Apelt and Isaacs (1968) reported, “an unusual resonance phenomenon occurred when 
the frequency of vortex shedding was close to the frequency of oscillation of a 
transverse standing wave in the flume, of wave length equal to the flume width”.  The 
oscillations were eliminated by “positioning a flat sheet of metal either horizontally at 
mid-depth downstream of the model or vertically behind or to one side of the model”.  
Pollock (1985) reported a similar problem which was overcome by vertically 
positioning a metal sheet downstream of the piers.   
Based on the experience of Apelt and Isaacs (1968), trials were undertaken with splitter 
plates downstream, upstream, upstream and downstream of the pier, and with a plate at 
each of the third points across the flume on the upstream side of the bridge.  All of these 
were unsuccessful, but it was found that if the flow immediately upstream of the 
upstream pier was sufficiently disturbed, the oscillations were eliminated.  However, 
this was not a satisfactory solution because a disturbance to the flow pattern around the 
piers would affect the drag force on the piers. 
It was concluded that the initial trial of splitter plates were not successful because the 
plates were positioned too far away from the wake of the upstream column, i.e., the 
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shedding vortices were inducing an oscillating force, in the main, on the upstream 
column.  To control the oscillations it was necessary to prevent interaction between the 
wake on either side of the pier between the two columns.  Therefore, a 2 mm thick plate 
was placed between and along the centreline of the piers as shown in Figure 7-51.  The 
plate fully blocked the area between the piers thereby preventing interaction between 
the wake on either side of the columns.  The splitter plate between the piers successfully 
eliminated the oscillations as shown in Figure 7-52, a trace of the voltage output from 
one of the force transducers measuring drag force. 
Flow
Column Column
Splitter Plate
 
Figure 7-51  Plan View of Type A Piers and Splitter Plate 
 
Figure 7-52 Force Transducer Trace Showing Effect of Splitter Plate 
Before the splitter plate was adopted, an investigation into the effect of the splitter plate 
on CD was carried out.  It was found that the splitter plate reduced CD by about 20%.  
The reduction was attributed to changes in the wake patterns between the column.  
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Without the splitter plate, the wake boundary of the upstream column was between the 
two columns, but when the plate was inserted, the boundary extended to a point 
downstream of both columns, i.e., the downstream column was in the wake of the 
upstream column.  Without the plate in place, the downstream column was subjected to 
a force in the direction of flow on its upstream face.  With the splitter plate in place, the 
region between the columns was entirely in the wake, and hence the force on this face 
was opposite to the direction of flow, i.e., it reduced the drag on the pier.  For this 
reason the splitter plate could not be used to control the oscillations.   
It was concluded that the only method of controlling the oscillations was to physically 
restrain the model along the z-axis.  This was done by using four near frictionless, 
single ball bearing rollers attached to the side plates supporting the superstructure, two 
per side, and positioned against the walls of the flume.  The rollers prevented movement 
along the z-axis but provided negligible resistance along the x and y-axes and about the 
z-axis. 
F = 0.2 & Ym = 330 mm 
Observations 
As shown in Figure 7-53, a standing wave formed against the upstream face of the 
upstream column, the result of kinetic energy being converted to potential energy.  The 
standing wave will be referred to as a bow wave.  The free surface dropped down 
around the side of the column to form a cavity along the sides and at the rear of the 
upstream column.  The bow wave was not confined to the upstream face of the column, 
but extended out from the column and downstream in much the same way as the bow 
wave on a boat when observed by an observer moving with the boat.  The pattern is 
shown in Figure 7-54.  The cavity along the sides of the pier extended out and up to the 
bow wave.  Outside of the bow wave, the free surface dropped in the direction of flow 
as a result of the contraction caused by the pier, but was level along the z-axis.   
As shown in Figure 7-54, a bow wave formed on the upstream face of the downstream 
column and extended out to the bow wave from the upstream column.  The wave 
developed by the downstream column was considerably smaller in magnitude than the 
bow wave on the upstream column indicating that it was sheltered by the upstream 
column.  Similarly, a cavity smaller in magnitude than that on the upstream column 
formed downstream of the downstream column.  These characteristics indicate that the 
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dowsntream column was not fully shielded by the upstream column.  However, the flow 
regime appeared to randomly switch to one where the downstream column was 
completely sheltered, and hence no bow wave would form.  This condition did not 
typically last very long, and in the main, the former regime dominated. 
It was not possible to access the piers during testing, and so no measurements were 
made to determine the amplitude of the bow wave or depth of the cavity.  King and 
Johns (1975) reported that the wave height of a bow wave formed on the front face of 
isolated cylinder at low velocities was approximately equivalent to the velocity head, 
and the depth of the cavity was also approximately the velocity head.  Kings and Johns 
(1975) also noted that with two cylinders there was “little change in the immersed 
length of both cylinders because the upstream and downstream effects are equally but 
oppositely disposed about the still water level.” Kings and Johns qualified this 
statement by stating that for cylinders close together it was difficult to quatify these 
effects because of the interference between the cavity and bow waves of the two 
cylinders. 
As was expected, flow visualisation indicated a stagnation zone on the upstream face of 
the upstream column, and that the boundary layer separated on the two leading edges of 
the upstream column.  Generally, the separated boundary layers would reattach to the 
downstream column, i.e., the flow approaching the downstream column was partially 
developed.  When the flow regime switched the separated boundary layers did not 
reattach, i.e., the downstream column was fully in the wake of the upstream column.  
When the former was the case, there was a stagnation zone on the upstream face of the 
downstream column and the boundary layer separated from the two leading edges of the 
downstream column.  The free surface profile and the direction of the drag force on the 
individual faces (Fdp) for F = 0.2 are shown in Figure 7-53.  It is not intended that the 
length of the arrows be representative of the magnitude of Fdp, and the free surface 
profile is not plotted to scale.  Fdp on the upstream face of the downstream column is 
shown as bi-directional, reflecting the fluctuations between flow regimes. 
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Figure 7-54 Bow Waves on Pier A with F=0.2 
Vortices formed alternatively on either side of the upstream column, moved into the 
wake region between the columns and then moved out as they travelled downstream.  
Infrequently they would attach to the side of the downstream column and move into the 
wake region downstream of the pier.   
In the discussion on flow induced oscillations it was noted that Apelt and Isaacs (1968) 
observed a standing wave of wave length equal to the flume width.  The wave was not  
stationary, but rather moved up the flume.  At F = 0.2 and Ym = 330 mm, a similar 
transverse wave with a frequency of about 0.75 Hz was observed moving upstream from 
the piers.  The magnitude of the wave at the edge of the flume varied from about 6 mm 
to 10 mm.  Downstream of the pier the wave had a higher frequency, a smaller 
amplitude, and was moving downstream.   
Apelt and Isaacs (1968) noted that the frequency of the standing wave was near the 
frequency of vortex shedding and assumed that lock-in had occurred.  The frequency of 
Flo
Fd Fdp Fdp Fdp
 
Figure 7-53  Pier A - Free Surface Profile and Drag Forces and for F=0.2 
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vortex shedding can be calculated using Equation 7-4 and assuming St = 0.12, D = 
0.048, and V = 0.36 m/s which gives η = 0.9 Hz 
The wave celerity can be approximated by Equation 7-5. 
 Equation 7-5 
m/s8.1y*g = c =   
Therefore with a flume width of 1 m, the frequency of a transverse wave would be 2/1.8 
= 1.1 Hz. 
Given the similarity of the two frequencies it is likely that “lock-in” occurred. 
F = 0.3 & Ym = 330 mm 
Observations 
Two flow regimes were observed at F = 0.3.  The dominant regime will be called steady 
state, and the regime that occurred at irregular intervals will be called unsteady state.  
The steady state condition is described first. 
As with F = 0.2 the upstream column generated a bow wave, although the bow wave 
was larger and the cavity deeper at F = 0.3 because the inertia increased relative to the 
gravitational force.  Flow visualisation showed that there was a stagnation region on the 
upstream face of the upstream column, separation of the boundary layer occurred on the 
two leading edges, and the wake extended to beyond the downstream column.  A bow 
wave did not form on the downstream column as it was in the wake of the upstream 
column, similar to the alternate regime noted with F = 0.2.  The direction of the drag 
force on the individual faces and the free surface profile for F = 0.3 are shown in Figure 
7-55.  A vortex street was observed downstream of the downstream column.  
At irregular intervals the flow regime would switch to an unsteady state.  The flow 
around the downstream column, particularly on the upstream face, became extremely 
disturbed.  Two vortices formed on the upstream face and the free surface became 
extremely irregular.  This condition would last for approximately 3-5 secs.  The flow 
patterns around the upstream column appeared unchanged from the steady state. 
Zdravkovich and Pridden (1977) reported a discontinuous jump in the drag coefficient 
of the downstream cylinder of two cylinders in tandem at a critical L/D ratio of about 
3.5.  There investigation revealed that the “kink” in the drag curve was a result of a 
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change in the flow pattern in the gap between the two cylinders. Mean velocity profiles 
in the gap were measured using a hot-wire.  It was found that there was a sudden 
transition of the flow regime at an L/D of about 3.5.  Surface pressures measurements 
also revealed a sudden change at an L/D of about 3.5.  Tests over a range of Reynolds 
number revealed that the critical L/D ratio was Reynolds number dependent. 
Pier A has an L/D of 4.  It is possible that the phenomenon observed during the Pier A 
(L/D=4) tests with F ≅ 0.3 and Ym = 330 mm was similar to that described by 
Zdravkovich.  No tests were done at any other Ym with F = 0.3.  Therefore it is not 
possible to determine whether there is a Froude number or Reynolds number 
dependence, although normally there would not be a Reynolds number dependence on a 
bluff body with surface discontinuities.  The intermittent behaviour of the flow pattern 
indicates that the particular combination of geometry and flow conditions was in in a 
transitional zone between regimes.  Zdravkovich and Pridden (1977) also noted that 
near the critical L/D, the flow pattern intermittently jumped between regimes.   
Figure 7-56 and Figure 7-57 are a trace of the loads recorded by the data acquisition 
system during tests on Pier A with F = 0.2 and 0.3 respectively.  It can be seen that the 
fluctuations in the pier loading increased with F, and that at F = 0.3 there were two 
distinct periods when the load on the piers increased substantially.  It is likely that these 
are short periods of unsteady flow as described above.  The switches in flow regime at F 
= 0.2 noted earlier are not evident in Figure 7-56, possibly because the change in pier 
loading was not more than the background random fluctuations. 
Flow
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Figure 7-55 Pier A - Drag Forces and Free Surface for F=0.3 
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Figure 7-56 Pier A - Drag Force Trace - PWOD9 
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Figure 7-57 Pier A - Drag Force Trace - PWOD8R 
The longitudinal wave generated at F = 0.2 was not generated at F = 0.3. 
F=0.4, 0.5, & 0.6 & Ym = 330 mm 
As with the other F, the upstream column generated a bow wave and the associated 
cavity.  The magnitude of the bow wave and depth of the cavity both increased with F 
assuming the depth was held constant.  Flow visualisation confirmed that there was a 
stagnation region on the upstream face of the upstream column and that the boundary 
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layer separated on the two leading edges.  The wake of the first column extended only 
to the gap between the two columns, i.e., the flow approaching the downstream column 
was partially developed.  As a result, there was a stagnation zone on the upstream face 
of the downstream column, a bow wave was generated by the downstream column, and 
the boundary layer separated at the two leading edges of the downstream column.  The 
wave pattern is the same as that shown in Figure 7-54 for F = 0.2.  The direction of the 
drag force on the individual faces and the free surface profile for F = 0.4 to 0.6 are 
shown in Figure 7-58.  A vortex street formed off the downstream column, but no 
vortices were observed between the columns.  At F = 0.6, no vortex street was observed 
downstream of the pier. 
Ym = 200 to 400 mm & F=0.5 
A test series was done in which F was held constant at 0.5 and Ym was varied from 
approximately 200 mm to 400 mm.  The flow patterns were similar to that described 
previously for F = 0.5, except that the magnitude of the bow wave on both columns 
increased with Ym as a result of the increase in velocity; it was necessary to increase the 
velocity of the approach flow as Ym increased to maintain the same F.  
7.10.2 PIER B  (NO SUPERSTRUCTURE) 
Compared with pier model A, this model was geometrically simpler, being in effect a 
rectangular prism in the flow.  A bow wave formed on the upstream face and a cavity 
down each side.  The height of the bow wave and the depth of the cavity increased as F 
increased and Ym was held constant, similar to Pier A.  The location of the deepest point 
of the cavity moved downstream as F increased and Ym was held constant.  The low 
point also moved downstream as Ym was increased and F was held constant.  The free 
surface profile and the direction of the drag force on the individual faces of the piers 
FdpFd
Flow
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Figure 7-58 Pier A - Drag Forces and Free Surface for F=0.4 - 0.6 
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(Fdp) are in Figure 7-59 to Figure 7-61 for Froude numbers of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 
respectively.  In these diagrams the free surface is not to scale and the size of the arrows 
are not intended to indicate magnitude of forces.   
As is typical with elongated structures such as this pier, there was no vortex shedding.  
It is usual for separation to occur on the leading edge followed by reattachment and then 
separation again at the boundary discontinuity at the downstream edge. 
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Figure 7-59 Pier B - Drag Forces and Free Surface for F=0.2 
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Figure 7-60 Pier B - Drag Forces and Free Surface for F=0.4 
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7.10.3 PIER C  (NO SUPERSTRUCTURE) 
Of the three piers, pier C has the most complicated geometry with H-piles, cross-
bracing, and L/D between piles 1, 2, 3 and 4 varying with depth; pile 1 is the upstream 
pile.  However, L/D was sufficiently large that in general terms the flow pattern was 
unchanged across the range of Ym tested; F was held constant at 0.4 for all tests.   
A bow wave and cavity formed on each of the piles.  The relative size of the bow wave 
on each of the piles changed with Ym.  At Ym = 400 mm the bow wave was larger on 
piles 1 and 3, and at Ym ≤ 250 mm the bow wave decreased in size from piles 1 to 4.  
This observation is consistent with L/D decreasing as Ym increased.  At Ym = 400 mm 
(L/D≅4.5), pile 1 would be sheltering pile 2 more than at Ym = 250 mm (L/D≅7).  This 
in turn means that at Ym = 400 mm, pile 3 is less sheltered than at Ym = 250 mm. 
In all tests there was a stagnation region on the upstream side of each pile and a wake 
region on the downstream side of each pile.  Therefore, the pressure force acting on the 
upstream and downstream faces of each pile would have been in the downstream 
direction, yielding positive drag, under all conditions.  However, given the observation 
on the size of the bow waves, it would be expected that the sum of CP on the upstream 
faces of all piles would decrease as depth increased. 
7.10.4 PIER AND DEBRIS 
The three pier types were tested in conjunction with the triangular flat plate and the 
rough cone debris models.  The debris dominated the flow patterns such that the 
patterns were similar for the three pier types.  As was expected, the flat plate and rough 
cone both increased the difference between the upstream and downstream water level, 
although it was less with the rough cone because of its more streamlined shape.  The 
Flow
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Figure 7-61 Pier B - Drag Forces and Free Surface for F=0.6 
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difference in water level between the upstream and downstream sides of the debris 
increased with F if Ym was held constant. 
The free surface profile and the force vectors on the individual faces are shown in 
Figure 7-62 for the flat plate and Figure 7-64 for the rough cone.  The reason for the 
unusual direction of the force vectors shown in Figure 7-62 is that the flat plate model 
generated a circulation as shown in plan view in Figure 7-63; this figure is a section in 
plan view through pier A.  The strength of the circulation increased with F and it was 
stronger with piers A & C than with pier B.  The rough cone did not generate this 
circulation as shown in Figure 7-65 when in combination with piers A and B, but did 
when in combination with pier C.  Although it was not confirmed during testing, it is 
assumed that the loadings on the individual faces at some point below the level of the 
debris is similar to the no debris cases. 
An interesting phenomenon was observed when the flat plate was in combination with 
pier B, F was 0.4 and Ym = 200 mm.  Downstream of the pier the wake oscillated 
transverse to the direction of flow and similar to the oscillation when there is a vortex 
street.  However, there was no evidence of a vortex street although flow was very 
disturbed. 
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Figure 7-62 Pier A & Flat Plate- Drag Forces and Typical Free Surface Profile 
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Figure 7-63  Plan View - Flow Circulation when Pier A in Combination with Flat Plate 
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Figure 7-64 Pier A & Rough Cone - Drag Forces and Typical Free Surface Profile 
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Figure 7-65  Flow Pattern - Pier A in Combination with Rough Cone 
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7.11 UNUSUAL FLOW PATTERNS 
7.11.1 CWOD11A & CWOD15A 
While testing superstructures C and D, strong vertical oscillations were observed when 
SR was 2.0, F = 0.5, Ybm = 297 mm, and pier A was in place.  The oscillations had a 
frequency of about 3 Hz and the total movement of the bridge being of the order of 1 - 
1.5 mm.  The oscillations were not continuous and there was no apparent periodicity to 
the starting of the oscillations. 
The flow over the downstream face of the superstructure model was a plunging jet with 
what appeared to be a hydraulic jump immediately downstream of the jet.  Whilst the 
model was oscillating, this flow pattern was coordinated across the width of the flume 
and a loud slapping noise, which was generated by the wake and was synchronised with 
the bridge oscillations, was audible.  Periodically the pattern across the channel would 
breakdown, and consequently the oscillations and the slapping noise would die down.  
The oscillations ceased when the axis was lifted off the vertical load cells by using the 
steel wire.  This in effect increased the stiffness of the model and support system and 
hence changed its natural frequency. 
Equation 7-4 gives a frequency of vortex shedding for the pier of 2.6 Hz assuming St = 
0.12, V = 1.05 m/s and D = 0.048 m.  Interestingly, without the pier in place the overall 
flow pattern was similar, except that the hydraulic jump was not able to coordinate 
across the width of the flume and the bridge did not oscillate.  It can be reasonably 
concluded from the evidence that the vortex shedding from the pier is in some way 
controlling the locking in of the flow pattern downstream of the model with the natural 
frequency of the structure. 
7.11.2 LTURB72R 
The conditions for this test were SR = 2.5, F = 0.2, and Pr = 3.44 with the turbulence 
reducing grill in position.  A wave was observed to be emanating from the region 
around the bridge at a frequency of approximately 1 Hz and moving upstream.  The 
waves were all but decayed at about 1.5 m upstream of the centreline of the bridge.  
Small waves were observed further upstream but it was not possible to say without a 
time series whether they were from the same source.  To the eye they did not appear to 
be related.  This pattern was not evident during the tests SWOD72 or HTURB72, both 
of which have the same flow conditions as LTURB72R, except they had higher 
turbulence intensity. 
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Approximately above the downstream parapet, an unsteady wave pattern appeared to be 
superimposed on the steady pattern.  The unsteady wave was oscillating both in the 
direction of flow and vertically.  At a frequency of about 1 Hz it would build up to a 
“breaking point” before being washed downstream.  The frequency of this pattern was 
the same as the wave moving upstream.  Close observation of the unsteady wave 
revealed that it was the source of the waves moving up the flume. 
Why was this unsteady wave pattern occurring above the downstream parapet?  Two 
reasons are put forward. 
1. The flow pattern on the deck may have been alternating between two regimes.  It is 
possible that an undular wave pattern was attempting to form.  Undular waves are a 
function of F and the geometry.  Undular flow requires a F of between 0.8 and 1.0 
to form.  The F over the deck was about 0.6 for this test.  Possibly if the bridge deck 
had been slightly longer and F slightly higher, an undular wave pattern may have 
formed. 
2. The wake on the underside of the superstructure may have been oscillating because 
of vortex shedding.  The frequency of vortex shedding (η) can be calculated using 
the Strouhal Number (St) as given in Equation 7-4.  In this case, D is the depth of 
superstructure (.0975 m), V is 0.49 m/s, and for this shape of structure Simiu and 
Scanlen (1978) recommends a St of 0.15.  Substituting into Equation 7-4 gives a 
frequency of shedding of about 0.75 Hz, which is similar to the 1 Hz wave 
frequency. 
7.11.3 UNDULAR WAVES 
With SR ≅ 3, Pr ≅ 3.4 depending on the superstructure model, and the pump operating at 
maximum capacity giving an F ≅ 0.37, an undular wave train was observed downstream 
of the superstructure model.  Under these conditions, a hydraulic jump did not form 
above the deck, instead the first crest of the undular wave train formed.  Hagar (1994) 
reported undular flow above a broad crested weir, and suggests that the “origin of the 
undular flow is viscosity, as the flow is decelerated on long crests.”  In the case of the 
bridge superstructure, the origin of the flow is likely to be deceleration caused by the 
downstream parapet.  Chanson (1997) briefly discussed undular flow downstream of 
submerged bodies and provided characteristics of such.  The scope of the current 
research program did not extend to investigating such flow patterns and as such, 
insufficient data was recorded to allow a comparison with that presented by Chanson. 
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7.12 SUMMARY 
An overview and explanation of the characteristics of typical flow patterns was given 
for each of the superstructures, piers, and debris for the range of flow and geometric 
conditions tested.  The discussion relating to the superstructure and debris model flow 
patterns concentrated on the free surface profile across the models, the separated 
boundary layers and the pressure distributions and the effect of F, SR, Pr, T, and angle 
of attack on the same.  The discussion on the piers concentrated on the free surface 
profile and the wake, and the effect of F and Ym on the same. 
The shape of the free surface profile over the superstructure led to an analogy being 
drawn with broad crested weirs, although it was noted that the analogy was limited 
because of the complication of the parapets.  It was found that when SR > 1, the free 
surface profile was affected by SR and F, and the separated boundary layer by SR, F, and 
Pr.  Under most conditions the separated boundary layer reattached to the deck but not 
the underside, but exceptions were noted. 
The limits of applicability of the specific energy analysis were pushed to demonstrate 
that a drop in water level over the upstream parapet would be expected if the approach 
flow was subcritical and a rise if it was supercritical.  It was surmised that the observed 
upwelling over the upstream parapet may occur because the flow behaves as though the 
shear layer above the stagnation zone on the upstream face is the bed, and hence, under 
the conditions at which upwelling was observed, the flow going over the model was 
supercritical. 
It was suggested that an inter-relationship may exist between the streamlines and the 
separated boundary layer above the parapet, and that this relationship affected the free 
surface profile and the separation bubble. 
A paradox was revealed when investigating the location of the point of reattachment 
using the pressure distributions.  The conclusion that would normally be drawn from the 
pressure distributions did not typically agree with flow visualisation.  An explanation 
could not be found, but complicating factors were noted. 
It was observed that the location of the low point and the pressure distribution did not 
vary when F increased above 0.3.  Explanations were offered. 
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Under the conditions tested, no relationship was established between Pr and the free 
surface profile or the separated boundary layer on the deck.  The work of Bradley 
(1978) was used to show that under different conditions to those tested, a relationship 
should exist.  It was suggested that Pr affected the wake width and magnitude of CP on 
the underside because of wake blockage. 
When SR ≤ 1.0, Pr and SR had no obvious influence on the free surface profile but F did, 
and SR, Pr, and F all affected the underside separated boundary layer. 
There was not a significant difference between superstructure D and superstructures A, 
B, and C, the major difference being that the reattachment of the underside separated 
boundary layer was more likely because of the more aerodynamic shape of the model. 
Although the geometry of superstructure E was considerably different to the other 
models, in general the flow patterns were similar to the other models. 
In general terms, superstructure F flow patterns were similar to the other models.  
Unlike the other models superstructure F was tested on a skew to the flow as well as 
square.  This generated an interesting wake pattern in which there was a pressure 
gradient transverse to the direction of flow. 
An investigation into the effect on the superstructure flow pattern when a pier was in 
position revealed some difference in CP on the upstream and downstream faces of the 
superstructure.  An estimate was made of the effect these differences would have on CD. 
It was found that the flat plate debris increased the drop in water level through the 
superstructure and the rough wedge decreased the drop.  When the superstructure was 
tested without debris and SR = 1.0, it appeared as if reattachment might have occurred.  
This was the same when the rough wedge was in combination with the superstructure, 
but when in combination with the flat plate, reattachment did not occur under any 
conditions.  When SR < 1.0, reattachment of the separated boundary layer on the 
underside occurred under some conditions when the superstructure was alone, but when 
in combination with the rough wedge reattachment did not occur. 
The angle of attack as varied by the superelevation of the deck was found to have a 
small influence on the free surface profile and the separated boundary layer. 
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Flow visualisation did not provide a clear picture as to the effect of T on the flow 
patterns.  It was noted that as T increased, the separation bubble on the topside 
shortened, but the reattachment zone was more extensive.  T had less effect as F and SR 
increased.  Pressure distributions were recorded for a range of conditions with T 
varying.  Generally, the biggest difference in CP was noticed when increasing T above 
the natural conditions in the flume. 
A detailed review of the pressure distributions found that the overall shape of the 
distributions was the same for all conditions.  It was found that F, SR, and Pr all affected 
the pressure distribution.  F and SR mainly affected the magnitude of CP on the deck and 
Pr the magnitude on the underside and the downstream face. 
The pier flow pattern was affected by F and Ym on all piers.  On pier A, the downstream 
column was sheltered when F ≅ 0.3, but with F either above 0.3 or below 0.3 it was 
only partially sheltered.  In addition, at F ≅ 0.3 the flow switched between regimes.  
Increasing either F or Ym while holding the other constant increased the magnitude of 
the bow wave and depth of the cavity.  Another interesting phenomenon with pier A 
was the lock-in of vortex shedding with the natural frequency of oscillation of the 
model and rig. 
Pier B flow patterns were by comparison, relatively simple.  They were affected by both 
F and Ym which, when increased, increased the magnitude of the bow wave and moved 
the location of the deepest point of the cavity downstream. 
The spacing of the piles on pier C meant that under all conditions tested the piles were 
only ever partially sheltered by the upstream piles.  As with the other pier models, 
increasing Ym increased the magnitude of the bow waves.  F was not varied for this pier 
model. 
The addition of debris to the piers increased the drop in water level across the piers, 
although the effect was less with the rough cone.  The flat plate debris model set up a 
circulation in the wake such that a hydrodynamic loading in the opposite direction to the 
flow was applied to the downstream pier members (pier models A & C) or downstream 
face ( pier model B) in the wake.  The circulation was not evident when the rough cone 
was in combination with pier models A and B, but was evident with pier model C in 
combination with the rough cone. 
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Some unusual flow patterns, which occurred only under certain conditions, were 
documented.  These included; a strong vertical oscillation of the superstructure when 
the pier was in position; an unsteady wave pattern immediately downstream of the 
superstructure model which was the source of a wave pattern moving upstream; and an 
undular wave pattern which was initiated by the submerged superstructure model and 
extended downstream in the flume. 
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8. RESULTS 
The results for all tests are presented and discussed in this chapter.  Before presenting 
the main results, the method of analysis is outlined, the estimates of error are presented, 
a comparison is given between the results from the direct force method (DFM) and 
pressure distribution method (PDM) results, and the and results from the debris ranging 
tests are presented.   
It will be shown that the coefficients have a dependence on SR, F, Pr, the angle of 
attack, the superstructure skew, and to a lesser extent T.  It will be shown that the 
presence of a pier affects the coefficients.  Explanations are offered for these 
dependencies.  The results from the momentum analysis are presented and it is found 
that the momentum analysis is sensitive to the bed slope.  Finally, the results are 
compared with those from previous studies. 
8.1 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
In this section the methodologies for calculating the force and moment coefficients are 
described along with assumptions and adjustments, and the locations at which the 
velocity was recorded are detailed. 
8.1.1 CALCULATION OF MEASURED FORCES 
This section details the methodology for calculating the forces from the data recorded 
during the tests.  The DFM and PDM are discussed separately.  For tests undertaken 
using DFM it was necessary to make some corrections to the measured force to obtain 
the net forces and moments on the models.  These are detailed separately in the sections 
on the drag, lift and moment coefficients. 
8.1.1.1 Direct Force Method 
The voltage output from each of the five force transducers was converted to a force 
using Equation 8-1.  
Equation 8-1 
FMi = (VOLTi - Zi) * mLCi * g 
where i is a subscript referring to the force transducer (1 to 5); FM is the 
measured force (N); VOLT is the mean of the instantaneous voltage output from 
the force transducer recorded by the data acquisition system(volts); Z is the zero 
for the force transducer (volts); mLC is the gradient of the line of best fit from the 
calibration (kg/v); and g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s2). 
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The total measured drag force (FDM) was calculated using Equation 8-2 and the total 
measured lift force (FLM) using Equation 8-3.  The calculation of the moment about the 
girder soffit is described in section 8.1.4. 
Equation 8-2 
FDM = FM4 + FM5 
Equation 8-3 
FLM = FM2 + FM3 + FM1  
8.1.1.2 Pressure Distribution Method 
The voltage output from the differential pressure transducer was converted to a head 
difference (ΔHu) using Equation 4-11 (page 73) for each of the pressure tappings on the 
model.  The pressure difference (Δp) between the reference pressure and the local 
pressure was calculated using Equation 8-4. 
Equation 8-4 
g..
1000
H
p u ρΔ=Δ  
The pressure was measured at up to 44 tappings around the model in any one test; there 
were 46 tappings available.  Away from the tappings, assumptions relating to the 
pressure distribution were required.  For the following summary of these assumptions, 
refer to Figure 4-20 on page 66 for the location of the pressure tappings.   
• The pressure at the top of the upstream face of the upstream parapet was 
assumed to be equal to that recorded at tapping 1.  It is likely that the pressure 
dropped to zero or possibly negative at the top of the parapet because separation 
of the boundary layer occurred at this location.  This assumption would result in 
an over-estimation of the drag force. 
• The pressure from tapping 3 down to the leading edge of the underside of the 
deck was assumed to be equal to that at tapping 3. It is likely that the pressure 
between tapping 3 and this edge because separation of the boundary layer 
occurred at this location.  This assumption would result in an over-estimation of 
the drag force. 
• The pressure from tapping 4 to the leading edge of the underside of the deck was 
assumed to be equal to that at tapping 4. 
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• The pressure at the upstream edge of the upstream girder soffit was assumed to 
be equal to that recorded at tapping 8.  Across this section it is likely that the 
pressure became more negative than that recorded at tapping 8 because 
separation of the boundary layer occurred at this location.  This assumption 
would result in an over-estimation of the drag force.  
• The pressure recorded on the centreline of the girder soffit was assumed to be 
uniform across the soffit. 
• The pressure recorded at the tappings 9A, 12A, 13A, 16A, 17A, and 20A was 
assumed to act of the area between the tapping and the girder soffit.  When these 
tappings were not available, the pressure recorded at tappings, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
and 20 was assumed to act over the region from the tapping down to the girder 
soffit. 
• The pressure at the downstream edge of the downstream girder soffit was 
assumed to be equal to that recorded at tapping 12.   
• The pressure from tapping 26 to the trailing edge of the underside of the deck 
was assumed to be equal to that at tapping 26 
• The pressure from tapping 27 down to the trailing edge of the underside of the 
deck was assumed to be equal to that at tapping 27.  
• The pressure at the top of the downstream face of the downstream parapet was 
assumed to be equal to that recorded at tapping 29. 
Between all other tappings, the pressure distribution was assumed vary linearly.  The 
components of the pressure forces in the x-direction and y-direction were then obtained 
by integration.   
8.1.2 DRAG COEFFICIENT 
The drag coefficient was calculated using Equation 8-5. In superstructure tests with SR 
> 1, it was necessary to correct the measured drag force for the pressure drag (FDP) and 
the viscous drag (FDV) of the model support plates as defined by Equation 8-6. 
Equation 8-5 
C F
V AD 12 0
2
D= ρ  
Equation 8-6 
FD = FDM - FDV - ΣFDP   
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The model support plates were bluff bodies with both pressure and viscous drag forces.  
Schlichting (1979) gives the viscous drag force for a plate wetted on both sides as: 
lρμ3p Ud 1.328 = 2D ∞  
where D is the viscous drag force (N) on one side of a plate; dp is the depth of wetted 
plate (m); U∞ is the free stream velocity (m/s); μ is the fluid viscosity (N.s/m2); ρ is the 
fluid density(kg/m3); and l is the length of the plate in the direction of flow (m). 
Schlicting’s equation is re-arranged and the notation made consistent with this 
document to give Equation 8-7. 
Equation 8-7 
lνρ 3op V d 1.328 = 2D   
where Vo is the free stream velocity; ν is the kinematic viscosity (m2/s).  
Equation 8-7 was doubled to obtain the viscous drag force on two plates to give the 
viscous drag force on both plates (FDV) as defined in equation 5-4. 
Equation 8-8 
lνρ 3opDV V d 656.2F =   
The depth of water above the parapets and above the deck at each of the girders was 
measured for each test.  These values were averaged to obtain dp.  
The pressure drag (FDP) on the upstream and downstream faces of the support plates 
was calculated using Equation 8-9. 
Equation 8-9 
A VC 5.0F 20p DP ρ=   
where V0 is the free stream velocity (m/s); A is the projected wetted area of the 
plate normal to the flow (m2); and ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3).  The plates 
were 3 mm thick. 
Cp was assumed to be 1.0 on the upstream face and -1.0 on the downstream face.  This 
was considered to be of acceptable accuracy given that the pressure drag on the plates 
was typically 1% of the measured drag force.  On the downstream faces of the plates, a 
negative local pressure is equivalent to a positive global pressure.  Therefore, FDP on the  
downstream face was positive under the global sign convention.   
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Alternatively, the drag force on the side plates could have been measured directly using 
the testing apparatus.  However, this was not done because the forces on the side plates 
would have been too small to obtain reliable data from the force transducers.  
8.1.3 LIFT COEFFICIENT 
The lift coefficient was calculated using Equation 8-10. In section 2.2.1.2 it was noted 
that it was necessary to remove the buoyancy force (FB) from FLM so that the net lift 
force (FL) contains only dynamic forces.  If SR for a particular test was less than or 
equal to 1.0, then the force transducers were zeroed with the water level below the 
model and it was necessary to remove FB for the model. The methodology for 
calculating FB was given in section 2.4.  Two methods were presented for calculating 
the tailwater level from which the displaced volume was calculated.  Therefore, for tests 
with SR ≤ 1.0 two lift coefficients were calculated (CL1 and CL2).  In this chapter, both 
CL1 and CL2 are plotted, but there is no differenation between the values. CL1 and CL2 
are identified separately in the presentation of the results in Appendix D. 
Equation 8-10 
C
VL 0
2= F A
L
1
2 ρ
 
If SR > 1.0, then the force transducers were zeroed with the model submerged and so it 
was not necessary to remove the model FB from the measured lift force. However, when 
SR > 1.0 the depth of submergence of the model support plates was different under test 
conditions to that during zeroing of the force transducers.  Therefore, the change in 
buoyancy of the side plates was removed from the measured lift force.  
A number of other minor adjustments to FLM are listed below: 
• The buoyancy force associated with the flat plate was removed from FLM 
because in tests with the flat plate in position, the force transducers were 
zeroed with the water level below the flat plate. 
• In tests with SR = 1.0 and F typically > 0.4, the water level was sometimes 
higher than the piezometric head line through the superstructure model.  
Under these conditions, the depth of water on the deck was measured and 
removed from the measured lift force. 
• Superstructure C was tested with the box girders open at the ends.  Under 
test conditions when the piezometric head line dropped below the girder 
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soffit, water sometimes splashed into the open boxes. The depth of water 
was measured in the boxes and the weight of the water removed from FLM. 
•  The box girders on superstructures D and F were sealed to prevent water 
entering during testing.  In a full size bridge, the girders would be designed 
to allow the entry of water.  Therefore, the piezometric head was measured 
at the centreline of the box girders and FLM adjusted to simulate water in the 
boxes. 
8.1.4 MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
The moment coefficient was calculated using Equation 8-11. The force diagram for 
calculating the moment about the girder soffit (MGS) was presented as Figure 2-4 on 
page 11. This section provides additional detail on the methodology used to calculate 
MGS and refers to Figure 2-4. 
Equation 8-11 
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The only moment that was directly available from the recorded data was the moment 
about the frame axis.  It could be calculated by multiplying the reaction at the moment 
load cell (R1) by 0.784*g.  The following procedure explains how MGS was obtained. 
The resultant force vector (FRES) of the drag and lift force vectors was calculated using 
Equation 8-12.  The angle to the horizontal of FRES was calculated using Equation 8-13. 
Equation 8-12 
2
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Equation 8-13 
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To calculate MGS it was necessary to determine the distance (y3) from the girder soffit to 
the point where FRES crossed the centreline of the side plates.  The first step was to take 
the moment about the axis. 
ΣMaxis = 0 = 0.784×R1 - (FDV+FDP)×y1-FRES×LF 
( )
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1DPDV1
F F
y*)F(FR*0.784L +−=∴  
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θ cos
Ly F2 =  
y3 = LD - y2 
LD varied for each Pr tested because the model was moved relative to the axis to vary Pr. 
Once y3 was determined, MGS was calculated using Equation 8-14. 
Equation 8-14 
MGS = FRES. cosθ. y3  
A number of minor adjustments were made to MGS as detailed below. 
• The moment generated by the buoyancy force associated with the flat plate 
was removed from MGS because in tests with the flat plate in position, the 
force transducers were zeroed with the water level below the flat plate. 
• Superstructure C was tested with the box girders open at the ends.  Under 
test conditions when the piezometric head line dropped below the girder 
soffit, water sometimes splashed into the open boxes. The depth of water 
was measured in the boxes and the moment generated by the weight of the 
water removed from MGS. 
• The box girders on superstructures D were sealed to prevent water entering 
during testing.  In a full size bridge, the girders would be designed to allow 
the entry of water.  Therefore, the piezometric head was measured at the 
centreline of the box girders and MGS adjusted to simulate water in the 
boxes. 
8.1.5 VELOCITY 
The velocity of the approach flow was required for the calculation of the Froude 
number, Reynolds number, and CD, CL, and CM.  In all tests, the velocity was recorded 
at 100 mm intervals across the flume with the first recorded at 50 mm from the wall 
giving a total of ten readings.  This was done at the location of the piezometric tapping, 
2.62 m upstream of the centreline of the models. The vertical location for the readings 
varied depending on the model as follows: 
• in tests involving a superstructure and no debris, the velocities were 
recorded at the mid-height of the superstructure and the root mean square 
(r.m.s) was used in the calculation of  F, R, and the coefficients; 
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• in superstructure-debris combinations the velocities were recorded at the 
mid-height of the debris mat and the r.m.s was used in the calculation of  F, 
R, and the coefficients (the r.m.s velocity was adopted because the forces on 
a submerged body are proportional to 20V ); 
• in pier alone and pier-debris tests the ten velocities were recorded 
approximately 60 mm below the surface to calculate F and R; 
In the pier and pier-debris tests, additional readings were taken in the vertical plane to 
obtain a velocity for use in the calculation of CD.  Velocities were recorded on the 
centreline of the flume 2.62 m upstream of the model.  The first velocity was recorded 
50 mm from the floor of the flume and then at 50 mm intervals until about 50 mm from 
the surface.  The r.m.s of these velocities was used in the calculation of CD for the pier 
alone tests.  In pier-debris tests a weighted average velocity was calculated.  The 
velocities recorded across the flume were weighted based on the area of the debris in 
the vertical plane of the velocity reading. 
8.2 ESTIMATE OF ERROR 
The basis for the calculation of the estimate of error is given in section 4.4.1.2 on page 
50.  Presentation of the estimate of errors as a percentage is meaningless because as FD, 
FL and MGS → 0, εCD, εCL and εCM → ∞ respectively.  Therefore, the magnitude of the 
estimate of error is presented as error bars with the distance between the bars being 
equivalent to twice the estimate of error and the calculated coefficient as the median 
point.  This gives an indication of the potential error for each data point. 
Error bars for selected superstructure A results are shown graphically in Figure 8-1 to 
Figure 8-3 for CD, CL, and CM respectively.  The data in these graphs is for all F tested, 
Pr = 3.44, 0% superelevation, without a pier in place, and the normal level of turbulence 
intensity.  The results obtained by pressure measurement using the Validyne pressure 
transducer have the smallest potential error, and the pressure measurements obtained 
using the Honeywell pressure transducers have the highest potential error; the latter had 
significantly higher potential error than the other two methods because the voltage 
output was read directly from an averaging volt meter whereas the other two systems 
used a data acquisition system.  For each of the systems, the potential error increased as 
F decreased because the magnitude of the forces being measured decreased. 
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Error bars for selected pier results are shown graphically in Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5 
with the latter showing pier with debris.  The error bars in these figures indicate a high 
degree of uncertainty; this is because of the small loads measured.  However, the 
internal consistency of the trends for each of the series and the similarity of results for 
repeated tests indicate that the data is reliable.  Noticeable in these figures is the 
increase in uncertainty as F decreases. 
The results presented here are for only a limited number of the tests.  The estimate of 
error for all tests are tabulated in Appendix D. 
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Figure 8-1 CD Estimate of Error - Superstructure A 
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Figure 8-2  CL Estimate of Error - Superstructure A 
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Figure 8-3 CM Estimate of Error - Superstructure A 
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Figure 8-4 CD Estimate of Error - All Piers 
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Figure 8-5 CD Estimate of Error - Pier A with Debris 
8.3 DFM COMPARED WITH PDM 
The superstructure A force and moment coefficients were obtained experimentally by 
measuring the forces directly and by measuring the pressure distribution around the 
model and integrating the pressure distribution (refer Section 4.6 on page 55 for a more 
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detailed description).  A number of test conditions were done using both methods, but 
not concurrently, to allow a comparison between the two methods.  The results for these 
tests are shown graphically in Figure 8-6 to Figure 8-8.   
Generally, CD and CL show good correlation between the methods with SR > 1.0 and 
with SR = 1.0 and F = 0.2 and 0.3, although there are some exceptions.  At an SR = 1.0 
and F = 0.2, there is a substantial difference in CL.  It will be seen in the ensuing 
sections of this chapter that a similar discrepancy exists between some of the DFM tests 
under the same conditions. An explanation for the discrepancy is given in section 
8.7.2.1.2.  There are also some discrepancies in CD at SR ≅ 1.5.  Based on the other data 
at this SR, it is concluded that the DFM results are discordant. 
At SR = 1.0 and F ≥ 0.4, the agreement between the method is not as good.  As was 
shown in Figure 7-23 (page 140), the water level across the model dropped as F 
increased and so the area of the girders in contact with the flow decreased.  The water 
surface was also fluctuating and so it was difficult to accurately ascertain the area of 
fluid-structure interaction over which to apply the measured pressure when calculating 
the coefficients. Further, it was thought that there might have been reattachment 
occurring on the downstream girder which may not have been detected because of the 
positioning of the pressure tappings.  Therefore, late in the program an additional six 
tappings were added to the girders to assist in clarifying these discrepancies and to 
better describe the pressure distribution on the girder faces; these tappings are 
numbered with the suffix ‘A’, for example 20A in Figure 4-20.  Although the additional 
tappings did not improve the correlation, they did confirm that there was no 
reattachment to the girders, they provided additional information on the pressure 
distribution on the face of the girders, and allowed the conclusion to be drawn that the 
discrepancy between the methods was a result of the uncertainty in the area of fluid-
structure interaction.  From this investigation it was concluded that the results from the 
PDM are unreliable at SR = 1.0 and F ≥ 0.4. 
CM shows poor correlation across the range of SR and F.  The poor correlation is 
puzzling given that good correlation was achieved for both CD and CL when SR > 1.0.  
Further, Jempson (1994) achieved good correlation using similar experimental 
equipment and procedures. To find an explanation for the anomaly the following 
investigations were undertaken: 
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1. a check of the program used to calculate CM; 
2. a check for consistency in difference across range of F; 
3. a check on sensitivity of CM to magnitude of drag force on support plates; 
4. determine the shift (eccentricity) in DFM drag and lift force vectors required 
to obtain PDM CM; 
5. a check on sensitivity of CM to the assumptions on the pressure distribution 
between pressure tappings; 
6. an order of magnitude check on the viscous forces; 
with the following outcomes: 
1. a rigorous check of the program did not reveal any errors; 
2. the anomaly was found to be of similar magnitude across the range of F 
tested; 
3. CM is not sensitive to the magnitude of the drag force on the support plates; 
4. a substantial eccentricity of the DFM drag and lift force vectors was required 
to obtain PDM CM; 
5. adjusting the assumed pressure distribution between tappings to maximise CM 
did not significantly reduce the difference in CM between the methods; 
6. viscous forces were found to increase CM by less than 0.5%.   
The eccentricity (eγ) sensitivity check was done using Equation 8-15 with eγ varying 
from 2% to 10%.  The numerator calculates the change in moment that would be 
generated if the line of action of the drag and lift forces were shifted by a distance equal 
to a percentage of the depth of superstructure and width of deck respectively.  The 
denominator normalises the moment in the usual manner. 
 Equation 8-15 
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where CMe is the coefficient of moment adjusted for eccentricity, eγ is the 
eccentricity as a percentage, ds is the depth of superstructure (m) and l is the 
width of the deck (m). 
The results of the eccentricity sensitivity check are shown graphically in Figure 8-9.  
CMe is plotted Figure 8-9 as a series of line for each eγ.  An eγ of between 2% and 10% 
across the range of SR was required to reduce CM obtained using the DFM to 
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approximate those calculated using the PDM.  The distance to the line of action of the 
lift vector would be something less than half a bridge width because the moment is 
calculated about the centreline.  Therefore, an eγ of 10% would mean a change in the 
lever arm of more than 20%.  An error of this magnitude seems unlikely. 
As part of the investigation into the effect of turbulence intensity on the coefficients, 
measurements were done using both the DFM and PDM, but the results from those tests 
are not included in the graphs presented here.  It is shown in section 8.13 commencing 
on page 284 that the DFM and PDM give different results for CD, CL, and CM when the 
turbulence intensity is increased.  The discussion on this phenomenon is left for that 
section. 
In conclusion, generally it was found that there was good agreement between the 
methods for CD and CL, but there was poor agreement for CM.  An investigation into the 
reasons for the difference in CM was not conclusive.  Although the DFM results for CM 
would result in larger design loadings for prototype bridges, no reason could be found 
for disregarding the results.  Therefore, the results from both methods will be presented, 
and the DFM results will provide the upper bound in the design guidelines (chapter 0). 
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Figure 8-6 Comparison Between DFM and PDM - CD 
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Figure 8-7 Comparison Between DFM and PDM - CL 
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Figure 8-8 Comparison Between DFM and PDM - CM 
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Figure 8-9 Sensitivity of CM to Eccentricity of Drag and Lift Force Vectors 
8.4 RANGING TESTS WITH DEBRIS 
In the development of the debris models, a series of ‘ranging’ tests were done to 
establish the significance of form and roughness.  As described in chapter 6, a flat plate 
model and a series of wedge shape models varying in roughness were tested, including a 
wedge with an upstream log mat extension.  All tests were done in combination with 
superstructure A at 0% superelevation, Pr = 3.44 and SR = 1.0, and F varying from about 
0.1 to 0.6.  CD, CL, and CM are presented as a function of F in Figure 8-10 to Figure 
8-14 respectively; some of the data in these figures are from repeat tests done after the 
completion of the ranging tests.  The differences between the debris models at a given F 
will be discussed, not the dependence of the coefficients on F which will be discussed 
in section 8.5.2.2 on page 224. 
In Figure 8-10 (CD vs F) there is a distinct separation between the results for the flat 
plate and those for the wedges, but the gap decreases with increasing F.  The effect can 
not be attributed directly to blockage as all debris models had the same projected area 
normal to the direction of flow; the rough wedge had a slightly larger projected area 
than the other models because the ‘additional roughness’ projected downwards from the 
debris raft, but this was not included in the projected area.  Flow visualisation showed 
that the angle of separation and wake width was greater for the flat plate than the more 
streamlined wedge shape.  An increase in the wake width causes an increase in velocity 
resulting in a decrease in the pressure, i.e., the pressure becomes more negative.  A 
more negative wake pressure will increase the drag force because the wake pressure 
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acting on the downstream face adds positively to the drag force, or put another way, the 
pressure differential between the stagnation pressure and the wake pressure increases. 
CD values for the smooth wedge and the trial rough wedges are similar when F > 0.2, 
but are less than for the other debris models.  This indicates that pressure drag and not 
viscous drag is the dominant contributor to the drag force, reaffirming the assumption of 
Froudian similarity.  However, CD for the rough wedge model is slightly higher than for 
the other wedge models when F > 0.2; this is attributed to the small increase in 
projected area created by the additional roughness which was not included in the 
reference area used to calculate CD.  CD for the log mat extension is typically slightly 
higher than for the trial rough wedge alone, probably because of an increase in the 
viscous drag caused by the log mat extension. 
With F < 0.2, the results follow a similar pattern to those with F ≥ 0.2 but with two 
exceptions, the smooth wedge CD values are greater than for the other wedges, and there 
is a larger spread of results.  A comparison between the test data for SWD9BSW (CD = 
1.81, smooth wedge with F = 0.09) and SWD9BTRW (CD = 0.9, trial rough wedge with 
F = 0.09) shows that ρ, V0, A, and the water levels are similar; the downstream water 
level is significant when SR ≤ 1.0 because it determines the area over which there is 
fluid-structure interaction.    Reynolds number for these tests was about 7 × 104, so there 
should not have been significant effects as a result of a laminar boundary layer. It is 
possible that smooth wedge results at F = 0.9 and 0.14.  The horizontal force 
transducers were each measuring a force that was about 1% of full-scale, although pre-
loading ensured that that the transducers were operating at typically about 20% of full-
scale.  Part of the experimental process was to return the rig to the null position.  Any 
small error in this process would impact significantly on the measured loads in this 
case.  This may also explain the spread of results at F < 0.2. 
A more negative wake pressure, as was suggested previously in the discussion for the 
flat plate CD, would intuitively suggest a more negative CL because a wake pressure 
acting on the underside of the deck generates a negative lift force.  Such a trend is not 
evident in Figure 8-11, with no obvious difference between the flat plate and the 
wedges.  An explanation is found by considering the free surface profile through the 
superstructures as shown in Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13.  The striking difference 
between the two is the lower free surface level with the flat plate in position.  Although 
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the wake pressure is more negative with the flat plate in position than the smooth 
wedge, there is fluid-structure interaction on only the lower portion of the girders.  With 
the smooth wedge in position, there is fluid-structure interaction over much of the 
underside of the deck as well as the girders. 
As was summarised in section 5.11.3, the ranging tests demonstrated the following:  
• the flat plate was an upper bound for CD;  
• the roughness on the wedge increased the drag force slightly;  
• the debris geometry, not roughness, was the significant factor in the magnitude 
of the drag forces; 
• the log mat extension increased the drag force slightly over the rough wedge. 
The log mat extension was difficult to test and may not have formed under most flow 
conditions because the logs would have been drawn under the bridge model had the log 
extension not been ‘suspended’ in place.   
The difficulties associated with using the log mat extension combined with the 
knowledge that it did not add significantly to the drag force, led to the decision to use 
the rough wedge, along with the flat plate, for the main program of the testing. 
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Figure 8-10  Ranging Tests  CD vs  F 
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Figure 8-11  Ranging Tests  CL vs  F 
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Figure 8-12  Free surface Profile - SWD7FP 
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Figure 8-13 Free surface Profile - SWD7SW 
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Figure 8-14  Ranging Tests  CM vs  F 
8.5 SUPERSTRUCTURE A 
Of the superstructure models, the most extensive program of testing was conducted 
using superstructure A in the following configurations: 
• without debris or pier models; 
• without debris models but with pier A model; 
• with flat plate and rough wedge debris models but no pier models; 
• with rough wedge debris model and pier A model. 
The model combinations were tested over the following range of conditions: 
• SR varied from 0.5 to 3 (0.5 to 1.0 with debris); 
• Pr varied from 1.4 to 9.1; 
• F varied from 0.09 to 0.6. 
Testing was done using the DFM and PDM, although the PDM was used only for 
superstructure alone tests.  The model was also used to investigate the effect of angle of 
attack and turbulence intensity on the coefficients, the results of which are presented in 
sections 8.12 and 8.13 respectively.  The results for the superstructure in combination 
with pier A are not included in the data in this section, but are presented in section 8.11.  
The effect of the pier on the coefficients is discussed in section 8.11.  
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8.5.1 NO DEBRIS 
The results obtained for superstructure A without debris are presented graphically in 
Figure 8-15 to Figure 8-26.  The data is for tests without pier A in position and includes 
results from both the DFM and PDM. 
8.5.1.1 Dependence on Submergence and Froude Number 
Figure 8-15 to Figure 8-17 show graphically the variation of CD, CL, and CM 
respectively with SR and F. The range of F decreased as SR increased because F was 
limited at deeper submergences by the capacity of the pump.  All tests in these figures 
had a constant value of Pr = 3.44 and 0 % superelevation. 
8.5.1.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
Figure 8-15 shows a clear trend of CD increasing with SR until it is nearly constant when 
SR > 1.5.  There is possibly a small decrease in CD when SR > 2.5, although there is 
insufficient data to confirm this.  There appears to be little variation in CD with F when 
SR ≥ 2.0, but when SR ≅ 1.5 there is a weak trend of CD decreasing as F increases from 
0.2 to 0.4.  At SR = 1.0 and F ≥ 0.4 the data is scattered and there is not a consistent 
trend. 
The significant increase in CD from SR = 1 to 1.5 occurs in the main because of the flow 
interacting with the parapets.  At SR > 1.0 the deck-side faces (hereafter called the 
inside faces) of the parapets are subjected to a hydrodynamic loading, but there is no 
increase in reference area compared with the SR  = 1.0 case.  For CD to increase, the 
pressure on the inside faces of the parapets must translate to a positive drag force.  The 
sign of the pressure on these faces is dependent on the separated boundary layer.  The 
inside face of the upstream parapet will always be in the wake of the upstream parapet, 
and as such, there will be a negative pressure using the local coordinate system; an 
exception to this is discussed later.  A negative local pressure is defined as one in which 
the pressure acts away from the face of the body.  The sign of the pressure when 
converted from local to global is dependent on the orientation of the face upon which 
the pressure is acting.  A negative local pressure on the upstream inside face of the 
parapet will convert to a positive global pressure, and a negative local pressure on the 
downstream inside face of the parapet will convert to a negative global pressure.  
Therefore, the pressure acting on the inside face of the upstream parapet will contribute 
positively to the drag force. 
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The fluid-structure interaction on the inside face of the downstream parapet is more 
complex.  The sign of the pressure on this face is dependent on the separation bubble.   
If reattachment has occurred on the deck, or even the parapet itself, the pressure may be 
positive if a stagnation region has developed, i.e., act into the face.  This will translate 
to a positive drag force.  However, if the downstream parapet is in the wake of the 
upstream parapet, there will be a negative pressure on this face, and the drag force 
would decrease, all else being equal.  In Chapter 7 it was shown that the reattachment of 
the separated boundary layer to the deck occurred under most conditions, except when 
F ≅ 0.2 and SR> 2.0.  This is confirmed by the pressure distributions in Figure 7-46 
(page 161) and Figure 7-47 (page 163).  Figure 7-46 shows negative CP values on the 
downstream inside face (tapping numbers 31 to 33) when SR ≥ 2 and F = 0.2, and 
positive CP values when SR = 1.5 and F = 0.2.  Figure 7-47 shows negative CP values 
when SR = 2.0 and F = 0.2, but positive Cp values when F ≥ 0.3. 
How does this affect CD?  There should be a small decrease in CD as SR increases above 
2.0 with F = 0.2.  In Figure 8-15 there is a small downwards trend in both the F = 0.2 
and F = 0.3 data with SR > 2.5, but it is not conclusive.  The explanation for only a 
small trend can also be found in the pressure distributions.  As F and SR vary, so does 
CP on the inside face of the upstream parapet (tapping numbers 37 to 39).  In fact, as SR 
varies, there is an almost parallel shift in the CP curve on the topside.  If the CP curves 
were parallel, any change in CP on the downstream parapet would be offset by an equal 
and opposite change at the upstream parapet; local pressures of the same sign on the 
respective parapets become opposite signs when converted to the global coordinate 
system.  In Figure 7-46 the curves are marginally divergent from tapping 40 to tapping 
31, and in Figure 7-45 the curves are convergent.  Diverging curves will result in a 
decrease in the drag force, and converging curves an increase. 
CD will also be affected by changes to the pressure distributions on the upstream and 
downstream faces of the model and in the bays between the girders.  In the bays, the net 
effect on CD will be zero unless there is circulation which would be indicated by a 
difference in CP at tappings on opposite faces, eg., tappings 10 and 12 in the first bay.  
Generally, there is little difference in CP in the bays, so they can be disregarded in the 
current discussion.  On parts of the upstream face (tapping numbers 4 to 7), CP increases 
with increasing SR and to a lesser extent decreases with increasing F.  Conversely, on 
the downstream face, CP becomes less negative as SR increases, and more negative as F 
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decreases.  These observations are restated using the global coordinate system and by 
relating them to changes to the contribution of the individual faces to the total drag 
force.  Increasing SR will make the contribution of the upstream face to the total drag 
force more positive, and to a lesser extent the drag will decrease as F increases.  The 
drag force on the downstream face decreases as SR increases, and increases as F 
decreases. 
In summary it has been shown that SR and F affect the magnitude of the drag force on 
each of the faces when SR > 1.0.  The net effect of SR shown in Figure 8-15 is a 
marginal decrease in CD when SR > 2.5.  Although changes to the individual faces were 
evident when F was varied, Figure 8-15 indicates little net effect when SR > 1.0. 
At SR = 1.0, the decrease in CD as F increases from 0.2. to 0.4 can be attributed to the 
drop in the tailwater level as F increases, and a decrease in the magnitude of the 
negative CP on the downstream face.  Note that the tailwater level drops as F increases 
because the controlling water level was that at the upstream face so that an SR of 1.0 
was maintained.  Pressure distributions for a range of F with SR and PR constant at 1.0 
and 3.44 respectively are shown graphically in Figure 8-19.  The number of tappings at 
which readings were taken on the downstream face decreased as F increased, reflecting 
the drop in tailwater level.  A decrease in the area on which the wake pressure acts 
results in a decrease in the total drag force, all else being equal, and a decrease in CD 
because the reference area is unchanged, assuming the same SR. 
At F = 0.5 and higher, the water level at the downstream girder was at or lower than the 
soffit, hence the variation of CD with F at SR = 1.0 only being evident up to F ≅ 0.4.  
The final question which needs to be addressed in relation to Figure 8-15 is the scatter 
in the data at SR = 1.0 and to a lesser extent at SR = 1.5.  The scatter is primarily because 
of unreliable data from the PDM when F was large, especially at SR ≤ 1.0.  At SR = 1.5 
and F = 0.5 there was also a problem with the PDM because of aeration of the 
downstream face and a free surface forming underneath the bridge deck. 
8.5.1.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
The results in Figure 8-16 show that CL is dependent on SR and F.  CL is typically in the 
range 0 to -2.0 up to an SR of 1.0, above which it drops to a minimum at SR = 1.5, and 
then steadily climbs (becomes less negative) as SR increases.  Froude number testing 
was not done with SR < 1.0, but it is likely that CL is dependent on F because of the 
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significant changes to the water surface profile, and hence fluid-structure interaction, as 
F changes.  Froude number testing was undertaken at SR = 1.0.  In Figure 8-16 there is a 
significant spread of the data at SR = 1.0 and F = 0.2.  The data at about -5.5 was 
obtained using the PDM and the data at about zero was obtained using the DFM.  The 
reasons for the differences in the methods are discussed shortly.  If the data for F = 0.2 
with values of about zero is ignored, there is a general trend of CL becoming more 
negative as F decreases. When SR > 1.0, CL becomes more negative as F increases. 
The explanation for these trends with both SR and F can be found in the description of 
flow patterns in Chapter 7.  The discussion will concentrate firstly on the submergence 
effect.  Up to an SR of 1.0, the lift force on the superstructure is generated by the fluid 
structure interaction on the underside only.  It was shown in Figure 7-25 that SR affected 
the free surface level across the bridge.  Under some conditions very little of the 
structure was in contact with the water, and hence CL ≅ 0. 
With SR > 1.0, the lift force was generated by the fluid-structure interaction on both the 
topside and the underside.  The decrease in CL, or the increase in magnitude of the 
negative lift force, when SR increases from 1.0 to 1.5 can be attributed to the additional 
lift forces generated by the exposure of the deck to the flow and the full submergence of 
the underside; at higher F there is a cavity under the deck up until about SR = 1.5.  As 
SR increases above 1.5, there is little change to the pressure distribution on the 
underside.  Therefore, any change in CL must be a result of changes to the topside 
pressure distribution.  In Chapter 7 it was found that as SR increased, the separation 
bubble lengthened and the low point in the free surface moved downstream.  A paradox 
was revealed in that these changes did not alter the shape of the topside pressure 
distribution, but rather changed the magnitude or sign of CP.  This was shown in Figure 
7-45 and Figure 7-46 where, as SR increased, CP on the topside changed in magnitude 
and became either less positive or more negative (to assist in reading the pressure 
distribution, refer to Figure 4-20 on page 66 which shows the location of the pressure 
tappings).  On the topside, a negative CP converts to a positive lift force, and hence, as 
SR increases above 1.5, a decrease in the magnitude of the negative CL is expected. 
The variation of CL with F at SR = 1.0 is attributed to changes in the area of fluid-
structure interaction and to the underside pressure distribution.  As F increased, less of 
the underside of the model was in contact with the water (Figure 7-23), and hence the 
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lift force approached zero.  The most significant change was between F = 0.2 and 0.3 
where, at 0.3, the underside of the deck was significantly exposed.  Figure 8-19 shows 
that the underside CP became less negative as F increased; the change in the pressure 
distribution was previously attributed to F influencing the wake width.  This will also 
result in a less negative CL. 
In Figure 8-16, CL becomes more negative as F increases when SR > 1.0, with the most 
significant change occurring when F is increased from 0.2 to 0.3.  The change in CL can 
be attributed to changes to the pressure distribution on the topside of the deck.  In 
Figure 7-47 and Figure 7-48, CP on the deck becomes more positive (negative lift) as F 
increases from 0.2 to 0.3 resulting in a more negative CL, but above 0.3 there is little 
change in CP.  A less dominant and opposite change occurs on the underside where CP 
becomes less negative as F increases which acts to make CL less negative.  The net shift 
in CL indicates that the changes to the pressure distribution on the topside of the deck 
are dominating. When F is increased above 0.3, the underside CP becomes more 
negative, although the change in CP is typically less than observed on the topside.  The 
less significant changes to the pressure distribution on both the topside and underside 
when F increases above 0.3 are mirrored in the less significant change in CL, as would 
be expected.  Reasons for the influence of F on the pressure distribution were proffered 
in section 7.9.3 commencing on page 161. 
The final point requiring explanation in Figure 8-16 is the spread of results at F = 0.2 
when SR = 1.0.  There are five points plotted with values of 0.10, -0.14, -0.15, -5.22, 
and -5.67.  The two most negative values were obtained using the PDM and the others 
the DFM.  Given the previous discussion on the effect of the flow over the deck on CL, 
a drop in CL as SR increases from 1.0 to 1.5 would be expected.  This is not the case 
with the two CL obtained using the PDM.   
The reliability of the experimental methodology or equipment is not in doubt because 
the two PDM results were obtained almost three years apart and the DFM results over a 
period of two and a half years.  Further, CD for the same tests in Figure 8-15 are 
clustered indicating good agreement between the methods.  Of the data for CL at SR ≅ 
1.5, two were obtained using the DFM and one the PDM, also indicating good 
agreement between the methods.   
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However, investigation of the pressure distributions at SR = 1.0 and 1.5 in Figure 8-20 
gives a different insight.  The underside CP is slightly more negative at SR = 1.5 than at 
1.0 which would suggest a more negative CP at 1.5.  However, at SR = 1.5 the deck is 
also contributing to the lift force, and the average CP over most of the deck is about -0.5 
which contributes positively to the lift force.  Therefore, the addition of the positive lift 
on the deck at SR = 1.5 means that CL should be less negative than at SR = 1.0 which 
suggests that the PDM data at SR = 1.0 is correct.  Note that at higher F this would not 
be the case because, as shown in Figure 7-20, CP is positive on the deck (negative lift) 
when F ≥ 0.3. 
Why then is the DFM giving a different but repeatable result?  It will be seen as results 
for the different superstructures are presented in this chapter, that the superstructure B 
results are consistent with the superstructure A PDM results, and the superstructure C 
and D results are consistent with the superstructure A DFM results.  A detailed 
discussion is given in section 8.7.2.1 and the question is left unresolved until then. 
8.5.1.1.3 Moment Coefficient (CM) 
Figure 8-17 shows graphically the variation of CM with SR and F, and Figure 8-18 
shows the data at SR = 1.0 with CM graphed as a function of F.  In Figure 8-17 there are 
two distinctive groupings of CM, eg, at SR ≥ 1.5 there is one at about 4.0 and the other at 
about 2.5.  The lower group results were obtained using the PDM and the upper group 
the DFM; the same data was plotted in Figure 8-8 but grouped into DFM and PDM 
series.  This discrepancy was discussed in section Figure 8-2 where it was concluded 
that the upper grouping could not be ignored.   
Consider the upper group. CM increases significantly as SR increases from 1.0 to 1.5 
because of the interaction of the flow with the deck and parapets when the deck 
becomes submerged.  This is consistent with the changes in CD and CL over the same 
range of SR.  With reference to the pressure distributions in Figure 7-12 and Figure 
7-15, the negative CP from tapping 40 to 35 will generate a positive moment as will the 
positive CP from tapping 35 to 30.  Above an SR of 1.5, CM remains nearly constant. In 
Figure 8-18 any relationship between CM and F at SR = 1.0 is obscured by scatter.  At 
SR = 1.5 there is no conclusive evidence of a variation of CM with F, but at SR = 2 there 
is a small reduction in CM as F increases.  These observations reflect the variation of CL 
with F at these submergences as noted earlier. 
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There is scatter in the data where repeat tests were done whether it was obtained using 
the PDM or DFM.  This is not surprising since the moment is affected by changes to the 
pressure on all faces of the superstructure and as such is very sensitive to small changes 
in flow patterns. 
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Figure 8-15 Superstructure A - CD as a Function of SR and F 
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Figure 8-16 Superstructure A - CL as a Function of SR and F 
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Figure 8-17 Superstructure A - CM as a Function of SR and F 
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Figure 8-18 Superstructure A - CM as a Function of F 
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Figure 8-19 Superstructure A Pressure Distribution - Varying F 
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Figure 8-20 Superstructure A Pressure Distribution - Varying SR 
8.5.1.2 Dependence on Proximity 
8.5.1.2.1 Drag Coefficient 
Figure 8-21 shows the variation of CD with Pr at a nearly constant F and with SR = 1.0 
and SR = 2.0 shown as separate series. There is a rapid decrease in CD as Pr increases 
from 1.4 to 3.4, above which CD decreases more gradually.  This pattern is consistent at 
both SR = 1.0 and 2.0.  The variation of CD is a result of wake blockage, a concept 
which was explained in Chapter 7, generating a more negative wake pressure as Pr 
decreases thereby increasing the contribution of downstream face to the positive drag 
force. 
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8.5.1.2.2 Lift Coefficient 
Figure 8-22 shows the variation of CL with Pr at a nearly constant F and with SR  = 1.0 
and SR = 2.0 shown as separate series.  The spread of data at Pr = 3.44 and SR = 1.0 is a 
result of the inconsistency between the PDM and DFM which was discussed in 8.5.1.1 
and was left open for resolution until section 8.7.2.1.  At Pr = 9.08, the more negative 
value was also obtained using the PDM and the less negative the DFM.  From Pr = 1.4 
to approximately 3.5 there is no variation in CL when SR = 1.0 (if the PDM data of 
approximately -5.5 is ignored), but above a Pr of 3.5 there is a weak trend of CL 
becoming more negative.  If only the data obtained using the PDM is considered, CL 
becomes less negative as Pr increases.  It is the latter trend which had been expected 
because of the lessening of wake blockage as Pr increased.  In the later discussion on the 
discrepancy between the DFM and PDM, it will be concluded that the behaviour of the 
separated boundary layer near an SR of 1 is sensitive to variations in flow conditions.  If 
there are small variations in flow conditions between tests that are recorded as having 
the same flow conditions, a difference in CL may result.  This sensitivity may be hiding 
the true trend in the DFM results at SR = 1.0 in Figure 8-22.   
The only pressure distributions for varying Pr are shown in Figure 7-49 with SR = 1.0 
and Pr values of 3.44 and 9.08.  The underside CP values for Pr = 9.08 are less negative 
because of wake blockage and is consistent with the less negative for this Pr.  The tests 
SWOD9 and SWOD9R3 in Figure 7-49 are the two lower points at Pr = 3.44 on Figure 
8-22 and SWOD1 is the lower of the two points at Pr = 9.08.  
The data series for SR = 2.0 shows a weak minimum in the range Pr = 2.4 to 3.5, but this 
is based on the one point at Pr ≅ 1.4.  The estimate of error for this point has a 
magnitude of ± 0.22, which indicates that the point is of sufficient accuracy to support 
the weak minimum.  Intuitively it had been expected that CL at this Pr would be more 
negative than at higher proximities because of a greater wake blockage effect generating 
increased suction on the underside.  The explanation of this apparent anomaly is found 
in Figure 7-5 where it is shown that at a Pr of 1.38 reattachment of the separated 
boundary layer may have occurred on the underside, but not at other proximities.  In the 
region of reattachment, the pressure on the underside would have been less negative 
resulting in a less negative CL.  Another contributing factor may be the redistribution of 
flow as discussed in section 7.9.4.  It was suggested that Pr might affect the distribution 
of flow between weir and orifice with resultant changes to the pressure distribution on 
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the deck.  CL becomes less negative as Pr increases above 3.44, which is consistent with 
a decrease in the wake blockage effect.  It is noted that one of the three points plotted at 
Pr = 3.44 in the SR = 2.0 series was obtained using the PDM which indicates good 
agreement between the two methods at SR = 2.0. 
8.5.1.2.3 Moment Coefficient 
Figure 8-23 shows the variation of CM with Pr at a nearly constant F and with SR  = 1.0 
and SR = 2.0 shown as separate series.  At SR = 2.0 there is a general trend of CM 
decreasing as Pr increases, and likewise at SR = 1.0 up to a Pr of 3.44 above which CM 
remains nearly constant.  The flow visualisation (Figure 7-5) did not reveal any clear 
trends except that as Pr increased, reattachment on the deck seemed more likely.  
However this would increase CM not decrease it.  However, the variation of CM with Pr 
mirrors the trends in CD indicating that CM is most influenced by the effect of wake 
blockage. 
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Figure 8-21 Superstructure A CD vs Pr 
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Figure 8-22 Superstructure A CL vs Pr 
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Figure 8-23 Superstructure A  CM vs Pr 
8.5.1.3 Variations of the Coefficients at Large Pr 
To allow an easy comparison with Jempson (1994) a series of tests were done at large 
proximities (7 < Pr < 9.1), F constant at 0.15, and SR varying from 1 to about 3; selected 
data from this series were included in the previous graphs showing the variation of the 
coefficients with proximity.  The full set of results was not presented in section 8.5.1.1 
because it was considered advantageous to have discussed the influence of proximity 
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before presenting the results.  The range of SR was achieved by changing Pr whilst 
maintaining a constant depth of flow, hence the range of Pr.  
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR for a constant F of 0.15 is shown graphically 
Figure 8-24 to Figure 8-26 respectively.  The data follows similar patterns to that at Pr = 
3.44, but the magnitudes of the coefficients are lower because of reduced wake 
blockage.  The results in Figure 8-21 to Figure 8-23 indicate that the coefficient may be 
slightly influenced by proximity in the range Pr = 7 to 9.1.  Therefore, the data in Figure 
8-24 to Figure 8-26 may not represent a true variation with SR, although the influence of 
Pr would be small.   
The results will be compared with Jempson (1994) in section 8.16. 
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Figure 8-24 Superstructure A  CD vs SR - Pr > 7 
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Figure 8-25 Superstructure A CL vs SR - Pr > 7 
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Figure 8-26 Superstructure A  CM vs SR - Pr > 7 
8.5.2 WITH DEBRIS 
Tests with the debris models in combination with superstructure A were done under the 
following conditions: 
• SR ranging from 0.5 to 1.0; 
• F ranging from 0.09 to 0.6; 
• Pr ranging from 1.4 to 9. 
The forces measured on the model superstructure with the debris model in position were 
the sum of those applied directly on the structure itself from the flow of the water and 
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the horizontal component of the hydrodynamic loads on the debris.  As explained in 
section 5.11.4, no vertical forces were transmitted from the debris to the structure.  All 
debris tests were done using the DFM. 
8.5.2.1 Dependence on Submergence 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR at a constant F of 0.5 and a constant Pr of 3.44 
are shown graphically in Figure 8-27, Figure 8-28, and Figure 8-29 respectively.  The 
results do not include tests done with pier A in position.  Two discordant CD values 
from the no debris tests are not shown in Figure 8-27, 0.2 at SR = 0.5 and 0.4 at SR = 
1.0.  These tests were done using the PDM, which, as discussed in Section 8.5.1.1, was 
unreliable at high F and SR ≤ 1.0.   
8.5.2.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
In general, CD is largest for the flat plate debris and lowest for the rough wedge with the 
no debris case falling in between.  The differences between the models can be attributed 
to a complicated interaction of the following: 
1. the aerodynamic characteristics of the models; 
2. the fluid-structure interaction in the wake; 
3. wake blockage effects. 
The results are consistent with the relative aerodynamic characteristics of each model, 
i.e., the flat plate is the least streamlined of the models and hence has the largest CD.  
However, as shown in Figure 8-32 there is no fluid-structure interaction in the wake 
when the flat plate is in position, but there is with the superstructure alone and more so 
with the wedge model in position.  Fluid-structure interaction in the wake on the 
downstream face will increase the drag force.  The wake blockage effect is only 
significant in the comparison between the rough wedge and the superstructure alone 
cases where there is fluid-structure interaction in the wake.  Wake blockage will have 
greater effect with the rough wedge in position than with the superstructure alone for 
the following reasons: 
1. the debris model projected below the superstructure model increasing the blockage; 
2. the water level on the downstream face of the superstructure was slightly higher 
with the rough wedge in position, thereby increasing the area of fluid-structure 
interaction and making the model more sensitive to variations in wake pressure.   
Both of these differences will act to increase the drag force over the superstructure 
alone case. 
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This is not to say that wake blockage is not affecting the flat plate results.  In fact it may 
explain, along with experimental variation, the slight variation in CD with SR evident in 
the flat plate results.  As SR was increased, the flat plate was moved higher up the 
superstructure, thereby reducing the proximity of the flat plate to the bed and hence the 
effect of wake blockage; Pr, which was calculated using the distance from the girder 
soffit to the bed, remained the same.  Consequently, it is likely that the pressure under 
the model will have become less negative.  This will have been reflected in the pressure 
on the lower front face of the flat plate resulting in a small increase in the drag force. 
The small decrease in the rough wedge CD with increasing SR is surprising given the 
increase in the fluid-structure interaction in the wake shown in Figure 8-30.  Again the 
explanation must lie with a decrease in the wake blockage effect resulting in a less 
negative wake pressure and lower drag force.  At the higher SR, the reduction in the 
wake pressure must have been sufficiently large to more than compensate for the 
increase in the area of fluid-structure interaction on the downstream face. 
If the lower CD for the superstructure alone at SR = 1.0 is considered discordant as 
previously suggested, then CD increases as SR increases from 0.75 to 1.0.  The increase 
in CD can be attributed to the increasing interaction of the flow with the girders as SR 
increases, not just on the downstream face of the superstructure, but also on the 
upstream faces of each of the girders where there were probably stagnation regions.  
This was probably not the case with the rough wedge because the girders were most 
likely in the wake of the rough wedge which projected below the level of the girder 
soffit.  Insufficient information was obtained using flow visualisation to ascertain the 
accuracy of these assumptions. 
8.5.2.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
In Figure 8-28 and Figure 8-29 there is considerable scatter in the data at SR = 1.0 
making it difficult to establish if the coefficients are dependent on SR.  In both graphs 
the scatter is exaggerated by the vertical axes scale.  For example, the scatter in CL of 
about 0.9 is not significant when considered in context of the superstructure alone 
results at SR > 1.0 which have a minimum CL of about -8.0.   
The flat plate CL shows the strongest dependence on SR.  The decrease in CL as SR 
increases can be attributed to the treatment of buoyancy.  With reference to Figure 8-30, 
it can be seen that the superstructure does not come in contact with the flow, which 
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means that the hydrodynamic lift force is zero. However, the net lift force used in the 
calculation of CL is the measured force (Fmeas) less the hydrostatic buoyancy force (FBH) 
as described in section 2.4 on page 14.  The unrestricted tailwater level was used to 
calculate FBH.  In  Figure 8-30, the unrestricted tailwater level is above the girder soffit 
and it increases with SR.  Therefore, although there is little change in the hydrodynamic 
lift force as SR increases from 0.5 to 1.0, there is a substantial increase in FBH. It then 
follows that CL becomes more negative as SR increases.  This apparent “error” in CL 
will not result in erroneous lift forces on full size bridges under dynamically similar 
flow conditions.  The designer will calculate a positive buoyancy force using the 
unrestricted tailwater level, and add this the negative lift force calculated using CL.  The 
resulting net lift force will be correctly calculated as zero. 
8.5.2.1.3 Moment Coefficient 
The following points summarise the variation of CM with SR: 
• the superstructure alone CM does not vary significantly with SR;  
• the flat plate CM increases with SR; 
• the overall trend for the rough wedge CM is that it decreases as SR increases 
although there is considerable scatter in the data.   
These changes reflect the variation in CD, but it is not possible to establish the 
contribution of the lift force because the location of the line of action is not known. 
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Figure 8-27 Superstructure A with Debris - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-28 Superstructure A with Debris - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-29 Superstructure A with Debris - CM vs SR 
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Figure 8-30 Superstructure A Water Surface Profile - Varying SR 
8.5.2.2 Dependence on Froude Number 
The variation of CL, CD and CM with Froude number for the superstructure alone and in 
combination with the five types of debris models are presented in Figure 8-31, Figure 
8-32 and Figure 8-33 respectively. The data in these figures are for tests with SR = 1 and 
Pr = 3.44.  In general terms, the addition of the debris model does not change the pattern 
of the variation with F, just the magnitude. 
8.5.2.2.1 Drag Coefficient 
CD has a weak maximum at approximately F = 0.2 for the no debris and the flat plate 
series, but not with the wedges.  As F increases above 0.2, CD decreases and the series 
converge.  As previously noted, the influence of F on CD is mainly because of the 
relationship between F and the downstream water level.  At low Froude number, the 
tailwater is high up the superstructure and hence the interaction of the fluid with the 
structure in the wake has a significant influence on CD.  The flat plate increases the 
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wake width and the wake blockage effect resulting in a more negative wake pressure on 
the downstream face and hence a larger CD.  As F increases and the tailwater level 
drops, the contribution of the downstream face to the total drag decreases and hence CD 
for the different debris models converges.  Further, there was evidence, albeit 
inconclusive, presented in section 7.1.1.1 and 7.1.1.2 as observation SL 11, that 
increasing F decreased the underside wake width.  If the wake width decreased, then 
there may have been a decrease in the pressure difference between the stagnation region 
and the wake because of a reduction in the velocity difference between the approach 
flow and that under the model. If this was the case, then CD would decrease all else 
being equal.  However, accompanying the change in wake width may be a change in the 
curvature of the separated boundary layer.  This might provide an opposing effect to the 
change in wake width in that it may make the wake pressure more negative relative to 
the stagnation pressure.  
The wedge model gives lower values of CD than the superstructure alone because of the 
streamlining effect previously discussed. 
8.5.2.2.2 Lift Coefficient 
The rapid decrease in CL as F increases from 0.1 to 0.2 may provide an insight into the 
weak maximum in CD.  The likely explanation for the change in CL is that the separation 
bubble on the underside is short at F = 0.09 and increases in length until full separation 
at an F of about 0.2 to 0.3.  If reattachment occurred, there might have been regions of 
positive pressure on the underside, hence the positive CL.  Returning to CD, if 
reattachment did occur, the wake pressure on the downstream face would be less than a 
fully separated case, and hence CD would be lower.  A shortfall in this argument is that 
the CL for the wedge models followed a similar pattern to the flat plate and no debris 
series but did not have a local maximum CD as the others did. 
CL has a minimum at F = 0.3 and becomes less negative as F increases above 0.3.  This 
occurs because of a decrease in the fluid-structure interaction on the underside.   
Up to F = 0.3, the flat plate typically has the lowest CL.  As was noted in the discussion 
on CD, the flat plate would have created the most negative wake pressure.  Above F = 
0.3, the underside of the deck was exposed and hence the area of fluid-structure 
interaction decreased significantly.  As the area of fluid-structure interaction decreases, 
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any differences in the wake pressure become less significant.  Therefore as F increases, 
CL converges. 
8.5.2.3 Moment Coefficient 
CM becomes more positive as F increases from 0.1 to 0.3. Over this range of F, the 
changes in CM reflect the changes in CL, not the changes in CD.  Apart from an increase 
in CD between F  =0.1 and 0.2, CD is generally decreasing as F increases.  A decrease in 
the drag force would decrease the positive moment assuming that the line of action does 
not shift higher up the superstructure.  Because CM is negative when CL is positive, it 
can be concluded that the line of action of the positive lift force must be downstream of 
the centreline.  
Above F =0.3, CD continues to decrease, CL becomes less negative, and CM has a weak 
minimum at F = 0.4 above which it becomes slightly more positive.  From these trends 
the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. in terms of the moment generated about the centreline, the changes in the drag and 
lift force vectors are nearly balancing, but with a slight dominance by the lift force 
vector; 
2. given that CM increases slightly despite the reduction in the CD, the line of action of 
the negative lift force vector must be either downstream of the centreline, or 
upstream of the centreline but shifting further downstream as F increases. 
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Figure 8-31 Superstructure A with Debris - CD vs F 
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Figure 8-32 Superstructure A with Debris - CL vs F 
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Figure 8-33 Superstructure A with Debris - CM vs F 
8.5.2.4 Dependence on Proximity 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with Pr at SR = 1.0 and F = 0.5 are shown graphically in 
Figure 8-34 to Figure 8-36 respectively.  The effect of varying Pr on the debris 
coefficients was not explored beyond these conditions as it was considered that the 
results obtained here could be extrapolated to other flow conditions using the trends 
established in the superstructure alone series.  At Pr = 9.08, F was 0.15 and so the 
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results include both proximity and Froude number effects, eg, a decrease in F with SR = 
1.0 will increase CD. 
CD for both the flat plate and rough wedge model increases as Pr decreases because of 
wake blockage effects as explained in the superstructure alone results in section 8.5.1.2.  
The superstructure without debris data in Figure 8-34 does not follow the same trend, 
but the results obtained using the PDM were previously identified as being unreliable 
under these conditions, i.e., high Froude number.  The dependence of CD on Pr is 
stronger with the flat plate because it is less streamlined than the rough wedge resulting 
in a wider wake, and hence greater wake blockage effects. 
From Pr = 1.4 to 3.5 there is a general trend of CL becoming less negative, although the 
spread in the data does not allow a definitive statement. 
There appears to be a general trend of CM decreasing with increasing Pr, but additional 
data would be required to confidently state this trend. 
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Figure 8-34 Superstructure A with Debris - CD vs Pr 
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Figure 8-35 Superstructure A with Debris - CL vs Pr 
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Figure 8-36 Superstructure A with Debris - CM vs Pr 
8.6 SUPERSTRUCTURE B 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR and F but not Pr was investigated.  Tests were 
conducted on superstructure B in the following configurations: 
• without debris or pier models; 
• without debris models but with pier A model; 
• with flat plate and rough wedge debris models but no pier models; 
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• with rough wedge debris model and pier A model. 
The model combinations were tested over the following range of conditions: 
• SR varied from 0.5 to 3 (0.5 to 1.0 with debris); 
• F varied from 0.2 to 0.5; 
• Pr constant at 3.67. 
The loads on the model were measured using the DFM. The results for the 
superstructure in combination with pier A are not included in the data in this section, 
but are presented in section 8.11.  
8.6.1 NO DEBRIS 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR are shown in Figure 8-37 to Figure 8-39 
respectively.  Pr was constant at 3.67 and F varied from 0.2 to 0.5.  Repeat tests plotted 
in these graphs indicate good repeatability of the data.  The trends in each of these 
figures are similar to the trends in the equivalent superstructure A data.  This was 
expected given the similarities in the geometry of the models.  However, the peak 
magnitude of CD is about 10% lower than for superstructure A, and CL is about 20% 
less negative.  The scatter in the CM data makes it difficult to make a direct comparison, 
but there appears to be a general trend of the superstructure B data being marginally 
higher.   
Given that the same deck was used on all models, the variance in the coefficients can be 
attributed to the different girder geometry.  The flanges on the superstructure B girders 
were more slender than the superstructure A girders which may have resulted in less 
deviation to the streamlines and a narrower wake.  If this were the case the wake 
pressure on the underside and downstream face would have been less negative and 
hence CL less negative and CD less positive.  
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Figure 8-37 Superstructure B - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-38 Superstructure B - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-39 Superstructure B - CM vs SR 
8.6.2 WITH DEBRIS 
Superstructure B was tested in combination with the debris models with SR varying 
from 0.5 to 1.0, and F and Pr constant at 0.2 and 3.44 respectively.  Tests with 
superstructure A in combination with debris and with SR varying were done at a 
constant F of 0.5.  At F = 0.5 there was very little flow interaction with the 
superstructure, especially with the flat plate.  Therefore it was considered that a series 
of tests at F = 0.2 would provide valuable data on the variation of CL with SR. 
The variance of CD, CL and CM with SR are shown graphically in Figure 8-40 to Figure 
8-42.  The flat plate CD is more than double the CD for the rough wedge and 
superstructure alone.  CD is similar to those obtained with superstructure A at SR = 1.0 
and F = 0.2 in Figure 8-31.   
8.6.2.1 Drag Coefficient 
A detailed explanation for the differences in CD between superstructure A alone and in 
combination with the debris models was given in 8.5.2.1, the reasons being: 
1. the aerodynamic characteristics of the models; 
2. the fluid-structure interaction in the wake; 
3. wake blockage effects. 
The same explanations are valid for superstructure B, except that testing at a lower 
Froude number has changed the relative significance of them, primarily because the 
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water level through the superstructure is higher when F is lower.  A higher water level 
means that the area of fluid-structure interaction in the wake increases which increases 
the drag force, all else being equal.  For wake blockage to influence the drag force there 
must be fluid-structure interaction.  Therefore, if the area of fluid-structure interaction 
increases and wake blockage is occurring, the drag force will, in this case, increase.  It 
is the latter two reasons that contribute most significantly to the increase in CD when F 
is decreased from 0.5 to 0.2. 
CD for both debris models decreases with increasing SR, but the superstructure alone CD 
increases with SR.  These debris model trends can be attributed to wake blockage.  Pr 
was held constant in all tests, but the blockage with the debris models in place 
decreased as SR was increased because the debris models, which projected below the 
superstructure, were raised with the upstream water level as SR increased.  If the 
blockage is decreased, the wake pressure will become less negative and the drag force 
will decrease.  However, as SR increases, the area of fluid-structure interaction in the 
wake also increases which will act to increase the drag force.  The decrease in CD 
indicates that the decrease in the wake blockage is more significant than the increase in 
the area of fluid-structure interaction.  The increase in CD with SR when the 
superstructure was tested alone would primarily be the result of an increase in the area 
of fluid-structure interaction in the wake.  There would also have been some changes to 
the pressure distribution on the upstream face, which may or may not have contributed 
to the increase in CD. 
The significant difference between CD for the flat plate debris and that for the wedge 
and no debris cases can be attributed to wake blockage and the less streamlined 
characteristics of the flat plate.  Differences in area of fluid-structure interaction would 
not be a significant factor because there was little difference in the water level through 
the superstructure at any given SR when F was 0.2. 
8.6.2.2 Lift Coefficient 
As SR increases from 0.75 to 1.0, the CL of both debris models becomes less negative 
and the CL of the superstructure alone becomes more negative.  In terms of the fluid-
structure interaction, the most significant change occurs as SR increases from 0.5 to 0.75 
as previously explained.  Above 0.75 and up to 1.0 there are no additional surfaces of 
the model which contribute to the lift force.  Therefore, the most likely reason for the CL 
of the debris models becoming less negative is a decrease in the wake blockage as 
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explained previously for CD.  If the wake pressure becomes less negative, so will the lift 
force.  There will have been an increase in the buoyancy force, which was subtracted 
from the lift force, but this must not have been significant compared with changes to the 
dynamic lift force.   
The decrease in the no debris CL in Figure 8-41 as SR increases from 0.5 to 1.0 is a 
result of changes in the magnitude of the buoyancy force and the wake pressure, and the 
interaction of the wake with the underside of the deck.  The magnitude of the wake 
pressure is determined by the separated boundary layer and the downstream water level.  
The breakdown of the lift forces is shown graphically in Figure 8-43.  Note that the 
measured lift force is the vectorial sum of the buoyancy and dynamic forces.  The 
significant increase in the buoyancy force between SR = 0.5 and 0.75 occurs because the 
deck becomes submerged, and the small increase from SR = 0.75 to 1.0 is from the 
increase in the parapet submergence.  From SR = 0.5 to 0.75 there is only a small 
increase in the magnitude of the dynamic lift force, but from 0.75 to 1.0 the increase is 
substantial.  This indicates that the wake pressure became substantially more negative 
between 0.75 and 1.0 given that there was no increase in the area of fluid-structure 
interaction that could contribute to the lift force.  It is surprising that the wake pressure 
did not change significantly at SR = 0.75 given that the boundary layer was fully 
separated, the downstream water level was about 10 mm above the underside of the 
deck and about 10 mm lower than the water level at the upstream face of the model. 
The breakdowns of the forces for the flat plate and wedge debris model cases are given 
in Figure 8-44 and Figure 8-45 respectively.  At SR = 0.5 the force breakdown is similar 
for each case. This was expected given that there was little fluid-structure interaction at 
this submergence.  The significant difference between the flat plate and both the 
superstructure alone and the rough wedge at SR = 0.75 is in the dynamic force 
component of the lift force.  The dynamic component of the flat plate case is substantial 
compared with the superstructure alone case. This indicates that a significant negative 
wake pressure was developed at this submergence, unlike the superstructure alone 
where the wake pressure did not develop significantly until SR > 0.75.  The rough 
wedge falls in between the two but is more like the superstructure alone.  Because the 
flat plate projected below the girder soffit it generated a wider wake and increased the 
wake blockage effect, both of which will generate a more negative wake pressure.  The 
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rough wedge also projected below the girder soffit, but it was more streamlined thereby 
reducing these effects. 
At SR = 1.0 there was a substantial change in the breakdown of the forces with the 
dynamic lift force unexpectedly, given the superstructure alone results, approaching 
zero.  A small reduction in the dynamic component may have occurred because of a 
reduction in the wake blockage and wake width as the debris model was lifted with the 
upstream water level.  However, the lift coefficients for superstructure C alone and in 
combination with the debris mats follow similar patterns (Figure 8-50).  This discussion 
is expanded further in section 8.7.2.1.2. 
8.6.2.3 Moment Coefficient 
The scatter in the CM data does not allow any definitive statements to be made on the 
variation of CM with SR or the debris type. 
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Figure 8-40 Superstructure B with Debris - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-41 Superstructure B with Debris - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-42 Superstructure B with Debris - CM vs SR 
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Figure 8-43 Breakdown of Lift Forces - Superstructure B (No Debris) 
Lift Force Breakdown
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Figure 8-44 Breakdown of Lift Forces - Superstructure B (Flat Plate) 
Lift Force Breakdown
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Figure 8-45 Breakdown of Lift Forces - Superstructure B (Rough Wedge) 
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8.7 SUPERSTRUCTURE C 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR, F, and Pr was investigated.  Tests were done 
using the following configurations: 
• without debris or pier models; 
• without debris models but with pier A model; 
• with flat plate and rough wedge debris models but no pier models; 
• with rough wedge debris model and pier A model. 
The model combinations were tested over the following range of conditions: 
• SR varied from 0.5 to 3 (0.5 to 1.0 with debris); 
• F varied from 0.2 to 0.6; 
• Pr varied from 1.4 to 10.3. 
The results for the superstructure in combination with pier A are not included in the 
data in this section, but are presented in section 8.11. 
8.7.1 NO DEBRIS 
8.7.1.1 Dependence on Submergence 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR is shown graphically in Figure 8-46 to Figure 
8-48 respectively.  Pr was constant at 3.50 and F varied from 0.2 to 0.6.  The full range 
of F was only tested at SR = 1.0.  Above SR = 1.0 the Froude number was the maximum 
achievable in the flume.  Up to SR ≅ 2.0, F was in the range 0.45 to 0.5 (labelled as 0.5 
on the graphs) and with SR > 2, F was in the range of 0.35 to 0.44 (labelled as 0.4 on the 
graphs).  Good repeatability of the results was obtained with SR > 1.0, but there was 
some scatter of the data with SR ≤ 1.0 and particularly at SR ≈ 0.5.  As has been 
previously explained, the scatter at submergences less than 1.0 is probably associated 
with the difficulty in determining the water level at the upstream face, and hence 
reference area, and the low forces being measured. 
8.7.1.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
CD for superstructure C follows the same general trends as superstructures A and B.  
Therefore, it was considered that the information obtained from the extensive program 
of testing on superstructure A could be used to fill any gaps in the testing program for 
this superstructure.  The results from superstructure A are used as a basis to establish 
whether the upper bound for superstructure C was obtained. 
The testing on superstructure A indicated the following: 
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• F did not significantly influence CD when SR ≥ 2.0; 
• decreasing F with SR ≅ 1.5 marginally increased CD; 
• the CD at SR ≤ 1.5 was less than or equal to the CD at SR ≥ 2.0 
Therefore, even though a full range of Froude number testing was not done, based on 
the above findings from superstructure A tests, it was assumed that, for a Pr of 3.5, the 
maximum CD was obtained for superstructure C.  However, the local maximum at SR 
≅1.5 may not have been found because of the Froude number effects.  The maximum CD 
at about 1.8 is similar to that for superstructure B and about 10 to 15 % lower than that 
for superstructure A. 
8.7.1.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
CL for superstructure C follows the same general trends as superstructures A and B.  CL 
for superstructure A became more negative as F increased when SR ≥ 1.5 (Figure 8-17), 
with the most significant increase occurring when F increased from 0.2 to 0.3.  Based 
on this trend, it is likely that the CL measured on superstructure C at SR = 1.5, which 
was at F = 0.5, is close to the most negative CL for superstructure C.  The magnitudes of 
CL with SR > 1 are similar to those for superstructure A and more negative than those 
for superstructure B. 
8.7.1.1.3 Moment Coefficient 
With superstructure A, there was some indication that CM increased as F decreased.  
Therefore, the maximum CM may not have been found for superstructure C, although 
the results for superstructure A indicate that any increase in CM because of a reduction 
in F would not be significant. 
The variation of the coefficients with SR was similar to that for superstructure A as were 
the maximum and minimum values.  One noticeable difference is in CL and CM with SR 
= 0.5 and F = 0.2.  At this SR, a correction to CM was made for water in the boxes.  This 
may resulted in errors given that the forces being measured under these conditions were 
very small. In addition, at an SR of 0.5, the test conditions were difficult to accurately 
establish and CM was sensitive to SR in this range of SR. 
It is interesting to note that the spread in CM at SR > 1.0 is about the same as that in 
Figure 8-17 where there was a distinct difference between the PDM and DFM; all 
superstructure C tests were done using the DFM. 
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Figure 8-46 Superstructure C- CD as a Function of SR and F 
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Figure 8-47 Superstructure C - CL as a Function of SR and F 
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Figure 8-48 Superstructure C- CM as a Function of SR and F 
8.7.1.2 Dependence on Froude Number and Proximity 
The dependence of the superstructure C coefficients on F and Pr was only investigated 
at SR ≤ 1.0.  Therefore, this discussion will be done in conjunction with the discussion 
on the debris results. 
8.7.2 WITH DEBRIS 
Superstructure C was tested in combination with the flat plate and rough wedge debris 
models with SR ranging from 0.5 to 1.0, F ranging from 0.2 to 0.6, and Pr ranging from 
1.4 to 10.1.  The superstructure was tested without debris under the same conditions to 
allow a comparison with the debris model tests. 
8.7.2.1 Dependence on Submergence 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR for are shown graphically in Figure 8-49 to 
Figure 8-51.   Pr was constant at 3.5 and F constant at 0.2.  These conditions are similar 
to the flow and geometry conditions of the superstructure B tests. 
8.7.2.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
Figure 8-49 shows that CD decreases with increasing SR with both debris models and it 
remains constant or increases marginally without the debris.  As with the other 
superstructure models, the flat plate CD is more than double that for the rough wedge 
and no debris cases.  At SR = 1.0, the no debris CD is greater than that for the rough 
wedge and at SR < 1.0 it is about the same.  These general trends are the same as for 
superstructure B, and to a lesser extent superstructure A, which had less well-defined 
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variations. However, superstructure C without debris and superstructure C with the flat 
plate debris have a higher drag coefficient than the equivalent superstructure B cases.   
The difference in the superstructure alone CD could be attributed to the different 
geometry of the girders although CD is about the same for both superstructures at SR > 
1.0.  One explanation for this apparent inconsistency is that when the deck is submerged 
the girder geometry would become less significant.  The higher flat plate CD with 
superstructure C may be a result of an increase in wake blockage.  Superstructure C was 
positioned closer to the bed than superstructure B, but when tested without debris 
provided a similar blockage to the flow as superstructure B.  When the debris models 
were combined with the superstructures, the distance from the girder soffit to the bed 
was not changed.  Since the dimensions of the flat plate were the same for both 
superstructures, the blockage when the flat plate debris was used in combination with 
superstructure C was about 7% higher than when tested with superstructure B.  The 
same comment is valid for the rough wedge debris, but there is no difference in CD 
between the superstructures types.  It may be that the streamlining effect of the wedge 
negated the effects of the wake blockage. 
8.7.2.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
With both debris models, CL becomes more negative as SR increases from 0.5 to 0.75 
and then becomes more positive as SR increases from 0.75 to 1.0, i.e., it has a strong 
minimum at SR = 0.75.  A similar pattern is evident on the other superstructures when in 
combination with the debris models.  As discussed in detail in section 8.6.2.2, it was 
concluded that the pattern is a result of rapidly changing buoyancy and dynamic forces. 
The no debris CL becomes less negative as SR increases from 0.5 to 1.0.  This is 
opposite to superstructure B (Figure 8-41), but the same as superstructure D (Figure 
8-62); a direct comparison with superstructure A is not possible because it was tested at 
a different Froude number across this range of SR.  A summary of CL at SR =1.0 and F = 
0.2 for superstructure model A to D is given in Table 8-1.  The discrepancy in the 
superstructure A results was discussed in section 8.5.1.1 where it was concluded that the 
PDM result was more consistent with the observed flow patterns, but the reason for the 
difference was left unresolved.  The superstructure C and D lift coefficients, which are 
more consistent with the near zero result, are considered reliable because the 
superstructure C test was repeated twice and all three tests gave similar a similar CL.   
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Flow visualisation revealed a difference between superstructure B and superstructures C 
and D with SR ≤ 1.0 and F = 0.2.  On Superstructure B the separated boundary layer did 
not reattach, but on superstructures C and D there may have been fluctuating 
reattachment around the downstream girder.  At this F and SR = 1.0, the only parts of 
the model contributing to the lift force are the girders and the underside of the deck. The 
pressure on the underside of the deck upstream of the first girder would normally be 
positive.  The pressure on all other faces, which are downstream of the point of 
separation on the first girder, would be negative if the boundary layer does not reattach 
and CL would be negative.  If the boundary layer reattached, there would have been a 
stagnation region on the underside with a positive pressure.  If the boundary layer 
fluctuated between reattaching and remaining fully separated, then the pressure on the 
surface of the model in the region of reattachment would have fluctuated between 
positive and slightly negative.  For the tests with a CL value near to zero or zero, the 
mean in time pressure across the underside (deck and girders) must have been near zero 
or zero, hence the significant difference in CL between the superstructure types.  The 
difference in the separated boundary layer between the model types B and C is most 
likely a result of the significantly different geometry of the girders, and possibly slightly 
different upstream water levels.  The latter is discussed further in relation to 
superstructure A in the following paragraph. 
The difference between CL results from the PDM and the DFM for superstructure A 
must be the result of difference in the behaviour of the boundary layer.  Unfortunately, 
there is insufficient detail on the separated boundary layer with superstructure A under 
these flow conditions to allow a comparison.  Why would there be differences in the 
behaviour of the separated boundary layer given that the same model was used in both 
experimental methods?  The discrepancy is probably brought about by a small 
difference in the experimental methodology.  The breakdown of the superstructure B lift 
forces in Figure 8-43 showed that the dynamic lift force is sensitive to SR in the range 
SR = 0.75 to1.0, probably because of the behaviour of the separated boundary layer.  
The different methods of measuring the force required a slightly different approach to 
the setting of the water level on the upstream face when SR was 1.0.  The upstream 
water level was difficult to set consistently because of the conversion of the velocity 
head to potential head against the upstream face and the associated fluctuations in water 
level, especially at higher F.  Therefore, the upstream water level when using the DFM 
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was typically set marginally lower than for the PDM to ensure that there was no flow 
over the top of the parapet onto the deck.  This was less critical with the PDM because 
the tappings on the deck were not used when SR ≤ 1.0.  With the separated boundary 
layer being apparently sensitive to the water level at around SR = 1, this small difference 
in test methodology may have contributed to the variation in CL. 
8.7.2.1.3 Moment Coefficient 
The data for CM has considerable scatter which makes it difficult to establish any trends.  
As with CL, CM converges with increasing SR. 
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Figure 8-49 Superstructure C with Debris - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-50 Superstructure C with Debris - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-51 Superstructure C with Debris - CM vs SR 
Table 8-1  Comparison Between Superstructures of CL at SR = 1.0 and F = 0.2 
Superstructure Model Figure Test Method Approximate CL 
A Figure 8-16  DFM 
PDM 
0 
-5.5 
B Figure 8-41 DFM -5.25 
C Figure 8-50 DFM 0 
D Figure 8-62 DFM -1.0 
8.7.2.2 Dependence on Froude Number 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with F is shown graphically in Figure 8-52 to Figure 
8-54 respectively.  SR is constant at 1.0 and Pr is constant at 3.5.  Results for 
superstructure C alone and with the debris models are plotted on these graphs. 
As with the other superstructure models: 
• CD decreases as F increases; 
• the flat plate debris has the largest CD and the rough wedge the lowest; 
• the debris and no debris cases converge as F increases.   
As explained previously, the tailwater level decreases when SR is held constant and F 
increases and vice versa. Therefore, the area of fluid-structure interaction on the 
downstream face of the superstructure decreases as F increases and hence CD decreases.  
The flat plate has the highest CD because of wake blockage effects (refer section 
8.6.2.1) and it generates a wider wake, and hence more negative wake pressure, than the 
superstructure without debris or with the rough wedge.  The rough wedge has the lowest 
CD because it is the most streamlined. 
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The variation of CL with F is similar to that observed on superstructure A (Figure 8-32).  
The flat plate data has a minimum at about F = 0.3 and the rough wedge at about F = 
0.4.  The minimum is strongest with the flat plate and weakest with the rough wedge, 
although there is little difference between the rough wedge and no debris cases.  
Typically, the rough wedge CL has the smallest magnitude, although this is not a strong 
trend.  The differences between the debris models are consistent with the explanations 
for the differences in CD, i.e., wake blockage and wake width. 
CM becomes more positive with increasing F in the no debris and rough wedge cases.  
The flat plate CM increases from F = 0.2 to 0.3 beyond which it decreases marginally.  
The pattern of the superstructure A data (Figure 8-33) was similar with the exception 
that all cases decreased marginally when F increased above 0.3.  Small differences such 
as this are not surprising given the difference in girder geometry.   
The fluid-structure interaction on the upstream and downstream faces will mainly 
contribute to a positive moment.  The underside generates a negative moment because 
the pressure becomes less negative in the downstream direction.  At low F, the 
contribution of the underside is sufficiently large to result in a negative CM.  The water 
surface level through the structure decreases as F increases until, at high F, the only 
surface in contact with the flow is the upstream face.  Under these conditions, CM is 
positive. 
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Figure 8-52 Superstructure C - CD vs F 
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Figure 8-53 Superstructure C - CL vs F 
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Figure 8-54 Superstructure C - CM vs F 
8.7.2.3 Dependence on Proximity 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with Pr are shown graphically in Figure 8-55 to Figure 
8-57 respectively.  SR is constant at 1.0 and F constant at 0.2 Results are plotted for the 
superstructure alone and in combination with the flat plate and rough wedge debris 
models. 
CD decreases rapidly as Pr increases from 1.4 to 3.5 and then more gradually from 3.5 to 
10.1.  This pattern is the same as that for superstructure A in Figure 8-34 and occurs 
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because of wake blockage.  CD is considerably larger with superstructure C than 
superstructure A because F was 0.2 not 0.5.  As with superstructure A, CD is largest 
with the flat plate and the data converges as Pr increases. 
The variation of CL with Pr is similar for the no debris, flat plate and rough wedge data 
with a maximum at about Pr = 2.6.  Typically CL is more positive with superstructure C 
than that for superstructure A, most likely because of the significant difference in the 
water surface profile through the bridge brought about by the different F. 
Unlike superstructure A, CM is negative at all Pr except 10.1; a difference from 
superstructure A is not surprising given the difference in F.  Interestingly, the rough 
wedge results show a similar trend to the results for superstructure A.  CM becomes less 
negative as Pr increases from 1.4 to 2.0, and then more negative as Pr increases from 2.0 
to 3.45.  This weak ‘maximum’ is consistent with the maximum in the CL, but weaker 
because CM is the resultant of both the drag and lift force vectors, and there is no 
maximum evident in CD.  
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Figure 8-55 Superstructure C with Debris - CD vs Pr 
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Figure 8-56 Superstructure C with Debris - CL vs Pr 
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Figure 8-57 Superstructure C with Debris - CM vs Pr 
8.8 SUPERSTRUCTURE D 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR and F but not Pr was investigated.  Tests were 
done with and without piers and debris.  F was varied from 0.2 to 0.5 and SR from about 
0.5 to 3.0.  The results for the superstructure in combination with pier A are not 
included in the data in this section, but are presented in section 8.11.  
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8.8.1 NO DEBRIS 
Tests were conducted under the following conditions: 
• up to SR = 1.0, tests were done with F = 0.2 and 0.5; 
• at SR = 1.5 and 2.0, F was 0.5; 
• at SR = 2.5, F was 0.43; 
• at SR = 3.0, F was 0.37. 
The last two F were the maximum achievable in the flume at the particular 
submergence.  The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR at a constant Pr of 3.45 is shown 
graphically in Figure 8-58 to Figure 8-61.   
The variation of CD with SR and F follows the same pattern as the previous 
superstructures.  The maximum CD of just under 1.9 occurred at SR = 2.5. Repeat tests 
at an SR of about 2 and 2.5 indicate that repeatability for the tests was good. 
At SR ≤ 1.0, there was the usual variation of CL with F.  The variation of CL with SR 
also follows the same trend as previous superstructures, and like superstructure C there 
are large negative values of CL at SR = 0.5.  Above SR = 1, CL is similar to previous 
superstructures.   
The variation of CM with SR follows the same pattern as previous superstructures, 
although the positive CM at SR > 1.0 are typically smaller in magnitude than the other 
superstructures. 
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Figure 8-58 Superstructure D - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-59 Superstructure D - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-60 Superstructure D - CM vs SR 
8.8.2 WITH DEBRIS 
The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR for superstructure D with and without debris is 
shown graphically in Figure 8-61 to Figure 8-63.  Pr is constant at 3.45 and F constant 
at 0.2. 
8.8.2.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
The variation of CD with SR is similar to that for the previous superstructures and 
magnitudes of the debris results are similar to those for superstructure C, but greater 
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than those for superstructure B.  CD for the superstructure alone and in combination 
with the rough wedge are similar in magnitude and about half those for the flat plate.  
The drag coefficient is about double the rough wedge and superstructure alone CD 
which are similar.  A comparison with the magnitude of the results for superstructure A 
can not be done because of different Froude numbers used in the tests.  The magnitudes 
of the superstructure alone results are similar to superstructures B and C.  The debris CD 
for superstructures C and D are larger than superstructure B, probably because the 
blockage was greater in these tests than superstructure B.  Although the different 
superstructures were tested with similar proximity ratios, the blockage with debris in 
place was greater for superstructures C and D.  As previously explained, Pr was 
calculated using the depth of superstructure, not the debris.  Superstructure models C 
and D were not as deep as superstructure B, and so for a given proximity, the debris was 
closer to the bed. 
8.8.2.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
In overall terms, the variation of CL with SR is similar to that for superstructure C.  The 
spread of results for the no debris case at SR = 0.5 was greater with superstructure D and 
the maximum negative value was about -9.6 compared with about -6.4 for 
superstructure C.  At SR = 0.75 and 1.0 the results were also more negative, although the 
difference was smaller.  Like superstructure C, there was a strong minimum in the flat 
plate CL at SR = 0.75, but the superstructure D minimum was more negative than that 
for superstructure C.  CL for the rough wedge in combination with superstructure D was 
comparable to the rough wedge in combination superstructure C at an SR of 0.5 and 1.0, 
but unlike superstructure C, there was not a strong minimum in the rough wedge results 
at SR = 0.75.   
The scatter at SR < 1.0 can be attributed to the sensitivity of CL to the buoyancy and to 
SR.  The results in Figure 8-62 are for a relatively low F of 0.2, so the dynamic force 
was relatively small compared with the buoyancy force.  In calculating CL, the 
hydrostatic buoyancy force (FBH) was removed from the measured lift force to give the 
dynamic lift force (refer section 2.4).  Therefore, a small difference in the tailwater level 
without a significant difference in the dynamic lift force could make a substantial 
difference to CL.  At an SR of 0.5, superstructure D would be more sensitive to the effect 
of buoyancy than superstructure C because the displaced volume is greater with the 
additional box girders.  Both of these models would be more sensitive than 
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superstructure models A or B to buoyancy.  The scatter may also be exaggerated by an 
error in SR.  SR was calculated using the water level measured at the upstream face, a 
measurement which was previously identified as inaccurate at SR < 1.0.  For example, if 
two tests were recorded as having the same SR but were in fact slightly different, the 
sensitivity of CL to SR would mean that the results may be substantially different.  
However, CL would be plotted at the same SR with an apparent scatter in the data. 
8.8.2.1.3 Moment Coefficient 
The variation of CM with SR for the debris models was similar to that for superstructure 
C, as were the magnitudes.  There was no obvious trend in the data for the no debris 
case, but the magnitudes were similar to those for superstructure C, except for the large 
negative values at SR = 0.5 for superstructure C. 
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Figure 8-61 Superstructure D with Debris - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-62 Superstructure D with Debris - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-63 Superstructure D with Debris - CM vs SR 
8.8.3 SUMMARY 
It was stated in section 7.2 that this model appeared to be more streamlined than the 
other superstructure models.  However, there does not seem to be any noticeable 
difference in the results to support this statement, especially for CD where the largest 
difference should have been evident. 
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8.9 SUPERSTRUCTURE E 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with SR and F but not Pr was investigated.  Tests were 
conducted on superstructure E in the following configurations: 
• without debris or pier models; 
• with flat plate and rough wedge debris models but no pier models; 
The model combinations were tested over the following range of conditions: 
• SR varied from 0.5 to 1; 
• F varied from 0.2 to 0.5; 
• Pr constant at 1.65. 
The loads on the model were measured using the DFM.  
The variation of CD, CL and CM with SR for superstructure E with and without debris is 
shown graphically in Figure 8-64 to Figure 8-66.  Pr is constant at 1.65 and F constant 
at 0.2.  Also plotted on these graphs is a no debris case with F = 0.5.  The Pr for 
superstructure E does not have the same significance in terms of blockage as the other 
superstructure types.  The depth of superstructure (ds) was taken to be the full depth of 
the model including the truss.  Therefore, an SR of 1.0 was taken to be when the 
upstream water level was level with the top of the truss.  These differences do not allow 
a direct comparison to the other superstructure types. 
8.9.1 DRAG COEFFICIENT 
Without debris and with F = 0.2, there is a significant increase in CD between SR = 0.19 
and 0.3 above which there is little change.  This trend can be attributed to the behaviour 
of the separated boundary layer on the underside and to the tailwater level.  Referring to 
Figure 7-26 (page 143), it can be seen that at SR = 0.19 the tailwater level is below the 
deck on the downstream side and that the separated boundary layer reattaches.  When 
SR increases from 0.19 to 0.3, the reference area increases by the projected wetted area 
of the truss.  However, on the downstream face, the area upon which the wake pressure 
can act increases more than the increase in projected area because the deck is now 
submerged, and so CD increases.  At F = 0.5 the flow pattern is complicated by the free 
surface under the deck, and there is less fluid-structure interaction in the wake resulting 
in a lower CD. 
Both debris models have a weak minimum in CD in the range SR = 0.3 to 0.6 because of 
the combined effect of wake blockage and fluid-structure interaction.  The debris model 
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was raised with the upstream water level as SR increased.  This decreased the wake 
blockage effect, and hence the drag force decreased.  However, the area of fluid-
structure interaction in the wake increased without a corresponding increase in the 
reference area, an effect that acted to increase CD.  The net effect was a weak minimum. 
The reference area used for the calculation of the coefficients differs between cases with 
no debris and those with debris.  Without debris, the reference area is the wetted area of 
the truss and deck projected on the vertical plane.  With debris, the reference area is the 
wetted area of the debris projected on the vertical plane plus the wetted area of any 
exposed superstructure below the debris projected on the vertical plane. 
CD for the debris model increases when SR is increased from 0.6 to 1.0, more so the 
rough wedge than the flat plate.  At this SR, there is substantial flow between the 
underside of the debris and the top of the deck.  The increase in CD may be a result of 
this complicated flow pattern. 
As with the other superstructure types, the flat plate debris in combination with the 
superstructure has a substantially higher CD than the superstructure either without debris 
or in combination with the rough wedge debris.  The rough wedge and superstructure 
without debris configurations have similar drag coefficients. 
8.9.2 LIFT COEFFICIENT 
When SR is increased from 0.19 to 0.3, CL becomes less negative when F = 0.2, but 
becomes more negative when F = 0.5.  Above SR = 0.3 there is a clear trend of CL 
becoming less negative at both Froude numbers.  The significant difference in CL at SR 
= 0.19 is because of the differences in the free surface through the superstructure as 
shown in Figure 7-26.  At F = 0.19 the underside of the deck and all girders were 
submerged unlike at F = 0.5 where only part of the lower girders were in the flow.  
With a larger underside area subjected to a negative wake, CL was more negative. 
Both debris models have a more positive CL than the no debris case under equivalent 
conditions, and the rough wedge is typically more positive than the flat plate. 
8.9.3 MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
CM in Figure 8-66 is generally reflective of changes in CD with SR.  For example, both 
the flat plate and rough wedge debris models show a weak minimum in CM at SR = 0.3 
as did CD, remembering that a positive drag force will always generate a positive 
moment.  Because the moment is taken about the centreline of the model, the effect of 
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changes in the lift force on the moment can not be directly interpreted because the line 
of action is not known. 
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Figure 8-64 Superstructure E - Alone and with Debris - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-65 Superstructure E - Alone and with Debris - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-66 Superstructure E - Alone and with Debris - CM vs SR 
8.10 SUPERSTRUCTURE F 
As detailed in section 5.6, testing of the superstructure F model was done for the 
Queensland Department of Main Roads for a specific crossing where it may have been 
economical to design a box girder bridge for submergence.  Two locations for the 
crossing were being considered by the Department of Main Roads, one requiring the 
bridge to be skewed to the direction of flow.  The following test conditions were 
determined to encompass the range of conditions at the two crossings: 
• F = 0.15 to 0.26; 
• Pr = 7.8 to 9.0; 
• SR = 0.5 to 3.0; 
• a skew of 0° and 25°. 
The superstructure models were tested with and without a blade pier.  No debris testing 
was done with this superstructure model, and the loads were measured using the DFM. 
8.10.1 DEPENDENCE ON SUBMERGENCE, FROUDE NUMBER, AND SKEW 
Figure 8-68 to Figure 8-70 show graphically the variation of CD, CL, and CM 
respectively with SR, F, and skew.  In general terms, the variation of the coefficients 
with SR is the similar to the other superstructure types.  A direct comparison of the 
magnitude of the coefficients between superstructure F and the other types is not 
possible because there are no comparable test series. 
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8.10.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
With the skew = 0°, CD peaks at a higher SR than the other superstructure types but the 
magnitude of the peak is in general terms similar.  CD is dependent on F across the 
range of SR tested when the superstructure model was square to the flow, and similarly 
for the skewed model, except the dependence is less distinct.  A dependence of CD on F 
was noted on the other superstructure types up to an SR of 1.5.  
The data for the skewed model follow a similar pattern to the no skew results, but the 
magnitude of CD is less when SR ≥ 1.0.  The testing rig measured the drag force along 
the x-axis (in the direction of flow), not normal to the skewed model or transverse to the 
direction of flow.  The force vectors are shown in Figure 8-67.  A revised testing rig 
would be required to determine the magnitude of the transverse force, but an estimate of 
the transverse force could be obtained using Equation 8-16.  This approach is limited 
because it assumes the same energy loss for the skewed model is the same as the square 
model.  The significant differences between the flow patterns in the wake (refer section 
7.4) of the square and skewed models indicates differences in energy loss.  If the 
transverse loading is considered a significant issue in the design of bridges, it is 
recommended that further research be undertaken.  
Superstructure F
Flume Wall
Flow Fx
Fn
Fz
Flume Wall
 
Figure 8-67  Force Vectors on a Model Skewed to the Direction of Flow 
 
Equation 8-16   
2
x
2
Nz FFF −=  
8.10.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
At SR > 1.0, CL follows a similar pattern to the other superstructures in that it becomes 
less negative as SR increases, although in general terms CL is less negative than for the 
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other superstructure types at respective values of SR.  At SR > 1.0, CL is little affected by 
F or the skew.  At SR < 1, CL is in general more negative than the other superstructure 
types, and there is a weak dependence on F.  This is consistent with the other 
superstructures models and is related to the area of fluid-structure interaction in the 
wake as has been previously explained.  At SR ≅ 0.4 and F = 0.16 there are “discordant” 
values for the skewed bridge.  Based on the other results it is assumed that the CL of -
10.85 is incorrect and should be discarded. 
8.10.1.3 Moment Coefficient 
The variation of CM with SR is similar to those for the other superstructure model types 
in that it increases with SR.  The magnitude of CM is similar to that for superstructures 
A, B, and C, and is larger than those for superstructure D.  When the bridge was square 
to the flow and SR ≥ 1.0, CM decreased as F increased, which is consistent with the 
increase in CD with decreasing F.  A similar dependence was evident when the bridge 
was skewed to the flow, but the dependence is not as strong.  The skew significantly 
decreased the magnitude of CM when SR > 1.0. 
The dependence of CD and CM but not CL on F is difficult to explain.  From these results 
it appears that the changes to the flow pattern which resulted in an increase in CD and 
CM have a neutral effect on CL. 
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Figure 8-68  Superstructure F - No Skew and Skew - CD vs SR 
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Figure 8-69 Superstructure F - No Skew and Skew - CL vs SR 
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Figure 8-70 Superstructure F - No Skew and Skew - CM vs SR 
8.10.2 DEPENDENCE ON PROXIMITY 
The variation of CD, CL, and CM with Pr is shown graphically in Figure 8-71 to Figure 
8-73 respectively.  Superstructure F was tested at Pr = 7.8 and 9.0.  This relatively small 
range of Pr means that it is not possible to establish dependence.  However, based on the 
investigation into proximity using superstructure A, it would be reasonable to assume 
that the coefficients will vary as Pr decreases further.   
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Figure 8-71 Superstructure F - CD vs SR & Pr 
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Figure 8-72 Superstructure F Superstructure F - CL vs SR & Pr 
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Figure 8-73 Superstructure F Superstructure F - CM vs SR & Pr 
8.11 EFFECT OF PIER ON SUPERSTRUCTURE COEFFICIENTS 
8.11.1 NO DEBRIS 
Superstructure types A, B, C, D, and F were tested alone and with a pier in place to 
determine the effect of a pier on the superstructure coefficients.  The pier was not 
connected to the superstructure and hence the comparison with the superstructure alone 
results is valid.  Results for the piers alone are given in section 8.14.  Superstructure F 
was tested in combination with a blade pier (pier type D) and the other superstructures 
were tested in combination with a twin column pier (pier type A).  The results for all 
combination tests and equivalent superstructure alone tests are shown graphically in 
Figure 8-74 to Figure 8-82.  All results presented in these graphs were obtained using 
the direct force method.  The results for superstructure A to D are for a Froude number 
of 0.5 up to an SR of 1.5 and then decreasing to about 0.32 at SR of about 3.  F was not 
held constant across the full range of SR because of insufficient pump capacity, but 
importantly F was the same at each SR for the pier and no pier cases.   
8.11.1.1 Drag Coefficient 
On all superstructures models except A, there is an increase in CD of about 10% when a 
pier is in position and SR > 1.  At SR ≤ 1.0 there is evidence of small increases with the 
pier in place, but the trend is not consistent.  Surprisingly superstructure A does not 
show the same well-defined trend as the other superstructures.  No explanation can be 
offered for this difference.  On superstructure F the increase in CD is not as substantial, 
in magnitude or percentage, on the skewed model as for the model square to the flow.  It 
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was noted in 7.4 that positioning the model on a skew to the flow significantly altered 
the flow patterns in the wake.  It is likely that these changes were more dominant than 
the addition of a pier. 
Section 7.5 is a discussion on the changes to the flow pattern and pressure distributions 
with a pier in place.  It was noted that: 
1. there was no observable change to the separated boundary layers or free 
surface profile; 
2. the protruding headstock increased the strength of the anti-clockwise 
circulation on the upstream face of the girder, but the effect was localised; 
3. an increase in CP on the upstream face of the girder confirmed the observed 
increase in the strength of the circulation; 
4. CP on the downstream face became more negative by an average of about 
0.25; 
5. there was no change to the pressure distribution on the topside of the model. 
The change in CP on the downstream face was attributed to the additional blockage 
generated by the piers.  Based on these changes to the pressure distribution and with 
certain assumptions relating to the extent of the changes across the width of the model 
(transverse to the flow), an increase in CD of up to 0.07 was calculated for an SR of 1.5.  
The recorded changes in CD at this SR are less well defined than at higher 
submergences, but they are in the order of 0.0 to 0.2 which is consistent with the 
estimate from the pressure distributions. 
8.11.1.2 Lift Coefficient 
With the exception of superstructure F, there is no regular pattern to the differences in 
CL with the pier in place.  A more negative CL had been anticipated for the following 
reasons: 
• there was no change to the pressure distribution on the topside;  
• there appeared to be a more negative wake, as indicated by the CP recorded on 
the downstream face, and hence a more negative pressure on the underside.   
It is reiterated that pressure readings on the underside were not possible because of the 
presence of the pier headstock. CL for superstructure F is in accordance with this 
expectation in that it is more negative with the pier in place. However, it should be 
noted that superstructure F was tested at a considerably higher Pr and hence lower 
blockage. 
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8.11.1.3 Moment Coeffcient 
The scatter in the data makes it difficult to definitively establish the influence the pier 
has on CM.  The following generalisations are made within that context: 
• superstructure A does not show a consistent shift in CM with a pier in place; 
• CM for superstructures B, C and D typically decreases with the pier in place 
when SR > 1.0, and the reverse when SR ≤ 1.0; 
• CM for superstructure F typically increases with the pier in place. 
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Figure 8-74  Effect of Pier on CD - Superstructures A & B 
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Figure 8-75 Effect of Pier on CL - Superstructures A & B 
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Figure 8-76 Effect of Pier on CM - Superstructures A & B 
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Figure 8-77  Effect of Pier on CD - Superstructures C & D 
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Figure 8-78  Effect of Pier on CL - Superstructures C & D 
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Figure 8-79  Effect of Pier on CM - Superstructures C & D 
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Figure 8-80  Effect of Pier on CD - Superstructure F 
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Figure 8-81  Effect of Pier on CL - Superstructure F 
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Figure 8-82  Effect of Pier on CM - Superstructure F 
8.11.2 EFFECT OF PIER ON SUPERSTRUCTURE AND DEBRIS COMBINATION 
To investigate the effect of the pier on the coefficients for the superstructure and debris 
combination, the rough wedge debris model was tested in combination with 
superstructure models A, B, C, and D with and without a pier in place.  The pier was not 
connected to the superstructure, and so, the comparison with the superstructure and 
debris combination without a pier is valid.  The twin column pier (pier type A) was used 
in these tests.  The results for all tests are shown graphically Figure 8-83 to Figure 8-88.  
All tests were done using the direct force method. 
Similar to the no debris results presented in the previous section, the addition of the pier 
to the rough wedge and superstructure A combination had little effect on CD.  As was 
previously suggested, this was because of the high Froude number.  At F = 0.5 there 
was very little of the superstructure in contact with wake and so any blockage effects 
would have minimal impact compared with the lower Froude number tests.  
Superstructures B, C, and D in combination with the debris show an increase in CD with 
the pier in place, but with some exceptions, eg, superstructure C at SR 1.0.  A 
comparison with the CD for the other superstructures with the rough wedge at SR =1.0 
indicates that the superstructure C results is discordant. 
The effects on CL from the addition of the pier are summarised below: 
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• there was little variation in CL for the rough wedge in combination with 
superstructure A because of the high Froude number at which the tests were 
done; 
• at an SR of 0.5 and 1.0, CL for the rough wedge in combination with 
superstructure B became slightly more negative, and at an SR of 0.75 it became 
more negative; 
• there was little variation in CL for the rough wedge in combination with 
superstructure C at an SR of 0.5 and 1.0, but at an SR of 0.75, CL was less 
negative with the pier in place; 
• there was little variation in CL for the rough wedge in combination with 
superstructure D at an SR of 0.5 and 1.0, but at an SR of 0.75, CL was more 
negative with the pier in place. 
Generally the pier made CL more negative which is consistent with the additional 
blockage making the wake pressure more negative. The effect of the pier on the 
superstructure C with rough wedge results at an SR of 0.75 was opposite to that noted 
for superstructures B and D.  It was noted in sections 8.6.2.2 and 8.7.2.1.2 that in the 
range SR = 0.5 to 1.0, the buoyancy and dynamic forces are varying substantially.  
Therefore, a small difference in the test conditions could result in a substantially 
different coefficient, and an apparently inconsistent trend as noted above. 
The effects on CM from the addition of the pier are summarised below: 
• there was little variation in CM for the rough wedge in combination with 
superstructure A as was noted with CD and CL; 
• CM for the rough wedge in combination with superstructure B became more positive 
or less negative; 
• CM for the rough wedge in combination with superstructure C became less negative; 
• CM for the rough wedge in combination with superstructure D became more 
negative. 
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Figure 8-83 Effect of Pier on CD – Superstructures A & B with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-84 Effect of Pier on CD – Superstructures C & D with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-85 Effect of Pier on CL – Superstructures A & B with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-86 Effect of Pier on CL – Superstructures C & D with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-87 Effect of Pier on CM – Superstructures A & B with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-88 Effect of Pier on CM – Superstructures C & D with Rough Wedge 
8.12 EFFECT OF SUPERELEVATION 
The horizontal road alignment sometimes requires that bridges be built on a curve with 
a superelevated deck.  An investigation was undertaken to determine the effect of 
superelevation on the force coefficients; superelevation is analogous with “angle of 
attack” in fluid mechanics literature.  The Queensland Department of Main Roads 
advised that the superelevation on a bridge is typically 3% but it can be as high as 4%.  
The higher superelevation was adopted as it was considered that any effect would be 
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more pronounced.  Superstructure A was inclined at + 4.2% (2.4°) and - 4.2% to the 
flow.  A positive superelevation is the deck rotated clockwise about the z axis, i.e., the 
upstream face up.  Construction tolerances on the testing rig meant that 4.2% was the 
superelevation, not 4%.   
Tests were done covering a range of F and SR.  All measurements were done using the 
direct force measurement technique, and base case tests (0% superelevation) were 
repeated during this series to provide a control done at the same time.  In calculating the 
force coefficients, the reference area is the wetted area of the superstructure projected 
on a vertical plane normal to the flow.  Therefore, the following adjustments were made 
to the reference area: 
• a superelevation of + 4.2% increased the reference area from 0.0975 m2 to 
0.1139 m2 when SR ≥ 1.0; 
• a superelevation of - 4.2% increased the reference area from 0.0975 m2 to 
0.1139 m2 when the downstream parapet was overtopped, i.e., when SR ≥ 1.17; 
• a superelevation of - 4.2% decreased the reference area to 0.0974 m2 when 
SR=1.0. 
8.12.1 FLOW VISUALISATION 
A summary of the flow visualisation data is given in Table 8-2.  A full explanation of 
the test numbering system is given in section 6.  The prefix “PELEV” indicates that the 
model had a positive superelevation, the prefix “NELEV” indicates a negative 
superelevation, and the model was level in tests with the prefix “SWOD”.  δ is the 
distance from the soffit of the second girder to the separated boundary layer.  There 
were some exceptions, but generally δ decreased as the superelevation became more 
positive.  With a positive superelevation the separated shear layer appeared to 
intermittently reattach at the downstream girder, but it did not reattach on the underside 
of the superstructure when the deck was level or with a negative superelevation. 
Intuitively it was expected that a positive superelevation would move the reattachment 
point of the separated shear layer on the deck further downstream, and a negative 
superelevation the opposite effect.  The data recorded does not indicate this 
conclusively, probably because the location of reattachment was only described 
approximately.  For example, the descriptor ‘between girders 2 and 3’ was used because 
the fluctuations in the point of reattachment made it difficult to be more precise. 
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Table 8-2  Summary of Flow Visualisation on Superelevated Model Tests 
Test SR Froude  δ Separated Shear Layer Reattachment 
Number  Number (mm) Deck Underside 
PELEV2 1.0 0.4 20 Not Applicable Possibly at last girder 
PELEV9 1.0 0.19 30 Not Applicable No Reattachment 
PELEV12 1.65 0.43 35 Between girders 1 & 2 No Reattachment 
PELEV12B 1.89 0.38 25 Between girders 2 & 3 Possibly at last girder 
PELEV12C 2.36 0.33 35 Girder 3 Possibly at last girder 
PELEV66 1.93 0.22 40 Between girders 3 & 4 No Reattachment 
PELEV68 1.99 0.2 35 No Reattachment Possibly at last girder 
PELEV71 1.52 0.21 40 Between girders 2 & 3 Possibly at last girder 
PELEV72 2.44 0.21 35-40 No Reattachment No Reattachment 
      
NELEV2 1.0 0.39 35 Not Applicable No Reattachment 
NELEV9 1.0 0.16 40 Not Applicable No Reattachment 
NELEV12 1.51 0.47 35 Girder 2 No Reattachment 
NELEV12R 1.55 0.48 30 Between girders 2 & 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV12B 2.05 0.40 30-35 Girder 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV12C 2.44 0.33 30 Girder 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV66 2.02 0.20 40 Girder 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV66R 2.04 0.22 40 Girder 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV71 1.53 0.2 45 Between girders 2 & 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV71R 1.56 0.2 35 Between girders 2 & 3 No Reattachment 
NELEV72 2.44 0.2 45-50 Girder 3 No Reattachment 
      
SWOD2R3 1.0 0.35 30-35 Not Applicable No Reattachment 
SWOD9R4 1.0 0.19 35-40 Not Applicable No Reattachment 
SWOD12R3 1.59 0.48 35 Between girders 1 & 2 No Reattachment 
SWOD12BR3 1.95 0.39 40-45 Between girders 2 & 3 No Reattachment 
SWOD66R2 2.0 0.2 40-45 Possibly girder 3 No Reattachment 
SWOD71R2 1.5 0.22 40 Possibly girder 3 No Reattachment 
 
The variation of the coefficients with SR and superelevation are shown graphically in 
Figure 8-89 to Figure 8-91.  The effect of the superelevation on the coefficients is a 
function of SR and so the discussion will be grouped into submergences. 
8.12.2 EFFECT OF SUPERELEVATION ON CD 
SR=1.0 
At F = 0.2 and 0.5, CD is similar for the negative and zero superelevation cases because 
at SR = 1.0, the geometry of the model with negative superelevation was only 
marginally different from the level model (the reference area decreases by 0.1 %). It 
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was anticipated that CD for the model with negative superelevation would be slightly 
lower than for the level superstructure because less of the downstream face was 
submerged, and hence less area was acted upon by the wake pressure.  Given the 
similarity of the results, the change in angle of the model must have in some way 
increased the drag force to compensate for the reduced submergence on the downstream 
face.  On a level model, the negative wake pressure acting on the underside of the deck 
and girders only generates a lift force, if the fillets are ignored.  However, on an 
inclined model, the force vector normal to the surface of the model has a component in 
the x-direction.  If the model has a negative superelevation, the component will be 
acting in the positive x-direction, remembering that the wake pressure is negative, and 
vice versa if the model has a positive superelevation. 
This effect can be approximately quantified using an average of the CP values obtained 
from the pressure measurements on the underside of the level model for similar flow 
conditions (test numbers SWOD9 or SWOD9R3).  Consider the negative superelevation 
with F = 0.2 test.  The area of the underside of the deck contributing to this effect is 
0.385 m2, the mean CP is about 1.6, and the mean velocity for this test was 0.32 m/s.  
Substituting into Equation 2-5 gives a Δp (p-p0) of 82 N/m2 which is equivalent to a 
force of 32 N over 0.385 m2.  The superstructure is inclined at -2.41°, which means 
there is a force vector of magnitude 1.34 N in the x-direction.  Using a reference area of 
0.0975 m2 and substituting into Equation 2-6 gives a CD of 0.27.  Therefore, the 
underside wake pressure acting on the inclined superstructure will increase CD by 
approximately 0.27. 
The water level at the downstream face of the model with negative superelevation was 
16 mm lower, relative to the top of the parapet, than for the level model case when SR = 
1; if each of the tests had been set up perfectly and accurate measurements taken, the 
difference would have been 18 mm, all else being equal.  CP on the rear face was 
typically about -1.0 for the level model under these conditions (SWOD9 or 
SWOD9R3).  This will result in a reduction in CD of about 0.18 which means that the 
net effect of the reduction in water level and the underside wake pressure on the 
inclined superstructure is an increase in CD of about 0.09.  Therefore, a similar value for 
CD for the level and negative superelevation models is reasonable. 
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CD for the model with a positive superelevation is lower than for the level and negative 
superelevation cases when F = 0.2 and 0.5.  The projected area used in the calculation 
of CD for the model with positive superelevation was 16.8 % higher than the level 
model.  To establish if the difference in the coefficients for the positive superelevation 
cases is solely because of the increased reference area used in the calculation of the 
coefficients, the coefficients for the positive superelevation cases were recalculated 
using the reference area of the level model, i.e., a smaller area.  These modified 
coefficients are shown graphically in Figure 8-92 to Figure 8-94 along with the 
coefficients for the level and negative superelevation model cases. 
In Figure 8-92, CD at SR = 1 and F = 0.5 is similar regardless of the superelevation 
which indicates that the positive superelevation of the model had little effect on the 
measured drag force.  However, CD for the positive superelevation case is still less than 
for the level and negative superelevation cases at F = 0.2.  The difference may be a 
result of the generation of a negative force vector in the x-direction by the wake 
pressure acting on the underside of the deck and girders, as explained previously. 
As was done for the negative superelevation results, this effect can be approximately 
quantified using an average of the CP values obtained from the pressure measurements 
on the underside of the level model under similar flow conditions(test numbers SWOD9 
or SWOD9R3).  The area of the underside of the deck which would contribute to this 
effect is 0.385 m2, the mean CP is about 1.6, and the mean velocity for this test was 0.39 
m/s.  Substituting into  
Equation 2-5 gives a Δp of 120 N/m2 which, over 0.385 m2, equates to a force of 46 N.  
The superstructure is inclined at 2.41° which gives a force vector of magnitude 1.93 N 
in the negative x-direction.  Using a reference area of .0975 m2 and substituting into 
Equation 2-6 gives a CD of 0.26.  Therefore the underside wake pressure acting on the 
inclined superstructure will decrease CD by approximately 0.26 which agrees closely 
with the difference in CD of about 0.25 in Figure 8-92 at SR = 1. 
Why isn’t CD for the model with positive superelevation significantly lower at SR = 1.0 
when F = 0.5?  At F = 0.5 the free surface was below the underside of the deck and so 
only the soffit of the girders would have contributed to the reduction in CD.  Using a 
similar analysis to the above indicates that the reduction in CD because of the wake 
pressure on the inclined soffits should be about 0.05; a CP of 1.3, a velocity of 0.81 m/s 
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and a soffit area of 0.08 m2 were assumed.  Therefore, a similar value for CD for the 
level model and the one with positive superelevation is reasonable.  
SR = 1.5 
At SR ≅ 1.5 and F = 0.2, CD for the model with positive superelevation is about 20 % 
below that for the level model, and CD for the model with negative superelevation is 5 
to 10 % higher than that for the level model (Figure 8-89).  In Figure 8-92, CD for the 
model with positive superelevation is only about 2 % less than the level case when the 
projected area of the level model is used to calculate CD for the model with positive 
superelevation.  It can be concluded that the additional “exposed” area on the model 
with positive superelevation does not increase the drag force because it is in the wake.  
As with the SR= 1 case, the inclination of the model generates a negative force vector in 
the x-direction on the underside of the deck and girder soffits which decreases CD.  
However, when the model with positive superelevation was submerged, the upper side 
of the deck had the opposite effect.  The local pressure normal to the upper side of the 
deck was typically negative, i.e., it acted away from the deck.  Therefore, if the deck has 
a positive inclination, a component of the normal force will act in the x-direction to 
increase CD, assuming there was no change to the pressure distribution on the upper side 
of the deck.  The CD for the model with positive superelevation is similar to that for the 
level bridge when the same reference area is used (Figure 8-92).  This indicates that the 
combined effect of the inclined upper side of the deck and the underside is nearly 
neutral. 
These effects will also be evident, but acting oppositely, in the model with negative 
superelevation.  An additional complication with this model is that the downstream 
parapet is slightly more exposed to the flow, a factor that may contribute to the higher 
values for CD. 
At F = 0.5 and SR = 1.5, CD is less than for the F = 0.2 tests (Figure 8-89), and unlike 
the tests at F = 0.2, CD for both the superelevation tests (positive and negative) is less 
than for the level model.  These differences are most likely a result of the formation of a 
free surface under the deck at F = 0.5.  In Figure 8-92, CD for the level model and the 
one with positive superelevation are similar at F = 0.5, and for the negative elevation it 
is 0.2 to 0.3 lower.  The lower values can be attributed to the lower water level on the 
downstream face, and hence a smaller area over which the wake pressure can act.  A 
water level measurement was not taken at the downstream face of the level model under 
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these conditions, so it is not possible to ascertain the difference in water level between 
the level model and the one with negative superelevation.  However, allowing for the 
inclination of the model and all else being equal, the difference would have been 18 
mm.  Typical values of CP on the downstream face under this conditions were -1.2 and 
the mean velocity for this test was 0.99 m/s.  Using the same approach as previously, it 
can be shown that a difference in water level of 18 mm would decrease CD by 
approximately 0.22, which is consistent with the measured data. 
SR = 2.0 to 2.5 
At SR ≅ 2, CD is similar for all cases except the positive superelevation cases for which 
CD is significantly lower (Figure 8-89).  In Figure 8-92 it is shown that by using the 
modified area in calculating CD for the models with positive superelevation, only the F 
= 0.5 to 0.3 case has a lower CD.  At SR ≅ 2.5 in Figure 8-92, each of the cases has a 
similar CD except for the model with positive superelevation, which has a lower CD. 
8.12.3 EFFECT OF SUPERELEVATION ON CL 
SR = 1.0 
At SR = 1.0 and F = 0.5, CL is little affected by superelevation (Figure 8-90and Figure 
8-93).   At with F = 0.2, CL for the level model and the one with positive superelevation 
is similar, but CL for the model with negative superelevation has a more positive CL.  
The difference may occur because of the treatment of buoyancy, or changes in the flow 
patterns, or the value may be discordant. 
The hydrostatic buoyant force (FBH) which was removed from the measured lift force 
was similar for each of the F = 0.2 cases.  As the superelevation becomes more 
negative, the residual buoyancy force (FBR) increases because more of the model is 
above the unrestricted tailwater level.  If FBR increases and FBH remains the same, CL 
will become more negative, all else being equal.  The fact that CL is more positive with 
a negative superelevation means that the flow pattern would need to have changed 
sufficiently to overcome the increase in FBR. Such a substantial change was not 
observed.  The lift force measured on the model with negative superelevation was about 
10 % more positive than that measured on the level model or the model with positive 
superelevation resulting in an increase in the magnitude of CL of about 1.5.  The 
magnitudes of the estimate of error (refer section 4.9 on page 77) for this negative 
superelevation test and the level model test are ± 0.35 and ± 0.24 respectively, giving a 
maximum potential difference in CL of 0.6.  It is likely that this point is discordant. 
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SR = 1.5 to 2.5 
From SR = 1.5 to 2.5 and F = 0.2, the superelevation has a significant effect on CL in 
that CL becomes more negative as the superelevation becomes more negative.  The deck 
of the model with a negative superelevation is inclined into the flow.  Therefore, the 
dynamic component of the local pressure on the topside of the deck would increase, and 
there would be a decrease in the magnitude of the negative pressure (positive lift) on the 
deck.  The reverse occurs when the model has a positive superelevation.  It is noted that 
the results for the level bridge are consistent with this obtained earlier in the test 
program (Figure 8-16). 
Interestingly the same trend is not as distinct when F is increased and SR is in the range 
1.5 to 2.0 .  When F is increased, CL for the model with positive superelevation is less 
negative than the level model, as was the case at F =0.2.  However, the model with 
negative superelevation has a similar CL to the level model, unlike at F = 0.2.  The 
likely explanation lies in the behaviour of the free surface profile.  At F =0.2, the 
underside of the deck was submerged regardless of the superelevation.  However, at the 
higher F the submergence of the underside of the deck varied with the superelevation.  
The submergence of the underside of the deck has significance in terms of buoyancy 
and fluid-structure interaction and any variation could result in substantial variation to 
CL. 
8.12.4 EFFECT OF SUPERELEVATION ON CM 
At F = 0.5 and SR = 1.0, CM ranges from about 1 to 1.5 (Figure 8-91) with the different 
superelevations. However, the data does not follow a consistent pattern, and hence it is 
not possible to establish if CM is a function of the superelevation.  There is a similar 
pattern at SR ≅ 1.5 to 2, but at SR ≅ 2.3, CM drops unexpectedly to about –2.0.  There is a 
general trend of CM decreasing as SR increases above 2, but not to this extent which 
indicates that the data may be discordant.   
At F = 0.2 and SR = 1.0 (Figure 8-91), CM becomes more positive as the superelevation 
decreases, although the -4.2 % case is the test which was considered discordant in the 
CL results.  In the range SR ≅1.5 to 2.0, there is less variation in CM with the 
superelevation than at SR = 1.0.  This is further emphasised in Figure 8-94 in which the 
positive superelevation results have been recalculated using the modified reference area. 
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Figure 8-89  Effect of Superelevation on CD 
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Figure 8-90  Effect of Superelevation on CL 
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Figure 8-91  Effect of Superelevation on CM 
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Figure 8-92  Effect of Superelevation on CD - Modified Reference Area 
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Figure 8-93  Effect of Superelevation on CL - Modified Reference Area 
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Figure 8-94  Effect of Superelevation on CM - Modified Reference Area 
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8.13 EFFECT OF TURBULENCE INTENSITY 
As previously described in section 4.2.2, tests were done using Superstructure A to 
determine the sensitivity of the force coefficients to the turbulence intensity (T) of the 
approach flow.  These tests covered a range of F and SR with Pr held constant at 3.44.  
A discussion on the effects of T on the flow patterns and pressure distributions is in 
section 7.8 (page 151).  The results of the investigation are presented in this chapter.  A 
discrepancy between the results obtained using the DFM and those obtained using the 
PDM is also investigated.  It is concluded that the PDM results are less reliable than 
those obtained using the DFM, and so the DFM results are used in the discussion on the 
effects of T on the coefficients. 
The influence of T on CD, CL, and CM for a range of SR and F is shown graphically in 
Figure 8-95 to Figure 8-103; the results in all of these graphs were obtained using the 
DFM.  At SR = 1.0 there is little variation in CD with T across the range of F tested.  
With SR > 1 and F = 0.2 there is no consistent trend in the variation of CD with T.  
When F ≥ 0.3 and SR > 1.0 there is a distinctive trend of CD decreasing as T increases.  
These variations with T are consistent with the observations in section 7.8 that CP on 
the rear face becomes less negative as T increases, and that the influence of T on the 
pressure distributions increases as F increases. 
At F = 0.2 and SR > 1.0, CL becomes more negative as T increases, and likewise at F = 
0.3, although the variation with T is less.  Figure 8-100 indicates that T has little effect 
on CL at an F of 0.5.  These results are supported by the trends in the pressure 
distributions.  Figure 7-39 to Figure 7-44 show that as F increases, T has less influence 
on the underside and topside CP. 
CM does not show a consistent variation with T except when F ≥ 0.3 where the results 
for the increased T are typically less than CM for the other levels of T.  This variation 
with T is consistent with the decrease in CD noted above as T increases and F ≥ 0.3. 
On the basis of these results, and given that natural streams will have a T greater than 
tested in the flume, it is concluded that the results obtained using the natural levels of T 
in the flume can be considered to have found the maximum coefficients suitable for 
design purposes.  The only exception is CL for which increasing T makes CL more 
negative at the lower F.  This should be taken into consideration when determining the 
lower bound CL for design. 
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Figure 8-95 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CD with F = 0.2 
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Figure 8-96 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CD with F = 0.3 
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Figure 8-97 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CD with F = 0.3 to 0.5 
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Figure 8-98 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CL with F = 0.2 
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Figure 8-99 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CL with F = 0.3 
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Figure 8-100 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CL with F=0.3 to 0.5 
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Figure 8-101 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CM with F = 0.2 
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Figure 8-102 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CM with F = 0.3 
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Figure 8-103 Effect of Turbulence Intensity on CM with F = 0.3 to 0.5 
At increased T, the coefficients obtained using the PDM were considerably larger in 
magnitude than the coefficients obtained using the DFM under similar flow and 
geometry conditions.  This was not evident at the decreased or existing levels of 
turbulence.  A comparison between the results from the two methods is shown in Figure 
8-104 and Figure 8-105 for the increased turbulence cases, and Figure 8-106 and Figure 
8-107 for the decreased turbulence cases.  The results for CM have not been presented, 
but a similar effect was also evident.  At the increased levels of turbulence, the increase 
in coefficients is noticeable at both F.   
Vickery (1965) noted a difference of about 10% between the r.m.s coefficient of lift 
fluctuations computed from the pressure distribution around a square cylinder and those 
obtained by direct measurement of the forces on the same cylinder.  Vickery offered no 
explanation for the discrepancy.  Vickery also obtained differences of up to 50% in base 
suction obtained from pressure measurements between a smooth and turbulent (10%) 
stream.  Similar differences were also noted in the fluctuating lift. 
The pressure distributions for tests with reduced, normal and increased T for an SR ≅ 2, 
F ≅ 0.2 and Pr = 3.44 are plotted in Figure 8-108.  Over most parts of the model, CP for 
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the increased T test differs substantially from the normal and reduced T tests.  Why 
does CP vary with T? 
It has been documented that increasing the turbulence affects Pitot-static tube readings 
by a quantity of the order ( )22221 wvu ++ρ , Bradshaw (1964), or the static pressure by 
a quantity of the order ( )2221 wv +ρ , Wood (1978).  The exact error depends on the 
relative size of the Pitot-tube and the turbulence length scale.  Wood suggests that the 
static pressure measured by the Pitot-tube will be an underestimate if the radius of the 
tube is small compared with the turbulence length scale, and vice versa if the radius of 
the tube is large.  As an approximation, the former could be applied to the stagnation 
regions on the superstructure model, and the later to the wake regions. 
The data was not available to calculate the mean fluctuating velocity components, so the 
change in T (ΔT) required to explain the difference in the measured CP shown in Figure 
8-108 was back-calculated from the difference in CP at each T using the following 
methodology in stagnation regions. 
2
02
1P V 
PC ρ
Δ=    
where CP is the pressure coefficient with existing T 
( )
2
02
1
222
2
1
PI V 
+PC ρ
ρ wvu ++Δ=   
where CPI is the pressure coefficient with increased T 
 
Assuming that V0 is the same at both T 
ΔCP = CP - CPI 
⇒ ( )2
0
222
P V
C wvu ++=Δ  
assuming that the flow is isotropic 
⇒
0
P V
3C u=Δ  
⇒ T3CP =Δ  
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∴ 100x 
3
CPΔ  will give the change in T (ΔT) required to achieve the measured 
difference in CP. 
Similarly, if Wood’s recommendation is adopted for regions outside of the stagnation 
region, it can be shown that 100x 
2
CPΔ  will give the required ΔT to achieve the 
measured difference in CP. 
To determine if the increase in CP can be attributed to the fluctuating velocity 
components, the ΔT required to explain the difference in the measured CP shown in 
Figure 8-108 was back calculated as described above for the test conditions F ≅ 0.2 and 
SR ≅ 2.0.   For the purposes of this investigation, a stagnation region was assumed when 
CP was positive.  The required ΔT at each tapping is plotted in Figure 8-109.  The three 
data series in this figure represent: 
1. the difference between the increased and existing T (labelled as CPI - CP); 
2. the difference between the existing and reduced T (labelled as CP - CPR); 
3. the difference between the increased and reduced T (labelled as CPI - CPR). 
The data in Figure 8-109 shows that increases in T of between 5 and 80 % would be 
required for the fluctuating velocity components to fully explain the measured changes 
in CP.  The maximum difference in T was about 8% between the decreased and 
increased T flow conditions.  Therefore, other factors must be contributing to the 
increase in CP as well as the fluctuating velocity component.  
In the above analysis it was assumed that the approach flow T was the same as that in 
the flow around the structure, and further, that an increase in T in the approach flow 
was replicated in the flow around the structure.  It is likely that the T around the 
structure is higher than that of the incident flow and it may be that there is a non-linear 
relationship between the increase in the incident flow turbulence and that around the 
structure. 
West and Apelt (1992) investigated the effect of incident turbulence on PC′  of a circular 
cylinder in the Reynolds number range 104 to 2.5x105; C′P is the r.m.s fluctuating 
pressure coefficient defined by PC′ = p′/(½ρV02), where p′ is the r.m.s pressure 
fluctuation measured at the surface of the cylinder.  The data was not available to 
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calculate p′ for the current research program, but by manipulating the data, it was 
possible to compare the results to West and Apelt.   
It was assumed that the pressure recorded at the tappings in the current research 
program included p′ and hence so did CP, i.e., C p - p
VP
0
1
2 0
2= ρ  where p is the sum of the 
mean pressure ( p ) and the r.m.s pressure fluctuation.  It was also assumed that p  did 
not change when T was changed, but rather the change in CP was a result of p′ 
changing.  From this basis, the difference in CP between two identical tests with only 
different T was attributed to a change in p′, i.e., it is equivalent to PC′Δ .  This allowed a 
comparison with West and Apelt.  PC′Δ  is plotted as a function of ΔT in Figure 8-110.  
The results in this figure from the current research are for SR ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 
and for F ranging from 0.2 to 0.4.  The reduced turbulence was taken as the base case, 
i.e., ΔT = 2% is the difference in PC′  between the existing and reduced levels of 
turbulence, and ΔT = 8% is the difference in PC′  between the increased and reduced 
levels of turbulence.  
At the lower ΔT, the data from this research is of the same order as West and Apelt, and 
both sets of data show an increase in PC′Δ  as ΔT increases, but there is insufficient data 
at ΔT = 8% to ascertain if it is consistent with West and Apelt.  While this has not 
addressed the problem of the apparent over estimation by the PDM of the coefficients at 
increased turbulence, it has at least confirmed that the variations in CP with T at existing 
and reduced levels of turbulence are consistent with results presented by other authors. 
The discrepancy between the force coefficients obtained from the DFM and PDM at 
increased T requires further explanation.  So far it has been noted that: 
1. CD decreases and CL becomes more negative as T increases with the 
qualification that the trend is influenced by F and SR; 
2. the changes in CD and CL as measured using the DFM are consistent with the 
trends in the pressure distributions; 
3. the PDM indicates a larger change in the magnitude of the force coefficients 
than the DFM; 
4. the results obtained using the PDM and DFM agree at existing and reduced 
T; 
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5. the variation in CP with T could not be fully attributed to the r.m.s velocity 
fluctuations, even at the lower T; 
6. the T generated by the model itself may not vary linearly with changes to the 
T in the incident flow, and so the increase in T around the model may be 
higher than that noted for the incident flow; 
7. Vickery ((1965) also noted a discrepancy between the results obtained by 
measuring the forces directly and those obtained by measuring the pressure 
distribution; 
8. the variation in CP at the reduced T were consistent with West and Apelt. 
The variation of the coefficients with T may also be attributed to the following: 
a. the change in the vertical velocity profile as noted in section 7.8; 
b. the turbulence affects the flow itself; 
c. the transfer of turbulent energy into the stagnation region. 
In relation to item b. above, it was noted in section 7.8 that increasing the turbulence 
influenced the separated boundary layer by thickening it and probably assisting in 
reattachment.  This in itself will alter the pressure distributions. 
In conclusion, the experiments were not set up explicitly to explore the effects of 
turbulence, but it is reasonable to assume that the results obtained using the DFM are 
more accurate than those obtained using the PDM because the mass in the model and 
support system would minimise the response to the velocity fluctuations.  Therefore, the 
results from the DFM are preferred over those obtained using the PDM.  The measured 
pressure distributions were still useful as they were consistent with the changes in the 
coefficients measured using the DFM, but apparently, the changes to Cp are 
exaggerated. 
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Figure 8-104  CD vs SR - Comparison between DFM and PDM at increased T 
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Figure 8-105  CL vs SR - Comparison between DFM and PDM at increased T 
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Figure 8-106  CD vs SR - Comparison between DFM and PDM at reduced T 
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Figure 8-107  CL vs SR - Comparison between DFM and PDM at reduced T 
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Figure 8-108  CP Distributions for Different T using the ‘66’ Test Conditions 
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Figure 8-109  Theoretical Increase in T required to achieve measured Differences in CP 
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Figure 8-110 PC′Δ  vs ΔT 
8.14 PIERS 
Pier A (twin column model) was alone and in combination with superstructures A 
through D.  The discussion in this section relates to Pier A not in combination with a 
superstructure.  For results of this pier in combination with superstructures A to D, refer 
to the preceding section relevant to the superstructure of interest, or section 8.11 on 
page 263 for a discussion on the effect of the pier on the force and moment coefficients.  
Pier types B (blade model) and C (pile bent pier) were only tested alone, not in 
combination with a superstructure.  Pier type D (blade model) was only used in 
combination with superstructure F. 
The dependence of CD on F and Ym was investigated for the piers alone and in 
combination with a flat plate and rough cone debris models.  The results of this 
investigation are presented below. 
8.14.1 NO DEBRIS 
The variation of CD with F for a constant Ym of 300 mm is shown graphically in Figure 
8-111.  Pier types A and B were tested over a range of F of about 0.2 to 0.6, whereas 
pier C was only tested at F ≅ 0.4. 
CD for pier B showed only a small variation with F, and it is the lowest of the pier 
models with a value of about 1.0.  This is not surprising given that the only change in 
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flow pattern noted in section 7.10.2 was that the location of the free surface low point 
moved downstream as F increased. 
CD for pier A decreased substantially as F was increased from 0.2 to 0.3 and then 
recovered partially as F increased to 0.4, beyond which it remained nearly constant. The 
minimum at F = 0.3 is explained by the change in flow regime discussed in detail in 
section 7.10.1. In short, it was found that at F = 0.3 the downstream column was in the 
wake of the upstream column, whereas at all other F, the downstream column was 
either not shielded or only partly shielded by the upstream column. The fact that CD is 
less at F = 0.4 than at F = 0.2 indicates that the downstream column was more shielded 
at the higher F, i.e., the flow at the downstream column was less developed at the higher 
F. 
CD for pier A are substantially larger than for pier B because it has four faces normal to 
the direction of flow upon which there is fluid-structure interaction compared with two 
on pier B.  In addition, the pier B wake width was likely to have been narrower because 
almost certainly the separated boundary layer would have reattached given the aspect 
ratio of the pier.  Pier B would have a higher viscous drag component, but this would be 
negligible compared with the form drag. 
The variation of CD with Ym for a constant F is shown graphically in Figure 8-112 for 
the three pier types without debris.  It was found that: 
• CD for pier A increases gradually with Ym;  
• CD for pier B varies little with Ym;  
• CD for pier C decreases sharply with increasing Ym; 
• CD for pier B is substantially less than the other pier types; 
• CD for pier C is greater than the CD for pier A up to a Ym of 330 mm, and at a Ym 
of 400 mm it is lower.   
Pier A and C were tested at different Froude numbers but the results in Figure 8-111 
suggest that the comparison is valid.  A lower F was used for pier types A and B 
because at Ym = 200 mm supercritical flow occurred downstream in the flat plate debris 
test when F was 0.5. 
The only change noted in Section 7.10.3 to the pier type A flow pattern as Ym increased, 
was an increase in the size of the bow wave.  The water level used to calculate the 
reference area was as an average of the upstream and downstream relative water levels 
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at the piezometric tappings.  Therefore, if the size of the bow wave increased 
disproportionately to the increase in water level, an increase in CD would be expected if 
the increase in the bow wave was not matched equally by an increase in the depth of the 
cavity on the downstream side of the column.  
As noted in Section 7.10.3, the inclined piles on pier type C meant that the spacing of 
the piles at the free surface decreased as the depth increased, and hence the mutual 
interference of the piles also changed.  The decrease in CD as Ym increases indicates that 
the net effect is an increase in the shielding of the piles as Ym increases. 
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Figure 8-111 All Piers No Debris - CD vs F 
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Figure 8-112 All Pier No Debris - CD vs Ym 
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8.14.2 WITH DEBRIS 
Figure 8-113 and Figure 8-114 show graphically the variation of CD with F for pier 
types A and B respectively with Ym constant at 330 mm.  Figure 8-115 to Figure 8-117 
show graphically the variation of CD with Ym for pier types A, B, and C respectively for 
a constant F.  The no debris results were presented in the previous section, but are 
presented again as a base case. 
In general terms, the pier debris CD was nearly independent of the pier type used in 
combination with the debris across the range of F and Ym tested.  This at first is 
surprising given the difference in CD between the pier types.  However, the following 
points are noted in support of the results. 
• The flow patterns were substantially different with the debris in position indicating 
that the debris was the dominant geometry, especially at lower depths. 
• It was noted in section 7.10.4 that a circulation was generated when the flat plate 
debris was in combination with the piers, and that it was weaker when the debris 
was in combination with pier B.  The circulation would have generated forces acting 
in the negative x-direction on the downstream column of pier A thereby reducing 
the drag force.  This would have negated some of the difference in CD evident when 
the piers were tested alone. 
CD for both debris models decreased as F increased.   The rough cone debris CD was 
less  than that for pier A alone.  The flat plate debris CD was higher than that for pier A 
alone at F = 0.2, converged F = 0.4, and was lower at F > 0.4.  The similarity in CD 
between the pier A alone case and pier A in combination with the flat plate debris is 
probably coincidental because both the geometry and the flow patterns were different. 
CD of the flat plate in combination with pier B is almost three times that for the pier 
alone at F = 0.2.  As with pier A, the values converge as F increases, but with pier B, 
the flat plate values remain larger across the range of F tested.   
The decrease in the debris model CD as F increased can be attributed to free surface 
effects.  As F increased, the drop in water level across the debris increased and so the 
water level on the pier and the downstream face of the debris model was lower.  The 
tailwater level decreases because the experimental control was the water level at the 
upstream edge of the debris.  A lower water level on the downstream face means there 
is less area over which the wake pressure can act, and so CD is lower.   
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A close examination of the results reveals that the largest flat plate CD does not always 
occur when the debris is in combination with one pier type.  Therefore, a reasonable 
approach to obtain an upper bound design line would be to plot all results together. 
Across the range of F tested, CD of the rough cone is similar whether in combination 
with pier A or with pier B.  The rough cone results are substantially less than the pier 
type A alone results because the downstream column of pier A is fully shielded by the 
debris at the level of the debris. The circulation noted with the flat plate was not evident 
with the rough cone no matter which pier was in place.  In general, the pier type does 
not significantly affect the debris CD, which indicates that the debris dominates the flow 
pattern. 
The flat plate CD decreases sharply with increasing Ym, irrespective of the pier type 
(Figure 8-115 to Figure 8-117), because the wake blockage effect decreases as Ym 
increases.  CD for the flat plate when in combination with pier B is typically larger than 
for the other pier types, probably because the circulation was not as strong with pier B.   
CD for the rough cone generally decreased as Ym increased.  One exception was when 
the rough cone was in combination with pier A, and Ym increased from about 250 mm 
to 330 mm.  However, results for the flat plate and other rough cone results indicate that 
the result at 250 mm is discordant.  The variation of CD with Ym is weaker with the flat 
plate because the rough cone is more streamlined thereby reducing the wake blockage 
effect.  The pier type appears to have little effect on the magnitude of CD for the rough 
cone. 
The dependence of CD on flow depth and Froude number is explored further in 8.15 
where it is found that CD is dependent on the momentum flux of the approach flow. 
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Figure 8-113 Pier A with Debris - CD vs F 
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Figure 8-114 Pier B with Debris - CD vs F 
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Figure 8-115  Pier A with Debris - CD vs Ym 
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Figure 8-116 Pier B with Debris - CD vs Ym 
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Figure 8-117 Pier C with Debris - CD vs Ym 
8.15 MOMENTUM ANALYSIS 
The momentum equation was applied in three ways. 
1. It was shown in section 2.5, that if the upstream and downstream flow depths and 
upstream velocity are known, then CD can be calculated using a derivation of the 
momentum equation.  The drag coefficient calculated in this manner is given the 
nomenclature CDM.   
2. The relationship between CD and momentum flux is investigated.   
3. The upstream water depth was calculated using the measured CD, the recorded 
downstream depth and velocity. 
The first analysis was applied to all superstructure model tests done with and without 
debris and all pier tests done with and without debris tests.  The analysis was not done 
for superstructures in combination with a pier.  In these tests, the pier was not connected 
to the superstructure, and so CD was for the superstructure only, whereas CDM would be 
for the combined model.  CDM was also not calculated for those tests done using the 
PDM.  In these tests, the depth of water was only measured using the pointer gauges 
which were not of sufficient accuracy for these calculations. 
8.15.1 CALCULATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT 
Initially the weight of the water in the control volume resolved down the slope was not 
included in the analysis resulting in a poor correlation between CD and CDM as shown in 
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Figure 8-118 for superstructure A.  The inclusion of the weight of the water 
significantly improved the correlation as shown in Figure 8-119 and Figure 8-120.  
These figures contain data for all superstructure types.  Ideally the data would plot on 
the y = x line, but in all but two tests the data is above this line indicating that the 
momentum analysis is overestimating CD.  The regression analysis indicates that the 
average shift is about +0.45.  The data was interrogated further to establish if the 
analysis performed better for particular flow or geometry conditions, but no such trends 
were found. 
The results for the pier tests are shown graphically in Figure 8-121.  Better correlation 
was achieved with the pier in combination with debris tests than the pier alone, 
probably because the error was less in the debris tests; the measured forces and the 
difference between upstream and downstream water levels was greater with the debris 
in place. 
The sensitivity of the momentum analysis to bed slope was tested using superstructure 
A results.  The surveyed change in bed elevation of 10.1 mm was used in the full 
analysis.  If the change in bed elevation is adjusted to 8.5 mm there is a significant shift 
in the data as shown in Figure 8-122.  The regression line for the latter results 
approximates a y = x line, but the data is more scattered as indicated by the lower R2 
value.   
This raises the question as to the accuracy of the bed elevation survey.  The survey was 
accurate to ± 0.5 mm, but the survey was only of the centreline of the flume bed.  The 
flume bed had a crossfall about the centreline and the crossfall may well have varied 
along the centreline and may not have been equal on either side of the centreline.  It is a 
likely explanation for the shift in the data given the accuracy of the depth and velocity 
measuring apparatus. 
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Figure 8-118  Results of Momentum Analysis without Weight of Water 
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Figure 8-119 Momentum Analysis - Superstructure Alone 
Superstructure with Debris
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Figure 8-120 Momentum Analysis - Superstructure with Debris 
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Figure 8-121 Momentum Analysis - Piers Alone and with Debris 
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Figure 8-122 Sensitivity Check on Momentum Analysis 
8.15.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CD AND MOMENTUM FLUX 
The following observations led to an investigation into the relationship between CD and 
momentum flux. 
1. CD of the pier flat plate debris model decreased when Ym was increased, and 
F was held constant. 
2. CD of the pier flat plate debris model decreased when F was increased, and 
Ym was held constant. 
3. The influence of either Ym or F on CD was dependent on the other. 
4. CD decreased as F increased in the superstructure alone cases with SR ≤ 1.0. 
Observation 1 was attributed to wake blockage effects, and a decrease in the fluid-
structure interaction in the wake because of an increase in the difference in water level 
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across the debris model.  The water level difference increased when F was held constant 
because it was necessary to increase the velocity as the depth increased to maintain the 
same F.  Observations 2 and 4 were also mainly attributed to a decrease in the fluid-
structure interaction in the wake because the velocity increased with F when the 
approach flow depth was held constant.  In each case CD was influenced by the velocity 
and the wake blockage, itself a function of the flow depth given that the size of the 
model was unchanged.  
Momentum flux is a function of the velocity and flow depth, and so, CD was plotted as a 
function of the momentum flux per unit width (m0) of the approach flow.  m0 is defined 
by Equation 8-17. 
Equation 8-17  
0
2
00 y..v=m ρ  
A strong correlation was found between CD and m0 for the piers in combination with the 
flat plate and rough cone debris models as shown graphically in Figure 8-123 and 
Figure 8-124 respectively.  The least squares fits shown on these graphs reveals a 
relatively simple relationship between CD and m0.  Such a correlation is not evident in 
the pier A and B alone results (Figure 8-125), which is not surprising given that CD was 
not strongly dependent on either Ym or F.  Pier C showed a dependence on Ym and there 
is also a dependence on m0; pier C was only modelled at one F.   
A similar analysis was undertaken for the superstructure models alone and in 
combination with the debris models.  As with the pier data, the strongest correlation was 
obtained for the superstructure models in combination with the flat plate debris models 
as shown in Figure 8-126.  The fitted curve is similar to that for pier models B and C in 
combination with the flat plate debris model (Figure 8-123).  Likewise, the fitted curve 
for the superstructure models in combination with the rough wedge debris model 
(Figure 8-127) is similar to the piers in combination with the rough cone debris model 
(Figure 8-124). 
The results for superstructures A to D alone with SR = 1.0 and F ≥ 0.2 are shown 
graphically in Figure 8-128.  A reasonable correlation is obtained as shown by the least 
squares fit, although there is some spread of the data at the lower values of m0. The 
results for tests with either F < 0.2 or SR < 1.0 were excluded from this graph as the 
correlation was poor with this data included, probably because: 
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• the boundary layer was reattaching to the underside under some conditions when 
SR < 1.0, thereby complicating the flow pattern; 
• when SR < 1 there was greater error in CD because of the difficulty in accurately 
measuring the reference area, and the drag forces being measured were small; 
• at F < 0.2 there was greater error in CD because the drag forces being measured 
were small. 
The results for superstructures A to D and F with SR > 1.0 and all F are shown 
graphically in Figure 8-129.  Generally the correlation is weaker than for the 
superstructure with SR = 1.0, probably because the flow patterns are more complicated 
when SR > 1.0.  In Figure 8-130, the same data is grouped together into F categories 
resulting in a general improvement in the correlation. It is interesting to note that the 
correlation is reasonable with F = 0.2 and that the results at F = 0.4 and 0.5 are similar, 
but at F = 0.3 there is scatter in the data.  This is consistent with the observations in 
sections 7.1.1.2 and 8.5.1.1 that, when SR > 1 and F was varied from 0.2 to 0.3 there 
was some variation in the flow patterns and CD, and that with F > 0.3 there was little 
variation in CD.  The data in Figure 8-129 was also categorised into ranges of SR, but 
there was no improvement in the correlation. 
The strongest correlation occurs when a model is not overtopped.  For example, the 
debris mats were not tested in a fully submerged condition and the correlation was 
reasonable, and the superstructure results that give the best correlation are those with SR 
≤ 1.0.  The difference between these tests and those when the models were fully 
submerged is that CD is strongly dependent on the area of fluid-structure interaction 
(water level on the downstream face of the model) in the wake and the pressure 
differential between the stagnation and wake regions.  When SR > 1.0, the model is 
submerged and so the area of fluid-structure interaction on the downstream face is fixed 
and independent of the fluid momentum.  With SR ≤ 1.0, the level of the water on the 
downstream face is dependent on the momentum of the fluid, ie, as the momentum 
increases, the drop in water level across the structure increases, and so the area of fluid-
structure interaction decreases and consequentially so does CD.  The same argument 
applies to the debris models. 
Interestingly there is general agreement in the equation of the line of best fit between 
some of the models as follows: 
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• the rough wedge debris model, rough cone debris model, and superstructure 
alone with SR = 1 data are approximated by 0.35
0
D m
5C = ; 
• the superstructures models in combination with the flat plate debris and pier C in 
combination with the flat plate debris are approximated by 0.5
0
D m
20C = . 
No explanation could be found for these similarities, but the correlation of CD with m0 
is in itself pleasing because it indicates an internal consistency in the results. 
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Figure 8-123 CD vs m0 - Piers with Flat Plate Debris 
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Figure 8-124 CD vs m0 - Piers with Rough Cone Debris 
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Piers without Debris
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Figure 8-125 CD vs m0 - Piers Alone 
 Superstructures A to D with Flat Plate Debris 
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Figure 8-126 CD vs m0 - Superstructures A to D with Flat Plate 
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Figure 8-127 CD vs m0 - Superstructures A to D with Rough Wedge 
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Figure 8-128 CD vs m0 - Superstructures A to D, F ≥ 0.2 and SR = 1 
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Figure 8-129 CD vs m0 - Superstructures A to D, All F, SR > 1 
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Figure 8-130 CD vs m0 - Superstructures A to D & F, Range of F and SR > 1 
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8.15.3 ESTIMATION OF AFFLUX USING MOMENTUM EQUATION 
The momentum equation can be used to estimate the water depth (y1) upstream of a 
bridge if the downstream depth of flow y2, and the mean velocity (V2) at the location of 
y2, and CD of the bridge and/or piers are known.  From this calculation, the afflux 
(increase in water level caused by the bridge) can be determined.  The backwater 
analysis program HEC-RAS (1998) has an option to use the momentum equation to 
calculate the increase in upstream water level caused by energy losses through a bridge 
structure.  How reliable is this method in estimating the upstream water depth? 
Some data from superstructure models A and B and pier models A and B was analysed 
to provide an indication of the reliability of the method under laboratory conditions.  
For each test, Equation 2-10 was solved for y1 given that V1, y2, and CD were known; 
CD was that obtained experimentally for the particular test.  The results of the analysis 
are shown graphically in Figure 8-131 and Figure 8-132.  Δh is the difference in water 
surface elevation between the upstream and downstream sections, as shown in Figure 
8-133, and the subscripts “meas” and “calc” refer to the measured and calculated data 
respectively.  The results show that the momentum equation underestimates Δh by about 
30%.  It was shown in the previous section that the estimate of CD from the momentum 
equation was sensitive to the weight of water in the control volume resolved in the 
direction of the flow.  Although no sensitivity testing was undertaken for this analysis, it 
is likely that Δh is similarly sensitive. 
The results indicate that the application of the momentum equation to determine the 
afflux generated by a bridge should be used with caution.  
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Figure 8-131  Superstructures A & B – Afflux from Momentum Analysis 
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Figure 8-132  Piers A & B – Afflux from Momentum Analysis 
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Figure 8-133  Definition of Δh 
8.15.4 SUMMARY OF MOMENTUM ANALYSIS 
The momentum analysis overestimated CD and was sensitive to the weight of water in 
the control volume resolved down the slope in the direction of flow.  Therefore, it is 
concluded that the momentum method is unsuitable for the estimation of CD for the 
purposes of structural design.   
Strong correlation between CD and momentum flux was found for tests where the model 
was not fully submerged.  It was suggested that the relationship existed because of a 
dependence on momentum of the area in the wake over which there was fluid-structure 
interaction. 
The current design application of the momentum analysis is in the estimation of the 
change in water surface level upstream of a bridge.  An analysis of the data obtained in 
the flume found that the momentum equation underestimated the increase in water level 
caused by the bridge model.  Designers should be aware of this limitation when 
adopting this approach in practice. 
8.16 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES 
8.16.1 SUPERSTRUCTURE ALONE 
The most comprehensive programs undertaken prior to the current research were that by 
Jempson (1994) and Denson (1982).  Jempson tested a model of a typical Queensland 
Department of Main Roads prestressed concrete girder bridge with deck, edge kerb and 
railing.  The model had similar geometry to superstructure model A, except that there 
was five girders compared with four and either an edge kerb or edge kerb and railing 
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was used instead of a solid New Jersey Parapet.  The width to depth aspect ratio of 
superstructure A was 4, compared with 3.5 and 4.7 for Jempson’s model with and 
without a railing respectively. 
A series of tests was done in the current research with similar flow and geometry 
conditions as Jempson (1994) to allow a comparison between the models.  CD, CL, and 
CM are plotted as a function of SR in Figure 8-134 to Figure 8-136 respectively.  There 
is good agreement in CD, CL is less negative, and CM is higher in the current research.  
In Figure 8-134, CD for the model with the bridge railing is typically higher than the 
other models.  Jempson (1994) noted that only the solid area of the railings was used 
when calculating the reference area, but the railing acted nearly like a solid barrier.  If 
the full depth of the railing had been used to calculate the reference area, then CD would 
have been very similar to the other models. 
The less negative CL is probably a result of the solid parapet generating a more negative 
wake, and hence more positive uplift on the deck.  The more positive CM is probably 
generated by a higher line of action of the drag force vector as a result of the solid 
parapet and changes to the pressure distribution on the deck as reflected in CL. 
Overall, there is good agreement in the trends for each of coefficients and the 
differences in magnitude are explainable. 
A comparison with Denson (1982) is given in Figure 8-137 to  
Figure 8-139 for CD, CL, and CM respectively.  The results from Denson are for the 
model identified in his report as Model I, a model of a prestressed concrete girder 
bridge with deck and railing.  The model was generally similar to superstructure model 
A.  Denson’s model had six girders, was constructed a scale of 1:32.75, and had an 
aspect ratio of 4.8.  At SR of 1.5 there is good agreement in CD, except that Denson’s 
result at F = 0.2 is lower than the other F, a trend which is consistent across the range of 
SR.  Denson shows a general trend of CD increasing with F, whereas the current research 
shows a weak variation with F when SR ≥ 2.0.  At SR > 2.0, Denson obtained some CD 
which are considerably higher than obtained in the current research.  Denson used a Pr 
of 1.75 compared with 3.44 in the current research.  In Figure 8-21 it was shown that 
with an SR = 2.0, decreasing Pr from 3.44 to 1.75 will increase CD by 30 % to 40%, an 
effect which was attributed to wake blockage.  This is consistent with the results 
obtained by Denson at the higher SR except for the F = 0.2 series.  It may be that at a 
lower Pr, CD is sensitive to F. 
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CL obtained by Denson is less negative (positive sometimes) than the current research, 
and the strong variation with SR found in the current research is not evident in Denson’s 
data.  There was some indication in the current research that CL became less negative as 
Pr decreased.  In Figure 8-22, CL becomes less negative as PR decreases from 2.4 to 1.38 
in the series with SR = 2.0, although accounting for this effect still does not fully explain 
the difference between the current research and the results of Denson.  It should be 
noted that Denson’s CL shown here are numerically different to those in the original 
paper because they do not include buoyancy as in the original reference.  McKinnon 
and Voutsis (1994) removed buoyancy from Denson’s results, and it is this data which 
is presented here.  The current research and Denson both show a trend of CL becoming 
more negative as F increases. 
Denson measured the moment on the centreline of the bridge at the top of the railing, 
and used the width of the bridge as the reference length.  Denson’s data has been re-
plotted in  
Figure 8-139 using the same conventions as the current research.  There are significant 
differences both in sign and in magnitude.  Initially it was thought that CM had been 
recalculated incorrectly resulting in an incorrect sign, but a worked example in 
Denson’s paper confirms that the conversion of the data is correct.  It was shown in 
Figure 8-23 that in decreasing Pr to close to that used by Denson, CM became more 
positive, i.e., it remained positive and increased in magnitude.  Model geometry would 
have some influence on CM, although the different girder geometry tested in the current 
research did not substantially change CM, and Jempson (1994) used a bridge railing 
rather than a parapet and CM was also positive.  The difference in aspect ratio of the 
models, 4.0 for superstructure A and 4.7 for Denson’s model I, would have some 
influence on CM, but Jempson (1994) used a model with an aspect ratio of 4.7 and CM 
was positive when SR > 1.0.  Although there was a discrepancy between CM obtained 
using the DFM and PDM, both still gave a positive CM.  Therefore it is concluded that 
the results from the current research are reliable. 
Naudascher and Medlarz (1983) investigated the hydrodynamic loadings on submerged 
bridge girders, but did not increase the submergence above the top of the girders.  The 
effects of F, number of girders, and angle of attack were investigated.  The geometry 
and flow conditions tested by Naudascher and Medlarz do not allow a direct 
comparison with the current research.  However, the drag coefficient is in the range of 
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1.8 to 2.5.  This is high compared with the current research at an SR ≈ 0.5 for which CD 
is in the range 0.4 to 1.0. 
Roberts et al (1983) obtained a CD of 3.0 for a scale model of a Queensland Department 
of Main Roads timber bridge.  Although details of model depth were not provided in the 
paper, it was possible to infer the depth from an example in the paper.  From this 
information, it was assumed that the testing was done for an SR range of 1.3 to 2.94, and 
a Pr of 1.69.  The CD obtained by Roberts is consistent with the current research for 
which a CD of about 3.0 is obtained if the superstructure model A results at SR = 2.0 in 
Figure 8-21 are interpolated. 
Vincent (1953) undertook wind tunnel testing on 1:24 scale models of deck plate girder 
bridges.  Bridges with two, four and six girders were tested.  The four and six girder 
bridges were each tested with narrow and wide sidewalks.  The sidewalks were 
cantilevered beyond the outside girders.  The two girder bridge had identical 
dimensions to the four girder bridge with narrow sidewalks, except that the two internal 
girders were removed.  The width to depth aspect ratio and results for each of the 
bridges are given in Table 8-3.  All results presented are for an approach wind angle of 
zero degrees, vertically and horizontally.  CL (positive upwards) quoted in this table are 
for a reference area which is the projected superstructure area normal to flow. 
Wind tunnel test results which are corrected for blockage should produce similar results 
to tests done in the water flume when Pr is high (no wake blockage) and SR is high 
(deep submergence with no free surface effects).  CD and CL are presented in Figure 
8-24 and Figure 8-25 respectively for superstructure A (aspect ratio of 4.0) for Pr > 7.  
At an SR of about 3, CD is approximately 1.45 and CL -0.25.  CD is in general agreement 
with the wind tunnel results, and CL is not dissimilar to the results in Table 8-3 which 
are close to zero.  The trend of the data in Figure 8-25 indicates that at a deeper 
submergence CL may have been positive. 
Table 8-3  Wind Tunnel Results from Vincent (1953) 
Bridge Aspect Ratio CD CL 
6 Girder with Sidewalk 5.03 1.52 1.25 
6 Girder without Sidewalk 4.21 1.48 0.2 
4 Girder with Sidewalk 3.62 1.62 1.41 
4 Girder without Sidewalk 2.67 1.68 0.3 
2 Girder without Sidewalk 2.67 1.65 0.39 
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8.16.2 DEBRIS 
Apelt (19862) determined CD for three models of idealised debris mats.  The models 
were tested alone rather than in combination with a superstructure model or pier model, 
and were fully submerged for all tests.  The intention of the research was to undertake a 
preliminary investigation into the effects of porosity and internal geometry on CD.  
These differences do not allow a direct comparison with the results from the current 
program.  Nonetheless, a comparison with Apelt’s Type 1 model with total openings of 
10% of the total gross area of the upstream face, the model most similar to that flat 
plate, reveals general agreement.  Apelt tested at an F of 0.35 and obtained a CD of 
about 2.0 with the debris model just submerged.  This compares with a CD for the flat 
plate of about 1.7 when tested in combination with superstructure A and about 2.2 when 
in combination with pier A and pier B. 
In section 9.3.2 the data is manipulated so that the pier component of CD is removed 
giving a CD for the debris alone.  At an F of about 0.35, the typical CD is about 2.2, 
which is also in general agreement with Apelt. 
8.16.3 PIERS ALONE 
Although it has not been the aim of the current research to obtain CD for different pier 
types, a comparison of the results with other authors is worthwhile to ensure general 
agreement.  Simiu and Scanlan (1978) presented the results of Scruton and Rogers 
(1971) who obtained a CD of approximately 2.0 for a single sharp edge square cylinder.  
A direct comparison with pier model A, a twin sharp edged square cylinder, is not 
possible because of the complications relating to shielding of the downstream column, 
but a CD of around 2.0 was obtained for the twin column pier indicating general 
agreement with Scruton and Rogers. 
Simiu and Scanlen also presented the results of Hoerner (1965) for drag on a 
rectangular cylinder for a range of aspect ratios.  For a depth to width aspect ratio of 
6.6, that of pier B, the CD is approximately 0.86 which is in general agreement with the 
1.0 obtained in the current research. 
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Figure 8-134 CD vs SR - Comparison with Jempson (1994) 
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Figure 8-135 CL vs SR - Comparison with Jempson (1994) 
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Figure 8-136 CM vs SR - Comparison with Jempson (1994) 
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Figure 8-137 CD vs SR - Comparison with Denson (1982) 
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Figure 8-138 CL vs SR - Comparison with Denson (1982) 
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Figure 8-139 CM vs SR - Comparison with Denson (1982) 
8.17 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
8.17.1 SUPERSTRUCTURES ALONE 
CD, CL and CM were obtained for models of six types of superstructure models for a 
range of SR, Pr and F.  The most extensive testing was done using superstructure A for 
which in addition, the influence of turbulence intensity and angle of attack on the flow 
patterns and coefficients was investigated.  The influence of a pier on the superstructure 
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coefficients was investigated by testing the superstructure models in combination with a 
pier model not connected to the superstructure. 
Two methods were used to obtain the drag and lift forces and the moment on 
superstructure A, the direct force method (DFM) and the pressure distribution method 
(PDM).  Generally, there was good correlation between the methods for CD and CL 
except at high F and SR ≤ 1.0 where it was found that the PDM was unreliable.  Poor 
correlation was obtained for CM, but no explanation for the discrepancy has been 
identified.  The PDM was only used for superstructure A alone tests.   
The effect on the flow patterns and the coefficients of skewing a model to the flow was 
investigated using superstructure F.  It was observed that the skew significantly 
changed the flow patterns in the wake and that CD and CM, but not CL, were 
substantially lower. 
CD for superstructure models A to D and F was found to increase rapidly up to an SR of 
1.5 beyond which it varied gradually.  The peak CD for these superstructures was in the 
range 2.0 to 2.15 when Pr ≈ 3.5.  CD was found to be strongly dependent on Pr up to 
about 3.5 above which there was a weak dependence. The dependence on Pr was 
attributed to the effects of wake blockage.  A strong dependence on F was found up to 
an SR = 1.0 with CD decreasing as F increased.  This was attributed mainly to the 
reduction in the area of fluid-structure interaction in the wake brought about by a 
decrease in the downstream water level as F increased.  Some changes to the separated 
boundary layer on the underside as F was varied were considered to have a small 
influence on CD. At SR ≈ 1.5 there was a similar but weak trend and at SR ≥ 2.0 there 
was no evidence of CD being dependent on F. 
CL was found to be a function of SR, Pr and F.  In the range SR = 0.5 to 1.0, the variation 
of CL with SR was influenced by F, and to a lesser extent the superstructure geometry.  
At SR = 1.0 there was significant difference between the superstructure models and a 
discrepancy between the PDM and DFM on superstructure A.  It was concluded that the 
separated boundary layer had a significant influence on CL and that the separated 
boundary layer was sensitive to the flow conditions at about SR = 1.0.  CL was found to 
typically vary from about 0 to -8 with the most negative values at SR ≈ 1.5.  With SR 
>1.0, CL was found to become more negative as F increased from 0.2 to 0.3, above 
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which there was little variation. CL became less negative as SR increased above 1.5.  The 
dependence of CL on Pr was weaker than CD. 
CM was found to vary with SR and PR but not F.  CM increased significantly as SR was 
increased from 1.0 to 1.5 above which it remained nearly constant.  The variation of CM 
with Pr was similar but weaker to the variation of CD with Pr.  This was not surprising 
given that CL only showed a weak dependence on Pr, and CM is influenced by both the 
drag and lift forces.  The maximum positive CM was typically in the range 4 to 5 for 
superstructures A to C and F, and about 2 for superstructure D. 
CD, CL, and CM for superstructure E were found to be dependent on SR and F.  CD 
increased with SR up to an SR of about 2, and decreased with increasing F.  CL became 
less negative as SR decreased and likewise as F increased.  CM varied inversely with F 
and showed a weak trend of varying with SR. 
It was found that the addition of a pier (not connected to the superstructure) increased 
the superstructure CD, but there was no regular pattern of change in CL or CM.  An 
exception was superstructure F for which there was a small increase in CM and a more 
negative CL with a pier in position.  The effect on CD was attributed to the additional 
blockage generated by the piers and localised changes to the flow patterns around the 
headstock. 
The effect of the angle of attack (superelevation) on the coefficients was not consistent 
across the range of SR and F tested.  CD typically decreased when the model had a 
positive superelevation, but with a negative superelevation, CD was similar to the level 
model.  At SR = 1.0 and F = 0.2, CL became more positive when the model had a 
negative superelevation, but under all other flow conditions and superelevations at this 
SR, CL was similar to the level model.  With SR > 1.0, CL of the model with a positive 
superelevation became less negative across the range of F tested.  With a negative 
superelevation, CL was either similar or became more negative. 
A relationship between CM and the superelevation was not established.  This is not 
surprising given that CM is influenced by both the drag and lift forces and that the 
variation of CD and CL with superelevation across the range of parameters tested was 
not consistent. 
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The changes to the coefficients on the model with a positive superelevation were in part 
a result of the increased reference area used in the calculation of the coefficients.  The 
coefficients were recalculated using the reference area of the level bridge resulting in a 
reduction in the difference in the coefficients.  This indicated that the additional 
projected area used in calculating the reference area remained in the wake and hence did 
not significantly alter the drag force.  The remaining difference in CD was attributed to 
the horizontal component of the force vector on the inclined surfaces; the same surfaces 
were horizontal on the level model.  A simplified calculation of this component was 
consistent with the observed differences in CD. 
The changes to the coefficients on the model with a negative superelevation were 
attributed to the inclination of the surfaces that were horizontal on the level model.  It 
was concluded that the small difference in reference area between the level model and 
the one with negative superelevation had little impact on the coefficients. 
The effect of turbulence intensity on the coefficients was investigated.  It was found that 
CD typically remained the same or decreased as T increased above the natural 
turbulence in the flume. At lower F, CL became more negative as T increased, but as F 
increased, T had less influence. At F ≥0.3, CM was noted to decrease as T increased. 
It was concluded that the results obtained using the natural levels of T in the flume 
could be considered to be a maximum for design purpose, except for CL, which became 
more negative as T increased.  It was noted that this should be a consideration in 
determining a lower bound for CL. 
As part of the investigation into T effects, it was found that the results obtained from 
the PDM were unreliable at the higher level of T.  Literature was referenced which 
indicated that the error in the pressure reading may be a function of the mean 
fluctuating velocity components, but this only partly explained the error in CP at 
increased T.  By manipulating the data, it was possible to make comparisons with CP′ 
for a circular cylinder obtained by West and Apelt (1992).  It was concluded that the 
data was consistent with West and Apelt, but no explanation was uncovered for the 
significant difference in CP.  General agreement was noted with the trends in Vickery 
(1966).  
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8.17.2 SUPERSTRUCTURE IN COMBINATION WITH DEBRIS 
Ranging tests were done on five types of debris models to establish the significance of 
form and roughness on the model coefficients and to select models for the full program 
of testing.  It was concluded that pressure drag not viscous drag is the dominant 
contributor to the total drag force.  It was found that the angle of separation and wake 
width were greater for the flat plate model than the wedge shaped models and 
consequently the flat plate had a higher CD. It was found that the F had a significant 
effect on the coefficients, primarily because of changes to the water surface profile.  
The flat plate and rough wedge were selected to provide upper and lower bounds. 
Superstructure models A to E were tested in combination with the two debris models 
over a range of SR, Pr, and F.  A connection between the rough wedge model and 
superstructure model was designed such that only horizontal forces could be transmitted 
from the debris model to the superstructure model.  CD for the debris models in 
combination with the superstructure was found to be a function of SR, Pr and F.  The 
debris models were only tested up to an SR of 1.0. 
CD for the flat plate debris model was greater than the superstructure alone case under 
all conditions tested, although CD converged as F increased because of a reduction in 
the area of fluid-structure interaction in the wake.  The rough wedge CD was about the 
same as or marginally less than for the superstructure alone.  CD for both the flat plate 
and rough wedge decreased as Pr increased.  At F = 0.2, CD of both debris models 
decreased as SR increased and likewise for the rough wedge at F = 0.5, but at F = 0.5, 
the flat plate CD was not strongly dependent on SR.  CD for both debris models 
decreased as F increased. 
CL of the debris models varied with SR, but the trend was not consistent across all 
superstructure models.  The debris models were tested at F = 0.5 when in combination 
with superstructure A.  Under these conditions, CL of both models became more 
negative as SR increased.  An F of 0.2 was used for the debris model in combination 
with superstructure models B, C and D.  There was a minimum (most negative point) in 
the data at SR = 0.75, except for the rough wedge in combination with superstructure D 
for which the data at SR = 0.75 was scattered.  When the debris was in combination with 
superstructure E there was no a significant variation in CL across the range of SR tested. 
At an SR of 1.0, CL for all debris models decreased from an average of about +3.0 to 
about -1.5 as F increased from 0.1 to 0.3.  In the range F = 0.3 to 0.6, the average CL 
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changed from about –1.5 to almost 0.0.  CL became less negative as Pr increased, but the 
dependence on Pr weakened as F increased, primarily because less of the superstructure 
was in the wake as F increased. 
It was difficult to establish definitive trends in the variations of CM with SR, F, and Pr 
because of scatter in the data.  The trends were most defined when the debris models 
were tested in combination with superstructure A at F = 0.5.  The flat plate CM 
increased with SR but the opposite was observed with the rough wedge.  Both the rough 
wedge and flat plate showed a weak maximum at about F = 0.2 to 0.3.  CM for both 
debris models decreased as Pr increased. 
The debris models in combination with superstructures B to E were tested with F = 0.2.  
The flat plate typically gave a maximum CM at SR = 0.75, but there was no clear 
variation with Pr or F. 
8.17.3 PIERS 
Pier models A to C were tested alone and in combination with debris models to 
determine the dependence of CD on F and Ym.   
Pier model B showed no variation in CD with F, unlike pier model A for which CD 
dropped significantly as F increased from 0.2 to 0.3, above which CD increased slightly 
and then remained constant.  Pier C was tested at only one F.  The pier A CD were 
approximately double the pier B results. 
Pier A showed a small increase in CD with Ym, pier B showed no variation with Ym, and 
CD for pier C decreased as Ym increased. 
In general terms, the pier debris CD was independent of the pier type across the range of 
F and Ym tested because of the dominance of the debris geometry.  CD for both debris 
models decreased as F increased.  The flat plate CD decreased with increasing Ym.  The 
rough cone CD remained nearly constant when in combination with pier A, but 
decreased when in combination with piers B and C. 
8.17.4 MOMENTUM ANALYSIS 
An analysis was done using the momentum equation to back calculate CD from the 
measured water levels upstream and downstream of the model and the measured 
velocity of the approach flow. The analysis was done for the superstructures alone and 
in combination with debris, and for the pier alone and in combination with debris.  It 
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was found that the momentum analysis overestimated CD, but was sensitive to the 
weight of the water in the control volume resolved down the slope, a calculation which 
was limited in accuracy by insufficient bed profile detail.  It was concluded that this 
method was not of sufficient accuracy to determine design CD values if the upstream 
and downstream flow conditions could be calculated accurately. 
Strong correlation between CD and momentum flux was found for tests where the model 
was not fully submerged.  It was suggested that the relationship existed because of a 
dependence on momentum of the area in the wake over which there was fluid-structure 
interaction. 
An analysis of the data obtained in the flume showed that the momentum equation 
underestimated the increase in water level caused by the bridge model.  It was 
recommended that designers be aware of this limitation when adopting this approach in 
practice. 
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9. DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 CURRENT PRACTICE 
The Australian bridge design code (AUSTROADS (1992)) requires that bridges over 
waterways be designed for flood and debris loading.  Equations are provided for 
determining the drag and lift forces on superstructures and piers.  The recommended CD 
in the Code for superstructures, piers, and debris are summarised in Table 9-1. 
Table 9-1 Summary of AUSTROADS(1992) Design CD 
Structure CD 
Superstructure 2.2 
Debris 1.04 
Pier with semi-circular nose and tail  0.7 
Square end pier 1.4 
Pier with wedge nose and tail (sharper than 90°) 0.8 
The code is ambiguous in its requirements for debris loading, but it is understood that 
the recommended CD for debris of 1.04 is for the debris in combination with a 
superstructure or pier, i.e., the debris loading should not be combined with the 
superstructure alone or pier alone load cases.  The recommended debris mat in the code 
has a maximum depth of 3 m and a length of one span or 20 m, whichever is the 
smaller. The flat plate debris model used in the current research is a model of this debris 
mat, except that its prototype length is 25 m. 
Hydrodynamic lift forces on the superstructure are treated using the procedure for 
determining transverse loads on piers.  This is sourced from Apelt (1965) and Apelt and 
Isaacs (1968).  No allowance is made for moments generated by the eccentricity of the 
drag and lift forces.   
It is understood that the current industry practice in Australia for determining the 
bending moments for substructure design is as follows: 
1.  the line of action of the drag force is assumed to be at the mid-height of the 
superstructure for a submerged bridge, or at the mid-point between the water 
surface level and the girder soffit level for a partially submerged bridge; 
2.  the line of action of the debris drag force is assumed to be at the mid-height of 
the debris mat; 
3.  on a level bridge no hydrodynamic lift loading is applied. 
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This approach is considered inadequate because the line of action of drag is unlikely to 
be at the mid-height of the debris mat or the superstructure, there is significant negative 
lift load which should be considered in design of substructure and deck, and the lift 
force will develop a moment couple. 
9.2 RECOMMENDATION FOR REVISED DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
In recognition of the inadequacies in the current industry practices, Jempson and Apelt 
(1995) proposed a revised methodology for design based on limited data in Jempson 
(1994).  The methodology was further refined by Jempson and Apelt (19971) for 
superstructures and extended to include debris loadings, Jempson and Apelt (19972).  
The methodology is reproduced here but modified using the latest data sets. 
9.2.1 SUPERSTRUCTURES 
To allow for the eccentricity of the drag and lift forces it is recommended that Equation 
9-1 be adopted to calculate the design moment from flood and debris at the pier base or 
point of fixity (the location at which, for the purposes of design, it is assumed that the 
rotation of the pier under flood loading is zero). 
Equation 9-1 
MPF = MGS + FD x LF       
where, with reference to Figure 9-1, MPF (kNm) is the moment generated at the 
point of fixity, MGS (kNm) is the moment generated at the girder soffit, LF(m) is 
the length of the lever arm from the point of fixity to the girder soffit, and FD 
(kN) is the usual drag force. 
 
Flow 
Not to Scale  FD z
MGS 
FLFB
Point of Fixity 
LF 
 
Figure 9-1 Recommended Location of Design Loads and Moment 
The designer should also consider the negative lift force as it may have implications in 
the design of the foundations, and the deck and girders. 
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FD, FL and MGS are calculated using Equation 9-2 to Equation 9-4 respectively. 
Equation 9-2 
AVC  
2
1F 2DD ρ=        
Equation 9-3 
AVC  
2
1F 2LL ρ=        
Equation 9-4 
ref
2
MGS LAVC2
1M ρ=      
Design charts were developed from the coefficients presented in Chapter 8 and Jempson 
(1994).   It was noted in Chapter 8 that the coefficients were dependent on F when SR ≤ 
1.0.  It was found that the dependence was substantially the result of an increase in the 
change in water level across the structure, and hence a decrease in the area of fluid-
structure interaction in the wake as F increased.  In practice, there may be other factors 
that would further increase the drop in water level across the bridge, eg, flow 
contraction and expansion in a floodplain.  Therefore, in flows up to an SR ≤ 1.0 this 
data is valid for bridges at which there is minimal flow contraction and expansion.  This 
is not to say that the design recommendations can not be applied in situations where the 
flow is required to contract and expand.  In fact, the adoption of the following 
recommendations would provide a conservative solution to the overturning moment.  
The drop in water level through the bridge would be greater when the flow is required 
to contract and expand.  Therefore, the area of fluid-structure interaction would be less 
than in the flume, and hence, CD would be lower than in the flume for the same F. 
Figure 9-2 gives recommended CD for prototype superstructures with geometry similar 
to models A, B, C and D for SR > 1.0, F in the range 0.15 to 0.6, with and without piers.  
The design line for Pr = 3.5 and SR ≥ 1.5 was set at just above the maximum CD 
recorded across the range of SR.  Although no testing was done between SR = 1.0 and 
1.5, it is considered acceptable to decrease CD as shown based on the results of 
extensive testing done by Jempson (1994) in this range.  The design lines for the other 
Pr were positioned based on the testing done at an SR of 1.0 and 2.0 across the range of 
Pr shown in the graph.  The coefficients for SR < 1.0 are presented separately because of 
their dependence on F.   
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The recommended design values for CL for prototype superstructures with geometry 
similar to models A, B, C and D are shown graphically in Figure 9-3 for SR > 1.0 and PR 
> 1.5.  Upper bound and lower bound lines are given in this figure for a range of F.  The 
lower bound line was set at approximately the most negative CL recorded and the upper 
bound line was set at approximately the least negative CL.  CL was derived from 
hydrodynamic forces only (refer section 2.4 on page 14), so the designer should make 
allowance for buoyancy forces determined using the unrestricted tailwater level to 
calculate the displaced volume. 
The reference area used in determining CL was the projected wetted depth of the model 
normal to the flow.  A more appropriate coefficient for use in design may be one based 
on the plan area since the width of bridges can vary significantly.  The data presented 
here could be readily converted by dividing CL by the aspect ratio of the models, 
although the application of the results to bridges of different widths should be used with 
caution. 
The lower bound line should be used for design cases where a downwards force is 
significant, eg, compressive loading on piles or footings, girder design and deck design.  
The upper bound line should be used when considering the stability of the bridge in 
overturning.  The use of the upper bound line is generally conservative.  If overturning 
is critical in the design, it is recommended that the designer review the data presented in 
Chapter 8 and take greater advantage of the stabilising effect of the downward lift.  The 
designer should consider a range of floods up to the design event, not just the design 
flood.  For example, if the design flood has an SR of 3.5, the bridge will still be subject 
to the larger downward lift force at SR = 1.5. 
Design values for CM are shown graphically in Figure 9-4 for prototype superstructures 
with similar geometry to models A, B and C.  Note that an adjustment to CM for models 
B and C is given on the graph.  With SR > 1.0, CM was generally found to be 
independent of F, so that values on this graph are applicable for F in the range of 0.15 
to 0.6.  The design values for CM for prototype superstructures with similar geometry to 
model D are shown graphically in Figure 9-5.  Superstructure model D was only tested 
at a Pr of 3.5.  The design coefficients for superstructure E are given in Figure 9-6 to 
Figure 9-8.  The application of CM to bridges with aspect ratios different to those 
modelled should be done with caution. 
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The design coefficients for superstructures with similar geometry to superstructure 
model F can be obtained from the results presented in section 8.10.  If a prototype 
bridge is to be constructed in flow and geometry conditions outside those modelled, it 
would be reasonable to use the adjustments presented previously for superstructures A 
to D.  
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Figure 9-2 Design CD - Superstructures A, B, C & D 
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Figure 9-3 Design CL - Superstructures A, B, C & D 
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Figure 9-4 Design CM - Superstructures A, B & C 
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Figure 9-5 Design CM - Superstructures D 
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Figure 9-6 Design CD - Superstructures E 
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Figure 9-7 Design CL - Superstructures E 
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Figure 9-8 Design CM - Superstructures E 
9.2.1.1 SR < 1.0 No Debris 
At SR < 1.0, CD was found to be dependent on the parameters SR, F, and Pr.  Figure 9-9 
to Figure 9-11 give CD for SR between 0.5 and 1.0 and F between 0.1 and 0.6 with Pr = 
3.5.  CD can be adjusted for different Pr by applying Equation 9-5. 
Equation 9-5 
CD = acdpr CD 
where acdpr is a factor to adjust CD for different Pr  
acdpr for a range of Pr are given in Table 9-2. 
Design values for CL for prototype bridges of similar geometry to models A to D are 
given in Figure 9-12.  Although CL is dependent on SR and Pr, upper and lower bounds 
were set to encompass the variation of CL with these two variables.  Therefore the 
design values for CL in Figure 9-12 are valid for PR > 1.4.  This approach was adopted 
because an overestimation of the lift force will not, in most cases, affect the design and 
sizing of the bridge members.  If the lift force is found to be critical in the design, the 
original data presented in Chapter 8 can be referred to for a less conservative CL. 
The reference area used in determining CL was the projected wetted depth of the model 
normal to the flow.  A more appropriate coefficient for use in design may be one based 
on the plan area since the width of bridges can vary significantly.  The data presented 
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here could be readily converted by dividing CL by the ratio of the model width in the 
direction of flow to the wetted depth, although the application of the results to bridges 
of different widths should be used with caution.  The wetted depth is the product of SR 
and the depth of the superstructure model. 
CM like CD showed a dependence on SR, F, and Pr.  Figure 9-13 gives the design values 
for Pr = 3.5 and F varying between 0.1 and 0.6, and SR between 0.5 and 1.0.  acmpr, the 
adjustment factor for Pr, is given in Table 9-3 and should be applied using Equation 9-6. 
Equation 9-6 
CM = acmpr CM 
In Figure 9-13 there is an unusual variation of CM with F, with the most positive CM 
corresponding to a F of 0.3.  This reflects the maximum in the data at F = 0.3.  Under 
some conditions CM will be negative, which will reduce the moment calculated at the 
pier base for the drag force component in Equation 9-1.  It is considered reasonable to 
take advantage of this counter-effect, although typically it will not be large in 
comparison to the moment generated by the drag force. The application of CM to 
bridges with aspect ratios different to those modelled should be done with caution. 
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Figure 9-9 Design CD - Superstructures A for SR ≤ 1.0 
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Figure 9-10 Design CD - Superstructures B for SR ≤ 1.0 
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Figure 9-11 Design CD - Superstructures C & D for SR ≤ 1.0 
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Figure 9-12 Design CL - Superstructures A to D for SR ≤ 1.0 
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Figure 9-13 Design CM - Superstructures A to D for SR ≤ 1.0 
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Table 9-2 CD Adjustment Factors for Pr for Superstructures for SR ≤ 1.0 
Pr acdpr 
 0.09 ≤ F < 0.25 0.25 ≤ F < 0.35 0.35 ≤ F < 0.45 F ≥ 0.45 
1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 
3.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
≥ 8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
 
Table 9-3 CM Adjustment Factors for Pr for Superstructures A to D for SR ≤ 1.0 
Pr acmpr 
 F=0.2 F=0.5 
1.4 -5.0 1.2 
2.0 -3.0 1.2 
≥ 3.4 1.0 1.0 
 
9.2.1.2 Superstructures with Debris 
The same methodology as presented for the superstructure without debris should be 
used for the superstructure with debris, i.e., Equation 9-1.  Although the design debris 
mat may project below the girder soffit, the drag force should be applied at the top of 
the headstock with CM accounting for the eccentricities. 
The recommended design CD are presented in Figure 9-14 to Figure 9-21 for 
superstructures with geometry similar to models A to D.  Upper and lower bound design 
lines corresponding to the flat plate and rough wedge respectively are given for each 
model type.  The flat plate is equivalent to the debris mat recommended in the current 
Australian bridge design code.  This type of debris mat would form if a large tree 
became wedged against a bridge, and then collects smaller debris that decreases the 
porosity of the mat.  In America there are reported debris mats similar to the rough 
wedge in catchments where logging is taking place and the felled and stripped trees 
have been carried down a river until being trapped by a bridge.  Typically in Australian 
conditions, it would be expected that the debris mats would be more like the flat plate.  
Adjustment factors for Pr are given in Table 9-4 for CD and these should be applied as 
previously explained. 
As with the no debris design lines, an upper and lower bound are given for CL in Figure 
9-22 for superstructures A to D.  Unlike CD, the upper and lower bound do not 
correspond to the flat plate and rough wedge respectively.  Therefore, it is 
recommended that the upper bound be used when design for stability and the lower 
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bound when considering compression loads on footings or design loads on decks and 
girders. 
The reference area used in determining CL was the projected wetted depth of the debris 
model normal to the flow.  A more appropriate coefficient for use in design may be one 
based on the plan area since the width of bridges can vary significantly.  The data 
presented here could be readily converted by dividing CL by the ratio of the model 
width in the direction of flow to the depth of the debris model, although the application 
of the results to bridges of different widths should be used with caution.  The wetted 
depth is the product of SR and the depth of the superstructure model. 
Design CM for prototype bridges of similar geometry to models A and B, and C and D 
are given in Figure 9-23 and Figure 9-24 respectively with adjustment for Pr in Table 
9-6.  CM was typically independent of the debris type so only an upper bound is 
provided for CM.  In developing these design guidelines, the CM of 3.66 obtained for the 
flat plate at F = 0.2 (Figure 8-33) was considered to be discordant. The application of 
CM to bridges with aspect ratios different to those modelled should be done with 
caution. 
All of the coefficients presented for the superstructures in combination with debris 
include the loading on the superstructure.  Therefore, the debris loadings should not be 
combined with the superstructure alone case. 
The upper and lower bound design coefficients will provide a substantial range in the 
design bending moment for a particular flow and geometry case, and the upper bound 
drag coefficient recommended here will result in a larger design bending moment than 
would be obtained using the current code recommendation (CD = 1.04).  The upper 
bound CD was determined from the flat plate model.  This model was a representation of 
the design debris mat in the current Australian code, and hence the coefficients 
presented here are a better estimate for that debris mat than the coefficient in the code. 
The testing showed that the form of the model substantially influenced CD and Apelt 
(19862) reported that CD was influenced by porosity.  Therefore, the collection of field 
data on debris mats in Australia would assist designers in their judgement as to the 
appropriate coefficients to adopt within the range presented here.  Further, if the field 
data is combined with additional laboratory work on porosity, it may be possible to 
develop a factor to adjust the coefficients for porosity. 
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Figure 9-14 Design CD - Superstructures A with Debris (Upper Bound) 
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Figure 9-15 Design CD - Superstructures A with Debris (Lower Bound) 
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Figure 9-16 Design CD - Superstructures B with Debris (Upper Bound) 
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Figure 9-17 Design CD - Superstructures B with Debris (Lower Bound) 
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Figure 9-18 Design CD - Superstructures C with Debris (Upper Bound) 
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Figure 9-19 Design CD - Superstructures C with Debris (Lower Bound) 
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Figure 9-20 Design CD - Superstructures D with Debris (Upper Bound) 
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Figure 9-21 Design CD - Superstructures D with Debris (Lower Bound) 
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Figure 9-22 Design CL - Superstructures A to D with Debris 
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Figure 9-23 Design CM - Superstructures A & B with Debris 
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Figure 9-24 Design CM - Superstructures C & D with Debris 
Table 9-4 Upper Bound Adjustment of CD for Pr for Debris in Combination 
Superstructures 
Pr acdpr 
 0.09 ≤ F < 0.25 0.25 ≤ F < 0.35 0.35 ≤ F < 0.45 F ≥ 0.45 
1.4 2.45 2.4 2.3 2.2 
1.6 2.2 2.0 1.85 1.7 
2.0 1.6 1.6 1.55 1.5 
2.6 1.25 1.25 1.2 1.15 
3.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
≥10.3 0.65 0.75 0.85 1.0 
 
Table 9-5 Lower Bound Adjustment of CD for Pr for Debris in Combination 
Superstructures 
Pr acdpr 
 0.09 ≤ F < 0.25 0.25 ≤ F < 0.35 0.35 ≤ F < 0.45 F ≥ 0.45 
1.4 3.4 3.0 2.6 2.2 
1.6 3.0 2.6 2.1 1.7 
2.0 2.2 2.0 1.7 1.5 
2.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 
3.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
≥10.3 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
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Table 9-6 Adjustment of CM for Pr for Debris in Combination Superstructures 
Pr acmpr 
 F ≤ 0.25 0.25 ≤ F < 0.35 0.35 ≤ F < 0.45 F ≥ 0.45 
1.4 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 
≥ 2.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
9.2.1.3 Calculation of SR, Pr and F 
Figure 9-25 and Figure 9-26 show a typical river cross-section at a bridge crossing and 
at a section upstream of the bridge. The river cross-section is not of a simple geometry, 
and so the calculation of SR, Pr and F for natural waterways will be more difficult than 
in the laboratory flume.  The following recommendations should be adopted. 
1.  SR should be calculated using the upstream water surface elevation, i.e., at 
section 0 in Figure 7-1. 
2.  Pr should be calculated using the average distance from the girder soffit to the 
bed (dwgs) as defined by Equation 9-7. 
3.  F should be calculated using the average velocity of the upstream approach 
flow (V0) in the section of channel which is equivalent to that in which the 
pier is located, and the average depth (y0avg) of the approach flow in the 
section of channel which is half a span either side of the pier as defined by 
Equation 9-8.  For example, with reference to Figure 9-26, to calculate F for 
determining loads applied to pier 2 from the superstructure, debris or the pier 
itself, V0 would be the average velocity in channel section B at section 0. 
Equation 9-7 
b
A
d gswgs =      
with reference to Figure 9-25, Ags is the gross waterway area from the soffit of 
the girder to the bed for half a span either side of the pier, and b is the width 
(including the pier) of flow equal to the sum of half a span either side of the pier. 
Equation 9-8 
b
A
y O0avg =  
with reference to Figure 9-26, AO is the area of the approach flow with a width b. 
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This approach will typically result in a higher CD for example in the floodplains than the 
main channel because both Pr and F would be lower in the floodplain.  However, the 
drag force on spans in the floodplain would most likely be lower because the velocity 
would be lower. 
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Figure 9-25 Section at Bridge 
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Figure 9-26  Section Upstream of Bridge 
9.2.1.4 Superelevation 
To obtain design coefficients for superelevated bridges, the design coefficient for an 
equivalent level bridge should be determined and then adjusted by multiplying by the 
adjustment factor asup given in Table 9-7.   
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For bridges with positive superelevation, the reference area for all coefficients is the 
projected wetted area normal to the flow of an equivalent level bridge, and the reference 
length is the projected wetted depth normal to the flow of an equivalent level bridge. 
For bridges with negative superelevation, the reference area for all coefficients is the 
projected wetted area normal to the flow of the superelevated bridge, and the reference 
length is the projected wetted depth normal to the flow of the superelevated bridge. 
For bridges with a superelevation between 0 and +4.2% or -4.2%, the values for asup 
given in Table 9-7 can be linearly interpolated. 
Table 9-7 Adjustment Factor (asup) for Superelevated Bridges 
Superelevation CD CL CM 
  Upper Bound Lower Bound  
+4.2% 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 
-4.2%  1.05 1.0 1.0 (F≥0.4) 
1.1 (F=0.3) 
1.2 (F=0.2) 
1.0 
 
9.2.1.5 Skew 
In the tests on superstructure model F, it was found that CD of the model skewed to the 
flow was 15 % to 30 % lower than that for the same model square to the flow.  
Displacement of the model along the z-axis when the model was skewed to the flow 
indicated a transverse loading, but the testing apparatus was unable to measure this 
load.  Because of this limitation, it is not possible to establish the resultant drag force 
vector.  Therefore, it is recommended that designers adopt the CD of a bridge square to 
the flow and also assume a transverse loading equivalent to 30% of the drag force.  A 
figure of 30 % is recommended because the CD of the model skewed to the flow was 
typically 30 % lower than the square model under similar conditions (refer section 
8.10.1 for further details).  The transverse load would be applied in the direction of the 
upstream abutment.  It is recommended that further research be undertaken to 
investigate this phenomenon. 
9.3 PIERS 
9.3.1 PIERS ALONE 
The aims of this research program did not include the development of design 
recommendations for pier models A and B alone, but rather to establish CD for debris 
mats in combination with these piers.  Therefore, pier models A and B were not detailed 
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to model exactly structures used in practice in that they had square noses with sharp 
corners.  A rounded edge on a bluff body will reduce CD as documented in Simiu and 
Scanlan (1978).  If design CD for piers of similar geometry are required, the results 
presented in section 8.14.1 could be adopted. 
Pier model C was tested specifically to determine the flood forces on the Harrison Road 
Bridge pile bent pier in the United States.  The pier failed under the influence of debris 
loading.  The model was a replica of the full size pier, and as such, the CD would be 
transferable to similar piers under similar flow conditions.  The model was only tested 
at one Froude number with a range of flow depths.  Extrapolation beyond this data set 
should be done with caution given the complicated geometry of the pier.  Design CD can 
be taken from the results presented in section 8.14.1. 
9.3.2 PIERS WITH DEBRIS 
In section 8.15.2(page 307), a correlation between CD of piers in combination with 
debris and m0, the momentum of the undisturbed approach flow, was established.  The 
design CD are also presented as a function of m0 as it eliminates the need to adjust for F 
and Ym.  The CD presented in these graphs are for the debris alone, i.e., the contribution 
of the pier below the debris to the measured force has been removed using Equation 9-9 
which is derived as follows and with reference to Figure 9-27. 
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Equation 9-9 
deb
pierDpierrefD
Ddeb A
ACAC
C
×−×=  
where CDdeb is the drag coefficient of the debris alone, CD is the drag coefficient 
of the pier and debris combined, CDpier is the drag coefficient of the pier alone 
under similar flow conditions, Atot is the reference area (m2) of the combined 
pier and debris, Apier is the projected area (m2) normal to the flow of the pier 
below the debris, and Adeb is the projected area (m2) normal to the flow of the 
debris mat. 
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Therefore, in determining the combined debris and pier load, the designer would need 
to separately calculate the load for the pier below the debris mat.  Upper and lower 
bound design CD for debris are presented in as a function of m0p, the momentum flux 
per unit width of the prototype approach flow in Figure 9-28.  The conversion from the 
model momentum flux per unit width (m0) to m0p was done using Lr2 as derived in 
section 2.3. 
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Figure 9-27  Debris Areas for Design 
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Figure 9-28 Design CD for Pier Debris 
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10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
10.1 SUMMARY 
10.1.1 TEST METHODOLOGY 
The forces on the models were measured using a custom designed dynamometer system 
and in a limited number of tests by measuring the pressure distribution around the cross-
section of superstructure model A. The principles of dynamic similarity were relied 
upon to test the scale models so that the coefficients could be translated to prototype 
bridges.  It was assumed that inertia and gravity forces predominate, not viscous forces, 
and so Froude law scaling was used to obtain dynamic similarity. General agreement in 
the drag coefficient (CD) and lift coefficient (CL) was obtained between the measuring 
methods indicating that the results are reproducible and can be used with confidence. 
The correlation in the moment coefficient (CM) between the methods was poor, but 
there was internal consistency and repeatability within the separate measuring 
techniques. 
Dye injection was used to observe the behaviour of the flow around the models, and 
along with the measured pressure distributions provided many interesting insights into 
the flow around a bluff body with complicated geometry.  Boundary layer separation 
and reattachment, free surface effects, and wake blockage effects were studied in detail. 
10.1.2 TEST PROGRAM 
The hydrodynamic forces and moments on scale models of six different superstructures 
and three different piers were measured for a range of flood conditions likely to be 
encountered in practice. The hydrodynamic forces and moments were also measured on 
scale models of five idealised debris mats in combination with the superstructure 
models, and scale models of two idealised debris mats in combination with the pier 
models. After initial ranging tests were done on a number of superstructure debris mats, 
the flat plate and rough wedge models were selected for the main program of testing to 
provide upper and lower bounds. 
The parameters investigated in the laboratory tests on superstructure and debris models 
were Froude number (F), relative submergence (SR) and proximity ratio (Pr). The 
parameters investigated in the pier tests were F and depth of approach flow (Ym). The 
effect of turbulence intensity (T), superstructure superelevation, and superstructure 
skew on the flood loadings were also investigated.  The results were presented as CD, 
CL, and CM.   
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The following combinations were typically used in testing the superstructure models: 
• superstructure without debris or pier models; 
• superstructure without debris models but with the pier A model; 
• superstructure in combination with flat plate but no pier model; 
• superstructure in combination with rough wedge debris models but no pier 
models; 
• superstructure in combination with rough wedge debris model and pier A model. 
The superstructure model combinations above were tested over the following range of 
conditions, although not every superstructure model was tested over the full range of the 
parameters: 
• SR varied from 0.5 to 3 (0.5 to 1.0 with debris); 
• Pr varied from 1.4 to 10.3; 
• F varied from 0.09 to 0.6; 
• superelevation from –4 % to +4 %; 
• skew to the flow of 0° and 25°.  
The following combinations were typically used in testing the pier models when not in 
combination with a superstructure model: 
• pier alone; 
• pier in combination with rough cone; 
•  pier in combination with flat plate debris models. 
The pier model combinations were tested over the following range of conditions, but 
each pier model was not tested over the full range of the parameters: 
• F varied from 0.15 to 0.6; 
• Ym varied from 200 mm to 1000 mm. 
10.1.3 FLOW PATTERNS 
Through the use of flow visualisation and the measurement of the pressure distributions, 
a detailed understanding of the fluid mechanics of flow around bridge superstructures, 
piers, and debris was obtained. A summary of the flow patterns was given in section 
7.12, so a precis of that summary is given below. 
An overview and explanation of the characteristics of typical flow patterns was given 
for each of the superstructures, piers, and debris for the range of flow and geometric 
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conditions tested.  The discussion relating to the superstructure and debris model flow 
patterns concentrated on the free surface profile across the models, the separated 
boundary layers and the pressure distributions and the effect of F, SR, Pr, T, and 
superelevation on the same.  The discussion on the piers concentrated on the free 
surface profile and the wake, and the effect of F and Ym on the same.  
10.1.3.1 Superstructure Tests with SR > 1.0 
Although there was some differences in the geometries of the superstructure models, the 
general flow patterns and the influence of F, SR, and Pr on the flow patterns were 
similar on each of the models.  
The free surface profile was influenced by SR and F, but not Pr.  In tests with SR > 1.0, 
the location of the low point in the water surface profile and the pressure distribution 
did not vary when F increased above 0.3. 
The topside and underside separated boundary layers were influenced by SR and F, and 
Pr influenced the underside separated boundary layer and probably the topside separated 
boundary layer.  Under most conditions the separated boundary layer reattached to the 
deck but not to the underside, although exceptions were noted. It was suggested that Pr 
affected the wake width and magnitude of CP on the underside because of the effects of 
wake blockage. 
A paradox was revealed when investigating the location of the point of reattachment 
using the pressure distributions.  The pressure distributions did not indicate 
reattachment of the separated boundary layer at the same location as indicated by flow 
visualisation.  An explanation was not found, but complicating factors were noted. 
The superelevation of the deck was found to have a small influence on the free surface 
profile and the separated boundary layer. 
10.1.3.2 Superstructure Tests with SR ≤ 1.0 
The free surface profile was strongly influenced by F, but Pr and SR had little influence.  
The addition of the flat plate debris to the superstructure model increased the drop in 
water level through the superstructure and the addition of the rough wedge decreased 
the drop. 
Pr and F had some influence on the underside separated boundary layer. When the 
superstructure was tested without debris at an SR of 1.0, it appeared as if reattachment 
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might have occurred.  This was the same when the rough wedge was in combination 
with the superstructure.  However, when the superstructure was in combination with the 
flat plate, reattachment did not occur under any conditions.  When SR < 1.0, 
reattachment of the separated boundary layer on the underside occurred under some 
conditions when the superstructure was alone, but when the superstructure was in 
combination with the rough wedge debris, reattachment did not occur. 
10.1.3.3 Turbulence Intensity 
Flow visualisation did not provide a clear picture as to the effects of T on the flow 
patterns.  It was noted that as T increased, the separation bubble on the topside 
shortened, but the reattachment zone was more extensive.  Varying T had less effect as 
F and SR increased.  Pressure distributions were recorded for a range of flow conditions 
at different T.  Generally, the biggest difference in CP was noticed when increasing T 
above the natural T in the flume. 
10.1.3.4 Pressure Distributions 
Pressure distributions were recorded on superstructure model A.  A detailed review of 
the pressure distributions found that the overall shape of the distributions was the same 
for all conditions.  It was found that F, SR, and Pr all affected the pressure distribution.  
F and SR mainly affected the magnitude of CP on the deck and Pr the magnitude on the 
underside and the downstream face. 
10.1.3.5 Piers 
The pier flow pattern was affected by F and Ym on all piers.  On pier A, the downstream 
column was sheltered when F ≅ 0.3, but with F either above 0.3 or below 0.3 it was 
only partially sheltered.  Further, at F ≅ 0.3 the flow switched between regimes.  
Increasing either F or Ym while holding the other constant increased the magnitude of 
the bow wave and depth of the cavity.  Another interesting phenomenon with pier A 
was the lock-in of vortex shedding with the natural frequency of oscillation of the 
model and rig. 
Pier B flow patterns were by comparison, relatively simple.  They were affected by both 
F and Ym which, when increased, increased the magnitude of the bow wave and moved 
the location of the deepest point of the cavity downstream. 
The spacing of the piles on pier C meant that under all conditions tested, the 
downstream piles were only ever partially sheltered by the upstream piles.  As with the 
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other pier models, increasing Ym increased the magnitude of the bow waves.  F was not 
varied for this pier model. 
The addition of debris to the piers increased the drop in water level across the piers, 
although the effect was less with the rough cone.  The flat plate debris model set up a 
circulation in the wake such that a hydrodynamic loading in the opposite direction to the 
flow was applied to the downstream pier members (pier models A & C) or downstream 
face (pier model B) in the wake.  The circulation was not evident when the rough cone 
was in combination with pier models A and B, but was evident with pier model C. 
10.1.3.6 Unusual Flow Patterns 
Some unusual flow patterns, which occurred only under certain conditions, were 
documented.  These included; a strong vertical oscillation of the superstructure when 
the pier was in position; an unsteady wave pattern immediately downstream of the 
superstructure model was also the source of a wave pattern moving upstream; and an 
undular wave pattern which was initiated by the submerged superstructure model and 
extended downstream in the flume. 
10.1.4 FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
A detailed summary of the results was given in section 8.17.  Below is a precis of that 
summary.  In the summaries on the variation of CD, CL, and CM with one parameter, the 
others are considered fixed. 
10.1.4.1 Superstructure Models - Dependence on SR, F, and Pr (No Debris) 
CD, CL and CM were obtained for models of six types of superstructure models for a 
range of SR, Pr and F.  The most extensive testing was done using superstructure A for 
which in addition, the influence of turbulence intensity and angle of attack on the 
coefficients was investigated.  The influence of a pier on the superstructure coefficients 
was investigated by testing the superstructure models in combination with a pier model 
not connected to the superstructure. 
Superstructures A, B, C, D and F 
CD, CL and CM were found to be dependent on the parameters SR, F, and Pr and that an 
inter-dependence existed between the parameters.   
More specifically, the following points summarise the dependence of CD on the 
parameters.  
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• CD increased rapidly up to an SR of 1.5 beyond which it varied gradually. The 
peak CD for these superstructures was in the range 2.0 to 2.15 when Pr ≈ 3.5.   
• CD was found to be strongly dependent on Pr up to about 3.5 above which there 
was a weak dependence. The dependence on Pr was attributed to the effects of 
wake blockage.   
• A strong dependence on F was found up to an SR = 1.0 with CD decreasing as F 
increased.  This was attributed mainly to the reduction in the area of fluid-
structure interaction in the wake brought about by a decrease in the downstream 
water level as F increased.  Some changes to the separated boundary layer on the 
underside as F was varied were considered to have a small influence on CD. At 
SR ≈ 1.5 there was a similar but weak trend and at SR ≥ 2.0 there was no 
evidence of CD being dependent on F. 
The following points summarise the dependence of CL on the parameters.  
• In the range SR = 0.5 to 1.0, the variation of CL with SR was influenced by F, and 
to a lesser extent the superstructure geometry.   
• CL was found to typically vary from about 0 to -8 with the most negative values 
at SR ≈ 1.5.   
• At SR = 1.0 there was a significant difference in CL between the superstructure 
models and a discrepancy between the PDM and DFM on superstructure A.  It 
was concluded that the separated boundary layer, which had a significant 
influence on CL, was sensitive to the flow conditions at about SR = 1.0.  The 
difference between the test methods was then linked to small differences in 
setting the upstream water level.  
• With SR >1.0, CL was found to become more negative as F increased from 0.2 to 
0.3, above which there was little variation. CL became less negative as SR 
increased above 1.5.   
• The dependence of CL on Pr was weaker than the dependence of CD on Pr. 
The following points summarise the dependence of CM on the parameters. 
• CM was found to vary with SR and PR but not F.   
• CM increased significantly as SR was increased from 1.0 to 1.5 above which it 
remained nearly constant.   
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• The variation of CM with Pr was similar but weaker to the variation of CD with 
Pr. 
• The maximum positive CM was typically in the range 4 to 5 for superstructures 
A to C and F, and about 2 for superstructure D. 
Superstructure E 
CD, CL, and CM for superstructure E were found to be dependent on SR and F.  CD 
increased with SR up to an SR of about 0.3, and decreased with increasing F.  CL became 
less negative as SR decreased and likewise as F increased.  CM varied inversely with F 
and showed a weak trend of varying with SR. 
Superstructure in Combination with Pier 
It was found that the addition of a pier (not connected to the superstructure) increased 
the superstructure CD, but there was no regular pattern of change in CL or CM.  An 
exception was superstructure F for which there was a small increase in CM and a more 
negative CL with a pier in position.  The effect of the pier on CD was attributed to the 
additional blockage generated by the piers and localised changes to the flow patterns 
around the headstock. 
10.1.4.2 Superstructure Models with Debris - Dependence on SR, F, and Pr 
CD, CL, and CM for the superstructure-debris combinations were found to be dependent 
on the parameters SR, Pr and F and that an inter-dependence existed between the 
parameters. 
Initial ranging tests showed that pressure drag not surface roughness was the dominant 
contributor to the total drag force.  The flat plate and rough wedge debris models were 
selected for the main test program to provide an upper and lower bound for debris 
loadings.  F had a significant effect on the coefficients, primarily because of changes to 
the water surface profile and the associated changes to the area of fluid-structure 
interaction in the wake. 
The following points summarise the dependence of CD on the debris type and the 
parameters. 
• The flat plate debris model had the largest CD under all conditions tested and the 
rough wedge CD was about the same as or marginally less than that for the 
superstructure alone.  
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• CD decreased as F increased because of a reduction in the area of fluid-structure 
interaction in the wake. The flat plate CD showed the strongest dependence on F, 
and it converged with CD for the rough wedge and that for the superstructure 
alone as F increased.   
• CD for both the flat plate and rough wedge increased as Pr decreased because of 
the effects of wake blockage.  
• CD was dependent on SR, although the strength of the dependence varied with F.  
At F = 0.2, CD of both debris models decreased as SR increased and likewise for 
the rough wedge at F = 0.5, but at F = 0.5, the flat plate CD was not strongly 
dependent on SR.   
The following points summarise the dependence of CL on the debris type and the 
parameters. 
• CL of the debris models varied with SR, but as with CD, the strength of the 
dependence varied with F.  At F = 0.5, CL of the flat plate and rough wedge 
became more negative as SR increased.  At an F of 0.2 there was typically a 
minimum (most negative point) in the data at SR = 0.75. An exception to these 
generalisations was when the debris was in combination with superstructure E 
for which there was no significant variation in CL across the range of SR tested.   
• CL was dependent on F.  As F increased from 0.1 to 0.3 at an SR of 1.0, CL for 
all debris models decreased from an average of about +3.0 to about -1.5.  In the 
range F = 0.3 to 0.6, the average CL changed from about –1.5 to almost 0.0. CL 
became less negative as Pr increased because of the effects of wake blockage, 
but the dependence on Pr weakened as F increased, primarily because less of the 
superstructure was in the wake as F increased. 
It was difficult to establish definitive trends in the variations of CM with SR, F, and Pr 
because of scatter in the data, but the following points were noted.  
• The trends were most defined when the debris models were tested in 
combination with superstructure A at F = 0.5.  The flat plate CM increased with 
SR, but the opposite was observed with the rough wedge.   
• Both the rough wedge and flat plate showed a weak maximum at about F = 0.2 
to 0.3.   
• CM for both debris models decreased as Pr increased. 
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10.1.4.3 Effect of Superelevation 
The effect of the angle of attack (superelevation) on the coefficients varied across the 
range of SR and F tested.   
10.1.4.3.1 Positive Superelevation 
CD typically decreased when the model had a positive superelevation.  
CL of the model with positive superelevation was similar to the level model at an SR of 
1.0. With SR > 1.0, CL of the model with a positive superelevation became less negative 
across the range of F tested. 
A relationship between CM and the superelevation was not established.  This was not 
surprising given that CM is influenced by both the drag and lift forces and that the 
variation of CD and CL with superelevation across the range of parameters tested was 
not consistent. 
The changes to the coefficients on the model with a positive superelevation were in part 
a result of the increased reference area used in the calculation of the coefficients.  The 
coefficients were recalculated using the reference area of the level bridge resulting in a 
reduction in the difference in the coefficients.  This indicated that the additional 
projected area used in calculating the reference area remained in the wake and hence did 
not significantly alter the drag force.  The remaining difference in CD was attributed to 
the horizontal component of the force vector on the inclined surfaces; the same surfaces 
were horizontal on the level model.  A simplified calculation of this component was 
consistent with the observed differences in CD. 
10.1.4.3.2 Negative Superelevation 
CD for the model with a negative superelevation was similar to the level model. 
At an SR of 1.0, CL of the model with negative superelevation was similar to the level 
model; one exception noted was at an F of 0.2 where CL was more positive. With SR > 
1.0, CL of the model with a negative superelevation was either similar or became more 
negative across the range of F tested. 
As with the positive superelevation, a relationship between CM and the superelevation 
was not established.   
The changes to the coefficients on the model with a negative superelevation were 
attributed to the inclination of the surfaces that were horizontal on the level model.  It 
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was concluded that the small difference in reference area between the level model and 
the one with negative superelevation had little impact on the coefficients. 
10.1.4.4 Turbulence Intensity 
CD typically remained the same or decreased as T increased above the natural 
turbulence in the flume.  At lower F, CL became more negative as T increased, but as F 
increased, T had less influence. At F ≥0.3, CM was noted to decrease as T increased. 
It was concluded that the results obtained using the natural levels of T in the flume 
could be considered to be a maximum for design purpose, except for CL, which became 
more negative as T increased. 
As part of the investigation into T effects, it was found that the results obtained from 
the PDM were unreliable at the higher level of T.  Literature was referenced which 
indicated that the error in the pressure reading may be a function of the fluctuating 
velocity components, but this only partly explained the change in CP at increased T.  
General agreement in the trends were obtained with data published by Vickery (1966) 
and West and Apelt (1992). 
10.1.4.5 Pier Models 
Pier models A to C were tested alone and in combination with debris models to 
determine the dependence of CD on F and Ym.   
Pier model B (blade) showed no variation in CD with F.  In contrast, CD for pier model 
A (twin column) decreased significantly as F was increased from 0.2 to 0.3, but above 
0.3, CD increased slightly and then remained constant.  Pier C was tested at only one F.  
The pier A CD were approximately double those obtained for pier B. 
Pier A showed a small increase in CD with Ym, pier B showed no variation with Ym, and 
CD for pier C decreased as Ym increased. 
General agreement was obtained with CD in the literature for geometrically similar 
shapes.  
In general terms, CD for the pier debris was independent of the pier type across the 
range of F and Ym tested because of the dominance of the debris geometry.  CD for both 
debris models decreased as F increased.  The flat plate CD decreased with increasing 
Ym.  The rough cone CD remained nearly constant when in combination with pier A, but 
decreased when in combination with piers B and C. 
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10.1.4.6 Momentum Analysis 
An analysis was done using the momentum equation to back calculate CD from the 
measured water levels upstream and downstream of the model and the measured 
velocity of the approach flow. The analysis was done for the superstructures alone and 
in combination with debris, and for the pier alone and in combination with debris.  It 
was found that the momentum analysis overestimated CD when compared with the 
experimentally obtained CD, but was sensitive to the weight of the water in the control 
volume resolved down the slope.  The calculation was limited in accuracy by 
insufficient detail on the crossfall of the bed about the centreline.  It was concluded that 
this method was not of sufficient accuracy to determine design CD values if the 
upstream and downstream flow conditions could be calculated accurately. 
Strong correlation between CD and momentum flux was found for tests where the model 
was not fully submerged.  It was suggested that the relationship existed because the 
drop in water level across the model, and hence the area in the wake over which there 
was fluid-structure interaction, was dependent on the momentum of the approach flow. 
An analysis of the data obtained in the flume showed that the momentum equation 
underestimated the increase in water level caused by the models.  It was recommended 
that designers be aware of this limitation when adopting this approach in practice. 
10.1.4.7 Comparison with Previous Studies 
The results were compared with those from previous studies and general agreement was 
obtained. Some differences with the work of Denson (1982) were noted. In particular, 
Denson obtained a negative CM whereas it was typically positive in the current work.  It 
was concluded that the results from the current work are reliable given that two 
independent methods were used to obtain the results and that both of these methods 
gave a positive CM. 
10.1.5 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the data sets a series of design charts and tables were developed for loadings on 
superstructures, and a new methodology for the calculation of overturning moments that 
accounts for the eccentricities of the drag and lift forces was presented.  Similarly, 
design charts were developed for debris loadings on piers.  Recommendations were also 
made for superstructure models skewed to the flow and those on a superelevation. 
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10.1.6 FURTHER RESEARCH 
A number of questions were left unanswered and as such would constitute interesting 
research topics.  Some of the suggestions would further the understanding of flood loads 
on bridges and be of benefit to the bridge industry, and the others would be of general 
interest to researchers in the field of fluid mechanics, and as such would contribute to 
the pool of knowledge without necessarily having an initially tangible benefit. 
1. It was noted that other authors had observed changes in CP when T of the incident 
flow was increased, but the changes were not as significant as observed here.  The 
results indicated that forces on bluff bodies obtained from measured pressure 
distributions in water with increased turbulence intentsity should be used with 
caution.  It was suggested that the phenomenon might be a result of increases in the 
turbulence generated by the structure itself.  Further research in this area would be 
of benefit to those working in the field of experimental fluid mechanics. 
2. There were some indications that a Froude number of approximately 0.3 may hold 
some significance in flow around bluff bodies. On some models there were changes 
in the flow patterns, and/or the force coefficients, and/or the flow regimes at an F of 
0.3.  For example: 
• in section 7.10.1 it was noted that the flow around the twin pier column 
alternated between two regimes at F = 0.3 and CD decreased (section 8.14.1); 
• on the fully submerged superstructure models, the water surface, pressure 
distributions, and CL changed as F was increased from 0.2 to 0.3, but as F 
increased above 0.3 there was little variation. (sections 7.1.1.2 and 8.5.1.1.2).     
It may only be coincidental that the changes occurred at an F of 0.3, but further 
investigation of this phenomenon might reveal a significance of this Froude number 
in flow around bluff bodies. 
3. The correlation between the CM obtained using the DFM and that obtained using the 
PDM was poor.  The design recommendations have been based on the higher values 
obtained using the DFM.  An independent check on CM would be valuable to ensure 
that the design recommendations are not overly conservative. 
4. Under some flow conditions, the pressure distribution did not indicate the same 
point of reattachment as that indicated by flow visualisation using dye injection.  It 
was thought that the regular shape to the pressure distributions might have been a 
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result of the combined influence of the downstream parapet and the free surface 
profile.  Further research into this phenomenon may provide interesting insights into 
the influence of a free surface profile and/or downstream obstruction on the 
separated boundary layer. 
5. Under some flow conditions there was a substantial difference between the upper 
and lower bound design coefficients for the debris mats.  Field data on debris mats 
would be useful in assisting the designer to choose a coefficient other than the most 
conservative upper bound under all conditions. 
6. Results from Apelt (19862) show that porosity influences CD.  If field data showed 
that debris mats are typically porous, then the work of Apelt could be expanded and 
a porosity reduction factor developed.   
7. In the tests on superstructure model F, it was found that CD of the model skewed to 
the flow was 15 % to 30 % lower than that for the same model square to the flow. It 
was concluded that there would be a loading on the bridge transverse to the 
direction of flow.  If the transverse loading is considered a significant issue in the 
design of bridges, it is recommended that further research be undertaken. 
8. An interesting correlation between CD and the momentum flux of the incident flow 
was found, and further, there were similarities in the correlation for models of 
different geometries (section 8.15.2).  Further investigation of this relationship 
would be of interest to researchers in the field of fluid mechanics. 
9. Additional data on bridges with different widths and aspect rations would be 
valubale, especially for CL and CM. 
10.2 CONCLUSION 
The introduction of limit state philosophy to the Australian bridge code and the 
association of the ultimate limit state to a flood with a 2000 year recurrence interval has 
meant that the majority of bridges over waterways are now designed for full 
submergence during floods. The recommendations in AUSTROADS (1992) for design 
debris loads and flood loads on superstructures were derived from limited data.  The 
recommendations for flood loads on piers are based on extensive research in the 1960’s 
and earlier, and are considered reliable.  Therefore, further research on debris loads and 
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flood loads on superstructures was required for use by designers working according to 
limit state philosophy. 
In recognition of the requirement for an improved knowledge of debris and flood 
loadings, a large amount of data for flood and debris loads on submerged and semi-
submerged bridge superstructures and piers was obtained from a comprehensive 
laboratory program comprising 500 tests.  The hydrodynamic forces and moments on 
scale models of six different superstructures and three different piers were measured for 
a range of flood conditions likely to be encountered in practice. The hydrodynamic 
forces and moments were also measured on scale models of five idealised debris mats in 
combination with the superstructure models, and scale models of three idealised debris 
mats in combination with the pier models. The principles of dynamic similarity were 
relied upon to test the scale models so that the coefficients could be translated to 
prototype bridges. 
Flow visualisation and the pressure distributions were used to investigate the bluff body 
fluid mechanics phenomena associated with flow around bridges.  Boundary layer 
separation and reattachment, free surface effects, and wake blockage effects were 
studied in detail, and related to the trends in the measured loads.  A number of unusual 
flow patterns were observed and documented. 
The results were presented as drag, lift, and moment coefficients.  Design charts were 
developed from these results and a revised methodology for calculating the design 
moments for design of substructures was presented.  This constitutes the first 
comprehensive set of data of this kind and provide the basis for more accurate estimates 
of design forces and moments for submerged and semi-submerged bridge 
superstructures and piers. 
A number of unexplained phenomena were identified for further research. 
Although this research is strongly entrenched in the field of fluid mechanics, it is not 
intended to be a study of classic bluff bodies and that the results be transferred to other 
bluff body geometries.  However, it is hoped that the findings of the research into what 
essentially are geometrically complex bluff bodies will provide an insight into the field 
of bluff body fluid mechanics that may be of benefit to areas outside of the bridge 
industry.  
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Appendix A Velocity and Turbulence Intensity Distributions 
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Velocity Distribution - SWOD1 
              SWOD1        Ybm = 885 mm       F =0.15      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
950 0.442 0.453 0.454 0.452 0.452 0.455 0.460 0.462 0.462 0.431 0.45 0.001 6.9 0.46 0.000 2.2
850 0.442 0.454 0.452 0.451 0.454 0.454 0.457 0.459 0.458 0.441 0.45 0.000 4.0 0.45 0.000 1.8
750 0.437 0.455 0.453 0.453 0.452 0.454 0.454 0.455 0.456 0.446 0.45 0.000 4.2 0.45 0.000 0.9
650 0.438 0.453 0.452 0.451 0.455 0.456 0.458 0.456 0.457 0.447 0.45 0.000 4.4 0.45 0.000 1.5
550 0.427 0.454 0.451 0.454 0.456 0.458 0.459 0.461 0.460 0.446 0.45 0.001 7.5 0.46 0.000 2.2
450 0.430 0.453 0.454 0.452 0.453 0.454 0.462 0.465 0.465 0.448 0.45 0.001 7.7 0.46 0.000 2.8
350 0.421 0.453 0.453 0.457 0.452 0.452 0.452 0.458 0.466 0.445 0.45 0.001 10.0 0.46 0.000 3.1
250 0.402 0.452 0.454 0.463 0.457 0.447 0.438 0.440 0.451 0.426 0.44 0.003 13.8 0.45 0.000 5.6
150 0.401 0.444 0.446 0.453 0.454 0.434 0.420 0.423 0.427 0.399 0.43 0.004 12.8 0.44 0.001 7.8
50 0.390 0.427 0.425 0.421 0.423 0.391 0.393 0.396 0.407 0.388 0.41 0.002 9.6 0.41 0.002 8.8
R.M.S. 0.40 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.42
Complete Table AnalysisAll points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.46
DEVSQ 0.035 0.005 0.003 0.000
%RANGE 17.5 10.2 7.7 2.4  
 
Velocity Distribution - SWOD3 
              SWOD3        Ybm = 260 mm       F =0.55      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
290 0.917 0.958 0.927 0.915 0.94 0.97 0.969 0.972 0.984 0.917 0.95 0.006 7.3 0.95 0.004 7.2
250 0.96 0.949 0.926 0.914 0.927 0.967 0.94 0.935 0.97 0.935 0.94 0.003 5.9 0.94 0.003 5.9
200 0.935 0.958 0.94 0.893 0.913 0.94 0.916 0.916 0.95 0.933 0.93 0.003 7.0 0.93 0.003 7.0
150 0.951 0.962 0.965 0.903 0.923 0.944 0.895 0.884 0.937 0.902 0.93 0.008 8.7 0.93 0.007 8.7
100 0.903 0.966 0.967 0.903 0.925 0.93 0.871 0.877 0.921 0.845 0.91 0.014 13.4 0.92 0.009 10.4
50 0.817 0.944 0.956 0.842 0.81 0.893 0.774 0.863 0.93 0.713 0.86 0.056 28.3 0.88 0.030 20.7
R.M.S. 0.92 0.96 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.95 0.88
Complete Table Analysi All points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.94
DEVSQ 0.148 0.032 0.015 0.013
%RANGE 29.5 12.1 9.7 9.7  
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Velocity Distribution - SWOD5 
              SWOD5        Ybm = 135 mm       F =0.5      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
190 0.632 0.717 0.74 0.737 0.755 0.745 0.751 0.74 0.732 0.675 0.72 0.014 17.0 0.74 0.001 5.1
150 0.706 0.703 0.735 0.757 0.746 0.752 0.722 0.71 0.613 0.643 0.71 0.020 20.3 0.72 0.015 20.0
100 0.668 0.653 0.697 0.739 0.758 0.759 0.742 0.703 0.583 0.67 0.70 0.028 25.2 0.71 0.026 24.9
50 0.63 0.629 0.663 0.708 0.718 0.712 0.641 0.636 0.571 0.592 0.65 0.023 22.6 0.66 0.018 22.2
R.M.S. 0.66 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.70 0.63 0.65
Complete Table AnalysiAll points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.73
DEVSQ 0.114 0.047 0.035 0.018
%RANGE 27.0 24.4 20.1 19.7  
 
 
Velocity Distribution - SWOD6 
              SWOD6        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.6      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 1.031 1.082 1.084 1.093 1.103 1.103 1.087 1.067 1.066 0.993 1.07 0.011 10.3 1.09 0.001 3.4
250 1.107 1.115 1.103 1.088 1.104 1.122 1.101 1.068 1.073 1.075 1.10 0.003 4.9 1.10 0.003 4.9
150 1.078 1.113 1.099 1.058 1.086 1.131 1.107 1.02 1.057 1.074 1.08 0.009 10.3 1.08 0.009 10.2
50 0.971 1.105 1.079 0.971 1.034 1.072 0.987 0.942 1.051 0.964 1.02 0.030 16.0 1.03 0.023 15.8
R.M.S. 1.05 1.10 1.09 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.07 1.03 1.06 1.03
Complete Table Analys All points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 1.07 1.09 1.08 1.09
DEVSQ 0.088 0.014 0.017 0.004
%RANGE 17.7 10.2 11.9 5.1  
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Velocity Distribution - SWOD7 
              SWOD7        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.4      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 0.76 0.787 0.794 0.791 0.79 0.797 0.79 0.795 0.793 0.745 0.78 0.003 6.6 0.79 0.000 1.3
250 0.785 0.785 0.77 0.786 0.794 0.795 0.779 0.776 0.774 0.764 0.78 0.001 4.0 0.78 0.001 3.2
150 0.759 0.762 0.736 0.752 0.789 0.792 0.757 0.72 0.736 0.748 0.76 0.005 9.5 0.76 0.005 9.5
50 0.664 0.765 0.702 0.669 0.733 0.747 0.684 0.663 0.729 0.658 0.70 0.014 15.2 0.71 0.010 14.3
R.M.S. 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.78 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.76 0.73
Complete Table Analysi All points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.79
DEVSQ 0.066 0.011 0.004 0.001
%RANGE 18.4 9.9 6.6 3.4  
 
 
 
Velocity Distribution - SWOD8 
              SWOD8        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.3      SR=1.0
Velocities (m/s) Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth 
(mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 0.587 0.608 0.61 0.61 0.611 0.61 0.612 0.612 0.589 0.571 0.60 0.002 6.8 0.61 0.000 3.8
250 0.569 0.606 0.601 0.607 0.615 0.616 0.61 0.597 0.587 0.593 0.60 0.002 7.8 0.60 0.001 4.8
150 0.581 0.572 0.565 0.575 0.606 0.614 0.6 0.557 0.559 0.575 0.58 0.004 9.8 0.58 0.004 9.8
50 0.512 0.58 0.537 0.534 0.564 0.584 0.539 0.5 0.557 0.51 0.54 0.008 15.5 0.55 0.005 15.3
R.M.S. 0.56 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.60 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.56
Complete Table Analysi All points Excluding boundary Upper Half Inluding Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.58 0.60 0.60 0.61
DEVSQ 0.038 0.008 0.004 0.001
%RANGE 19.9 9.9 7.8 4.8  
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Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - SWOD9 
                SWOD9        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.2      SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.347 0.358 0.359 0.368 0.37 0.373 0.377 0.371 0.372 0.355 0.37 0.001 8.2 0.37 0.000 5.2
S.D. 0.027 0.018 0.019 0.021 0.02 0.02 0.017 0.017 0.014 0.025
Turb. Int. (%) 7.59 5.13 5.35 5.86 5.58 5.52 4.67 4.90 3.88 7.17 5.57 11.1 66.7 5.11 2.764 38.8
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.001 6.0 0.37 0.000 5.9
S.D. 0.021 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.015 0.017 0.016 0.02 0.023 0.019
Turb. Int. (%) 5.83 5.32 4.98 5.07 4.25 4.67 4.39 5.66 6.40 5.49 5.21 4.1 41.3 5.09 3.487 42.3
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.003 12.6 0.36 0.002 12.5
S.D. 0.033 0.027 0.026 0.019 0.013 0.013 0.015 0.026 0.027 0.022
Turb. Int. (%) 9.35 7.73 7.34 5.32 3.80 3.60 4.33 7.34 7.70 6.20 6.27 33.8 91.7 5.89 23.251 70.2
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.30 0.30 0.34 0.28 0.32 0.005 22.9 0.33 0.003 15.6
S.D. 0.027 0.031 0.034 0.035 0.03 0.028 0.038 0.034 0.026 0.032
Turb. Int. (%) 7.53 8.84 9.57 9.91 8.55 7.96 10.73 9.66 7.39 8.98 8.91 10.6 37.5 9.08 8.450 36.8
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.34
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 7.59 6.06 5.89 5.42 4.54 4.60 4.47 5.97 5.99 6.29
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.37
DEVSQ 0.022 0.004 0.001 0.001
%RANGE 28.0 12.3 8.2 6.0
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 6.49 5.37 5.39 5.10
DEVSQ 143.7 32.8 15.8 6.3
%RANGE 110.0 77.0 68.9 49.4  
 
 
Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - SWOD12B 
                SWOD12B        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.4      SR=2
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.852 0.879 0.87 0.846 0.847 0.858 0.876 0.879 0.891 0.882 0.87 0.002 5.2 0.87 0.002 5.2
S.D. 0.041 0.03 0.047 0.055 0.053 0.045 0.035 0.031 0.032 0.041
Turb. Int. (%) 4.99 3.59 5.69 6.62 6.42 5.40 4.24 3.75 3.90 4.95 4.96 10.6 61.2 4.95 10.601 61.3
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.88 0.86 0.002 5.6 0.86 0.002 5.4
S.D. 0.039 0.039 0.054 0.059 0.055 0.046 0.055 0.05 0.034 0.035
Turb. Int. (%) 4.65 4.75 6.51 7.14 6.61 5.59 6.68 6.04 4.07 4.18 5.62 11.6 54.6 5.93 7.808 51.8
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.76 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.83 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.86 0.84 0.83 0.014 13.6 0.84 0.008 9.3
S.D. 0.072 0.031 0.047 0.048 0.064 0.063 0.067 0.063 0.044 0.059
Turb. Int. (%) 8.68 3.71 5.67 5.76 7.75 7.65 8.07 7.56 5.32 7.14 6.73 21.5 73.8 6.44 16.865 67.8
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.67 0.78 0.83 0.83 0.75 0.70 0.68 0.76 0.82 0.76 0.76 0.033 21.7 0.77 0.024 19.8
S.D. 0.067 0.061 0.051 0.06 0.079 0.077 0.082 0.071 0.057 0.063
Turb. Int. (%) 8.11 7.38 6.10 7.20 9.50 9.32 9.88 8.53 6.84 7.64 8.05 13.9 47.0 8.09 13.705 46.7
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.86 0.84
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 6.11 4.02 5.96 6.51 6.92 6.22 6.33 5.78 4.43 5.43
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.86
DEVSQ 0.125 0.017 0.005 0.004
%RANGE 26.9 11.5 7.2 7.2
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 6.34 5.77 5.29 5.44
DEVSQ 112.6 44.4 24.4 22.2
%RANGE 99.3 77.7 67.2 65.3  
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Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - LTURB9 
             LTURB9        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.2       SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.392 0.431 0.433 0.431 0.426 0.422 0.421 0.415 0.426 0.366 0.42 0.004 16.1 0.43 0.000 4.2
S.D. 0.031 0.008 0.013 0.007 0.01 0.007 0.007 0.01 0.015 0.032
Turb. Int. (%) 7.60 1.99 3.22 1.84 2.49 1.82 1.67 2.42 3.79 7.90 3.48 49.7 179.3 2.41 3.946 88.1
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.33 0.41 0.44 0.44 0.42 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.40 0.42 0.009 24.7 0.43 0.001 6.3
S.D. 0.039 0.027 0.005 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.01 0.028
Turb. Int. (%) 9.60 6.63 1.30 1.74 1.52 1.60 1.45 2.32 2.42 6.98 3.55 81.3 233.5 2.37 21.880 225.0
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.37 0.41 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.41 0.006 17.0 0.42 0.003 12.9
S.D. 0.03 0.025 0.009 0.006 0.014 0.005 0.009 0.035 0.034 0.029
Turb. Int. (%) 7.53 6.33 2.24 1.60 3.37 1.22 2.32 8.75 8.48 7.25 4.91 82.6 153.4 4.29 67.186 175.6
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.30 0.33 0.40 0.41 0.35 0.41 0.41 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.36 0.016 31.0 0.38 0.010 24.0
S.D. 0.032 0.041 0.031 0.024 0.032 0.024 0.024 0.04 0.029 0.035
Turb. Int. (%) 7.98 10.22 7.73 5.96 8.05 6.03 5.96 10.07 7.30 8.65 7.80 22.0 54.7 7.67 21.097 55.6
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.35 0.40 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.43 0.42 0.39 0.40 0.37
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 8.24 4.99 2.25 1.73 2.46 1.55 1.81 4.50 4.89 7.38
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.40 0.42 0.42 0.43
DEVSQ 0.055 0.004 0.013 0.001
%RANGE 34.3 12.7 24.7 6.3
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 4.93 3.02 3.51 2.39
DEVSQ 357.9 112.3 131.1 25.8
%RANGE 182.4 249.2 236.2 223.4  
 
 
Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - LTURB12B 
              LTURB12B        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.42      SR=2.0
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
450 Velocity (m/s) 0.678 0.823 0.831 0.83 0.825 0.811 0.818 0.829 0.827 0.788 0.81 0.020 19.0 0.82 0.000 2.4
S.D. 0.063 0.011 0.008 0.014 0.01 0.013 0.008 0.014 0.010 0.016
Turb. Int. (%) 8.15 1.47 1.08 1.78 1.25 1.61 1.03 1.78 1.29 2.05 2.15 41.0 331.1 1.41 0.607 53.0
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.707 0.819 0.828 0.825 0.825 0.817 0.82 0.82 0.823 0.788 0.81 0.012 15.0 0.82 0.000 1.3
S.D. 0.059 0.017 0.021 0.011 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.012 0.01 0.025
Turb. Int. (%) 7.63 2.13 2.68 1.41 1.11 1.10 1.08 1.55 1.30 3.24 2.32 36.2 282.1 1.54 2.316 103.5
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.652 0.823 0.823 0.817 0.819 0.818 0.819 0.821 0.821 0.768 0.80 0.026 21.4 0.82 0.000 0.7
S.D. 0.069 0.017 0.01 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.01 0.016 0.023 0.043
Turb. Int. (%) 8.94 2.24 1.25 1.01 0.99 1.02 1.25 2.09 2.94 5.58 2.73 60.7 290.8 1.60 3.753 121.8
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.674 0.758 0.812 0.818 0.813 0.818 0.814 0.773 0.732 0.745 0.78 0.021 18.5 0.79 0.008 10.8
S.D. 0.061 0.055 0.019 0.033 0.009 0.011 0.015 0.054 0.058 0.053
Turb. Int. (%) 7.91 7.09 2.48 4.23 1.21 1.42 1.95 6.99 7.42 6.85 4.75 68.9 140.8 4.10 51.114 151.4
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.591 0.653 0.756 0.74 0.713 0.775 0.74 0.661 0.655 0.618 0.69 0.036 26.6 0.71 0.017 17.1
S.D. 0.061 0.087 0.056 0.048 0.048 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.055 0.062
Turb. Int. (%) 7.91 11.15 7.16 6.18 6.23 5.12 7.72 10.34 7.04 7.94 7.68 30.9 78.6 7.62 30.737 79.2
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.66 0.78 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.77 0.74
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 8.16 3.23 1.87 2.11 1.14 1.29 1.33 3.10 3.24 4.43
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.78 0.81 0.80 0.82
DEVSQ 0.212 0.014 0.059 0.001
%RANGE 30.8 12.1 22.2 2.4
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 4.37 2.16 2.40 1.52
DEVSQ 376.4 97.9 139.6 6.8
%RANGE 232.4 296.9 330.8 128.2  
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Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - LTURB66 
              LTURB66        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.2      SR=2.0
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
450 Velocity (m/s) 0.414 0.468 0.469 0.468 0.471 0.466 0.472 0.473 0.48 0.466 0.47 0.003 14.2 0.47 0.000 3.0
S.D. 0.032 0.024 0.009 0.008 0.017 0.012 0.009 0.012 0.022 0.008
Turb. Int. (%) 7.00 5.25 1.87 1.67 3.69 2.53 1.98 2.64 4.92 1.73 3.33 30.2 160.4 3.07 13.639 116.7
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.407 0.479 0.482 0.48 0.481 0.479 0.477 0.485 0.486 0.437 0.47 0.006 16.8 0.48 0.000 1.9
S.D. 0.041 0.01 0.019 0.006 0.021 0.007 0.02 0.009 0.008 0.025
Turb. Int. (%) 9.05 2.11 4.06 1.36 4.52 1.47 4.44 2.00 1.80 5.53 3.63 52.7 211.5 2.72 13.144 116.2
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.372 0.47 0.484 0.483 0.478 0.484 0.48 0.48 0.484 0.445 0.47 0.011 24.0 0.48 0.000 2.9
S.D. 0.042 0.024 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.008 0.014 0.012 0.029
Turb. Int. (%) 9.11 5.25 1.25 1.03 1.34 1.16 1.67 3.14 2.55 6.46 3.30 68.5 245.2 2.17 14.650 193.9
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.408 0.461 0.478 0.485 0.477 0.487 0.477 0.44 0.442 0.432 0.46 0.006 17.2 0.47 0.002 10.0
S.D. 0.036 0.027 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.016 0.042 0.033 0.038
Turb. Int. (%) 7.82 5.93 2.00 1.19 1.23 1.30 3.54 9.27 7.25 8.28 4.78 95.9 169.1 3.96 69.115 204.0
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.353 0.414 0.46 0.452 0.425 0.458 0.461 0.366 0.411 0.383 0.42 0.015 25.7 0.43 0.008 22.0
S.D. 0.041 0.047 0.029 0.031 0.032 0.03 0.032 0.043 0.03 0.041
Turb. Int. (%) 8.98 10.21 6.43 6.83 7.07 6.61 6.94 9.40 6.65 8.92 7.80 17.8 48.4 7.52 14.545 50.2
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.39 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.43
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 8.25 4.63 2.29 1.31 2.70 1.61 2.90 4.26 4.13 5.50
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.48
DEVSQ 0.059 0.004 0.020 0.001
%RANGE 29.3 9.9 24.4 4.2
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 4.88 2.98 3.42 2.65
DEVSQ 361.3 124.0 152.2 44.7
%RANGE 188.2 276.3 236.4 158.9  
Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - HTURB9 
                     HTURB9        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.2      SR=1
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
350 Velocity (m/s) 0.383 0.357 0.366 0.37 0.371 0.375 0.375 0.381 0.433 0.385 0.38 0.004 20.0 0.38 0.004 20.0
S.D. 0.036 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.033 0.038 0.037 0.038 0.040 0.036
Turb. Int. (%) 9.00 8.58 8.75 8.58 8.16 9.32 9.10 9.50 9.87 9.02 8.99 2.2 19.0 8.98 2.225 19.0
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.40 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.39 0.47 0.39 0.39 0.008 26.2 0.39 0.008 26.3
S.D. 0.039 0.031 0.032 0.033 0.032 0.034 0.031 0.039 0.042 0.035
Turb. Int. (%) 9.57 7.64 7.91 8.04 7.84 8.36 7.54 9.55 10.26 8.68 8.54 8.0 31.9 8.39 6.776 32.4
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.42 0.46 0.41 0.40 0.005 20.3 0.40 0.004 20.4
S.D. 0.035 0.036 0.034 0.033 0.028 0.032 0.033 0.04 0.045 0.036
Turb. Int. (%) 8.61 8.85 8.36 8.16 6.85 7.86 8.26 9.77 11.08 8.78 8.66 11.5 48.8 8.65 11.524 48.9
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.45 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.43 0.42 0.002 10.1 0.42 0.001 9.3
S.D. 0.044 0.037 0.036 0.036 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.039 0.035 0.037
Turb. Int. (%) 10.78 9.08 8.85 9.00 8.70 8.73 8.65 9.62 8.65 9.18 9.13 3.9 23.3 8.91 0.747 10.8
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.41 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.41 0.45 0.40
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 9.06 8.36 8.34 8.26 7.62 8.51 8.30 9.60 10.40 8.83
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper Half All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.38
DEVSQ 0.030 0.018 0.012 0.012
%RANGE 27.5 28.2 28.6 28.7
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 8.83 8.67 8.76 8.69
DEVSQ 27.9 21.9 11.3 10.4
%RANGE 47.9 48.7 31.0 31.3  
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Velocity & Turbulence Intensity Distributions - HTURB12B 
              HTURB12B        Ybm = 335 mm       F =0.43      SR=1.92
 Turbulence Intensity calculated using R.M.S velocity for full cross-section Analysis including all Analysis exclud. boundary
Distance from left wall looking u/s (mm) points on horiz. plane points on horiz. plane
Depth (mm) 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 Mean DEVSQ %RANGE Mean DEVSQ %RANGE
450 Velocity (m/s) 0.985 1.029 1.012 0.986 0.95 0.989 1.011 1.034 1.058 1.061 1.01 0.011 11.0 1.01 0.008 10.7
S.D. 0.103 0.098 0.092 0.103 0.098 0.095 0.087 0.089 0.097 0.093
Turb. Int. (%) 12.11 11.55 10.81 12.13 11.57 11.27 10.24 10.51 11.43 11.03 11.27 3.5 16.8 11.19 2.736 16.9
350 Velocity (m/s) 1.03 0.921 0.858 0.754 0.745 0.804 0.805 0.885 0.995 1.009 0.89 0.100 32.2 0.85 0.052 29.4
S.D. 0.098 0.115 0.117 0.09 0.082 0.099 0.092 0.1 0.109 0.102
Turb. Int. (%) 11.60 13.58 13.82 10.58 9.65 11.74 10.87 11.86 12.86 12.07 11.86 15.4 35.1 11.87 15.328 35.1
250 Velocity (m/s) 0.952 0.87 0.725 0.684 0.711 0.706 0.701 0.712 0.82 0.893 0.78 0.085 34.2 0.74 0.031 25.0
S.D. 0.083 0.107 0.088 0.075 0.06 0.059 0.064 0.067 0.112 0.104
Turb. Int. (%) 9.78 12.61 10.33 8.85 7.09 6.94 7.58 7.93 13.18 12.33 9.66 50.7 64.5 9.31 42.607 67.0
150 Velocity (m/s) 0.89 0.823 0.737 0.733 0.746 0.736 0.725 0.706 0.729 0.864 0.77 0.038 23.9 0.74 0.008 15.8
S.D. 0.063 0.086 0.066 0.067 0.072 0.065 0.062 0.063 0.072 0.076
Turb. Int. (%) 7.44 10.16 7.84 7.85 8.49 7.69 7.32 7.43 8.47 8.94 8.16 7.0 34.7 8.16 5.847 34.8
50 Velocity (m/s) 0.901 0.897 0.784 0.77 0.741 0.74 0.741 0.721 0.756 0.898 0.80 0.049 22.6 0.77 0.021 22.8
S.D. 0.073 0.077 0.067 0.066 0.069 0.069 0.059 0.064 0.08 0.075
Turb. Int. (%) 8.62 9.05 7.96 7.77 8.11 8.09 7.02 7.55 9.46 8.80 8.24 4.9 29.7 8.13 4.352 30.1
R.M.S.  Velocity (m/s) 0.95 0.91 0.83 0.79 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.88 0.95
Mean Turb. Int.(excl. 50 mm) 10.23 11.98 10.70 9.85 9.20 9.41 9.00 9.43 11.49 11.09
Complete Table Analysis All points Excluding boundary Upper All Points Upper Half Exluding
points Boundary Points
Velocity (m/s)
R.M.S 0.85 0.84 0.90 0.87
DEVSQ 0.702 0.481 0.472 0.381
%RANGE 44.1 44.3 42.0 42.8
Turbulence Intensity (%)
Arithmetic Mean 9.48 10.13 10.93 10.79
DEVSQ 167.8 136.2 95.6 88.7
%RANGE 72.5 67.8 62.9 63.7  
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Appendix B Velocity And Turbulence Intensity Contour Plots 
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Velocity Contours - SWOD1 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
SWOD3      F=0.55    SR =1    Ybm=260 mm
 
Velocity Contours - SWOD3 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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SWOD5      F=0.5    SR =1    Ybm=135 mm
 
Velocity Contours - SWOD5 
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Velocity Contours - SWOD6 
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SWOD7      F=0.4    SR =1    Ybm=335 mm
 
Velocity Contours - SWOD7 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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SWOD8      F=0.3    SR =1    Ybm=335 mm
 
Velocity Contours - SWOD8 
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SWOD9      F=0.19    SR =1    Ybm=335 mm
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SWOD12B      F=0.4    SR =2    Ybm=335 mm
 
Velocity Contours - SWOD12B 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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Velocity Contours - LTURB9 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
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Velocity Contours - HTURB9 
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Velocity Contours (m/s)
HTURB12B      F=0.43    SR =1.92    Ybm=335 mm     Increased Turbulence
 
Velocity Contours - HTURB12B 
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Turbulence Intensity Contours (%)
SWOD9      F=0.19    SR =1    Ybm=335 mm     Natural Turbulence
 
Turbulence Intensity Contours - SWOD9 
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Turbulence Intensity Contours (%)
SWOD12B      F=0.4    SR =2    Ybm=335 mm     Natural Turbulence
 
Turbulence Intensity Contours - SWOD12B 
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Turbulence Intensity Contours - LTURB9 
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Turbulence Intensity Contours (%)
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Calibration of New Ottmeter - Propellor 2 (3/94)
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Calibration of Ott-Meter - Propellor 3 (3/95)
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Calibration of New Ottmeter - Propellor 4N( 3/94)
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Calibration of Old Ott-meter - Propellor 2-3 
(8/96)
y = 0.1033x + 0.0454
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Calibration of Old Ott-meter - Propellor 4O(10/96)
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Superstructure Alone – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWOD1 A None None 1.00 0.15 9.08 2.14E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.458 0.0975 0.09750 996.17   
SWOD10 A None None 0.49 0.52 3.44 4.38E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.968 0.0475 0.04750 996.56   
SWOD11 A None None 0.76 0.53 3.44 4.55E+05 0 0 PDM1 1.006 0.074 0.07400 996.56   
SWOD12 A None None 1.56 0.50 3.44 4.51E+05 0 0 PDM1 1.037 0.0975 0.09750 997.05   
SWOD12B A None None 2.02 0.39 3.44 3.79E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.871 0.0975 0.09750 997.05   
SWOD12BR A None None 1.99 0.37 3.44 3.71E+05 0 0 DFM 0.840 0.0975 0.09750 996.87 517.93 508.59 
SWOD12BR2 A None None 2.08 0.37 3.44 366853.3 0 0 PDM2 0.840 0.0975 0.09750 997.00   
SWOD12BR3 A None None 1.95 0.39 3.44 3.83E+05 0 0 DFM 0.858 0.0975 0.09750 996.74 505.12 494.64 
SWOD12C A None None 2.31 0.34 3.44 3.50E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.794 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
SWOD12CR A None None 2.33 0.35 3.44 334098.1 0 0 PDM2 0.814 0.0975 0.09750 997.62   
SWOD12CR2 A None None 2.55 0.32 3.44 3.16E+05 0 0 DFM 0.758 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 584.66 582.60 
SWOD12CR3 A None None 2.59 0.32 3.44 344064 0 0 PDM2 0.755 0.0975 0.09750 996.48   
SWOD12R A None None 1.58 0.45 3.44 395410.9 0 0 DFM 0.950 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 461.09 441.36 
SWOD12R2 A None None 1.62 0.45 3.44 436573.9 0 0 PDM2 0.958 0.0975 0.09750 996.48   
SWOD12R3 A None None 1.59 0.47 3.44 437099.7 0 0 DFM 0.980 0.0975 0.09750 996.74 448.23 482.68 
SWOD13 A None None 2.64 0.31 3.44 3.30E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.740 0.0975 0.09750 996.74   
SWOD13B A None None 2.89 0.30 3.44 290897.1 0 0 PDM2 0.735 0.0975 0.09750 998.01   
SWOD13C A None None 2.68 0.30 3.44 288977.8 0 0 PDM2 0.722 0.0975 0.09750 997.89   
SWOD13CR A None None 2.64 0.31 3.44 2.90E+05 0 0 DFM 0.742 0.0975 0.09750 998.13 0.00 0.00 
SWOD13CR2 A None None 2.44 0.28 3.44 2.78E+05 0 0 DFM 0.668 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 575.18 575.48 
SWOD13D A None None 2.32 0.29 3.44 264140.7 0 0 PDM2 0.683 0.0975 0.09750 998.24   
SWOD13E A None None 2.02 0.30 3.44 268348.6 0 0 PDM2 0.675 0.0975 0.09750 997.96   
SWOD13ER A None None 2.01 0.29 3.44 2.87E+05 0 0 DFM 0.657 0.0975 0.09750 997.00 526.11 525.16 
SWOD13F A None None 1.52 0.30 3.44 253241.6 0 0 PDM2 0.637 0.0975 0.09750 997.96   
SWOD13FR A None None 1.54 0.29 3.44 2.62E+05 0 0 DFM 0.636 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 476.84 474.49 
SWOD13R A None None 2.68 0.32 3.44 308756.8 0 0 PDM2 0.754 0.0975 0.09750 997.65   
SWOD13R2 A None None 2.66 0.32 3.44 307553 0 0 PDM2 0.758 0.0975 0.09750 997.74   
SWOD1A A None None 1.51 0.15 8.56 1.94E+05 0 0 DFM 0.470 0.0975 0.09750 997.58 0.00 0.00 
SWOD1B A None None 1.98 0.15 8.05 1.93E+05 0 0 DFM 0.468 0.0975 0.09750 997.55 974.97 981.55 
SWOD1C A None None 2.26 0.15 7.79 1.90E+05 0 0 DFM 0.460 0.0975 0.09750 997.55 977.44 984.56 
SWOD1D A None None 2.51 0.15 7.54 1.96E+05 0 0 DFM 0.455 0.0975 0.09750 997.12 976.34 983.44 
SWOD1E A None None 3.02 0.15 7.03 2.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.467 0.0975 0.09750 997.12 977.24 0.00 
SWOD1R A None None 1.00 0.15 9.08 1.94E+05 0 0 DFM 0.471 0.0975 0.09750 997.58 983.38 990.53 
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Superstructure Alone – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWOD2 A None None 1.00 0.50 3.44 4.96E+05 0 0 PDM1 1.000 0.0975 0.09750 995.53   
SWOD2R A None None 1.00 0.47 3.44 3.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.926 0.0975 0.09750 998.51 396.67 393.07 
SWOD2R2 A None None 1.00 0.43 3.44 376892.6 0 0 PDM2 0.854 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
SWOD2R3 A None None 1.00 0.37 3.44 326581.4 0 0 DFM 0.740 0.0975 0.09750 996.87 410.37 412.12 
SWOD3 A None None 1.00 0.55 2.67 4.52E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.980 0.0975 0.09750 996.35   
SWOD4 A None None 1.00 0.52 1.64 3.64E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.790 0.0975 0.09750 996.35   
SWOD5 A None None 1.00 0.52 1.38 3.46E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.750 0.0975 0.09750 996.35   
SWOD6 A None None 1.00 0.60 3.44 5.25E+05 0 0 PDM1 1.160 0.0975 0.09750 996.56   
SWOD60 A None None 1.00 0.19 6.26 1.90E+05 0 0 DFM 0.502 0.0975 0.09750 998.38 696.63 703.13 
SWOD61 A None None 2.05 0.19 6.26 2.07E+05 0 0 DFM 0.540 0.0975 0.09750 998.29 804.33 809.55 
SWOD62 A None None 1.00 0.20 5.23 1.79E+05 0 0 DFM 0.486 0.0975 0.09750 998.56 597.56 603.94 
SWOD62R A None None 1.00 0.20 5.23 2.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.493 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 598.07 604.45 
SWOD63 A None None 2.06 0.21 5.23 2.07E+05 0 0 DFM 0.538 0.0975 0.09750 998.29 702.41 707.49 
SWOD64 A None None 1.00 0.20 4.21 1.57E+05 0 0 DFM 0.440 0.0975 0.09750 998.79 502.18 508.35 
SWOD65 A None None 2.04 0.20 4.21 1.85E+05 0 0 DFM 0.495 0.0975 0.09750 998.47 599.96 605.07 
SWOD66 A None None 2.08 0.21 3.44 1.80E+05 0 0 DFM 0.473 0.0975 0.09750 998.34 528.34 534.33 
SWOD66R A None None 2.03 0.21 3.44 214137.1 0 0 PDM2 0.475 0.0975 0.09750 996.61   
SWOD66R2 A None None 2.01 0.22 3.44 2.21E+05 0 0 DFM 0.495 0.0975 0.09750 996.74 525.87 530.52 
SWOD67 A None None 1.00 0.21 2.41 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.371 0.0975 0.09750 998.54 329.26 334.63 
SWOD68 A None None 1.97 0.20 2.41 1.55E+05 0 0 DFM 0.419 0.0975 0.09750 998.52 427.98 432.57 
SWOD69 A None None 1.00 0.20 1.38 1.11E+05 0 0 DFM 0.305 0.0975 0.09750 998.67 229.53 233.09 
SWOD6R A None None 1.00 0.59 3.44 5.28E+05 0 0 PDM1 1.144 0.0975 0.09750 996.32   
SWOD6R2 A None None 1.00 0.62 3.44 4.36E+05 0 0 DFM 1.201 0.0975 0.09750 998.67 381.20 375.36 
SWOD7 A None None 1.00 0.42 3.44 3.73E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.824 0.0975 0.09750 996.56   
SWOD70 A None None 1.98 0.20 1.38 1.33E+05 0 0 DFM 0.357 0.0975 0.09750 998.52 329.03 332.46 
SWOD71 A None None 1.59 0.21 3.44 1.85E+05 0 0 DFM 0.456 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 486.23 490.91 
SWOD71R A None None 1.58 0.21 3.44 206507.3 0 0 PDM2 0.463 0.0975 0.09750 996.74   
SWOD71R2 A None None 1.50 0.22 3.44 2.11E+05 0 0 DFM 0.473 0.0975 0.09750 996.74 475.65 479.85 
SWOD72 A None None 2.58 0.21 3.44 2.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.493 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 585.85 590.97 
SWOD72R A None None 2.56 0.20 3.44 222388.4 0 0 PDM2 0.488 0.0975 0.09750 996.48   
SWOD73 A None None 2.97 0.20 3.44 2.03E+05 0 0 DFM 0.499 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 626.34 632.20 
SWOD7R A None None 1.00 0.43 3.44 319659.9 0 0 DFM 0.860 0.0975 0.09750 998.51 399.30 398.66 
SWOD7R2 A None None 1.00 0.37 3.44 327022.7 0 0 PDM2 0.741 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
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Superstructure Alone – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWOD8 A None None 1.00 0.31 3.44 2.82E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.623 0.0975 0.09750 996.56   
SWOD8R A None None 0.97 0.31 3.44 2.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.621 0.0945 0.09450 998.03 0.00 0.00 
SWOD8R2 A None None 1.00 0.30 3.44 2.48E+05 0 0 DFM 0.596 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 415.21 418.06 
SWOD9 A None None 1.00 0.20 3.44 1.88E+05 0 0 PDM1 0.417 0.0975 0.09750 996.58   
SWOD9A A None None 1.00 0.14 3.44 1.06E+05 0 0 DFM 0.280 0.0975 0.09750 998.40 424.14 431.01 
SWOD9B A None None 1.00 0.09 3.44 7.06E+04 0 0 DFM 0.188 0.0975 0.09750 998.43 424.81 432.78 
SWOD9R A None None 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.431 0.0975 0.09750 998.40 422.75 426.99 
SWOD9R2 A None None 1.00 0.20 3.44 1.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.411 0.0975 0.09750 998.60 426.32 432.41 
SWOD9R3 A None None 1.00 0.20 3.44 178174.8 0 0 PDM2 0.413 0.0975 0.09750 997.12   
SWOD9R4 A None None 1.00 0.19 3.44 1.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.378 0.0975 0.09750 996.87 424.99 431.83 
SWOD14 B None None 0.42 0.50 3.67 4.14E+05 0 0 DFM 0.927 0.0384 0.03840 996.74 345.70 352.91 
SWOD14A B None None 0.46 0.21 3.67 1.70E+05 0 0 DFM 0.393 0.0424 0.04240 997.07 367.65 376.77 
SWOD15 B None None 0.76 0.51 3.67 4.25E+05 0 0 DFM 0.968 0.0694 0.06940 996.92 372.45 374.69 
SWOD15A B None None 0.76 0.19 3.67 1.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.380 0.0694 0.06940 996.95 397.70 406.03 
SWOD15B B None None 1.00 0.51 3.67 4.41E+05 0 0 DFM 1.004 0.0914 0.09140 996.92 388.77 387.56 
SWOD15C B None None 1.00 0.21 3.67 1.93E+05 0 0 DFM 0.430 0.0914 0.09140 996.66 416.34 423.05 
SWOD16 B None None 1.49 0.55 3.67 5.10E+05 0 0 DFM 1.132 0.0914 0.09140 996.61 425.86 411.39 
SWOD16A B None None 1.95 0.43 3.67 4.23E+05 0 0 DFM 0.948 0.0914 0.09140 996.74 487.77 478.54 
SWOD17 B None None 2.48 0.37 3.67 3.88E+05 0 0 DFM 0.859 0.0914 0.09140 996.58 546.66 543.03 
SWOD17A B None None 3.02 0.32 3.67 3.40E+05 0 0 DFM 0.770 0.0914 0.09140 996.87 608.03 608.27 
SWOD17AR B None None 3.02 0.30 3.67 3.50E+05 0 0 DFM 0.744 0.0914 0.09140 996.09 611.21 612.22 
SWOD17R B None None 2.40 0.37 3.67 4.00E+05 0 0 DFM 0.858 0.0914 0.09140 996.22 544.35 540.57 
SWOD18 C None None 1.00 0.15 10.29 2.09E+05 0 0 DFM 0.467 0.08475 0.08475 996.71 948.20 956.73 
SWOD19 C None None 1.00 0.51 3.50 4.64E+05 0 0 DFM 0.942 0.08475 0.08475 995.60 353.46 352.47 
SWOD20 C None None 1.00 0.49 2.62 3.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.809 0.08475 0.08475 997.07 282.34 280.21 
SWOD20A C None None 1.00 0.18 2.62 1.35E+05 0 0 DFM 0.315 0.08475 0.08475 997.17 301.63 309.27 
SWOD21 C None None 1.00 0.49 2.03 3.20E+05 0 0 DFM 0.742 0.08475 0.08475 997.12 238.20 232.88 
SWOD21A C None None 1.00 0.19 2.03 1.29E+05 0 0 DFM 0.300 0.08475 0.08475 997.14 251.38 258.37 
SWOD22 C None None 1.00 0.49 1.44 2.98E+05 0 0 DFM 0.663 0.08475 0.08475 996.64 189.54 181.60 
SWOD22A C None None 1.00 0.20 1.44 1.24E+05 0 0 DFM 0.277 0.08475 0.08475 996.74 204.78 210.85 
SWOD23 C None None 1.00 0.58 3.50 5.20E+05 0 0 DFM 1.079 0.08475 0.08475 995.83 348.74 345.12 
SWOD24 C None None 1.00 0.39 3.50 3.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.738 0.08475 0.08475 996.30 362.21 364.68 
SWOD25 C None None 1.00 0.27 3.50 2.42E+05 0 0 DFM 0.525 0.08475 0.08475 996.35 373.91 378.44 
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Superstructure Alone – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWOD25R C None None 1.00 0.28 3.50 2.17E+05 0 0 DFM 0.526 0.08475 0.08475 997.58 372.23 377.36 
SWOD26 C None None 1.00 0.20 3.50 1.76E+05 0 0 DFM 0.383 0.08475 0.08475 996.35 378.70 385.90 
SWOD26R C None None 1.00 0.20 3.50 1.58E+05 0 0 DFM 0.382 0.08475 0.08475 997.58 377.65 384.95 
SWOD26R2 C None None 1.00 0.19 3.50 1.49E+05 0 0 DFM 0.372 0.08475 0.08475 997.91 380.07 387.57 
SWOD27 C None None 0.50 0.50 3.50 3.83E+05 0 0 DFM 0.874 0.042 0.04238 996.95 314.46 321.58 
SWOD27A C None None 0.50 0.22 3.50 1.70E+05 0 0 DFM 0.391 0.042 0.04238 997.05 332.08 341.06 
SWOD27AR C None None 0.50 0.20 3.50 1.38E+05 0 0 DFM 0.355 0.0425 0.04238 998.20 334.67 343.81 
SWOD27AR2 C None None 0.50 0.20 3.50 1.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.369 0.042 0.04238 998.13 333.02 342.01 
SWOD28 C None None 0.74 0.49 3.50 3.91E+05 0 0 DFM 0.885 0.06275 0.06272 996.84 333.57 337.54 
SWOD28A C None None 0.75 0.22 3.50 1.79E+05 0 0 DFM 0.405 0.06275 0.06356 996.87 354.80 363.03 
SWOD28AR C None None 0.71 0.20 3.50 1.46E+05 0 0 DFM 0.374 0.05975 0.06017 998.15 352.25 360.58 
SWOD28AR2 C None None 0.73 0.20 3.50 1.49E+05 0 0 DFM 0.377 0.06175 0.06187 998.03 353.94 362.41 
SWOD29 C None None 1.49 0.50 3.50 4.34E+05 0 0 DFM 0.980 0.08475 0.08475 996.82 392.62 381.20 
SWOD29A C None None 1.97 0.51 3.50 4.70E+05 0 0 DFM 1.049 0.08475 0.08475 996.69 438.98 423.43 
SWOD29AR C None None 1.94 0.51 3.50 4.35E+05 0 0 DFM 1.062 0.08475 0.08475 997.65 436.38 419.37 
SWOD29R C None None 1.54 0.51 3.50 4.08E+05 0 0 DFM 1.002 0.08475 0.08475 997.72 396.10 382.91 
SWOD30 C None None 2.38 0.45 3.50 4.39E+05 0 0 DFM 0.979 0.08475 0.08475 996.66 490.31 481.08 
SWOD30A C None None 2.91 0.38 3.50 4.00E+05 0 0 DFM 0.870 0.08458 0.08475 996.38 545.80 542.06 
SWOD30R C None None 2.42 0.44 3.50 3.93E+05 0 0 DFM 0.966 0.08475 0.08475 997.72 493.72 485.52 
SWOD31 D None None 0.50 0.50 3.45 3.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.883 0.043 0.04300 998.25 316.68 324.03 
SWOD31A D None None 0.51 0.20 3.45 1.42E+05 0 0 DFM 0.368 0.044 0.04386 998.27 334.40 343.63 
SWOD32 D None None 0.74 0.52 3.45 3.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.933 0.064 0.06364 998.08 334.07 338.21 
SWOD32A D None None 0.77 0.20 3.45 1.47E+05 0 0 DFM 0.375 0.066 0.06622 998.13 356.09 364.29 
SWOD32B D None None 1.00 0.51 3.45 3.73E+05 0 0 DFM 0.945 0.086 0.08600 998.06 352.45 351.55 
SWOD32C D None None 1.00 0.21 3.45 1.58E+05 0 0 DFM 0.401 0.086 0.08600 998.08 377.81 384.96 
SWOD33 D None None 1.50 0.52 3.45 4.12E+05 0 0 DFM 1.017 0.086 0.08600 997.77 393.39 380.76 
SWOD33A D None None 2.00 0.50 3.45 4.32E+05 0 0 DFM 1.052 0.086 0.08600 997.62 442.79 428.01 
SWOD33AR D None None 2.00 0.49 3.45 3.98E+05 0 0 DFM 1.028 0.086 0.08600 998.24 444.00 429.11 
SWOD34 D None None 2.49 0.43 3.45 4.00E+05 0 0 DFM 0.957 0.086 0.08600 997.43 497.90 489.72 
SWOD34A D None None 2.98 0.37 3.45 3.65E+05 0 0 DFM 0.866 0.086 0.08600 997.36 547.40 544.60 
SWOD34R D None None 2.49 0.43 3.45 3.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.954 0.086 0.08600 998.25 497.52 488.84 
SWOD34R2 D None None 2.45 0.43 3.45 3.69E+05 0 0 DFM 0.946 0.086 0.08600 998.18 496.35 487.65 
SWOD35 E None None 0.19 0.51 1.65 2.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.935 0.02844 0.03800 997.94 343.13 349.88 
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Superstructure Alone – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWOD35A E None None 0.19 0.19 1.65 1.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.354 0.02844 0.03800 997.96 362.54 371.61 
SWOD36 E None None 0.30 0.50 1.65 2.71E+05 0 0 DFM 0.938 0.03305 0.06000 997.82 363.82 367.69 
SWOD36A E None None 0.30 0.19 1.65 1.07E+05 0 0 DFM 0.368 0.03305 0.06000 997.82 382.95 391.63 
SWOD37 E None None 0.60 0.50 1.65 2.94E+05 0 0 DFM 1.013 0.04173 0.12000 997.77 421.64 420.76 
SWOD37A E None None 0.60 0.20 1.65 1.19E+05 0 0 DFM 0.412 0.04173 0.12000 997.84 443.27 451.21 
SWOD38 E None None 1.00 0.43 1.65 2.80E+05 0 0 DFM 0.949 0.05889 0.20000 997.62 504.65 502.57 
SWOD38A E None None 1.00 0.21 1.65 1.38E+05 0 0 DFM 0.466 0.05889 0.20000 997.60 525.75 532.89 
SWOD39 F None None 0.46 0.24 9.00 1.24E+05 25 0 DFM 0.589 0.032 0.02898 998.96 592.04 601.38 
SWOD40 F None None 0.70 0.26 9.00 1.36E+05 25 0 DFM 0.633 0.0485 0.04410 998.85 606.58 614.33 
SWOD41 F None None 1.00 0.25 9.00 1.31E+05 25 0 DFM 0.606 0.0695 0.06300 998.81 622.66 630.09 
SWOD42 F None None 1.56 0.26 9.00 1.40E+05 25 0 DFM 0.655 0.0762 0.06300 998.85 652.11 658.31 
SWOD43 F None None 2.03 0.25 9.00 1.43E+05 25 0 DFM 0.653 0.0762 0.06300 998.69 691.74 698.01 
SWOD44 F None None 2.56 0.24 9.00 1.40E+05 25 0 DFM 0.633 0.0762 0.06300 998.61 732.70 739.54 
SWOD45 F None None 3.11 0.22 9.00 1.33E+05 25 0 DFM 0.597 0.0762 0.06300 998.56 763.58 770.85 
SWOD53 F None None 0.65 0.24 8.98 1.21E+05 0 0 DFM 0.582 0.041 0.04095 999.05 596.14 604.97 
SWOD54 F None None 0.78 0.25 8.98 1.31E+05 0 0 DFM 0.621 0.049 0.04914 998.99 605.40 613.72 
SWOD55 F None None 1.00 0.25 8.98 1.29E+05 0 0 DFM 0.609 0.063 0.06300 998.92 621.20 628.75 
SWOD56 F None None 1.54 0.25 8.98 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.638 0.0762 0.06300 998.83 653.23 658.42 
SWOD57 F None None 1.95 0.25 8.98 1.42E+05 0 0 DFM 0.659 0.0762 0.06300 998.81 684.52 689.36 
SWOD58 F None None 2.56 0.23 8.98 1.34E+05 0 0 DFM 0.624 0.0762 0.06300 998.83 726.96 733.06 
SWOD59 F None None 3.03 0.22 8.98 1.30E+05 0 0 DFM 0.601 0.0762 0.06300 998.81 761.06 767.22 
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Turbulence Tests – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
HTURB12 A None None 1.49 0.47 3.44 4.13E+05 0 0 DFM 0.982 0.0975 0.09750 997.36 452.06 454.59 
HTURB12B A None None 1.92 0.47 3.44 3.69E+05 0 0 DFM 1.035 0.0975 0.09750 998.79 498.57 489.75 
HTURB12BR A None None 1.94 0.44 3.44 3.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.965 0.0975 0.09750 998.78 500.63 493.27 
HTURB12BR2 A None None 1.95 0.43 3.44 4.04E+05 0 0 DFM 0.959 0.0975 0.09750 997.36 500.31 490.52 
HTURB12BR3 A None None 2.03 0.35 3.44 346441.1 0 0 PDM2 0.785 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
HTURB12C A None None 2.28 0.37 3.44 3.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.861 0.0975 0.09750 997.36 548.72 546.01 
HTURB12CR A None None 2.62 0.29 3.44 304073.8 0 0 PDM2 0.689 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
HTURB12R A None None 1.51 0.47 3.44 4.00E+05 0 0 DFM 0.984 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 451.46 432.87 
HTURB12R2 A None None 1.58 0.47 3.44 418904.9 0 0 PDM2 0.971 0.0975 0.09750 997.12   
HTURB13C A None None 2.31 0.30 3.44 3.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.715 0.0975 0.09750 997.36 560.47 561.22 
HTURB13E A None None 1.99 0.31 3.44 2.95E+05 0 0 DFM 0.691 0.0975 0.09750 997.24 521.30 521.83 
HTURB13F A None None 1.48 0.31 3.44 2.82E+05 0 0 DFM 0.662 0.0975 0.09750 997.24 469.13 467.53 
HTURB2 A None None 1.00 0.51 3.44 3.53E+05 0 0 DFM 1.002 0.0975 0.09750 998.88 388.69 384.43 
HTURB2R A None None 1.00 0.49 3.44 3.95E+05 0 0 DFM 0.960 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 391.71 386.98 
HTURB66 A None None 1.95 0.22 3.44 2.10E+05 0 0 DFM 0.506 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 525.85 530.94 
HTURB66R A None None 1.92 0.19 3.44 184214.6 0 0 PDM2 0.427 0.0975 0.09750 997.12   
HTURB71R A None None 1.57 0.20 3.44 190211.6 0 0 PDM2 0.431 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
HTURB72 A None None 2.56 0.20 3.44 2.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.480 0.0975 0.09750 997.36 586.45 592.66 
HTURB72R A None None 2.54 0.17 3.44 180369.5 0 0 PDM2 0.413 0.0975 0.09750 997.00   
HTURB8 A None None 1.00 0.32 3.44 2.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.641 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 409.41 410.63 
HTURB9 A None None 1.00 0.19 3.44 1.35E+05 0 0 DFM 0.389 0.0975 0.09750 998.97 423.02 429.37 
HTURB9R A None None 1.00 0.18 3.44 1.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.377 0.0975 0.09750 997.84 426.43 432.63 
HTURB71 A None None 1.61 0.22 3.44 1.92E+05 0 0 DFM 0.471 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 487.79 493.09 
LTURB12 A None None 1.59 0.45 3.44 4.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.966 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 460.73 472.70 
LTURB12B A None None 1.77 0.42 3.44 3.79E+05 0 0 DFM 0.909 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 485.22 469.50 
LTURB12BR A None None 1.99 0.38 3.44 3.71E+05 0 0 DFM 0.849 0.0975 0.09750 997.00 515.69 504.87 
LTURB12BR2 A None None 2.11 0.38 3.44 378671.1 0 0 PDM2 0.849 0.0975 0.09750 996.74   
LTURB12C A None None 2.20 0.35 3.44 3.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.810 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 541.80 534.80 
LTURB12CR A None None 2.56 0.32 3.44 347127.5 0 0 PDM2 0.770 0.0975 0.09750 996.61   
LTURB12R A None None 1.82 0.43 3.44 417013.9 0 0 PDM2 0.929 0.0975 0.09750 996.66   
LTURB13C A None None 2.42 0.28 3.44 2.76E+05 0 0 DFM 0.670 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 578.59 578.89 
LTURB13E A None None 2.06 0.29 3.44 2.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.652 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 528.54 527.35 
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Turbulence Tests – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
LTURB13ER A None None 2.05 0.29 3.44 2.79E+05 0 0 DFM 0.654 0.0975 0.09750 997.24 528.69 527.36 
LTURB13F A None None 1.63 0.29 3.44 2.57E+05 0 0 DFM 0.625 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 483.40 481.23 
LTURB2 A None None 1.00 0.44 3.44 3.54E+05 0 0 DFM 0.870 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 398.72 397.64 
LTURB66 A None None 1.95 0.21 3.44 1.95E+05 0 0 DFM 0.485 0.0975 0.09750 997.84 526.19 530.61 
LTURB66R A None None 1.95 0.21 3.44 2.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.485 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 525.94 530.20 
LTURB66R2 A None None 1.99 0.21 3.44 211395.3 0 0 PDM2 0.479 0.0975 0.09750 996.87   
LTURB71 A None None 1.58 0.20 3.44 1.70E+05 0 0 DFM 0.427 0.0975 0.09750 997.96 486.25 491.18 
LTURB71R A None None 1.58 0.19 3.44 1.75E+05 0 0 DFM 0.421 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 487.11 492.26 
LTURB71R2 A None None 1.59 0.20 3.44 192598 0 0 PDM2 0.441 0.0975 0.09750 997.00   
LTURB72 A None None 2.52 0.20 3.44 2.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.485 0.0975 0.09750 997.48 585.99 592.05 
LTURB72R A None None 2.51 0.21 3.44 2.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.491 0.0975 0.09750 997.60 585.56 591.07 
LTURB72R2 A None None 2.54 0.20 3.44 215427.7 0 0 PDM2 0.483 0.0975 0.09750 996.74   
LTURB8 A None None 1.00 0.30 3.44 2.43E+05 0 0 DFM 0.598 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 418.20 420.50 
LTURB9 A None None 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.78E+05 0 0 DFM 0.438 0.0975 0.09750 997.72 426.57 432.33 
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Superelevation Tests – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
NELEV12 A None None 1.51 0.48 3.44 4.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.989 0.1139 0.09750 996.74 438.76 416.98 
NELEV12B A None None 2.05 0.38 3.44 3.74E+05 0 0 DFM 0.838 0.1139 0.09750 996.74 505.16 492.61 
NELEV12C A A None 2.44 0.33 3.44 3.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.779 0.1139 0.09750 996.95 555.85 549.93 
NELEV12R A None None 1.55 0.48 3.44 4.49E+05 0 0 DFM 0.996 0.1139 0.09750 996.61 439.18 417.89 
NELEV2 A None None 1.00 0.39 3.44 3.33E+05 0 0 DFM 0.762 0.0974 0.09750 997.00 397.54 397.78 
NELEV66 A None None 2.02 0.22 3.44 2.21E+05 0 0 DFM 0.496 0.1139 0.09750 996.74 515.77 519.25 
NELEV66R A None None 2.04 0.22 3.44 2.28E+05 0 0 DFM 0.501 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 517.89 521.18 
NELEV71 A None None 1.53 0.21 3.44 1.98E+05 0 0 DFM 0.449 0.1139 0.09750 996.87 468.70 471.73 
NELEV71R A None None 1.56 0.22 3.44 2.15E+05 0 0 DFM 0.471 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 470.56 472.97 
NELEV72 A None None 2.44 0.21 3.44 2.16E+05 0 0 DFM 0.498 0.1139 0.09750 997.05 562.60 567.02 
NELEV9 A None None 1.00 0.16 3.44 1.38E+05 0 0 DFM 0.315 0.0974 0.09750 997.00 420.03 427.34 
PELEV12 A None None 1.65 0.43 3.44 4.20E+05 0 0 DFM 0.921 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 473.62 461.56 
PELEV12B A None None 1.89 0.38 3.44 3.80E+05 0 0 DFM 0.852 0.1139 0.09750 996.74 511.41 504.44 
PELEV12C A None None 2.36 0.33 3.44 3.49E+05 0 0 DFM 0.766 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 565.01 562.94 
PELEV2 A None None 1.00 0.40 3.44 3.69E+05 0 0 DFM 0.810 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 408.79 408.49 
PELEV66 A None None 1.93 0.22 3.44 2.18E+05 0 0 DFM 0.493 0.1139 0.09750 996.87 530.18 535.02 
PELEV68 A None None 1.98 0.20 2.41 1.88E+05 0 0 DFM 0.412 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 437.31 442.86 
PELEV71 A None None 1.52 0.21 3.44 2.10E+05 0 0 DFM 0.460 0.1139 0.09750 996.48 486.92 492.18 
PELEV72 A None None 2.44 0.21 3.44 2.21E+05 0 0 DFM 0.490 0.1139 0.09750 996.61 578.94 584.66 
PELEV9 A None None 1.00 0.19 3.44 1.75E+05 0 0 DFM 0.387 0.1139 0.09750 996.61 429.55 436.68 
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Superstructure in Combination with Pier – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
CWOD1 A A None 0.49 0.51 3.44 4.33E+05 0 0 DFM 0.951 0.0475 0.04750 996.48 350.40 350.41 
CWOD2 A A None 0.79 0.52 3.44 4.55E+05 0 0 DFM 0.993 0.0775 0.07750 996.40 377.04 369.58 
CWOD2A A A None 1.00 0.50 3.44 4.57E+05 0 0 DFM 0.994 0.0975 0.09750 996.38 396.37 391.61 
CWOD3 A A None 1.56 0.50 3.44 489130.4 0 0 DFM 1.050 0.0975 0.09750 996.22 453.53 419.75 
CWOD3A A A None 2.01 0.41 3.44 4.29E+05 0 0 DFM 0.915 0.0975 0.09750 996.14 514.57 496.09 
CWOD3R A A None 1.58 0.45 3.44 4.13E+05 0 0 DFM 0.956 0.0975 0.09750 997.12 459.97 429.18 
CWOD4 A A None 2.46 0.34 3.44 3.80E+05 0 0 DFM 0.806 0.0975 0.09750 996.09 567.79 557.38 
CWOD4A A A None 2.60 0.33 3.44 3.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.788 0.0975 0.09750 996.35 584.98 576.27 
CWOD5 B A None 0.54 0.51 3.67 4.25E+05 0 0 DFM 0.942 0.0494 0.04940 996.61 343.06 343.82 
CWOD6 B A None 0.80 0.50 3.67 4.31E+05 0 0 DFM 0.950 0.073 0.07340 996.53 373.27 368.71 
CWOD6A B A None 1.00 0.51 3.67 4.47E+05 0 0 DFM 0.985 0.0914 0.09140 996.53 386.95 378.20 
CWOD7 B A None 1.44 0.55 3.67 5.16E+05 0 0 DFM 1.131 0.0914 0.09140 996.48 425.57 404.06 
CWOD7A B A None 2.07 0.42 3.67 4.17E+05 0 0 DFM 0.945 0.0914 0.09140 996.87 504.68 488.31 
CWOD8 B A None 2.42 0.37 3.67 3.82E+05 0 0 DFM 0.856 0.0914 0.09140 996.71 547.77 537.90 
CWOD8A B A None 3.17 0.30 3.67 3.32E+05 0 0 DFM 0.736 0.0914 0.09140 996.61 624.59 621.89 
CWOD8R B A None 2.39 0.37 3.67 3.89E+05 0 0 DFM 0.863 0.0914 0.09140 996.61 541.65 531.04 
CWOD10 C A None 0.75 0.51 3.50 4.09E+05 0 0 DFM 0.927 0.063 0.06356 996.87 333.04 330.31 
CWOD10A C A None 0.75 0.21 3.50 1.70E+05 0 0 DFM 0.385 0.064 0.06356 996.87 354.76 361.92 
CWOD10AR C A None 0.73 0.21 3.50 1.53E+05 0 0 DFM 0.384 0.06175 0.06187 997.91 354.02 361.22 
CWOD10B C A None 1.00 0.52 3.50 4.26E+05 0 0 DFM 0.955 0.08475 0.08475 996.74 350.18 341.30 
CWOD10C C A None 1.00 0.19 3.50 1.66E+05 0 0 DFM 0.373 0.08475 0.08475 996.79 378.27 384.16 
CWOD10CR C A None 1.00 0.19 3.50 1.42E+05 0 0 DFM 0.366 0.08475 0.08475 998.20 376.04 382.50 
CWOD10CR2 C A None 1.00 0.20 3.50 1.54E+05 0 0 DFM 0.385 0.08475 0.08475 997.91 377.51 383.17 
CWOD10CR3 C A None 1.00 0.20 3.50 1.59E+05 0 0 DFM 0.377 0.08475 0.08475 997.36 379.89 386.00 
CWOD11 C A None 1.50 0.51 3.50 4.37E+05 0 0 DFM 1.002 0.08475 0.08475 997.00 391.08 369.97 
CWOD11A C A None 1.96 0.51 3.50 4.65E+05 0 0 DFM 1.046 0.08475 0.08475 996.79 437.27 0.00 
CWOD11AR C A None 1.92 0.50 3.50 4.43E+05 0 0 DFM 1.039 0.08475 0.08475 997.24 437.71 413.03 
CWOD11R C A None 1.47 0.51 3.50 4.14E+05 0 0 DFM 0.996 0.08475 0.08475 997.48 389.90 370.75 
CWOD12A C A None 3.03 0.37 3.50 3.87E+05 0 0 DFM 0.860 0.08475 0.08475 996.64 548.91 541.09 
CWOD12AR C A None 3.06 0.37 3.50 3.71E+05 0 0 DFM 0.862 0.08475 0.08475 997.14 547.32 539.30 
CWOD12R C A None 2.44 0.44 3.50 3.86E+05 0 0 DFM 0.961 0.08475 0.08475 997.84 495.22 480.17 
CWOD12R2 C A None 2.46 0.43 3.50 4.07E+05 0 0 DFM 0.951 0.08475 0.08475 997.19 496.78 481.96 
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Superstructure in Combination with Pier – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
CWOD9 C A None 0.50 0.51 3.50 3.93E+05 0 0 DFM 0.900 0.042 0.04238 997.00 314.66 317.27 
CWOD9A C A None 0.50 0.21 3.50 1.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.375 0.042 0.04238 997.07 333.64 341.71 
CWOD9AR C A None 0.53 0.19 3.50 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.343 0.04475 0.04492 997.91 334.69 343.05 
CWOD9AR2 C A None 0.50 0.21 3.50 1.56E+05 0 0 DFM 0.374 0.04225 0.04238 997.43 333.49 341.79 
CWOD13 D A None 0.50 0.50 3.45 3.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.874 0.043 0.04300 998.08 313.66 317.80 
CWOD13AR D A None 0.50 0.20 3.45 1.39E+05 0 0 DFM 0.361 0.042 0.04300 998.25 331.53 340.13 
CWOD13AR2 D A None 0.48 0.21 3.45 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.373 0.041 0.04128 998.56 330.28 338.97 
CWOD14 D A None 0.74 0.51 3.45 3.69E+05 0 0 DFM 0.927 0.064 0.06364 997.94 332.47 331.61 
CWOD14A D A None 0.77 0.20 3.45 1.53E+05 0 0 DFM 0.382 0.066 0.06622 997.89 357.11 364.38 
CWOD14AR D A None 0.72 0.20 3.45 1.40E+05 0 0 DFM 0.364 0.062 0.06192 998.25 353.98 361.56 
CWOD14AR2 D A None 0.73 0.20 3.45 1.35E+05 0 0 DFM 0.366 0.063 0.06278 998.54 354.18 361.78 
CWOD14B D A None 1.00 0.51 3.45 3.69E+05 0 0 DFM 0.952 0.086 0.08600 998.22 349.47 342.85 
CWOD14C D A None 1.00 0.19 3.45 1.42E+05 0 0 DFM 0.369 0.086 0.08600 998.27 378.55 384.83 
CWOD15 D A None 1.50 0.51 3.45 4.07E+05 0 0 DFM 0.991 0.086 0.08600 997.62 392.16 371.64 
CWOD15A D A None 1.95 0.50 3.45 4.33E+05 0 0 DFM 1.043 0.086 0.08600 997.50 442.38 416.29 
CWOD15AR D A None 1.97 0.50 3.45 3.91E+05 0 0 DFM 1.047 0.086 0.08600 998.47 441.52 414.43 
CWOD16 D A None 2.43 0.43 3.45 4.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.956 0.086 0.08600 997.41 497.46 481.84 
CWOD16A D A None 3.03 0.37 3.45 3.64E+05 0 0 DFM 0.863 0.086 0.08600 997.36 549.19 541.07 
CWOD16R D A None 2.51 0.43 3.45 3.60E+05 0 0 DFM 0.947 0.086 0.08600 998.34 498.97 483.98 
CWOD16R2 D A None 2.49 0.43 3.45 3.62E+05 0 0 DFM 0.950 0.086 0.08600 998.34 496.87 480.85 
CWOD39 F D None 0.49 0.25 8.98 1.27E+05 25 0 DFM 0.594 0.0342 0.03087 998.88 592.20 600.63 
CWOD39A F D None 0.40 0.16 8.98 8.27E+04 25 0 DFM 0.379 0.0276 0.02520 998.72 593.22 602.54 
CWOD39AR2 F D None 0.43 0.16 8.98 8.12E+04 25 0 DFM 0.383 0.0276 0.02709 998.92 593.57 602.97 
CWOD39B F D None 0.43 0.19 8.98 9.96E+04 25 0 DFM 0.469 0.0298 0.02709 998.92 591.68 600.73 
CWOD40 F D None 0.76 0.26 8.98 1.35E+05 25 0 DFM 0.626 0.053 0.04788 998.81 605.51 613.33 
CWOD40A F D None 0.67 0.16 8.98 8.57E+04 25 0 DFM 0.394 0.0463 0.04221 998.74 607.64 616.51 
CWOD40AR F D None 0.73 0.16 8.98 8.28E+04 25 0 DFM 0.390 0.0508 0.04599 998.92 609.06 617.85 
CWOD40B F D None 0.70 0.20 8.98 1.03E+05 25 0 DFM 0.478 0.0485 0.04410 998.83 606.30 614.82 
CWOD41 F D None 1.00 0.25 8.98 1.33E+05 25 0 DFM 0.609 0.0695 0.06300 998.74 622.81 629.56 
CWOD41A F D None 1.00 0.16 8.98 8.54E+04 25 0 DFM 0.392 0.0695 0.06300 998.74 627.61 635.85 
CWOD41B F D None 1.00 0.20 8.98 1.06E+05 25 0 DFM 0.490 0.0695 0.06300 998.76 624.21 631.81 
CWOD42 F D None 1.60 0.26 8.98 1.41E+05 25 0 DFM 0.648 0.0762 0.06300 998.72 654.18 659.95 
CWOD42A F D None 1.46 0.18 8.98 9.11E+04 25 0 DFM 0.446 0.0762 0.06300 999.16 651.23 658.54 
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Superstructure in Combination with Pier – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
CWOD42B F D None 1.54 0.20 8.98 1.14E+05 25 0 DFM 0.517 0.0762 0.06300 998.67 652.34 658.79 
CWOD43 F D None 2.08 0.25 8.98 1.43E+05 25 0 DFM 0.651 0.0762 0.06300 998.69 690.70 695.91 
CWOD43A F D None 2.05 0.16 8.98 8.89E+04 25 0 DFM 0.425 0.0762 0.06300 999.03 696.83 704.43 
CWOD43B F D None 2.03 0.20 8.98 1.13E+05 25 0 DFM 0.514 0.0762 0.06300 998.65 691.88 698.67 
CWOD44 F D None 2.52 0.24 8.98 1.39E+05 25 0 DFM 0.629 0.0762 0.06300 998.65 729.00 734.28 
CWOD44A F D None 2.51 0.16 8.98 8.95E+04 25 0 DFM 0.424 0.0762 0.06300 998.96 728.93 737.01 
CWOD44B F D None 2.59 0.20 8.98 1.16E+05 25 0 DFM 0.523 0.0762 0.06300 998.63 730.64 737.36 
CWOD45 F D None 3.11 0.22 8.98 1.31E+05 25 0 DFM 0.594 0.0762 0.06300 998.65 764.01 770.22 
CWOD45A F D None 3.03 0.15 8.98 8.86E+04 25 0 DFM 0.417 0.0762 0.06300 998.92 763.63 771.85 
CWOD45B F D None 3.03 0.19 8.98 1.17E+05 25 0 DFM 0.531 0.0762 0.06300 998.63 760.32 766.81 
CWOD46 F D None 0.52 0.16 7.78 7.74E+04 25 0 DFM 0.360 0.0364 0.03276 998.83 521.94 531.32 
CWOD47 F D None 0.73 0.16 7.78 7.91E+04 25 0 DFM 0.368 0.0508 0.04599 998.83 535.22 544.17 
CWOD48 F D None 1.00 0.16 7.78 8.09E+04 25 0 DFM 0.375 0.0695 0.06300 998.81 552.91 561.36 
CWOD49R F D None 1.52 0.16 7.78 7.96E+04 25 0 DFM 0.386 0.0762 0.06300 999.12 581.84 589.85 
CWOD50R F D None 1.98 0.17 7.78 8.36E+04 25 0 DFM 0.406 0.0762 0.06300 999.12 613.93 621.65 
CWOD51R F D None 2.49 0.16 7.78 8.48E+04 25 0 DFM 0.411 0.0762 0.06300 999.11 645.80 653.63 
CWOD51R2 F D None 2.46 0.16 7.78 8.51E+04 25 0 DFM 0.412 0.0762 0.06300 999.11 644.73 652.69 
CWOD52R F D None 3.03 0.16 7.78 8.94E+04 25 0 DFM 0.416 0.0762 0.06300 998.83 683.38 690.91 
CWOD53 F D None 0.51 0.24 8.98 1.25E+05 0 0 DFM 0.587 0.032 0.03213 998.92 590.97 599.36 
CWOD53A F D None 0.46 0.15 8.98 7.80E+04 0 0 DFM 0.364 0.029 0.02898 998.85 593.98 603.40 
CWOD54 F D None 0.78 0.26 8.98 1.34E+05 0 0 DFM 0.631 0.049 0.04914 998.90 603.71 611.15 
CWOD54A F D None 0.78 0.16 8.98 8.16E+04 0 0 DFM 0.381 0.049 0.04914 998.85 614.44 623.21 
CWOD55 F D None 1.00 0.24 8.98 1.28E+05 0 0 DFM 0.596 0.063 0.06300 998.83 622.35 629.20 
CWOD55A F D None 1.00 0.15 8.98 8.16E+04 0 0 DFM 0.384 0.063 0.06300 998.90 628.41 636.51 
CWOD56 F D None 1.49 0.25 8.98 1.34E+05 0 0 DFM 0.643 0.0696 0.06300 999.08 650.81 654.90 
CWOD56A F D None 1.48 0.17 8.98 9.34E+04 0 0 DFM 0.435 0.0696 0.06300 998.83 657.41 664.51 
CWOD57 F D None 1.98 0.25 8.98 1.39E+05 0 0 DFM 0.656 0.0696 0.06300 998.92 686.06 690.03 
CWOD57A F D None 2.03 0.16 8.98 9.25E+04 0 0 DFM 0.431 0.0696 0.06300 998.83 698.11 705.52 
CWOD58 F D None 2.51 0.23 8.98 1.33E+05 0 0 DFM 0.626 0.0696 0.06300 998.90 728.09 733.17 
CWOD58A F D None 2.79 0.15 8.98 8.96E+04 0 0 DFM 0.417 0.0696 0.06300 998.83 749.19 756.96 
CWOD59 F D None 2.95 0.22 8.98 1.29E+05 0 0 DFM 0.598 0.0696 0.06300 998.81 758.80 764.44 
CWOD59A F D None 2.95 0.16 8.98 9.12E+04 0 0 DFM 0.425 0.0696 0.06300 998.83 761.48 769.07 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions 
Test Super 
Model 
Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWD10FP A None FP 0.50 0.55 3.44 4.50E+05 0 0 DFM 1.006 0.12 0.04875 996.71 344.92 329.07 
SWD10RW A None RW 0.50 0.51 3.44 4.19E+05 0 0 DFM 0.947 0.12 0.04875 996.84 352.90 348.33 
SWD11FP A None FP 0.75 0.50 3.44 4.30E+05 0 0 DFM 0.957 0.12 0.07300 996.66 368.21 354.31 
SWD11RW A None RW 0.75 0.51 3.44 4.39E+05 0 0 DFM 0.977 0.12 0.07313 996.66 373.31 369.82 
SWD1FP A None FP 1.00 0.15 9.08 1.99E+05 0 0 DFM 0.468 0.12 0.09750 997.26 974.82 979.42 
SWD1RW A None RW 1.00 0.15 9.08 2.03E+05 0 0 DFM 0.468 0.12 0.09750 997.07 971.73 979.58 
SWD1RWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.15 9.08 1.99E+05 0 0 DFM 0.467 0.12 0.09750 997.24 972.97 980.85 
SWD2ASW A None SW 1.00 0.45 3.44 3.39E+05 0 0 DFM 0.901 0.12 0.09750 998.42 400.32 400.92 
SWD2FP A None FP 0.96 0.50 3.44 3.76E+05 0 0 DFM 0.963 0.116 0.09350 998.15 0.00 0.00 
SWD2RW A None RW 1.00 0.49 3.44 4.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.969 0.12 0.09750 996.22 399.59 398.15 
SWD2SW A None SW 1.00 0.49 3.44 3.70E+05 0 0 DFM 0.980 0.12 0.09750 998.40 401.35 397.75 
SWD2TRW A None TRW 1.00 0.46 3.44 3.33E+05 0 0 DFM 0.914 0.12 0.09750 998.65 402.04 402.08 
SWD3FP A None FP 1.00 0.52 2.67 4.17E+05 0 0 DFM 0.925 0.12 0.09750 996.61 322.99 303.37 
SWD3RW A None RW 1.00 0.50 2.67 4.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.890 0.12 0.09750 996.61 326.65 321.38 
SWD4FP A None FP 1.00 0.49 1.64 3.36E+05 0 0 DFM 0.743 0.12 0.09750 996.56 230.85 200.39 
SWD4RW A None RW 1.00 0.54 1.64 3.65E+05 0 0 DFM 0.804 0.12 0.09750 996.53 229.39 214.45 
SWD5FP A None FP 1.00 0.45 1.38 2.84E+05 0 0 DFM 0.650 0.12 0.09750 997.00 210.65 180.34 
SWD5RW A None RW 1.00 0.49 1.38 3.03E+05 0 0 DFM 0.695 0.12 0.09750 997.00 204.20 187.89 
SWD60FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 6.26 2.05E+05 0 0 DFM 0.523 0.12 0.09750 998.08 694.81 698.28 
SWD60RW A None RW 1.00 0.20 6.26 2.05E+05 0 0 DFM 0.521 0.12 0.09750 998.08 692.02 699.94 
SWD62FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 5.23 1.90E+05 0 0 DFM 0.495 0.12 0.09750 998.29 596.55 599.45 
SWD62FPR A None FP 1.00 0.20 5.23 1.94E+05 0 0 DFM 0.489 0.12 0.09750 997.96 598.11 601.09 
SWD62RW A None RW 1.00 0.20 5.23 1.88E+05 0 0 DFM 0.490 0.12 0.09750 998.29 598.75 606.64 
SWD62RWR A None RW 1.00 0.20 5.23 1.98E+05 0 0 DFM 0.491 0.12 0.09750 997.84 595.99 603.74 
SWD64FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 4.21 1.72E+05 0 0 DFM 0.445 0.12 0.09750 998.25 501.00 503.15 
SWD64RW A None RW 1.00 0.18 4.21 1.57E+05 0 0 DFM 0.407 0.12 0.09750 998.25 498.38 505.54 
SWD67FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 2.41 1.36E+05 0 0 DFM 0.364 0.12 0.09750 998.47 327.01 327.06 
SWD67RW A None RW 1.00 0.21 2.41 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.367 0.12 0.09750 998.47 325.13 330.82 
SWD69FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 1.38 1.09E+05 0 0 DFM 0.292 0.12 0.09750 998.47 228.51 225.67 
SWD6FP A None FP 0.95 0.61 3.44 4.56E+05 0 0 DFM 1.165 0.115 0.09250 998.13 0.00 0.00 
SWD6RWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.58 3.44 4.35E+05 0 0 DFM 1.194 0.12 0.09750 998.65 426.38 417.46 
SWD6SW A None SW 1.00 0.63 3.44 4.57E+05 0 0 DFM 1.223 0.12 0.09750 998.47 387.58 383.70 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions 
Test Super 
Model 
Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWD6TRW A None TRW 1.00 0.63 3.44 4.48E+05 0 0 DFM 1.229 0.12 0.09750 998.65 386.70 381.42 
SWD7ARWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.42 3.44 3.25E+05 0 0 DFM 0.867 0.12 0.09750 998.45 425.26 422.22 
SWD7FP A None FP 0.99 0.39 3.44 2.93E+05 0 0 DFM 0.763 0.119 0.09650 998.27 399.35 388.75 
SWD7RW A None RW 1.00 0.41 3.44 2.99E+05 0 0 DFM 0.783 0.12 0.09750 998.33 367.42 419.52 
SWD7RWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.38 3.44 2.87E+05 0 0 DFM 0.766 0.12 0.09750 998.45 421.90 422.50 
SWD7SW A None SW 1.00 0.39 3.44 2.95E+05 0 0 DFM 0.785 0.12 0.09750 998.42 411.87 415.27 
SWD7TRW A None TRW 1.00 0.40 3.44 2.88E+05 0 0 DFM 0.791 0.12 0.09750 998.65 406.36 408.08 
SWD8FP A None FP 1.00 0.31 3.44 2.78E+05 0 0 DFM 0.619 0.12 0.09750 996.66 413.29 408.36 
SWD8RW A None RW 1.00 0.31 3.44 2.86E+05 0 0 DFM 0.627 0.12 0.09750 996.48 412.65 415.99 
SWD9AFP A None FP 0.99 0.14 3.44 1.02E+05 0 0 DFM 0.279 0.119 0.09650 998.60 421.37 426.45 
SWD9ARW A None RW 1.00 0.14 3.44 1.05E+05 0 0 DFM 0.275 0.12 0.09750 998.33 0.00 0.00 
SWD9ARWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.14 3.44 1.05E+05 0 0 DFM 0.275 0.12 0.09750 998.31 421.85 429.22 
SWD9ASW A None SW 1.00 0.14 3.44 1.08E+05 0 0 DFM 0.288 0.12 0.09750 998.43 422.92 430.64 
SWD9ATRW A None TRW 1.00 0.14 3.44 1.04E+05 0 0 DFM 0.278 0.12 0.09750 998.43 422.16 429.82 
SWD9BFP A None FP 1.00 0.09 3.44 6.98E+04 0 0 DFM 0.189 0.12 0.09750 998.56 424.76 431.82 
SWD9BRW A None RW 1.00 0.09 3.44 7.13E+04 0 0 DFM 0.187 0.12 0.09750 998.33 433.99 388.95 
SWD9BRWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.09 3.44 7.32E+04 0 0 DFM 0.191 0.12 0.09750 998.31 418.97 427.13 
SWD9BSW A None SW 1.00 0.09 3.44 6.98E+04 0 0 DFM 0.189 0.12 0.09750 998.56 427.59 435.75 
SWD9BTRW A None TRW 1.00 0.09 3.44 6.94E+04 0 0 DFM 0.188 0.12 0.09750 998.56 429.18 437.34 
SWD9FP A None FP 1.00 0.20 3.44 1.58E+05 0 0 DFM 0.412 0.12 0.09750 998.27 418.34 419.50 
SWD9FPR A None FP 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.58E+05 0 0 DFM 0.431 0.12 0.09750 998.60 421.87 422.19 
SWD9FPR2 A None FP 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.61E+05 0 0 DFM 0.421 0.12 0.09750 998.29 424.42 426.00 
SWD9FPR3 A None FP 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.73E+05 0 0 DFM 0.435 0.12 0.09750 997.96 424.91 426.10 
SWD9RW A None RW 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.426 0.12 0.09750 998.08 437.68 443.88 
SWD9RWE A None TRWE 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.432 0.12 0.09750 998.40 424.58 430.34 
SWD9RWR A None RW 1.00 0.21 3.44 1.62E+05 0 0 DFM 0.423 0.12 0.09750 998.29 422.00 428.63 
SWD9SW A None SW 1.00 0.20 3.44 1.52E+05 0 0 DFM 0.410 0.12 0.09750 998.52 420.21 427.25 
SWD9TRW A None TRW 1.00 0.20 3.44 1.59E+05 0 0 DFM 0.420 0.12 0.09750 998.40 429.35 434.99 
SWD14AFP B None FP 0.48 0.20 3.67 1.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.377 0.12 0.04390 996.74 367.52 368.71 
SWD14ARW B None RW 0.48 0.20 3.67 1.69E+05 0 0 DFM 0.380 0.12 0.04387 996.74 365.58 371.95 
SWD15AFP B None FP 0.75 0.19 3.67 1.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.382 0.12 0.06840 996.90 395.83 398.01 
SWD15ARW B None RW 0.75 0.19 3.67 1.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.371 0.12 0.06855 996.90 394.20 401.53 
SWD15CFP B None FP 1.00 0.22 3.67 1.96E+05 0 0 DFM 0.436 0.12 0.09140 996.64 415.69 417.21 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions 
Test Super 
Model 
Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWD15CRW B None RW 1.00 0.22 3.67 1.97E+05 0 0 DFM 0.437 0.12 0.09140 996.64 413.11 420.25 
SWD18FPR C None FP 1.00 0.15 10.29 1.99E+05 0 0 DFM 0.472 0.12 0.08475 997.34 952.13 956.52 
SWD18RWR C None RW 1.00 0.15 10.29 2.01E+05 0 0 DFM 0.469 0.12 0.08475 997.17 954.77 964.08 
SWD19FP C None FP 1.00 0.53 3.50 4.23E+05 0 0 DFM 0.981 0.12 0.08475 997.12 348.75 330.53 
SWD19RW C None RW 1.00 0.51 3.50 4.16E+05 0 0 DFM 0.959 0.12 0.08475 997.07 353.89 349.48 
SWD20AFP C None FP 1.00 0.19 2.62 1.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.319 0.12 0.08475 996.87 301.36 303.18 
SWD20ARW C None RW 1.00 0.19 2.62 1.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.327 0.12 0.08475 996.90 298.83 305.36 
SWD21AFP C None FP 1.00 0.20 2.03 1.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.320 0.12 0.08475 996.87 252.01 250.05 
SWD21ARW C None RW 1.00 0.20 2.03 1.40E+05 0 0 DFM 0.317 0.12 0.08475 996.87 250.02 254.69 
SWD22AFP C None FP 1.00 0.21 1.44 1.34E+05 0 0 DFM 0.298 0.12 0.08475 996.66 203.56 194.57 
SWD22ARW C None RW 1.00 0.22 1.44 1.35E+05 0 0 DFM 0.303 0.12 0.08475 996.74 200.79 202.37 
SWD23FP C None FP 1.00 0.60 3.50 4.63E+05 0 0 DFM 1.093 0.12 0.08475 997.29 342.72 310.25 
SWD24FP C None FP 1.00 0.39 3.50 3.20E+05 0 0 DFM 0.729 0.12 0.08475 996.95 362.05 349.34 
SWD24RW C None RW 1.00 0.39 3.50 3.22E+05 0 0 DFM 0.738 0.12 0.08475 997.00 360.64 361.90 
SWD25FP C None FP 1.00 0.28 3.50 2.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.537 0.12 0.08475 996.87 369.61 363.76 
SWD25RW C None RW 1.00 0.29 3.50 2.41E+05 0 0 DFM 0.547 0.12 0.08475 996.87 366.40 370.88 
SWD26FP C None FP 1.00 0.21 3.50 1.75E+05 0 0 DFM 0.396 0.12 0.08475 996.87 376.02 377.01 
SWD26RW C None RW 1.00 0.21 3.50 1.77E+05 0 0 DFM 0.401 0.12 0.08475 996.87 369.91 361.30 
SWD27AFP C None FP 0.50 0.20 3.50 1.63E+05 0 0 DFM 0.365 0.12 0.04238 996.74 335.79 335.47 
SWD27ARW C None RW 0.50 0.21 3.50 1.65E+05 0 0 DFM 0.370 0.12 0.04238 996.74 332.57 338.02 
SWD28AFP C None FP 0.75 0.21 3.50 1.71E+05 0 0 DFM 0.393 0.12 0.06356 997.05 349.07 349.34 
SWD28ARW C None RW 0.75 0.21 3.50 1.72E+05 0 0 DFM 0.393 0.12 0.06356 997.00 348.46 354.10 
SWD31AFP D None FP 0.50 0.20 3.45 1.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.370 0.12 0.04300 998.08 332.45 331.91 
SWD31ARW D None RW 0.50 0.21 3.45 1.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.369 0.12 0.04300 998.13 326.60 331.43 
SWD32AFP D None FP 0.75 0.20 3.45 1.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.373 0.12 0.06450 998.22 353.65 353.64 
SWD32ARW D None RW 0.75 0.20 3.45 1.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.370 0.12 0.06450 998.20 356.61 362.87 
SWD32CFP D None FP 1.00 0.19 3.45 1.47E+05 0 0 DFM 0.374 0.12 0.08600 998.08 377.91 379.08 
SWD32CFPR D None FP 1.00 0.20 3.45 1.44E+05 0 0 DFM 0.381 0.12 0.08600 998.40 377.93 379.19 
SWD32CRW D None RW 1.00 0.20 3.45 1.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.385 0.12 0.08600 998.08 375.10 382.20 
SWD32CRWR D None RW 1.00 0.20 3.45 1.45E+05 0 0 DFM 0.384 0.12 0.08600 998.42 374.87 381.73 
SWD35AFP E None FP 0.19 0.19 1.65 1.03E+05 0 0 DFM 0.362 0.09 0.03800 997.96 363.62 367.61 
SWD35ARW E None RW 0.19 0.19 1.65 1.04E+05 0 0 DFM 0.364 0.09 0.03800 997.96 361.31 368.72 
SWD36AFP E None FP 0.30 0.19 1.65 1.05E+05 0 0 DFM 0.373 0.09 0.06000 998.06 387.02 391.16 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions 
Test Super 
Model 
Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
SWD36ARW E None RW 0.30 0.19 1.65 1.06E+05 0 0 DFM 0.376 0.09 0.06000 998.06 384.49 392.10 
SWD37AFP E None FP 0.60 0.20 1.65 1.18E+05 0 0 DFM 0.414 0.10226 0.12000 997.96 445.71 449.01 
SWD37ARW E None RW 0.60 0.20 1.65 1.18E+05 0 0 DFM 0.414 0.10226 0.12000 997.96 443.30 449.89 
SWD38AFP E None FP 1.00 0.21 1.65 1.38E+05 0 0 DFM 0.466 0.12864 0.20000 997.60 521.33 521.39 
SWD38ARW E None RW 1.00 0.21 1.65 1.37E+05 0 0 DFM 0.465 0.12864 0.20000 997.60 522.81 525.86 
 
 
Superstructure in Combination with Pier and Debris – Test Conditions 
Test Super
Model
Pier 
Model 
Debris 
Model 
SR F Pr R Skew
(°) 
Super-
elevation 
(%) 
Method V0 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
Lref 
(m) 
ρ 
(kg/m3) 
y0 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
CWD1RW A A RW 0.50 0.51 3.44 4.31E+05 0 0 DFM 0.946 0.1372 0.04875 996.48 353.03 341.19 
CWD2ARW A A RW 1.00 0.52 3.44 4.68E+05 0 0 DFM 1.015 0.1372 0.09750 996.35 392.83 384.60 
CWD2RW A A RW 0.75 0.52 3.44 4.58E+05 0 0 DFM 0.994 0.1372 0.07313 996.35 368.17 358.75 
CWD5ARW B A RW 0.50 0.21 3.67 1.68E+05 0 0 DFM 0.389 0.1372 0.04570 997.10 364.80 369.82 
CWD6ARW B A RW 0.75 0.19 3.67 1.60E+05 0 0 DFM 0.377 0.1372 0.06855 997.29 388.01 394.09 
CWD6CRW B A RW 1.00 0.20 3.67 1.83E+05 0 0 DFM 0.406 0.1372 0.09140 996.64 411.87 418.54 
CWD10ARW C A RW 0.75 0.20 3.50 1.65E+05 0 0 DFM 0.369 0.1372 0.06356 996.74 349.38 354.73 
CWD10CRW C A RW 1.00 0.20 3.50 1.61E+05 0 0 DFM 0.378 0.1372 0.08475 997.24 371.04 376.81 
CWD9ARW C A RW 0.50 0.21 3.50 1.67E+05 0 0 DFM 0.374 0.1372 0.04238 996.74 326.29 330.74 
CWD13ARW D A RW 0.49 0.21 3.45 1.51E+05 0 0 DFM 0.378 0.1372 0.04214 997.89 325.73 330.17 
CWD14ARW D A RW 0.75 0.20 3.45 1.49E+05 0 0 DFM 0.366 0.1372 0.06450 997.72 351.25 356.74 
CWD14CRW D A RW 1.00 0.20 3.45 1.56E+05 0 0 DFM 0.373 0.1372 0.08600 997.43 369.61 375.37 
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Pier Alone – Test Conditions & Results 
Test Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
Ym 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
F R V0 
(m/s)
Vv 
(m/s) 
Vw 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
ρ 
(kg/m3)
FD 
(N) 
CD εCD 
(%) 
PWOD1 A None 1002.78 1010.94 0.15 2.56E+04 0.465 0.451 - 0.04936 996.58 13.60 2.72 8.36 
PWOD2 A None 405.12 408.58 0.50 5.65E+04 0.991 1.009 - 0.01996 996.74 21.72 2.15 5.27 
PWOD3 A None 330.12 335.77 0.52 5.38E+04 0.942 0.959 - 0.01634 996.74 13.92 1.86 8.50 
PWOD4 A None 249.88 255.77 0.53 4.65E+04 0.837 0.855 - 0.01241 997.10 8.79 1.94 13.03 
PWOD5 A None 209.24 218.33 0.49 4.00E+04 0.708 0.728 - 0.01050 997.00 4.62 1.66 24.40 
PWOD6 A None 335.72 338.13 0.60 6.28E+04 1.094 1.109 - 0.01653 996.61 19.55 1.93 5.84 
PWOD7 A None 337.96 344.70 0.39 4.18E+04 0.711 0.727 - 0.01675 996.43 8.80 2.00 13.01 
PWOD7R A None 329.88 337.18 0.42 4.39E+04 0.758 0.758 - 0.01636 996.35 9.14 1.95 12.55 
PWOD8 A None 334.72 343.85 0.30 3.19E+04 0.544 0.555 - 0.01665 996.43 4.19 1.64 26.78 
PWOD8R A None 329.85 338.36 0.33 3.55E+04 0.600 0.607 - 0.01639 996.22 5.26 1.75 21.33 
PWOD9 A None 333.34 342.52 0.21 2.19E+04 0.377 0.382 - 0.01658 996.48 2.52 2.09 44.41 
PWOD9R A None 329.36 338.72 0.22 2.25E+04 0.393 0.390 - 0.01639 996.40 2.91 2.34 38.52 
PWOD9R2 A None 330.60 339.58 0.21 2.18E+04 0.387 0.378 - 0.01644 996.40 2.88 2.45 38.92 
PWOD10 B None 1000.34 1010.73 0.15 2.03E+04 0.466 0.456 - 0.03722 996.14 4.56 1.18 24.60 
PWOD11 B None 400.60 409.51 0.41 3.27E+04 0.813 0.817 - 0.01500 997.36 4.97 1.00 22.67 
PWOD12 B None 331.34 339.68 0.49 3.53E+04 0.892 0.894 - 0.01243 997.48 5.30 1.07 21.30 
PWOD13 B None 250.12 259.58 0.39 2.69E+04 0.617 0.636 - 0.00945 996.74 1.86 0.98 60.12 
PWOD14 B None 200.19 209.77 0.41 2.43E+04 0.581 0.586 - 0.00760 997.00 1.27 0.98 87.91 
PWOD15 B None 330.85 336.47 0.62 4.52E+04 1.125 1.145 - 0.01236 997.48 8.17 1.01 13.76 
PWOD16 B None 329.74 338.87 0.40 2.96E+04 0.722 0.737 - 0.01239 997.31 3.59 1.07 31.31 
PWOD17 B None 331.10 340.55 0.30 2.25E+04 0.549 0.559 - 0.01244 997.31 2.00 1.03 55.86 
PWOD18 B None 328.55 338.20 0.22 1.58E+04 0.386 0.393 - 0.01235 997.29 0.88 0.92 126.86 
PWOD18R B None 329.77 339.49 0.22 1.56E+04 0.392 0.396 - 0.01240 997.50 0.89 0.92 125.02 
PWOD19 C None 401.15 410.11 0.40 1.53E+04 0.797 0.802 - 0.00828 998.65 4.95 1.86 22.93 
PWOD20 C None 329.60 339.02 0.41 1.42E+04 0.734 0.748 - 0.00685 998.74 3.76 1.97 30.04 
PWOD21 C None 249.69 259.24 0.39 1.13E+04 0.616 0.635 - 0.00495 998.79 2.21 2.22 50.70 
PWOD22 C None 199.80 209.73 0.47 1.08E+04 0.662 0.667 - 0.00365 998.83 2.21 2.73 50.78 
PWOD22R C None 200.84 210.90 0.40 9.15E+03 0.567 0.568 - 0.00368 998.92 1.74 2.95 64.30 
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Pier in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions & Results 
Test Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
Ym 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
F R V0 
(m/s)
Vv 
(m/s) 
Vw 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
ρ 
(kg/m3)
FD 
(N) 
CD εCD 
(%) 
PWD1FP A FP 998.89 1005.57 0.15 2.58E+04 0.460 0.456 0.459 0.11291 996.64 22.00 1.86 6.18 
PWD1RC A RC 999.81 1008.13 0.15 2.55E+04 0.462 0.451 0.458 0.11299 996.64 16.19 1.37 7.75 
PWD2FP A FP 399.95 382.98 0.52 5.48E+04 1.024 1.035 1.034 0.08298 997.36 66.53 1.50 4.53 
PWD2RC A RC 399.29 399.71 0.51 5.82E+04 1.010 1.021 1.019 0.08338 996.53 31.31 0.73 5.51 
PWD3FP A FP 329.29 309.88 0.52 5.11E+04 0.938 0.965 0.951 0.07946 997.36 59.01 1.64 5.36 
PWD3RC A RC 331.51 331.23 0.51 5.28E+04 0.924 0.940 0.933 0.08004 996.71 27.57 0.79 6.44 
PWD4FP A FP 252.00 231.68 0.50 4.56E+04 0.789 0.806 0.809 0.07565 996.64 51.53 2.09 5.60 
PWD4RC A RC 248.80 240.79 0.60 5.46E+04 0.940 0.995 0.971 0.07580 997.00 25.89 0.73 6.73 
PWD6FP A FP 331.40 299.36 0.63 6.10E+04 1.130 1.139 1.137 0.07925 997.24 72.24 1.41 4.62 
PWD6RC A RC 330.38 326.45 0.62 6.21E+04 1.117 1.120 1.128 0.07989 996.87 30.52 0.60 5.67 
PWD7FP A FP 330.79 320.66 0.39 3.91E+04 0.711 0.730 0.721 0.07976 997.24 44.19 2.14 5.61 
PWD7RC A RC 330.02 332.71 0.40 4.11E+04 0.722 0.739 0.731 0.08004 996.84 20.64 0.97 7.37 
PWD8FP A FP 330.58 328.98 0.30 2.93E+04 0.532 0.541 0.540 0.07996 997.14 28.36 2.44 5.96 
PWD8RC A RC 330.01 335.01 0.31 3.10E+04 0.554 0.558 0.559 0.08009 996.87 12.47 1.00 10.02 
PWD9FP A FP 332.93 337.35 0.20 1.99E+04 0.360 0.367 0.366 0.08022 997.12 13.54 2.52 9.41 
PWD9RC A RC 331.99 339.56 0.21 2.03E+04 0.371 0.375 0.376 0.08025 997.14 7.78 1.38 15.06 
PWD10FP B FP 1000.89 1007.87 0.15 2.09E+04 0.464 0.458 0.459 0.10303 995.86 18.07 1.67 7.27 
PWD10RC B RC 1000.06 1008.95 0.15 2.09E+04 0.465 0.457 0.459 0.10304 995.80 8.67 0.80 13.46 
PWD11FP B FP 400.86 393.06 0.42 3.49E+04 0.842 0.854 0.835 0.08056 997.12 45.39 1.62 5.58 
PWD11RC B RC 400.20 404.04 0.43 3.67E+04 0.848 0.849 0.840 0.08075 996.48 19.51 0.69 7.61 
PWD12FP B FP 329.78 311.50 0.51 3.78E+04 0.913 0.921 0.908 0.07774 997.10 55.06 1.72 5.49 
PWD12RC B RC 329.50 328.59 0.52 4.07E+04 0.943 0.958 0.939 0.07805 996.69 23.86 0.70 6.92 
PWD13FP B FP 249.42 235.48 0.39 2.49E+04 0.609 0.623 0.611 0.07484 997.36 37.03 2.66 6.02 
PWD13RC B RC 249.82 250.54 0.42 2.95E+04 0.658 0.677 0.663 0.07513 996.40 17.57 1.07 8.22 
PWD14FP B FP 199.70 179.35 0.43 2.46E+04 0.605 0.609 0.613 0.07288 997.24 42.86 3.13 5.44 
PWD14FPR B FP 198.91 180.96 0.40 2.38E+04 0.557 0.553 0.567 0.07290 996.53 39.41 3.38 5.56 
PWD15FP B FP 331.61 304.96 0.63 4.74E+04 1.133 1.143 1.134 0.07765 997.00 66.77 1.34 4.75 
PWD16FP B FP 331.72 324.12 0.39 2.98E+04 0.711 0.734 0.712 0.07800 997.19 40.67 2.06 5.78 
PWD16RC B RC 331.07 333.58 0.41 3.13E+04 0.745 0.753 0.740 0.07817 996.97 18.24 0.85 7.96 
PWD17FP B FP 330.59 328.38 0.30 2.22E+04 0.538 0.544 0.538 0.07806 997.14 30.20 2.69 5.88 
PWD17RC B RC 329.60 335.20 0.30 2.24E+04 0.538 0.538 0.535 0.07817 996.92 12.36 1.11 10.13 
PWD18FP B FP 329.71 333.37 0.21 1.60E+04 0.385 0.391 0.386 0.07814 997.12 16.39 2.82 8.23 
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Pier in Combination with Debris – Test Conditions & Results 
Test Pier 
Model 
Debris
Model
Ym 
(mm) 
y2 
(mm) 
F R V0 
(m/s)
Vv 
(m/s) 
Vw 
(m/s)
A 
(m2) 
ρ 
(kg/m3)
FD 
(N) 
CD εCD 
(%) 
PWD18RC B RC 328.29 335.84 0.22 1.65E+04 0.389 0.396 0.389 0.07816 996.95 7.07 1.20 16.48 
PWD19FP C FP 408.46 405.07 0.39 1.38E+04 0.776 0.783 0.789 0.07750 999.16 35.17 1.46 6.33 
PWD19RC C RC 408.24 412.71 0.39 1.40E+04 0.780 0.783 0.790 0.07750 999.12 16.50 0.68 8.72 
PWD20FP C FP 328.20 319.73 0.42 1.42E+04 0.755 0.756 0.769 0.07470 998.81 38.38 1.74 6.29 
PWD20RC C RC 326.84 329.84 0.41 1.42E+04 0.741 0.755 0.755 0.07470 998.78 15.92 0.75 8.97 
PWD21FP C FP 251.05 238.14 0.38 1.07E+04 0.599 0.612 0.615 0.07330 998.85 34.26 2.48 6.48 
PWD21RC C RC 246.05 247.32 0.40 1.12E+04 0.625 0.640 0.640 0.07330 998.83 14.50 0.97 9.53 
PWD22FP C FP 199.36 188.01 0.36 7.96E+03 0.506 0.503 0.522 0.07270 998.83 30.43 3.07 6.70 
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Superstructure Alone - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS
(Nm)
SWOD1 1.32 -3.07  -3.07 0.98 29.40 28.37 32.40 13.43 -31.26  0.97 
SWOD10 0.76 -0.28  -0.28 1.15 8.13 24.24 10.60 16.76 -6.22  1.21 
SWOD11 0.57 -0.05  -0.05 0.94 7.50 22.59 8.10 21.21 -2.01  2.61 
SWOD12 1.35 -6.80  -6.80 1.12 4.62 5.26 4.38 70.69 -355.52  5.71 
SWOD12B 1.93 -6.68  -6.68 2.10 6.88 5.15 17.33 71.17 -246.14  7.56 
SWOD12BR 2.02 -6.34 -6.34 -6.34 3.54 2.51 1.88 4.44 69.29 -217.12  11.83 
SWOD12BR2 2.04 -6.44  -6.44 1.98 1.96 1.96 1.97 70.13 -220.89  6.64 
SWOD12BR3 2.11 -6.80 -6.80 -6.80 4.84 2.54 2.04 3.53 75.71 -243.46  16.89 
SWOD12C 2.04 -5.52  -5.52 2.41 7.09 4.22 17.33 62.49 -169.12  7.21 
SWOD12CR 2.05 -5.34  -5.34 2.49 2.57 2.57 2.58 66.02 -171.98  7.83 
SWOD12CR2 1.98 -3.39 -3.39 -3.39 3.92 3.47 2.96 5.90 55.51 -94.73  10.69 
SWOD12CR3 2.11 -3.42  -3.42 2.55 1.96 1.96 1.97 58.32 -94.66  6.88 
SWOD12R 1.83 -7.10 -7.10 -7.10 2.50 2.45 2.01 3.94 80.46 -311.77  10.68 
SWOD12R2 1.87 -7.13  -7.13 1.34 1.96 1.96 1.97 83.33 -318.10  5.81 
SWOD12R3 1.76 -7.66  -7.66 3.89 2.43 1.99 3.00 82.16 -357.66  17.70 
SWOD13 2.12 -3.73  -3.73 2.82 8.04 2.81 11.71 56.49 -99.29  7.32 
SWOD13B 1.92 -2.78  -2.78 2.62 2.57 2.57 2.58 50.53 -73.03  6.71 
SWOD13C 2.00 -3.39  -3.39 2.79 2.57 2.57 2.58 50.73 -85.90  6.89 
SWOD13CR 1.94 -3.34  -3.34 3.04 3.59 3.00 7.69 52.02 -89.41  7.94 
SWOD13CR2 2.06 -3.17  -3.17 4.23 3.27 2.68 5.38 44.55 -68.80  8.94 
SWOD13D 2.07 -4.46  -4.46 2.55 2.57 2.57 2.59 46.91 -101.29  5.64 
SWOD13E 1.97 -5.72  -5.72 2.41 2.57 2.57 2.60 43.62 -126.69  5.20 
SWOD13ER 2.04 -5.18  -5.18 3.87 3.25 2.18 4.47 42.90 -108.75  7.92 
SWOD13F 1.78 -6.50  -6.50 1.87 2.58 2.57 2.59 35.21 -128.26  3.60 
SWOD13FR 2.05 -6.65  -6.65 3.73 3.32 2.06 3.49 40.28 -130.69  7.14 
SWOD13R 2.00 -3.80  -3.80 2.74 2.57 2.58 2.62 55.33 -104.94  7.39 
SWOD13R2 2.05 -3.72  -3.72 2.78 2.57 2.57 2.58 57.20 -103.90  7.56 
SWOD1A 1.66 -2.67  -2.67 2.77 6.41 4.96 5.80 17.84 -28.66  2.90 
SWOD1B 1.65 -1.79  -1.79 1.32 6.55 7.36 7.58 17.59 -19.01  1.36 
SWOD1C 1.58 -0.96  -0.96 2.85 7.14 13.99 6.73 16.20 -9.91  2.86 
SWOD1D 1.60 -0.65  -0.65 2.88 7.26 21.16 7.06 16.02 -6.54  2.82 
SWOD1E 1.47 -0.24  -0.24 2.40 7.62 53.12 8.85 15.62 -2.60  2.49 
SWOD1R 1.44 -1.06  -1.06 2.12 7.31 12.15 6.71 15.51 -11.43  2.23 
SWOD2 0.44 -0.35  -0.35 0.28 5.13 2.35 11.83 21.26 -17.16  1.31 
SWOD2R 0.85 -0.38 -1.05 -0.71 1.00 3.71 23.61 3.03 35.51 -15.75 -43.69 4.07 
SWOD2R2 0.49 -0.74  -0.74 -0.27 2.44 2.13 4.42 17.19 -26.27  -0.94 
SWOD2R3 0.96 -1.19 -1.25 -1.22 1.44 4.80 11.84 3.77 25.53 -31.73 -33.31 3.73 
SWOD3 0.64 0.08  0.08 1.05 5.15 12.30 6.10 29.86 3.51  4.77 
SWOD4 0.62 -0.25  -0.25 0.97 7.85 1.98 8.75 18.65 -7.59  2.86 
SWOD5 0.54 -0.31  -0.31 1.14 9.37 1.88 8.20 14.76 -8.56  3.04 
SWOD6 0.64 0.09  0.09 1.08 4.22 3.06 4.76 42.08 5.99  6.86 
SWOD60 1.22 -0.59 -0.64 -0.62 0.93 7.71 19.24 5.95 14.90 -7.23 -7.88 1.12 
SWOD61 1.80 -1.98  -1.98 3.07 4.84 5.25 5.11 25.43 -27.98  4.25 
SWOD62 1.28 -0.82 -0.88 -0.85 1.09 7.83 15.21 5.95 14.67 -9.47 -10.12 1.22 
SWOD62R 1.23 -0.43 -0.49 -0.46 1.17 7.87 26.99 5.99 14.59 -5.14 -5.80 1.35 
SWOD63 1.85 -2.35  -2.35 3.28 4.74 4.54 5.25 26.06 -33.11  4.51 
SWOD64 1.36 -0.39 -0.46 -0.42 1.22 8.90 37.70 6.67 12.82 -3.68 -4.34 1.13 
SWOD65 2.00 -2.37  -2.37 3.84 5.09 5.21 5.38 23.84 -28.23  4.46 
SWOD66 2.18 -2.88  -2.88 4.13 4.91 4.54 5.28 23.71 -31.38  4.39 
SWOD66R 2.13 -2.79  -2.79 2.52 1.77 1.77 1.86 23.40 -30.61  2.69 
SWOD66R2 2.00 -2.99  -2.99 4.33 5.08 4.27 5.15 23.85 -35.56  5.03 
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Superstructure Alone - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS
(Nm)
SWOD67 1.78 -0.33 -0.40 -0.36 2.14 9.55 63.47 7.07 11.91 -2.18 -2.70 1.39 
SWOD68 2.39 -2.87  -2.87 3.93 5.80 5.90 6.14 20.44 -24.54  3.28 
SWOD69 2.78 -0.25 -0.44 -0.35 3.58 8.93 119.59 6.52 12.62 -1.16 -2.00 1.58 
SWOD6R 0.72 -0.04  -0.04 1.14 4.79 7.23 5.25 45.55 -2.39  7.06 
SWOD6R2 0.51 -0.17 -0.23 -0.20 0.01 3.20 30.55 2.36 35.50 -12.13 -16.15 0.08 
SWOD7 0.67 -0.75  -0.75 0.55 8.29 4.42 12.47 21.96 -24.90  1.76 
SWOD70 3.25 -1.85  -1.85 5.03 5.67 12.11 5.66 20.24 -11.50  3.05 
SWOD71 2.12 -4.62  -4.62 3.93 5.54 3.45 4.88 21.41 -46.73  3.87 
SWOD71R 2.12 -4.44  -4.44 2.27 1.77 1.77 1.89 22.05 -46.26  2.31 
SWOD71R2 2.03 -5.07  -5.07 4.01 5.38 3.07 4.60 22.11 -55.15  4.25 
SWOD72 1.86 -1.08  -1.08 3.08 5.55 10.99 8.44 22.06 -12.80  3.56 
SWOD72R 1.99 -1.26  -1.26 1.08 1.77 1.77 2.18 23.05 -14.52  1.22 
SWOD73 1.78 -0.69 -0.69 -0.69 2.82 5.76 16.86 10.63 21.65 -8.32 -8.32 3.33 
SWOD7R 0.80 -0.73 -1.19 -0.96 0.60 4.67 14.32 3.84 28.70 -26.31 -42.94 2.11 
SWOD7R2 0.69 -0.73  -0.73 0.35 2.03 2.18 3.26 18.46 -19.58  0.91 
SWOD8 1.20 -1.43  -1.43 0.96 13.56 9.19 16.18 22.64 -26.97  1.77 
SWOD8R 1.18 -2.18  -2.18 1.80 5.82 4.34 4.62 21.44 -39.59  3.08 
SWOD8R2 1.18 -1.16 -1.24 -1.20 0.99 5.77 18.53 4.40 20.35 -20.09 -21.36 1.67 
SWOD9 1.41 -5.22  -5.22 1.03 30.05 20.08 36.70 11.93 -44.07  0.85 
SWOD9A 1.45 1.78 1.67 1.72 -2.38 20.45 20.55 14.96 5.54 6.81 6.38 -0.89 
SWOD9B 1.26 2.61 2.45 2.53 -6.16 51.54 30.89 37.02 2.17 4.50 4.23 -1.03 
SWOD9R 1.35 -0.05 -0.14 -0.10 -0.76 9.25 301.00 6.77 12.20 -0.46 -1.28 -0.67 
SWOD9R2 1.37 0.19 0.10 0.14 0.23 10.04 90.06 7.42 11.31 1.53 0.85 0.19 
SWOD9R3 1.48 -5.67  -5.67 1.10 1.80 2.88 2.19 12.26 -46.98  0.89 
SWOD9R4 1.45 -0.07 -0.15 -0.11 1.04 11.29 301.96 8.34 10.04 -0.46 -1.04 0.71 
SWOD14 0.56 -0.48 -0.50 -0.49 -0.14 14.67 19.21 12.08 9.23 -7.92 -8.24 -0.09 
SWOD14A 0.93 -0.92 -0.94 -0.93 -2.06 37.76 46.50 27.82 3.02 -3.01 -3.08 -0.29 
SWOD15 0.71 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 0.39 7.02 88.53 6.18 22.88 -4.19 -4.54 0.88 
SWOD15A 1.05 -2.03 -2.13 -2.08 -1.83 21.79 14.33 16.08 5.25 -10.14 -10.64 -0.63 
SWOD15B 0.70 0.16 -0.42 -0.13 0.53 3.52 49.18 2.61 32.26 7.51 -19.45 2.23 
SWOD15C 1.23 -5.10 -5.17 -5.14 -0.68 10.84 3.45 7.92 10.39 -42.95 -43.56 -0.52 
SWOD16 1.21 -5.76  -5.76 3.84 1.80 0.73 2.34 70.41 -336.27  20.51 
SWOD16A 1.74 -6.19  -6.19 4.90 3.12 2.64 3.92 71.44 -253.78  18.38 
SWOD17 1.82 -4.29  -4.29 5.07 3.39 2.75 5.05 61.17 -144.16  15.59 
SWOD17A 1.84 -2.45  -2.45 4.70 3.78 3.32 6.51 49.86 -66.22  11.64 
SWOD17AR 1.80 -2.28  -2.28 3.94 3.93 3.54 7.57 45.30 -57.49  9.08 
SWOD17R 1.77 -4.44  -4.44 4.36 3.40 2.74 5.39 59.47 -148.93  13.38 
SWOD18 1.07 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.64 11.45 255.17 9.49 9.84 0.41 0.07 0.50 
SWOD19 0.74 -1.60 -1.73 -1.67 0.57 5.14 6.98 5.61 27.73 -59.92 -64.87 1.82 
SWOD20 0.96 -1.63 -1.81 -1.72 0.70 5.29 8.91 5.96 26.50 -45.14 -50.05 1.65 
SWOD20A 1.25 0.72 0.61 0.67 -4.43 21.45 45.91 15.44 5.23 3.01 2.58 -1.58 
SWOD21 1.18 -2.51 -2.67 -2.59 0.82 5.19 7.16 5.93 27.33 -58.32 -62.15 1.62 
SWOD21A 1.51 0.56 0.41 0.49 -4.02 19.51 65.25 14.06 5.76 2.12 1.57 -1.30 
SWOD22 1.50 -3.36 -3.60 -3.48 0.55 5.12 6.77 8.55 27.91 -62.48 -66.86 0.86 
SWOD22A 2.16 -0.13 -0.16 -0.14 -5.83 16.27 331.18 11.89 7.02 -0.42 -0.52 -1.61 
SWOD23 0.65 -0.62 -1.19 -0.90 0.49 4.75 12.96 4.22 31.86 -30.25 -58.60 2.04 
SWOD24 0.91 -1.49 -1.55 -1.52 -0.34 6.24 11.30 5.03 20.88 -34.29 -35.65 -0.66 
SWOD25 1.30 -0.76 -0.83 -0.79 -0.08 7.49 42.48 5.51 15.16 -8.78 -9.69 -0.07 
SWOD25R 1.28 -2.22 -2.29 -2.26 -0.45 7.57 5.50 5.56 15.00 -25.97 -26.80 -0.45 
SWOD26 1.14 -0.02 -0.04 -0.03 -2.68 15.99 915.17 11.57 7.03 -0.15 -0.24 -1.41 
SWOD26R 1.31 0.49 0.44 0.46 -0.64 13.96 45.99 10.17 8.06 3.00 2.71 -0.34 
SWOD26R2 1.38 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -1.92 13.96 165.82 10.14 8.06 -0.83 -0.83 -0.95 
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Superstructure Alone - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS
(Nm)
SWOD27 0.54 -0.73 -0.86 -0.79 -0.47 15.10 14.72 24.45 8.69 -11.60 -13.76 -0.32 
SWOD27A 0.74 -3.25 -4.04 -3.64 -5.69 47.74 15.20 34.67 2.37 -10.37 -12.89 -0.77 
SWOD27AR 1.22 -4.67 -6.40 -5.54 -1.96 35.07 13.22 25.89 3.26 -12.49 -17.10 -0.22 
SWOD27AR2 1.05 -4.44 -5.32 -4.88 -6.64 37.98 13.10 27.79 3.00 -12.71 -15.22 -0.81 
SWOD28 0.70 -0.51 -0.93 -0.72 0.02 8.71 30.29 164.37 17.13 -12.49 -22.68 0.03 
SWOD28A 1.14 -0.53 -0.62 -0.58 -2.93 19.89 51.20 14.90 5.87 -2.72 -3.20 -0.96 
SWOD28AR 1.23 -1.73 -1.86 -1.80 -0.65 22.55 19.87 16.75 5.10 -7.22 -7.74 -0.16 
SWOD28AR2 1.05 -1.38 -1.49 -1.44 -4.11 24.93 23.38 18.29 4.58 -6.05 -6.51 -1.11 
SWOD29 1.44 -7.35  -7.35 1.55 3.76 3.22 6.46 58.28 -298.36  5.35 
SWOD29A 1.64 -6.72  -6.72 2.17 3.62 3.22 7.86 75.99 -312.30  8.55 
SWOD29AR 1.64 -6.93  -6.93 2.64 3.60 3.22 6.67 78.09 -330.23  10.71 
SWOD29R 1.45 -7.31  -7.31 2.06 3.72 3.22 5.71 61.49 -310.62  7.44 
SWOD30 1.82 -5.93  -5.93 3.15 3.71 3.24 7.77 73.62 -240.03  10.83 
SWOD30A 1.81 -4.16  -4.16 3.23 4.03 3.36 9.51 57.75 -132.89  8.76 
SWOD30R 1.75 -5.57  -5.57 2.42 3.79 3.25 10.16 68.85 -219.61  8.12 
SWOD31 0.54 -1.45 -1.50 -1.47 -0.49 14.59 14.26 38.02 9.04 -24.21 -25.05 -0.35 
SWOD31A 1.01 -8.11 -9.60 -8.85 -1.33 37.93 9.70 77.28 3.00 -24.16 -28.61 -0.17 
SWOD32 0.54 -1.33 -1.93 -1.63 -1.29 9.37 13.44 9.53 15.02 -36.96 -53.73 -2.29 
SWOD32A 0.98 -2.21 -2.31 -2.26 -3.67 25.22 14.36 18.45 4.52 -10.21 -10.68 -1.13 
SWOD32B 0.71 -2.12 -2.22 -2.17 -0.10 5.19 5.96 53.65 27.35 -81.25 -85.12 -0.34 
SWOD32C 1.14 -1.33 -1.38 -1.36 -2.30 14.23 15.04 10.31 7.90 -9.22 -9.51 -1.37 
SWOD33 1.38 -7.58  -7.58 -0.67 3.72 3.21 13.54 61.11 -336.07  -2.54 
SWOD33A 1.65 -6.85  -6.85 0.02 3.61 3.22 427.97 78.17 -324.83  0.10 
SWOD33AR 1.71 -7.10  -7.10 1.19 3.60 3.22 13.62 77.45 -321.97  4.66 
SWOD34 1.77 -5.43  -5.43 0.30 3.79 3.25 73.14 69.27 -213.18  1.02 
SWOD34A 1.74 -3.96  -3.96 0.39 4.10 3.37 70.48 56.01 -127.39  1.09 
SWOD34R 1.75 -5.86  -5.86 1.06 3.80 3.24 21.87 68.39 -229.20  3.57 
SWOD34R2 1.86 -6.08  -6.08 1.84 3.74 3.24 12.83 71.41 -233.75  6.10 
SWOD35 0.48 -1.35 -1.38 -1.36 -1.16 20.16 10.91 15.41 5.94 -16.70 -17.15 -0.55 
SWOD35A 0.97 -12.24 -13.66 -12.95 -8.39 65.41 9.13 47.25 1.72 -21.71 -24.24 -0.57 
SWOD36 0.93 -3.27 -4.06 -3.66 -0.81 8.93 4.37 6.86 13.45 -47.36 -58.93 -0.71 
SWOD36A 1.83 -7.44 -7.47 -7.46 1.99 27.34 8.45 21.22 4.10 -16.66 -16.73 0.27 
SWOD37 1.33 -2.91 -2.92 -2.91 -0.55 7.09 5.92 40.30 28.38 -62.13 -62.39 -1.42 
SWOD37A 2.07 -4.98 -4.99 -4.99 1.28 16.05 9.12 27.34 7.34 -17.62 -17.67 0.54 
SWOD38 1.54 -1.64 -1.66 -1.65 0.13 5.72 5.50 119.28 40.66 -43.31 -43.91 0.69 
SWOD38A 2.01 -3.27 -3.31 -3.29 0.36 10.02 7.99 52.16 12.83 -20.85 -21.10 0.46 
SWOD39 0.66 -2.42 -2.45 -2.43 -4.49 32.08 16.59 24.29 3.65 -13.43 -13.59 -0.72 
SWOD40 0.74 -1.15 -1.21 -1.18 -1.95 17.01 17.79 13.35 7.21 -11.17 -11.79 -0.83 
SWOD41 0.87 -1.89 -1.92 -1.91 0.42 10.52 12.11 8.14 11.16 -24.12 -24.56 0.34 
SWOD42 1.11 -2.84  -2.84 0.91 6.95 4.37 9.01 18.20 -46.39  0.93 
SWOD43 1.23 -0.83  -0.83 0.44 6.51 10.79 26.20 19.95 -13.42  0.45 
SWOD44 1.33 -0.25  -0.25 0.98 6.50 37.03 17.90 20.27 -3.77  0.94 
SWOD45 1.37 0.21  0.21 1.34 7.02 48.50 17.66 18.54 2.81  1.14 
SWOD53 0.87 -0.87 -0.91 -0.89 0.26 19.95 28.98 15.65 6.05 -6.05 -6.29 0.07 
SWOD54 0.93 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.18 14.52 146.37 11.75 8.76 1.07 0.65 0.08 
SWOD55 0.99 -1.20 -1.23 -1.22 0.79 10.21 18.66 7.93 11.56 -14.03 -14.38 0.58 
SWOD56 1.25 -2.42  -2.42 2.06 6.62 4.89 6.20 19.37 -37.49  2.01 
SWOD57 1.39 -0.70  -0.70 2.14 5.86 12.48 6.80 23.03 -11.52  2.23 
SWOD58 1.60 0.01  0.01 3.19 5.80 458.58 7.04 23.66 0.15  2.97 
SWOD59 1.62 0.71  0.71 3.53 6.09 14.07 7.86 22.29 9.77  3.06 
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Superstructure in Combination with Pier - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS
(Nm)
CWOD1 0.48 -0.71 -0.88 -0.79 0.80 12.83 11.36 10.49 10.30 -15.19 -18.74 0.81 
CWOD2 0.68 -0.53 -0.62 -0.57 0.82 6.37 8.33 5.64 25.73 -20.00 -23.47 2.42 
CWOD2A 0.78 -0.38 -0.93 -0.65 0.78 3.95 20.61 3.38 37.30 -18.09 -44.38 3.65 
CWOD3 1.64 -7.04  -7.04 2.40 1.48 0.67 3.41 88.05 -377.09  12.51 
CWOD3A 1.97 -5.76  -5.76 3.56 3.02 2.64 4.66 80.02 -234.13  14.09 
CWOD3R 1.99 -8.21  -8.21 3.58 2.37 1.99 3.14 88.67 -364.88  15.51 
CWOD4 2.10 -4.11  -4.11 3.82 3.24 2.79 5.75 66.33 -129.67  11.76 
CWOD4A 2.10 -3.58  -3.58 4.08 3.30 2.88 5.60 63.32 -107.97  12.01 
CWOD5 0.51 -0.30 -0.34 -0.32 0.41 11.98 22.41 9.85 11.20 -6.48 -7.33 0.44 
CWOD6 0.80 -0.08 -0.09 -0.08 0.61 6.46 150.11 5.77 26.30 -2.46 -3.09 1.48 
CWOD6A 0.81 0.13 -0.12 0.00 0.91 4.06 65.27 3.46 35.69 5.55 -5.17 3.70 
CWOD7 1.28 -4.87  -4.87 3.51 1.69 0.77 2.25 74.72 -284.15  18.72 
CWOD7A 1.91 -5.99  -5.99 3.91 3.06 2.64 4.74 77.90 -243.96  14.57 
CWOD8 2.06 -4.55  -4.55 4.55 3.23 2.74 5.27 68.56 -151.56  13.90 
CWOD8A 2.01 -1.93  -1.93 3.80 3.77 3.90 8.12 49.50 -47.66  8.59 
CWOD8R 2.07 -4.99  -4.99 4.40 3.19 2.71 5.23 70.19 -169.43  13.68 
CWOD10 0.69 -0.52 -0.73 -0.62 0.24 8.29 27.45 8.73 18.71 -14.11 -19.56 0.42 
CWOD10A 1.36 -1.87 -2.01 -1.94 -3.84 18.08 42.45 13.48 6.43 -8.82 -9.51 -1.16 
CWOD10AR 1.25 -0.33 -0.49 -0.41 -2.53 20.31 93.37 15.09 5.69 -1.50 -2.20 -0.71 
CWOD10B 0.83 -0.35 -1.34 -0.84 1.08 4.72 29.33 4.13 32.12 -13.31 -51.58 3.53 
CWOD10C 1.64 -0.07 -0.15 -0.11 -2.57 11.69 352.09 8.51 9.64 -0.40 -0.85 -1.29 
CWOD10CR 1.47 0.00 -0.11 -0.05 -0.70 13.51 30379 9.85 8.33 0.00 -0.62 -0.34 
CWOD10CR2 1.44 0.29 0.18 0.24 -1.87 12.47 75.24 9.07 9.03 1.82 1.16 -0.99 
CWOD10CR3 1.45 -0.25 -0.26 -0.25 -1.43 12.89 94.00 9.38 8.74 -1.48 -1.55 -0.73 
CWOD11 1.51 -7.33  -7.33 3.11 3.67 3.22 5.39 64.00 -310.83  11.18 
CWOD11A 1.99 -7.60  -7.60 4.81 3.49 3.21 4.63 91.81 -351.20  18.86 
CWOD11AR 1.81 -7.18  -7.18 1.75 3.53 3.22 8.07 82.53 -327.27  6.76 
CWOD11R 1.40 -7.19  -7.19 1.25 3.75 3.22 7.60 58.56 -301.43  4.45 
CWOD12A 2.10 -4.87  -4.87 4.93 3.82 3.32 7.34 65.56 -152.29  13.05 
CWOD12AR 1.99 -4.09  -4.09 2.93 3.94 3.37 10.88 62.59 -128.63  7.81 
CWOD12R 1.97 -5.42  -5.42 2.42 3.65 3.26 9.59 76.92 -211.27  8.01 
CWOD12R2 2.01 -5.48  -5.48 2.73 3.65 3.26 8.59 76.76 -209.51  8.87 
CWOD9 0.55 -0.81 -0.91 -0.86 0.32 14.36 13.16 29.94 9.32 -13.67 -15.48 0.23 
CWOD9A 1.03 -4.30 -5.52 -4.91 -8.54 37.73 13.12 27.56 3.02 -12.68 -16.30 -1.07 
CWOD9AR 1.25 -3.33 -5.25 -4.29 -1.54 34.76 17.24 25.64 3.29 -8.74 -13.78 -0.18 
CWOD9AR2 0.83 -3.76 -4.90 -4.33 -7.57 46.23 14.45 33.55 2.46 -11.06 -14.40 -0.95 
CWOD13 0.53 -2.14 -2.24 -2.19 0.82 15.09 11.29 24.45 8.64 -35.12 -36.68 0.58 
CWOD13AR 0.87 -5.39  -6.48 -3.66 47.76 26.03 34.85 2.37 -14.72  -0.43 
CWOD13AR2 1.10 -3.51 -5.53 -4.52 -2.72 36.56 37.65 26.96 3.13 -9.98 -15.72 -0.32 
CWOD14 0.64 -1.70 -1.97 -1.83 -0.20 8.54 11.21 36.79 17.57 -46.55 -53.94 -0.36 
CWOD14A 1.23 -1.74 -1.87 -1.80 -5.28 19.62 17.26 14.49 5.88 -8.34 -8.95 -1.68 
CWOD14AR 1.17 0.06 -0.10 -0.02 -1.09 23.82 568.56 17.61 4.81 0.23 -0.40 -0.28 
CWOD14AR2 1.27 -3.29 -3.44 -3.36 -3.95 21.60 11.18 15.95 5.32 -13.82 -14.45 -1.04 
CWOD14B 0.75 -1.42  -1.88 0.38 4.99 8.35 13.12 29.14 -55.35  1.26 
CWOD14C 1.52 -0.88 -0.93 -0.91 -1.55 12.68 26.91 9.23 8.88 -5.15 -5.46 -0.78 
CWOD15 1.54 -8.54  -8.54 -1.32 3.66 3.21 7.28 64.74 -359.38  -4.79 
CWOD15A 1.91 -7.24  -7.24 -0.43 3.50 3.21 35.93 89.08 -337.59  -1.73 
CWOD15AR 1.93 -7.42  -7.42 0.89 3.50 3.21 15.78 90.95 -349.42  3.62 
CWOD16 2.01 -5.46  -5.46 -0.21 3.63 3.25 104.59 78.78 -214.19  -0.72 
CWOD16A 1.97 -3.96  -3.96 0.03 3.92 3.37 452.55 62.96 -126.46  0.09 
CWOD16R 2.01 -5.76  -5.76 1.30 3.65 3.25 17.28 77.26 -221.95  4.30 
CWOD16R2 2.07 -5.67  -5.67 1.98 3.62 3.25 11.44 80.45 -219.74  6.61 
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Superstructure in Combination with Pier - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS
(Nm)
CWOD39 0.74 -2.96 -3.00 -2.98 -0.61 26.69 13.57 20.64 4.45 -17.83 -18.09 -0.11 
CWOD39A 0.82 -4.78 -4.87 -4.83 2.32 69.99 22.20 53.00 1.62 -9.48 -9.66 0.12 
CWOD39AR2 0.77 -10.75 -10.84 -10.80 -8.34 72.90 13.84 53.45 1.55 -21.72 -21.90 -0.46 
CWOD39B 0.49 -3.46 -3.52 -3.49 -9.68 70.26 19.05 51.05 1.61 -11.34 -11.53 -0.86 
CWOD40 0.80 -1.82 -1.88 -1.85 0.30 14.94 11.63 11.94 8.32 -18.96 -19.56 0.15 
CWOD40A 0.90 -2.79 -2.92 -2.86 -0.06 35.32 19.41 26.59 3.23 -10.02 -10.49 -0.01 
CWOD40AR 0.93 -2.82 -2.97 -2.89 0.03 31.75 17.87 23.93 3.59 -10.88 -11.47 0.01 
CWOD40B 0.73 -2.43 -2.52 -2.47 -3.92 28.29 15.01 21.04 4.06 -13.42 -13.92 -0.96 
CWOD41 0.90 -2.23 -2.27 -2.25 1.23 10.15 10.32 7.92 11.62 -28.72 -29.24 1.00 
CWOD41A 0.98 -2.65  -2.65 1.33 21.51 19.73 16.21 5.21 -14.17  0.45 
CWOD41B 0.93 -2.03 -2.07 -2.05 0.12 14.49 16.65 10.81 7.75 -16.98 -17.32 0.06 
CWOD42 1.20 -2.64  -2.64 1.14 6.70 4.59 8.22 19.08 -42.08  1.14 
CWOD42A 1.23 -3.33  -3.33 0.60 12.13 5.62 13.19 9.28 -25.23  0.29 
CWOD42B 1.31 -2.99  -2.99 1.76 8.54 4.73 7.45 13.27 -30.40  1.13 
CWOD43 1.31 -0.91  -0.91 0.96 6.24 9.96 13.40 21.15 -14.66  0.98 
CWOD43A 1.40 -0.98  -0.98 0.84 11.72 20.55 17.29 9.63 -6.75  0.36 
CWOD43B 1.41 -1.21  -1.21 1.40 8.04 11.46 10.29 14.16 -12.13  0.89 
CWOD44 1.33 -0.31  -0.31 1.42 6.53 29.67 12.96 20.10 -4.70  1.35 
CWOD44A 1.51 -0.17  -0.17 1.93 10.97 118.35 12.28 10.33 -1.19  0.83 
CWOD44B 1.41 0.14  0.14 1.79 7.82 91.21 11.63 14.69 1.43  1.18 
CWOD45 1.45 0.22  0.22 1.73 6.76 47.31 14.07 19.43 2.90  1.47 
CWOD45A 1.59 0.47  0.47 2.97 10.80 44.02 11.29 10.53 3.13  1.24 
CWOD45B 1.47 0.65  0.65 2.16 7.35 19.78 11.70 15.82 6.98  1.46 
CWOD46 0.71 -4.55 -4.65 -4.60 1.44 67.80 19.01 50.61 1.66 -10.72 -10.95 0.11 
CWOD47 1.06 -3.58 -3.87 -3.72 3.05 31.24 16.09 23.73 3.65 -12.28 -13.29 0.48 
CWOD48 1.03 -3.29  -3.29 1.21 22.18 15.92 16.50 5.06 -16.09  0.37 
CWOD49R 1.35 -2.22  -2.22 2.50 14.62 11.04 11.36 7.69 -12.62  0.90 
CWOD50R 1.37 -0.53  -0.53 1.69 13.12 41.69 12.50 8.59 -3.33  0.67 
CWOD51R 1.29 -0.01  -0.01 0.56 13.62 5009 36.13 8.29 -0.05  0.23 
CWOD51R2 1.37 0.06  0.06 1.27 12.83 340.79 17.98 8.81 0.38  0.51 
CWOD52R 1.52 0.53  0.53 2.40 11.39 39.29 13.83 9.98 3.52  1.00 
CWOD53 0.75 -1.87  -1.89 -2.80 28.54 17.90 21.92 4.16 -10.33  -0.50 
CWOD53A 0.65 -3.38 -3.46 -3.42 -3.96 90.80 28.15 66.73 1.24 -6.48 -6.64 -0.22 
CWOD54 0.86 -0.65 -0.70 -0.67 -0.72 15.09 27.79 12.08 8.35 -6.30 -6.81 -0.34 
CWOD54A 1.18 -2.72 -3.67 -3.20 -0.29 27.51 18.64 20.84 4.18 -9.67 -13.03 -0.05 
CWOD55 1.15 -1.67 -1.70 -1.68 1.35 9.30 14.22 7.30 12.83 -18.62 -19.04 0.95 
CWOD55A 1.38 -1.05  -1.05 2.92 17.60 50.14 13.40 6.38 -4.85  0.85 
CWOD56 1.40 -3.22  -3.22 2.36 6.44 4.39 5.97 20.12 -46.37  2.14 
CWOD56A 1.60 -2.97  -2.97 3.10 10.75 7.22 8.46 10.49 -19.48  1.28 
CWOD57 1.57 -0.99  -0.99 2.38 5.79 9.87 6.87 23.46 -14.87  2.24 
CWOD57A 1.89 -0.53  -0.53 4.13 9.30 40.72 7.75 12.18 -3.40  1.68 
CWOD58 1.77 -0.25  -0.25 3.30 5.74 41.85 7.24 24.07 -3.40  2.83 
CWOD58A 2.05 1.35  1.35 5.59 9.19 16.98 8.11 12.40 8.17  2.13 
CWOD59 1.81 0.52  0.52 3.83 6.04 20.96 7.71 22.54 6.48  3.00 
CWOD59A 1.99 1.47  1.47 4.94 9.14 15.06 8.53 12.49 9.21  1.95 
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Turbulence Tests - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
HTURB12 1.61 -6.89 -6.89 -6.89 2.00 2.50 2.00 4.20 75.51 -322.78 -322.78 9.14 
HTURB12B 1.40 -5.13 -5.13 -5.13 2.08 3.66 3.22 7.03 73.19 -267.56 -267.56 10.60 
HTURB12BR 1.46 -5.58 -5.58 -5.58 1.69 3.73 3.22 8.34 66.23 -252.85 -252.85 7.48 
HTURB12BR2 1.62 -5.98 -5.98 -5.98 2.27 2.64 2.02 6.05 72.64 -267.65 -267.65 9.90 
HTURB12BR3 2.23 -9.30  -9.30 2.48 1.96 1.96 1.97 66.84 -278.53  7.24 
HTURB12C 1.78 -4.71 -4.71 -4.71 3.00 3.78 3.28 6.65 64.16 -169.83 -169.83 10.55 
HTURB12CR 2.27 -5.86  -5.86 3.37 1.96 1.96 1.97 52.28 -135.14  7.57 
HTURB12R 1.57 -6.91 -6.91 -6.91 1.85 2.52 2.00 4.54 74.04 -325.28 -325.28 8.51 
HTURB12R2 1.62 -6.73  -6.73 1.41 1.96 1.96 1.97 74.09 -308.35  6.29 
HTURB13C 1.94 -4.28 -4.28 -4.28 3.35 3.12 2.20 6.18 48.32 -106.23 -106.23 8.11 
HTURB13E 1.89 -5.66 -5.66 -5.66 3.15 3.21 2.06 5.08 43.89 -131.41 -131.41 7.14 
HTURB13F 1.79 -6.75 -6.75 -6.75 2.39 3.46 2.01 4.18 38.08 -143.93 -143.93 4.97 
HTURB2 0.68 -0.19 -0.35 -0.27 0.33 4.64 39.07 4.13 33.09 -9.50 -16.97 1.55 
HTURB2R 0.78 -0.35 -0.69 -0.52 0.77 3.74 23.84 3.04 35.18 -15.60 -30.94 3.36 
HTURB66 1.98 -4.77 -4.77 -4.77 3.37 4.95 2.92 5.75 24.59 -59.37 -59.37 4.09 
HTURB66R 2.67 -8.96  -8.96 3.63 1.77 1.77 1.84 23.64 -79.38  3.14 
HTURB71R 2.19 -8.19  -8.19 2.53 1.77 1.77 1.90 19.73 -73.92  2.23 
HTURB72 2.03 -3.52 -3.52 -3.52 3.68 5.39 3.92 7.32 22.74 -39.54 -39.54 4.02 
HTURB72R 2.82 -7.86  -7.86 4.29 1.77 1.77 1.83 23.36 -65.16  3.47 
HTURB8 1.13 -1.78 -1.86 -1.82 1.17 5.27 10.57 4.05 22.52 -35.52 -37.29 2.28 
HTURB9 1.34 -0.69 -0.78 -0.73 -0.51 11.43 27.40 8.36 9.86 -5.06 -5.72 -0.36 
HTURB9R 1.47 -0.34 -0.44 -0.39 0.08 11.15 58.74 8.21 10.16 -2.36 -3.02 0.05 
HTURB71 1.90 -5.33 -5.33 -5.33 3.17 5.77 2.98 5.39 20.50 -57.53 -57.53 3.33 
LTURB12 1.89 -7.06 -7.06 -7.06 3.03 2.40 2.00 3.48 85.91 -320.39 -320.39 13.42 
LTURB12B 2.02 -7.08 -7.08 -7.08 3.58 2.46 2.02 3.70 81.13 -284.92 -284.92 14.04 
LTURB12BR 2.15 -6.29 -6.29 -6.29 3.96 2.55 2.05 4.14 75.55 -220.45 -220.45 13.55 
LTURB12BR2 2.08 -6.03  -6.03 2.80 1.96 1.96 1.96 73.01 -211.19  9.56 
LTURB12C 2.22 -5.37 -5.37 -5.37 4.51 2.64 2.12 4.30 70.90 -171.35 -171.35 14.01 
LTURB12CR 1.99 -3.19  -3.19 2.86 1.96 1.96 1.97 57.26 -91.96  8.04 
LTURB12R 1.82 -6.80  -6.80 2.17 1.96 1.96 1.96 76.49 -285.34  8.85 
LTURB13C 2.17 -2.55 -2.55 -2.55 4.35 3.12 3.05 5.08 47.46 -55.59 -55.59 9.25 
LTURB13E 2.19 -4.45 -4.45 -4.45 4.07 3.14 2.32 4.43 45.13 -91.97 -91.97 8.19 
LTURB13ER 2.25 -4.78 -4.78 -4.78 4.51 3.07 2.25 4.07 46.70 -99.33 -99.33 9.13 
LTURB13F 2.19 -6.35 -6.35 -6.35 3.83 3.25 2.11 3.62 41.72 -120.70 -120.70 7.10 
LTURB2 0.86 -0.85 -1.39 -1.12 0.65 3.95 11.94 3.13 31.68 -31.37 -51.34 2.34 
LTURB66 2.08 -2.63 -2.63 -2.63 3.24 5.09 4.93 5.85 23.76 -30.04 -30.04 3.61 
LTURB66R 2.16 -2.37 -2.37 -2.37 4.11 4.91 5.39 5.05 24.75 -27.15 -27.15 4.59 
LTURB66R2 2.07 -2.30  -2.30 3.01 1.77 1.77 1.83 23.13 -25.60  3.28 
LTURB71 2.18 -4.14 -4.14 -4.14 3.42 6.08 4.15 5.34 19.31 -36.79 -36.79 2.96 
LTURB71R 2.23 -3.73 -3.73 -3.73 4.42 6.09 4.65 5.10 19.25 -32.16 -32.16 3.72 
LTURB71R2 2.11 -4.28  -4.28 2.89 1.77 1.77 1.86 19.92 -40.42  2.66 
LTURB72 1.88 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 2.91 5.66 29.19 8.61 21.50 -4.77 -4.77 3.25 
LTURB72R 1.92 -0.35 -0.35 -0.35 3.47 5.43 34.48 7.50 22.54 -4.12 -4.12 3.97 
LTURB72R2 1.89 -0.05  -0.05 2.48 1.77 1.85 1.86 21.38 -0.52  2.74 
LTURB8 1.27 -2.82 -2.89 -2.86 0.84 5.38 3.33 4.12 22.00 -48.98 -50.30 1.42 
LTURB9 1.35 -1.80 -1.87 -1.83 0.21 9.03 8.44 6.69 12.63 -16.75 -17.47 0.19 
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Superelevation Tests - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
NELEV12 1.47 -6.21 -6.21 -6.21 2.46 2.41 1.98 3.31 81.51 -344.69 -344.69 13.31 
NELEV12B 2.05 -6.68 -6.68 -6.68 3.87 2.45 2.00 3.64 81.59 -266.14 -266.14 15.05 
NELEV12C 2.07 -5.26 -5.26 -5.26 4.03 2.51 1.91 4.53 71.24 -180.97 -180.97 13.51 
NELEV12R 1.53 -6.61 -6.61 -6.61 2.44 2.37 1.97 3.29 85.99 -372.63 -372.63 13.39 
NELEV2 1.03 -0.57 -1.25 -0.91 0.92 4.33 23.01 3.44 28.94 -16.14 -35.30 2.54 
NELEV66 2.05 -5.24 -5.24 -5.24 4.10 4.33 2.58 4.46 28.60 -73.07 -73.07 5.58 
NELEV66R 2.08 -5.31 -5.31 -5.31 4.51 4.21 2.53 4.25 29.62 -75.53 -75.53 6.25 
NELEV71 2.19 -7.06 -7.06 -7.06 4.12 4.80 2.44 4.06 25.08 -80.90 -80.90 4.60 
NELEV71R 2.11 -7.08 -7.08 -7.08 4.20 4.56 2.34 3.92 26.63 -89.25 -89.25 5.16 
NELEV72 1.97 -3.77 -3.77 -3.77 4.12 4.50 3.14 5.33 27.74 -52.94 -52.94 5.65 
NELEV9 1.45 1.63 1.52 1.57 0.86 16.10 17.56 11.8
3 
6.99 7.88 7.34 0.41 
PELEV12 1.45 -5.25 -5.25 -5.25 2.84 2.59 2.01 3.68 69.57 -252.69 -252.69 13.30 
PELEV12B 1.55 -4.56 -4.56 -4.56 3.25 2.72 2.07 4.19 64.03 -187.80 -187.80 13.03 
PELEV12C 1.65 -1.96 -1.96 -1.96 -1.85 3.03 2.87 9.12 54.95 -65.19 -65.19 -6.01 
PELEV2 0.82 -1.30 -1.36 -1.33 1.18 4.15 7.87 3.32 30.47 -48.57 -50.76 4.27 
PELEV66 1.69 -0.93 -0.93 -0.93 3.75 5.17 10.88 5.18 23.36 -12.89 -12.89 5.04 
PELEV68 1.92 0.32 0.32 0.32 3.97 6.34 44.19 6.07 18.49 3.12 3.12 3.73 
PELEV71 1.67 -2.70 -2.70 -2.70 3.63 5.86 4.61 4.98 20.08 -32.44 -32.44 4.26 
PELEV72 1.47 0.14 0.14 0.14 2.63 6.03 72.77 8.38 20.05 1.88 1.88 3.50 
PELEV9 1.03 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.51 12.81 144.0
6 
9.38 8.81 -0.96 -1.05 -0.43 
 
 
Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
SWD10FP 0.91 0.00 -0.10 -0.05 0.46 2.09 567.77 1.57 54.87 -0.23 -6.12 1.36 
SWD10RW 0.56 -0.18 -0.29 -0.23 0.78 4.49 14.39 3.72 30.29 -9.77 -15.43 2.05 
SWD11FP 1.02 -0.32 -0.41 -0.36 0.63 3.24 8.32 2.95 56.02 -17.43 -22.42 2.53 
SWD11RW 0.55 -0.33 -0.38 -0.36 0.35 4.38 7.67 3.65 31.42 -19.13 -21.81 1.45 
SWD1FP 1.67 -0.63 -0.68 -0.66 1.20 5.26 16.89 4.67 21.78 -8.20 -8.95 1.53 
SWD1RW 0.55 0.42 0.40 0.41 -0.09 15.60 25.22 13.56 7.19 5.48 5.19 -0.11 
SWD1RWE 0.62 0.17 0.15 0.16 0.08 13.96 61.82 12.35 8.04 2.24 1.95 0.10 
SWD2ASW 0.50 -0.88 -1.06 -0.97 0.33 5.24 9.02 4.21 24.46 -42.85 -51.44 1.58 
SWD2FP 1.04 -0.43  -0.43 0.70 3.25 16.15 2.95 55.62 -23.22 4.23 3.50 
SWD2RW 0.54 -0.59 -0.92 -0.75 0.66 4.51 4.91 3.74 30.07 -33.04 -51.57 3.60 
SWD2SW 0.53 -0.57 -0.93 -0.75 0.81 4.46 11.52 3.71 30.60 -32.99 -53.48 4.53 
SWD2TRW 0.44 -0.77 -0.87 -0.82 -0.32 5.65 9.92 4.46 22.18 -38.67 -43.39 -1.57 
SWD3FP 1.16 -0.37 -0.76 -0.57 0.76 3.17 19.56 2.91 59.50 -19.07 -38.89 3.80 
SWD3RW 0.63 -0.52 -1.06 -0.79 0.29 4.53 6.14 3.74 29.86 -24.78 -50.34 1.34 
SWD4FP 1.79 -0.56 -1.65 -1.10 1.29 3.18 20.10 2.93 59.20 -18.55 -54.30 4.16 
SWD4RW 0.90 -0.54 -1.46 -1.00 0.65 4.10 7.13 3.46 34.83 -20.78 -56.38 2.46 
SWD5FP 2.31 -1.08 -2.72 -1.90 1.34 3.20 13.85 2.94 58.26 -27.17 -68.58 3.30 
SWD5RW 1.21 -0.75 -2.01 -1.38 0.32 4.09 6.90 3.45 34.96 -21.55 -58.11 0.91 
SWD60FP 1.66 -0.44 -0.51 -0.48 1.23 4.48 19.21 3.60 27.09 -7.27 -8.40 1.96 
SWD60RW 0.60 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.02 11.58 545.00 8.79 9.70 0.19 -0.27 0.03 
SWD62FP 1.73 -0.76 -0.84 -0.80 -0.18 4.73 12.49 3.69 25.41 -11.18 -12.37 -0.25 
SWD62FPR 1.79 -0.30 -0.38 -0.34 0.47 4.71 32.05 3.69 25.57 -4.33 -5.49 0.65 
SWD62RW 0.54 0.04 0.01 0.03 -1.14 14.55 211.14 10.71 7.74 0.62 0.19 -1.61 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
SWD62RWR 0.55 0.27 0.24 0.26 -0.74 14.06 34.52 10.41 8.02 3.97 3.51 -1.04 
SWD64FP 2.14 0.48 0.37 0.43 0.54 4.74 65.01 3.68 25.37 5.69 4.44 0.62 
SWD64RW 0.85 0.24 0.19 0.21 -0.85 13.34 57.03 9.78 8.41 2.41 1.87 -0.82 
SWD67FP 2.96 -0.88 -1.08 -0.98 0.03 4.87 19.74 3.61 23.55 -7.02 -8.57 0.02 
SWD67RW 1.04 0.05 -0.04 0.01 -1.37 13.35 317.64 9.69 8.40 0.42 -0.32 -1.08 
SWD69FP 4.73 -2.13 -2.52 -2.33 -1.22 4.75 12.73 3.51 24.17 -10.90 -12.86 -0.61 
SWD6FP 0.71 -0.19  -0.19 0.45 2.08 25.65 1.55 55.38 -14.45  3.26 
SWD6RWE 1.33 -0.58 -0.61 -0.60 8.59 1.09 7.51 0.96 113.72 -49.46 -52.32 71.50 
SWD6SW 0.35 -0.18 -0.25 -0.22 0.12 3.55 23.05 2.61 31.74 -16.08 -22.63 1.06 
SWD6TRW 0.37 -0.13 -0.20 -0.17 -0.44 3.39 31.33 2.48 33.31 -11.83 -18.34 -3.85 
SWD7ARWE 0.68 -0.34 -0.38 -0.36 0.23 4.46 24.29 3.70 30.56 -15.34 -17.25 1.00 
SWD7FP 1.58 -0.57 -1.49 -1.03 -1.35 3.27 18.95 2.95 54.72 -19.73 -51.60 -4.51 
SWD7RW 0.67     4.70   24.73    
SWD7RWE 0.63 0.07 0.03 0.05 -0.53 5.65 159.17 4.47 22.18 2.33 0.94 -1.81 
SWD7SW 0.52 -0.94 -0.97 -0.95 -0.15 6.34 4.74 4.94 19.28 -34.58 -35.63 -0.52 
SWD7TRW 0.53 -0.95 -1.00 -0.98 -0.19 6.16 10.68 4.82 19.93 -35.75 -37.45 -0.69 
SWD8FP 1.77 -2.28 -2.41 -2.34 1.71 3.76 7.52 3.26 40.59 -52.31 -55.09 3.83 
SWD8RW 0.76 -0.42 -0.47 -0.45 0.54 6.80 37.24 5.28 17.76 -9.96 -11.11 1.24 
SWD9AFP 2.01 1.13 0.98 1.06 -1.19 12.54 26.67 9.42 9.25 5.22 4.51 -0.53 
SWD9ARW 0.99     25.14 3.29 3.29 4.49    
SWD9ARWE 0.73 1.38 1.30 1.34 -3.64 34.14 22.29 24.73 3.29 6.27 5.90 -1.61 
SWD9ASW 1.12 0.05 -0.01 0.02 -6.78 20.35 526.15 14.78 5.57 0.26 -0.05 -3.29 
SWD9ATRW 0.56 2.13 2.06 2.10 -3.33 43.17 14.37 31.20 2.60 9.87 9.55 -1.50 
SWD9BFP 2.09 3.27 3.08 3.18 -6.01 25.11 19.94 18.36 4.49 7.02 6.63 -1.26 
SWD9BRW 1.20     44.84 3.29 3.29 2.50    
SWD9BRWE 1.03 3.57 3.45 3.51 -12.25 49.54 17.95 35.44 2.26 7.83 7.57 -2.62 
SWD9BSW 1.81 1.34 1.23 1.28 -12.67 28.98 48.18 20.91 3.88 2.87 2.64 -2.65 
SWD9BTRW 0.90 3.29 3.29 3.29 -3.06 58.78 20.10 43.34 1.91 6.97 6.97 -0.63 
SWD9FP 2.23 -0.13 -0.26 -0.20 0.61 5.09 103.34 3.82 22.67 -1.34 -2.68 0.60 
SWD9FPR 2.37 -0.64 -0.77 -0.71 -2.43 4.40 19.26 3.29 26.44 -7.19 -8.62 -2.64 
SWD9FPR2 2.48 -0.51 -0.64 -0.58 3.66 4.39 25.45 3.32 26.27 -5.45 -6.80 3.78 
SWD9FPR3 2.27 -0.34 -0.46 -0.40 0.55 4.68 96.65 3.62 25.74 -3.85 -5.26 0.61 
SWD9RW 0.87     11.93 1.21 1.21 9.42    
SWD9RWE 0.73 0.03 -0.02 0.01 -2.84 13.74 381.48 9.92 8.17 0.36 -0.22 -3.10 
SWD9RWR 0.93 0.09 0.03 0.06 1.29 11.31 141.34 8.41 9.93 0.96 0.33 1.35 
SWD9SW 0.60 0.27 0.23 0.25 -0.97 18.42 51.13 13.42 6.09 2.70 2.28 -0.96 
SWD9TRW 0.74 0.51 0.46 0.49 -1.02 14.32 25.71 10.44 7.84 5.38 4.91 -1.05 
SWD14AFP 2.80 -0.22 -0.27 -0.24 -1.26 4.91 73.94 3.70 23.75 -1.87 -2.26 -0.47 
SWD14ARW 1.08 0.14 0.12 0.13 -0.53 12.09 110.86 8.87 9.31 1.24 1.05 -0.20 
SWD15AFP 2.60 -4.44 -4.68 -4.56 1.05 5.13 3.82 3.86 22.63 -38.70 -40.79 0.62 
SWD15ARW 1.04 -1.75 -1.85 -1.80 1.17 13.13 9.66 9.73 8.57 -14.46 -15.28 0.66 
SWD15CFP 2.13 -0.15 -0.28 -0.22 -1.46 4.78 80.13 3.57 24.16 -1.75 -3.15 -1.51 
SWD15CRW 0.61 0.32 0.28 0.30 -2.83 16.17 37.18 11.66 6.93 3.72 3.15 -2.97 
SWD18FPR 1.60 -1.66 -1.73 -1.69 0.20 5.39 6.37 4.51 21.27 -22.12 -23.02 0.23 
SWD18RWR 0.46 -1.02 -1.02 -1.02 -0.67 18.46 10.48 14.92 6.09 -13.38 -13.38 -0.75 
SWD19FP 1.08 -0.06 -0.78 -0.42 0.19 3.63 148.40 7.62 62.37 -3.23 -44.97 0.93 
SWD19RW 0.57 -0.78 -1.00 -0.89 0.31 4.76 9.11 8.43 31.46 -43.11 -54.92 1.45 
SWD20AFP 3.31 0.52 0.31 0.41 -1.91 5.80 43.55 4.34 20.12 3.16 1.88 -0.99 
SWD20ARW 1.16 0.90 0.80 0.85 -2.21 15.24 23.95 11.06 7.38 5.74 5.12 -1.20 
SWD21AFP 4.22 -0.62 -0.92 -0.77 -1.83 4.61 36.93 3.52 25.91 -3.81 -5.65 -0.95 
SWD21ARW 1.74 0.86 0.72 0.79 -1.94 10.81 26.61 7.89 10.47 5.18 4.30 -0.99 
SWD22AFP 6.37 -2.54 -3.09 -2.81 -1.73 4.66 27.79 4.10 33.85 -13.48 -16.40 -0.78 
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Superstructure in Combination with Debris – Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
SWD22ARW 2.65 0.34 0.10 0.22 -2.37 7.90 73.82 5.82 14.51 1.85 0.53 -1.10 
SWD23FP 0.86 -0.13  -0.13 0.48 3.64 44.30 4.29 61.75 -8.99 -16.40 2.94 
SWD24FP 1.76 -1.38 -2.03 -1.71 0.28 3.74 9.08 8.99 56.02 -43.83 -64.58 0.77 
SWD24RW 0.63 -1.31 -1.36 -1.34 -0.38 6.27 4.52 5.55 20.65 -42.80 -44.44 -1.06 
SWD25FP 2.41 -2.96 -3.11 -3.03 0.74 2.95 7.35 2.69 41.63 -50.99 -53.64 1.08 
SWD25RW 0.84 -0.21 -0.27 -0.24 -0.81 7.53 35.98 5.53 15.05 -3.84 -4.83 -1.23 
SWD26FP 2.62 -0.06 -0.21 -0.13 -0.80 4.75 275.60 3.57 24.53 -0.53 -1.93 -0.64 
SWD26RW 0.80 0.64 0.31 0.48 -3.16 14.59 22.45 10.55 7.70 6.16 2.98 -2.58 
SWD27AFP 3.19 -0.29 -1.51 -0.90 -5.13 4.64 59.44 3.50 25.36 -2.33 -12.01 -1.73 
SWD27ARW 1.22 0.11 -0.72 -0.30 -2.90 11.27 155.21 8.24 10.00 0.89 -5.89 -1.01 
SWD28AFP 2.79 -3.64 -4.85 -4.24 -0.06 4.54 4.32 3.43 25.76 -33.60 -44.87 -0.03 
SWD28ARW 1.17 -4.04 -4.18 -4.11 -0.95 10.47 3.94 7.67 10.77 -37.28 -38.58 -0.56 
SWD31AFP 3.16 -0.66 -1.59 -1.12 -2.73 4.55 69.71 3.50 25.84 -5.36 -13.03 -0.96 
SWD31ARW 1.51 -0.97 -1.14 -1.06 1.28 9.23 46.87 7.79 12.26 -7.90 -9.30 0.45 
SWD32AFP 3.15 -6.29 -6.59 -6.44 1.04 4.48 3.86 27.81 26.30 -52.44 -54.97 0.56 
SWD32ARW 1.24 -0.04 -0.14 -0.09 0.00 11.11 476.77 8.17 10.15 -0.32 -1.13 0.00 
SWD32CFP 2.79 -1.11 -1.27 -1.19 -0.94 5.00 15.19 3.76 23.27 -9.24 -10.59 -0.68 
SWD32CFPR 2.62 -0.70 -0.85 -0.77 -3.94 5.10 23.14 3.81 22.75 -6.06 -7.40 -2.95 
SWD32CRW 0.86 0.73 0.67 0.70 -0.52 14.71 21.36 10.76 7.64 6.45 5.91 -0.40 
SWD32CRWR 0.76 0.47 0.40 0.44 -5.11 16.62 33.26 11.95 6.76 4.14 3.57 -3.89 
SWD35AFP 2.47 -1.44 -3.38 -2.41 -1.93 7.86 16.42 6.28 14.48 -8.45 -19.84 -0.43 
SWD35ARW 1.13 -1.76 -2.74 -2.25 2.14 16.64 13.27 12.29 6.75 -10.47 -16.35 0.49 
SWD36AFP 2.20 -0.55 -0.58 -0.56 -3.22 8.28 40.50 6.09 13.71 -3.41 -3.61 -1.21 
SWD36ARW 0.84 -0.67 -0.68 -0.67 -0.48 20.93 32.76 15.30 5.36 -4.22 -4.32 -0.18 
SWD37AFP 2.06 -0.58 -0.60 -0.59 -0.06 6.34 27.12 6.29 18.02 -5.10 -5.22 -0.07 
SWD37ARW 0.90 -0.33 -0.34 -0.33 -0.35 14.26 47.97 10.41 7.88 -2.88 -2.95 -0.37 
SWD38AFP 2.27 -1.68 -1.75 -1.71 1.05 3.74 6.01 3.08 31.58 -23.43 -24.38 2.92 
SWD38ARW 1.60 -0.70 -0.75 -0.72 0.46 5.18 14.36 3.88 22.16 -9.66 -10.40 1.27 
 
 
Superstructure in Combination with Debris & Pier - Results 
Test CD CL1 CL2 CLavg CM εCD 
(%) 
εCL 
(%) 
εCM 
(%) 
FD 
(N) 
FL1 
(N) 
FL2 
(N) 
MGS 
(Nm)
CWD1RW 0.65 -0.12 -0.31 -0.21 0.96 3.80 19.53 3.28 39.61 -7.15 -19.16 2.87 
CWD2ARW 0.53 -0.23 -0.42 -0.33 0.13 3.03 8.40 2.23 37.29 -16.50 -29.83 0.86 
CWD2RW 0.55 -0.26 -0.31 -0.28 0.34 3.95 8.41 3.37 37.10 -17.26 -21.13 1.68 
CWD5ARW 1.29 -0.20 -0.22 -0.21 3.25 8.44 66.85 6.29 13.41 -2.07 -2.31 1.54 
CWD6ARW 1.16 -3.21 -4.19 -3.70 2.33 9.97 4.63 7.44 11.32 -31.29 -40.79 1.56 
CWD6CRW 0.79 -0.04 -0.10 -0.07 -2.27 12.65 310.03 9.18 8.89 -0.47 -1.12 -2.35 
CWD10ARW 1.14 -2.93 -3.07 -3.00 0.48 10.60 5.27 7.78 10.64 -27.28 -28.62 0.28 
CWD10CRW 0.57 0.39 0.31 0.35 -1.23 20.03 36.35 14.55 5.60 3.81 3.05 -1.02 
CWD9ARW 1.32 -0.16 -0.23 -0.19 0.17 8.97 96.00 6.61 12.62 -1.49 -2.23 0.07 
CWD13ARW 1.36 -1.18 -1.33 -1.25 -2.37 8.50 32.08 6.24 13.33 -11.52 -13.01 -0.98 
CWD14ARW 1.32 -2.18 -2.31 -2.25 -0.59 9.39 7.06 6.91 12.04 -19.97 -21.18 -0.35 
CWD14CRW 1.02 0.74 0.66 0.70 -1.83 11.60 19.44 8.45 9.71 7.08 6.31 -1.50 
 
 
TEST CONDITIONS & RESULTS 424 
 
CP Data 
Tapping No. SWOD1 SWOD2R2 CWOD3R2 SWOD7R2 SWOD8 SWOD9 SWOD9R3 SWOD12 SWOD12R2 SWOD12B SWOD12BR2 SWOD12C SWOD12CR SWOD12CR3 
1 0.807 0.785 0.875 0.819 0.902 0.794 0.675 0.873 0.926 0.966 0.728 0.706 0.655 0.532 
2 0.868 0.789 0.980 0.825 0.935 0.830 0.705 0.932 0.999 1.050 0.955 0.969 0.920 0.982 
3 0.898 0.797 0.929 0.839 0.902 0.867 0.727 0.867 0.914 0.983 0.922 0.959 0.904 1.005 
4 0.656 0.096 0.451 0.093 0.492 0.574 0.438 0.358 0.319 0.429 0.366 0.434 0.415 0.531 
5 0.625 0.405 0.230 0.429 0.426 0.538 0.399 0.246 0.234 0.345 0.270 0.333 0.332 0.485 
6 0.626 0.449 0.787 0.468 0.476 0.574 0.457 0.340 0.318 0.438 0.354 0.434 0.406 0.534 
7 0.747 0.658 0.959 0.616 0.640 0.757 0.631 0.512 0.502 0.630 0.561 0.646 0.647 0.678 
8 0.535 -0.074 0.828 -0.077 -0.032 -0.085 -0.232 0.038 -0.011 -0.041 -0.110 -0.192 -0.216 -0.089 
9 -0.921 -1.940  -1.675 -1.541 -1.659 -1.750 -1.684 -1.922 -1.903 -2.306 -2.180 -2.064 -1.941 
9A  -1.583  -1.700   -1.831        
10 -0.951   -1.582 -1.590 -1.659 -1.798 -1.500 -1.867 -1.920 -2.066 -2.059 -2.048 -1.915 
11 -0.982     -1.732 -1.837 -1.494 -1.910 -1.953 -2.245 -2.029 -2.073 -2.358 
12 -0.921   -1.631 -1.623 -1.658 -1.802 -1.518 -1.883 -1.970 -2.083 -2.060 -2.056 -1.938 
12A  -1.672  -1.736   -1.810  -1.897  -2.094   -1.938 
13 -0.952 -1.623  -1.771 -1.607 -1.659 -1.830 -1.554 -1.921 -2.004 -2.116 -2.090 -2.064 -1.964 
13A  -1.385  -1.550   -1.736        
14 -0.952   -1.411 -1.541 -1.659 -1.729 -1.400 -1.771 -1.752 -1.961 -1.898 -1.924 -1.831 
15 -0.952     -1.622 -1.739 -1.293 -1.909 -1.727 -2.272 -1.908 -1.932 -1.832 
16 -0.953 -1.040  -1.460 -1.574 -1.659 -1.721 -1.417 -1.769 -1.803 -1.981 -1.908 -1.932 -1.816 
16A  -1.367  -1.588     -1.815  -2.037   -1.872 
17 -1.013 -1.151  -1.332 -1.590 -1.659 -1.698 -1.323 -1.729 -1.635 -1.879 -1.747 -1.799 -1.743 
17A  -1.049  -1.139   -1.778  -1.563  -1.720   -1.576 
18 -0.771 -0.896  -1.015 -1.230 -1.183 -1.485 -1.086 -1.479 -1.392 -1.598 -1.505 -1.526 -1.452 
19 -0.801     -1.220 -1.375 -1.027 -1.396 -1.434 -1.774 -1.525 -1.567 -1.464 
20 -0.801 -0.789  -0.994 -1.279 -1.257 -1.429 -1.092 -1.491 -1.383 -1.615 -1.515 -1.526 -1.456 
20A  -0.955  -1.059   -1.417  -1.566  -1.687   -1.552 
TEST CONDITIONS & RESULTS 425 
 
CP Data 
Tapping No. SWOD1 SWOD2R2 CWOD3R2 SWOD7R2 SWOD8 SWOD9 SWOD9R3 SWOD12 SWOD12R2 SWOD12B SWOD12BR2 SWOD12C SWOD12CR SWOD12CR3 
21 -0.801 -0.844  -0.866 -1.115 -1.147 -1.283 -0.950 -1.334 -1.165 -1.376 -1.283 -1.302 -1.320 
22 -0.680 -0.795 -1.375 -0.845 -1.000 -1.000 -1.105 -0.897 -1.274 -1.199 -1.345 -1.273 -1.310 -1.207 
23 -0.619 -0.734 -1.329 -0.746 -0.885 -0.891 -1.017 -0.826 -1.147 -1.132 -1.252 -1.202 -1.235 -1.114 
24 -0.619  -1.352 -0.771 -0.886 -0.891 -1.031 -0.820 -1.155 -1.132 -1.250 -1.202 -1.235 -1.122 
25 -0.619  -1.334  -0.918 -0.927 -1.019 -0.814 -1.121 -1.123 -1.297 -1.212 -1.244 -1.190 
26 -0.679  -1.350  -0.918 -0.928 -1.067 -0.826 -1.130 -1.132 -1.384 -1.252 -1.285 -1.130 
27 -0.680  -1.320  -0.820 -0.891 -1.017 -0.708 -1.173 -1.123 -1.240 -1.192 -1.252 -1.115 
28 -0.588  -1.206   -0.818 -0.960 -0.524 -1.163 -1.090 -1.226 -1.212 -1.235 -1.095 
29   -1.100     -0.364 -1.172 -1.098 -1.256 -1.202 -1.235 -1.132 
30   -0.845     -0.264 -1.265 -1.241 -1.392 -1.404 -1.443 -1.322 
31   0.414     0.547 0.400 0.328 0.096 -0.011 -0.116 -0.162 
32   0.687     0.707 0.723 0.605 0.457 0.292 0.240 0.132 
33   0.650     0.707 0.680 0.563 0.416 0.272 0.207 0.039 
34   0.085     0.671 0.005 0.428 -0.375 0.090 0.017 -0.776 
35   0.499     0.659 0.510 0.328 0.097 -0.152 -0.232 -0.668 
36   0.237     0.476 0.250 -0.092 -0.379 -0.546 -0.589 -0.975 
37   0.163     0.440 0.182 -0.041 -0.419 -0.465 -0.539 -1.036 
38   0.244     0.452 0.245 -0.025 -0.291 -0.455 -0.522 -0.905 
39   0.231     0.452 0.229 -0.033 -0.306 -0.455 -0.539 -0.910 
40   0.232     0.429 0.222 -0.058 -0.315 -0.496 -0.580 -0.923 
 
 
TEST CONDITIONS & RESULTS 426 
 
CP Data 
Tapping No. SWOD13C SWOD13E SWOD13F SWOD66R SWOD71R SWOD72R HTURB12R2 LTURB12R HTURB12BR3 LTURB12BR2 HTURB12CR LTURB12CR HTURB66R LTURB66R2 
1 0.527 0.675 0.826 0.501 0.717 0.438 0.992 0.810 1.178 0.734 1.015 0.478 1.162 0.459 
2 0.927 0.940 0.907 0.955 0.990 0.972 1.003 0.942 1.300 0.969 1.298 0.892 1.467 0.922 
3 0.959 0.892 0.826 0.984 0.934 1.107 0.888 0.865 1.087 0.930 1.165 0.922 1.188 0.948 
4 0.474 0.326 0.244 0.516 0.411 0.740 0.229 0.293 0.238 0.371 0.033 0.322 0.289 0.222 
5 0.453 0.265 0.162 0.418 0.336 0.689 0.149 0.239 0.157 0.316 0.111 0.460 0.155 0.477 
6 0.495 0.313 0.230 0.473 0.341 0.708 0.168 0.291 0.204 0.363 0.264 0.481 0.239 0.488 
7 0.706 0.531 0.379 0.659 0.503 0.870 0.278 0.408 0.335 0.488 0.552 0.588 0.451 0.577 
8 -0.179 -0.157 -0.095 -0.162 -0.110 0.021 -0.323 -0.040 -0.521 -0.060 -0.312 -0.093 -0.470 -0.061 
9 -1.665 -2.026 -1.774 -2.044 -1.991 -1.684 -1.752 -1.718 -2.671 -1.796 -2.346 -1.683 -3.026 -1.706 
9A               
10 -1.907 -2.026 -1.787 -2.045 -2.029 -1.696 -2.014 -1.740 -2.552 -1.831 -2.338 -1.714 -3.030 -1.753 
11 -1.907 -2.026 -1.814 -2.053 -2.053 -1.685 -1.954 -1.822 -2.573 -1.899 -2.332 -1.771 -3.048 -1.804 
12 -1.907 -2.026 -1.801 -2.031 -2.040 -1.700 -2.039 -1.786 -2.576 -1.887 -2.355 -1.748 -3.082 -1.778 
12A    -2.077 -2.078 -1.694 -2.059 -1.806 -2.615 -1.901 -2.402 -1.769 -3.124 -1.781 
13 -1.918 -2.050 -1.787 -2.077 -2.082 -1.732 -2.050 -1.835 -2.598 -1.884 -2.348 -1.797 -3.050 -1.782 
13A               
14 -1.770 -1.929 -1.746 -1.986 -1.989 -1.624 -1.778 -1.729 -2.245 -1.841 -1.956 -1.714 -2.589 -1.760 
15 -1.760 -1.857 -1.679 -1.948 -1.984 -1.588 -1.772 -1.751 -2.245 -1.853 -1.983 -1.714 -2.603 -1.766 
16 -1.781 -1.929 -1.746 -1.984 -1.985 -1.621 -1.817 -1.735 -2.265 -1.850 -2.041 -1.720 -2.702 -1.760 
16A    -2.047 -2.041 -1.678 -1.911 -1.787 -2.382 -1.865 -2.215 -1.754 -2.917 -1.788 
17 -1.665 -1.833 -1.774 -1.929 -2.028 -1.497 -1.552 -1.778 -1.828 -1.877 -1.642 -1.755 -2.027 -1.792 
17A    -1.751 -1.775 -1.393 -1.462 -1.565 -1.748 -1.668 -1.596 -1.545 -1.979 -1.584 
18 -1.391 -1.519 -1.476 -1.585 -1.660 -1.242 -1.284 -1.474 -1.544 -1.597 -1.338 -1.439 -1.709 -1.535 
19 -1.391 -1.580 -1.408 -1.613 -1.662 -1.268 -1.333 -1.412 -1.592 -1.584 -1.402 -1.461 -1.875 -1.539 
20 -1.391 -1.580 -1.462 -1.593 -1.691 -1.237 -1.226 -1.511 -1.398 -1.594 -1.255 -1.506 -1.544 -1.561 
20A    -1.692 -1.738 -1.282 -1.332 -1.557 -1.504 -1.651 -1.201 -1.540 -1.571 -1.590 
TEST CONDITIONS & RESULTS 427 
 
CP Data 
Tapping No. SWOD13C SWOD13E SWOD13F SWOD66R SWOD71R SWOD72R HTURB12R2 LTURB12R HTURB12BR3 LTURB12BR2 HTURB12CR LTURB12CR HTURB66R LTURB66R2 
21 -1.180 -1.375 -1.354 -1.424 -1.547 -1.207 -1.033 -1.472 -1.230 -1.601 -1.096 -1.423 -1.475 -1.591 
22 -1.138 -1.326 -1.259 -1.317 -1.442 -1.016 -1.114 -1.311 -1.338 -1.432 -1.240 -1.310 -1.631 -1.356 
23 -1.075 -1.218 -1.137 -1.250 -1.316 -0.923 -0.996 -1.165 -1.310 -1.287 -1.165 -1.156 -1.576 -1.199 
24 -1.096 -1.218 -1.124 -1.247 -1.316 -0.943 -0.991 -1.144 -1.310 -1.273 -1.190 -1.151 -1.633 -1.222 
25 -1.096 -1.254 -1.164 -1.238 -1.305 -0.904 -0.988 -1.152 -1.321 -1.268 -1.192 -1.163 -1.615 -1.223 
26 -1.128 -1.278 -1.191 -1.274 -1.347 -0.974 -1.032 -1.183 -1.380 -1.316 -1.263 -1.207 -1.682 -1.432 
27 -1.096 -1.254 -1.151 -1.234 -1.305 -0.927 -0.985 -1.164 -1.190 -1.264 -1.153 -1.149 -1.480 -1.221 
28 -1.096 -1.254 -1.137 -1.225 -1.294 -0.903 -0.965 -1.176 -1.197 -1.271 -1.112 -1.146 -1.471 -1.210 
29 -1.117 -1.254 -1.164 -1.258 -1.312 -0.938 -0.951 -1.096 -1.190 -1.286 -1.146 -1.158 -1.495 -1.237 
30 -1.317 -1.519 -1.665 -1.529 -1.665 -1.091 -1.262 -1.297 -1.338 -1.363 -1.476 -1.361 -1.747 -1.240 
31 -0.179  0.217 -0.414 -0.167 -0.476 0.528 0.310 0.623 0.139 0.352 -0.211 0.375 -0.422 
32 0.042 0.289 0.474 -0.205 0.108 -0.505 0.842 0.640 1.068 0.483 0.658 0.028 0.963 -0.371 
33 -0.021 0.241 0.474 -0.255 0.077 -0.377 0.814 0.588 0.961 0.425 0.556 -0.034 0.855 -0.349 
34 -0.232 0.121 0.393 -0.848 -0.699 -1.591 0.737 0.437 0.793 0.237 0.307 -0.261 0.550 -0.646 
35 -0.653 -0.072 0.257 -0.957 -0.376 -1.224 0.687 0.385 0.637 0.056 -0.061 -0.826 0.307 -1.081 
36 -0.948 -0.482  -1.117 -0.699 0.016 0.529 -0.022 0.270 -0.392 -0.811 -0.913 -0.489 -1.183 
37 -0.864 -0.410 0.041 -1.181 -0.798 -1.591 0.335 0.027 -0.065 -0.358 -0.770 -0.891 -0.611 -1.180 
38 -0.864 -0.398  -1.028 -0.637 -1.180 0.362 0.034 -0.006 -0.349 -0.716 -0.888 -0.464 -1.131 
39 -0.854 -0.410 0.041 -0.999 -0.638 -1.214 0.356 0.028 -0.029 -0.353 -0.719 -0.889 -0.497 -1.116 
40 -0.917 -0.543 -0.054 -1.009 -0.644 -1.151 0.234 0.015 -0.209 -0.371 -0.712 -0.902 -0.663 -1.125 
 

TEST CONDITIONS & RESULTS 429 
 
CP Data 
Tapping No. HTURB71R LTURB71R2 HTURB72R LTURB72R2 
1 1.245 0.665 1.266 0.209 
2 1.353 0.966 1.456 0.860 
3 1.167 0.942 1.511 0.960 
4 0.291 0.025 -0.962 -0.158 
5 0.152 0.382 0.180 0.609 
6 0.266 0.397 0.315 0.623 
7 0.454 0.501 0.560 0.683 
8 -0.038 -0.049 -0.399 -0.068 
9 -2.372 -1.758 -3.023 -1.566 
9A     
10 -2.379 -1.786 -3.007 -1.603 
11 -2.421 -1.877 -3.014 -1.662 
12 -2.425 -1.845 -3.029 -1.640 
12A -2.419 -1.835 -3.094 -1.662 
13 -2.478 -1.868 -3.017 -1.651 
13A     
14 -2.149 -1.824 -2.520 -1.583 
15 -2.140 -1.835 -2.554 -1.609 
16 -2.165 -1.816 -2.588 -1.598 
16A -2.283 -1.838 -2.810 -1.616 
17 -2.000 -1.864 -1.999 -1.629 
17A -1.830 -1.621 -2.019 -1.439 
18 -1.521 -1.608 -1.608 -1.361 
19 -1.593 -1.621 -1.748 -1.380 
20 -1.481 -1.606 -1.531 -1.373 
20A -1.621 -1.633 -1.512 -1.423 
21 -1.282 -1.658 -1.448 -1.319 
22 -1.355 -1.437 -1.592 -1.166 
23 -1.168 -1.303 -1.530 -1.040 
24 -1.249 -1.289 -1.555 -1.068 
25 -1.211 -1.302 -1.525 -1.058 
26 -1.283 -1.582 -1.527 -1.089 
27 -1.184 -1.297 -1.459 -1.107 
28 -1.159 -1.279 -1.408 -1.093 
29 -1.182 -1.311 -1.468 -1.081 
30 -1.529 -1.648 -1.779 -1.105 
31 0.427 -0.232 0.331 -0.775 
32 0.819 0.013 0.858 -0.796 
33 0.783 -0.027 0.771 -0.761 
34 0.589 -0.195 0.446 -1.243 
35 0.447 -0.575 0.032 -1.546 
36 -0.071 -0.790 -0.982 -1.504 
37 -0.172 -0.735 -1.003 -1.478 
38 -0.075 -0.737 -0.835 -1.452 
39 -0.087 -0.677 -0.892 -1.461 
40 -0.211 -0.726 -1.037 -1.479 
 
